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Executive summary  

  

The proposal  

Roads and Maritime Services NSW (Roads and Maritime) proposes to build a bypass of Pitt Town, NSW 

(the proposal). The proposed bypass would be about one kilometre long  between Pitt Town Road and 

Cattai Road,  east of Pitt Town  and single lane each direction. The main features of the proposal are:  

•  Extending  Pitt Town Road past Bathurst Street onto Cattai Road, east of Eldon Street  

•  Installing  a new roundabout  at  the intersection of Eldon Street and Old Pitt Town Road  

•  Closing a portion of Cattai Road to maintain access to Buckingham Street  

•  Providing new crossings  of Hortons Creek at the southern and central sections of the proposal  

•  Installing  a new roundabout at the intersection of Pitt Town Road/Bathurst Street and Glebe Road.  

Need for the proposal  

Recent investigations show that 3,600 vehicles daily would currently use a bypass of Pitt Town if it had  

already been built, instead of travelling through the town centre. This number is likely to rise due to  

residential development to the north of Pitt Town. Accordingly, Roads and Maritime has recently started  

planning work to progress the bypass proposal.   

The proposal is required  to provide a connection between Pitt Town Road in the west and Cattai Road in  

the east to  bypass heavy freight from the township, improve road safety, reduce congestion, and improve 

liveability for the local community.  

Proposal objectives  

The objectives of the proposal  are aligned with the strategic need for the  proposal. They  include:  

•  Improving  travel times and conditions for general traffic and freight through movements  

•  Maintaining acceptable operation of intersections with sufficient separation or storage of turning 

traffic from through traffic  

•  Improving connectivity and safety for road  users  and the local community  

•  Minimising environmental impacts and maximising the quality of urban and landscape design 

outcomes.  

Options considered  

Roads and Maritime considered the following alternatives:  

•  Option 1  –  Do nothing  

•  Option 2  –  Construct a bypass of Pitt Town  

•  Sub-option 2.1: A new two-lane roundabout at the intersection of Pitt Town Road, Bathurst Street 
and Glebe Road  

•  Sub-option 2.2: A new four-way intersection with traffic lights at the intersection of Pitt Town Road, 
Bathurst Street and Glebe Road.  

•  Sub-option 2.3: A new two-lane roundabout at the intersection of Old Pitt Town Road, Eldon Street 
and Cattai Road  

•  Sub-option 2.4: A new four-way intersection with traffic lights at the intersection of Old Pitt Town 
Road, Eldon Street and Cattai Road.  

Following community feedback in 2016, Roads and Maritime undertook further investigations into the 

strategic options considering value and constructability issues, and identified that a combination  of Sub-

options 2.1  and Sub-option 2.3 as the preferred design for the bypass. This combination of options meets 

the project objectives, aligns with community feedback and has less ongoing maintenance costs.  
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Statutory and planning framework 

Clause 94 of the State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (ISEPP) permits development 

on any land for the purpose of a road or road infrastructure facilities to be carried out by, or on behalf of, a 

public authority without consent. As the proposal is for a road and is to be carried out on behalf of Roads 

and Maritime Services, it can be assessed under Division 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act), and development consent from Hawkesbury City Council is not 

required. 

This review of environmental factors (REF) fulfils Roads and Maritime’s obligation under Section 5.5 of the 

EP&A Act including the obligation to examine and take into account to the fullest extent possible all matters 

affecting or likely to affect the environment by reason of the activity. 

Community and stakeholder consultation  

Community and stakeholder participation has been important in developing  the proposal. Consultation has  

been carried out with landholders, road users, the local community, local council  and other stakeholders.  

Community consultation has involved:  

•  Face to face meetings with property owners  

•  Community updates  

•  Meetings and briefings for stakeholders, and residents  

•  Letters, emails and targeted correspondence.  

Roads and Maritime has considered feedback received from the community and stakeholders  during the 

strategic design, preparation of this REF and the proposal’s engineering design. The main issues raised 

from the community included:  

•  Flooding  

•  Road safety  

•  Intersection arrangements  

•  Property impacts  

•  Environmental impacts.  

 
Roads and Maritime consulted with  Hawkesbury City Council in July 2018 in accordance with the 
requirements of the ISEPP. No issues were raised as a result of this consultation. Continuous consultation 
has been held with the Hawkesbury City Council and Pitt Town Progress Association to provide proposal  
updates.  Roads and Maritime will continue to consult with government agencies,  stakeholders and the 
community during the next stages of the proposal.  

Environmental impacts  

Roads and Maritime commissioned technical experts to assess the potential impacts of the proposal and to  

identify safeguards and  management measures to avoid or limit these impacts.  

Benefits  

The main beneficial outcomes of the proposal include:  

•  Improving road user safety by significantly reducing the number of heavy  vehicles traveling through 
the town centre and by providing long-term benefits through a safer  road environment  

•  Improving  vehicle travel times and traffic efficiency  for all road users by reducing  traffic volumes  
through the centre of Pitt Town  

•  Reducing emissions through a more consistent traffic flow, and reducing road traffic noise through 
Pitt Town commercial  centre, while preserving the amenity and character of the town  

iii  
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•  Improving local flood immunity from the existing five-year average recurrence interval  (ARI) to 20-
year ARI.  

 

From a socio-economic perspective, the proposal would improve  community cohesion as it would improve 

connectivity within  Pitt Town, while  maintaining  east–west movements across the  proposed bypass. The 

improved road safety  and amenity along key streets within Pitt Town would provide opportunities  to 

improve the streetscapes  and liveability  in the town centre.  

Key impacts  

For each impact identified, the existing environment is described in this REF, the potential impacts (both 

direct and indirect) of the project during construction and operation are assessed, and the influence of 

relevant planning matters is considered. The assessment of environmental impacts presented in this REF 

is supported by detailed investigations which are  documented in the technical papers of this REF.  

The key impacts that are likely to occur as a result of the proposal are summarised below. Other non-key 

environmental  impacts have been also assessed and can be found in Chapter 6  of this REF. These  

included impacts on downstream water quality which,  with the proposed water treatment controls already 

included in the design, have been assessed as having a low to negligible impact from the proposal.   

The proposal requires both temporary and permanent acquisition of land currently used for rural, 

residential, recreational or commercial purposes. The proposal would impact  a total of  15 lots,  with 13  

temporary partial  acquisitions  and two  full property permanent  acquisitions.  All temporary acquisitions  

would be returned to the  same or an improved state after construction, the details of which would be refined 

at detailed design.  

Noise  

Construction would be undertaken during standard construction working hours (Monday to Friday 7am to  

6pm and Saturday 8am to 1pm). Some types of works will be only able to occur at times outside of these  

standard hours, due to  worker and road user safety requirements and road access issues. These works 

would include:  

•  Tie in, drainage and road surfacing works to connect new road construction to existing streets  
adjacent to the proposal and at intersections where these require lane closures or controlled stop-go 
traffic conditions  

•  Public utility and drainage cutovers (such as water, sewer, electricity, communications) from new or 
upgraded construction to existing alignments and junctions, or road crossings where these must be  
conducted during low demand periods, lane closures or under controlled stop-go traffic conditions 

•  Deliveries  to the site and site compounds  

•  Other works where the road authority or public utility authority refuses to grant permission for traffic 
control or access to the utility or road corridor during standard hours or where lane closures are 
required to ensure the safety of both workers and the travelling public.  

Prior consultation would be undertaken with the community of any works proposed to be undertaken 

outside standard construction hours and the works would be conducted in accordance with the Roads and  

Maritime Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline.  

The construction noise and vibration assessment in this REF identified noise levels  may exceed the Roads 

and Maritime Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline at receiver locations up to 200 metres (m) from 

the construction boundary for moderately intrusive noise levels and at receiver locations up to 60m  from the  

construction boundary for highly intrusive noise levels.   

Receivers in NAC1, NCA3 and NCA5 shown in  Figure 6-7 (which include areas directly along the bypass 

alignment and in the southern parts of the Pitt Town residential area) would be exposed to potentially highly 

intrusive noise levels during construction during all activities and across both standard hours and  for any 
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activities required outside of standard hours. A summary of the predicted noise impacts by NCA is provided  

in Table 6-22.  

A Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan will be prepared to manage noise and vibration 

caused by the proposal  through implementing reasonable and feasible mitigation measures (including 

selecting less noisy construction equipment, scheduling work to minimise out of hours work activities, 

providing respite periods and targeted community consultation).  

Once operational, traffic noise is  predicted to exceed the criteria in the  Roads and Maritime  Noise Criteria 

Guideline and Noise Mitigation Guideline by up to three decibels at one receiver location and predicted to 

exceed levels that would cause sleep disturbance at three receiver locations.  Noise  mitigation measures 

such as providing architectural treatment for these receivers will be further investigated and confirmed 

during detailed design.  

Biodiversity   

Several  biodiversity constraints and impacts were identified,  including the removal of  7.97 hectares (ha) of 

vegetation  including:  

•  1.41 ha of  Cumberland Plain Woodland in the Sydney Basin Bioregion (critically endangered under 
the  NSW  Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016  (BC Act) and  Federal  Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999  (EPBC Act))  

•  0.39 ha of  Shale Gravel Transition Forest in the  Sydney Basin Bioregion (endangered under the BC  
act)  

•  0.67 ha of  Freshwater Wetlands on Coastal Floodplains of the NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and 
South-East Corner bioregions (endangered under the BC Act)  

•  0.21 ha of occupied habitat (containing five stems) of Acacia pubescens  (vulnerable under the  

EPBC Act and BC Act)  

•  0.31 ha of occupied habitat (containing 4 stems) of Dillwynia tenuifolia, on the edge of the proposal  

alignment just south of Old Pitt Town Road.  

The proposal  would clear habitat for two threatened flora species listed as vulnerable under the  BC Act, 

Acacia pubescens  and Dillwynia tenuifolia,  and potential  foraging resources for  six  fauna species listed as 

vulnerable under the BC Act and/or the EPBC Act (Grey-headed flying fox, Eastern bent-wing bat, Eastern  

Freetail Bat, Greater broad-nosed, Southern Myotis  and Cumberland Plain Land Snail).  

However assessments  of significance contained with this REF, have identified that the proposal is not likely 

to significantly impact threatened species or ecological communities or their habitats, within the meaning of 

the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016  or Fisheries Management Act 1994. The proposal is  also not likely  

to significantly impact threatened species, ecological communities or migratory species, within the  meaning 

of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.  

These  biodiversity impacts would also be minimised through safeguards  including  the implementation of 

Roads and Maritime standard practices  such as  exclusion zones for protected habitat features and 

revegetation areas, pre-clearing survey requirements, procedures for unexpected threatened species finds 

and fauna handling and protocols to manage weeds and pathogens.  

In accordance with the Roads and Maritime Guideline for Biodiversity Offsets 2016, biodiversity offsets  

would be  required for Cumberland Plain Woodland  and a  Biodiversity Offset Strategy  would be prepared for 

the proposal.  

Aboriginal heritage  

Aboriginal heritage investigations have been completed following the Roads and Maritime’s Procedure for 

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation  (PACHCI) and in consultation with the 

Deerubbin Local Aboriginal Land Council.  
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The assessment included consultation with the local aboriginal community and a program of test  

excavations to study the area. The result of the test excavations concluded that  there would be potential  

for:   

•  Partial  impact on three Aboriginal sites (PTBP 1, PTBP AFT 1 and PTBP AFT2) of low 

archaeological significance   

•  Total  impact on one Aboriginal site (PTBP AFT 3) of moderate significance.  

 

An Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) will be  sought  for the above Aboriginal sites  including for an  

archaeological salvage excavation  at PTBP AFT 3  that would assist in an  understanding of the local  

archaeological context.  

Non-Aboriginal heritage  

The proposal would encroach by up to 22m  on the  curtilage of the  “Cottage”. This is a single-storey  

weatherboard dwelling located next to Bathurst Road and is a heritage structure  of local significance.  

The proposal would not physically impact the “Cottage”  building structures,  but proposed nearby vibration 

intensive construction activities such as excavation works have potential to indirectly impact the structure. 

Any vibration generating works within a 25m  range of the “Cottage” would require trial vibration monitoring 

and detailed assessment before commencement  of adjacent construction activities.  

Excavation  works at Ancillary Facility 1 (off Wellesley and Buckridge Streets on the  western side of the 

proposal) would impact an area identified as having moderate potential to contain archaeological relics.  

The level of impact would be determined during detailed design. Should excavation in this area be required, 

an Archaeological Research Design will be prepared to assess the level of impact and an application for an  

excavation permit under Section 140 of the Heritage Act 1977.  

Socio-economic  

There is a commercial centre with a number of businesses located at the  intersection of Bathurst Street and 

Chatham Street including a petrol station, butcher, bakery, restaurants, motel and grocery store, pharmacy 

and beauty salons that have the potential to be impacted as traffic would get diverted away from this centre 

which may reduce patronage. While  there potentially would be a drop in passing trade, the proximity of the  

proposal to the town centre reduces the potential impacts caused by this.   

Provision of appropriate  signage to direct travellers on the bypass to the local shops could help to  lessen 

the potential impact. Furthermore, the reduction of heavy vehicles through the town centre would offer 

increased pedestrian and vehicle safety and improved local access and amenity around these businesses. 

It is therefore anticipated that the proposal would have minimal impacts on the businesses.  

Hydrology  and water quality  

Construction of the proposal has the potential to temporarily disrupt flows within waterways as well as 

overland flows associated with heavy rainfall or flood events during the following activities:  

•  Temporary diversion of the main creek alignment  

•  Road construction upstream of Hortons Creek  

•  Construction of in-stream structures in watercourses.  

Any disturbance of the creek or surrounding areas would be  progressively stabilised and revegetated.  

During operation, no hydrological impacts are expected.  The concept  design also includes a strategy for 

treating the water quality impacts of road run-off in the long term and managing any potential impacts on 

the Pitt Town Lagoon downstream.  
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Management of environmental impacts  

Safeguards have been identified to avoid, minimise and manage environmental impacts. 

The proposal impacts would be further minimised during detailed design and construction planning, and via 

the application of environmental management and mitigation measures. This will include consultation with 

affected residences and businesses. 

Justification and conclusion  

The proposal would meet its objectives and would be consistent with NSW Government planning and 

transport policies, and relevant strategic planning and transport policies. The proposal has been designed 

in line with Roads and Maritime road design guidelines, safety and traffic efficiency requirements. Finally, 

the proposal would achieve acceptable environmental, social and economic outcomes, and deliver 

substantial road safety and road user benefits. 

The REF has found that the environmental impacts of the proposal are not likely to be significantly impact 

matters of national environmental significance protected under the EPBC Act, or critical habitat, threatened 

species, populations, or communities either listed under the BC Act or the Fisheries Management Act 1994 

and therefore can be determined under Division 5.1 of the EP&A Act. 

Roads and Maritime would also need to obtain the following permissions and licences: 

• Aboriginal heritage impact permit(s) under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Proposal identification 

Roads and Maritime Services NSW (Roads and Maritime) proposes to build a bypass of Pitt Town, NSW 

(the proposal). The proposed bypass would be about one kilometre long  between Pitt Town Road and 

Buckingham Street,  east of Pitt Town.  

The proposal is located in the Hawkesbury local government area, in the Greater Sydney region, about 25  

kilometres (km)  northwest of Hornsby and 45km  northwest of Sydney. Scheyville National Park is  located  

about 950 metres (m) to the east and Pitt Town Nature Reserve is located about 500m to the west. The 

proposal is located within Hawkesbury-Nepean Catchment Management Area. Hortons Creek is a second  

order ephemeral waterway which crosses the  study area and flows south to south‐west into the  wetlands 

within Pitt Town Nature Reserve and then into the Hawkesbury River. The location and regional context of 

the proposal  are shown in Figure  1-1.  

Roads and Maritime is seeking approval for the proposal under Part 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and  

Assessment Act 1979  (EP&A Act).  

The proposal is needed to provide a connection between Pitt Town Road in the west and Cattai Road in the  

east to  reduce traffic through the town centre and improve traffic flow  and safety in the area  for all road  

users. A detailed discussion of the strategic need for the proposal is presented in Chapter 2.  

The main features of the proposal are:  

•  Extending Pitt Town Road past Bathurst Street onto Cattai Road, east of Eldon Street  

•  Installing  a new roundabout  at the intersection of Pitt Town Road/Bathurst Street and Glebe Road  

•  Installing  a new roundabout at Eldon Street and  Old Pitt Town Road  

•  Closing a  part  of Cattai Road  to maintain access to Buckingham Street   

•  Providing new road crossings of Hortons Creek  at the southern  and central parts of the proposal.  

An overview of the proposal is provided in  Figure 1-2. Ancillary sites (site compounds and stockpile sites) 

would be needed  for the construction work associated with the proposal. Three potential locations for these  

sites have been identified.  

Chapter 3 describes the proposal in more detail.  
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Figure 1-1: Location of the proposal 
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Figure 1-2 Key proposal features 
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1.2 Purpose of the report  

 

This review of environmental factors (REF) has been prepared by Arcadis on behalf of Roads and 

Maritime, Greater Sydney. For the proposal, Roads and Maritime is the proponent and the determining 

authority under Division 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979  (EP&A Act).  

The purpose of the REF is to describe the proposal, to document its likely  impact  on the environment, and 

to detail mitigation and management measures to be implemented.  

The description of the proposal and assessment of associated environmental impacts has been undertaken 

in the context of clause 228 of the  Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000, the factors in  

Is an EIS Required? Best Practice Guidelines for Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act  

1979  (Is an  EIS required? guidelines) (DUAP, 1995/1996), Roads and Related Facilities EIS Guideline 

(DUAP, 1996), the  Biodiversity Conservation Act  2016  (BC Act), the Fisheries Management Act 1994 (FM 

Act), and the  Australian Government’s  Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act  1999  

(EPBC Act).   

In doing so, the REF helps to fulfil the requirements of:  

•  Section 5.5 of the EP&A Act including that Roads and Maritime examine, and take into account to 

the fullest extent possible, all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment by reason of the 

activity  

•  The strategic assessment approval granted by the Australian Government under the EPBC Act in 

September 2015, with respect to the impacts of Roads and Maritime’s road activities on nationally 

listed threatened species, ecological communities and migratory species.  

The findings of the REF will be considered when assessing:  

•  Whether the proposal is likely to have a significant impact on the environment and, therefore, 

whether it will be the necessity for an environmental impact statement to be prepared and approval 

to be sought from the Minister for Planning under Division 5.2 of the EP&A Act  

•  The significance of any impact on threatened species as defined by the BC Act and/or FM Act, in 

Section 1.7 of the EP&A Act and, therefore, the requirement for a Species Impact Statement or a 

Biodiversity Development Assessment Report  

•  The significance of any impact on nationally listed biodiversity matters under the EPBC Act,  

including whether there is a real possibility that the activity may threaten long-term survival of these 

matters, and whether offsets are required and able to be secured  

•  The potential for the proposal to significantly impact any other matters of national environmental 

significance or Commonwealth land  and the need, subject to the EPBC Act strategic assessment 

approval, to make a referral to the Australian Government Department of the Environment and 

Energy for a decision by the Commonwealth Minister for the Environment on whether assessment 

and approval is required under the EPBC Act.  
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This chapter describes the need for the proposal in terms of its strategic setting and operational need. 

It identifies the various options considered and the selection of the preferred option for the proposal. 

2.1 Strategic need for the proposal 

The proposed bypass of Pitt Town has been considered (by Roads and Maritime) for more than 70 years. 

Over this time, Roads and Maritime has gradually acquired land and reserved the corridor for the bypass. 

Currently, around three-quarters of a potential bypass road corridor is already owned by Roads and 

Maritime. For this reason, and to meet the established community expectations, the design options for the 

proposal have focused on the development of new road infrastructure within the zoned road corridor. 

Recent investigations show that 3,600 vehicles daily would currently use a bypass of Pitt Town if it had 

already been built, instead of travelling through the town centre. This number is likely to rise due to planned 

residential development to the north of Pitt Town. Accordingly, Roads and Maritime has recently started 

planning work to progress the bypass proposal. 

The proposal is required to provide a connection between Pitt Town Road in the west and Cattai Road in 

the east to bypass heavy freight from the township, improve road safety, reduce congestion, and improve 

liveability for the local community. 

Roads and Maritime has determined that a single lane each way is sufficient to carry the forecast future 

traffic demand for the next 30 years. 

2.1.1  Strategic planning and policy context  

This  section describes the compatibility of the proposal with key strategic planning and policy documents.  

The following documents provide a framework and guidance for the delivery of the proposal:  

•  National Road Safety Strategy 2011–2020  (Australian Transport Council, 2011)   

•  NSW 2021  (NSW Government, 2011)   

•  NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan  (TfNSW, 2012)   

•  State Infrastructure Strategy  (NSW Government, 2018  

•  NSW State Infrastructure Strategy 2018  (NSW Government, 2018)   

•  NSW Road Safety Strategy 2012–21  (TfNSW, 2012).   

National Road Safety Strategy 2011-2020  

The National Road Safety Strategy 2011–2020  (Australian Transport Council, 2011)  aims to identify 

initiatives to  improve the safety of Australia’s roads  and  reduce the annual number of road crash fatalities  

and serious  road crash injuries by at least 30 per cent by the end of 2020. The  strategy recognises the  

critical need to improve road infrastructure, with a focus on road features that are designed to reduce run-

off-road, intersection and head-on crashes.  

The proposal  would provide the opportunity to  reduce crashes and help achieve the targets set by the  

strategy by providing road safety improvements such as  a wide centre line, roundabouts, safety barriers  

and upgrades to local road intersections.  
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NSW 2021  

NSW 2021: A Plan to Make NSW Number One  (NSW Government, 2011)  is the NSW Government’s 10-

year strategic plan to rebuild the State’s economy, provide quality services, renovate infrastructure, restore  
government accountability and strengthen the local environment and communities. It  identifies several  

goals to improve the transport network.  The proposal would help to achieve the following goals in NSW 

2021:  

•  Goal 7: Reduce travel times.  The NSW Government is committed to delivery of an efficient and  

effective transport system that reduces travel time across NSW. The proposal would deliver 

infrastructure that will relieve congestion, reduce traffic volumes through the centre of Pitt Town, 

enhance the capacity of road corridors and allow more reliable travel times on Pitt Town Road and 

Cattai Road  

•  Goal 10:  Improve road safety. The proposal would involve the construction of a wide centreline, 

safety barriers, and local intersection improvements to minimise risk.   

NSW Road  Safety Strategy 2012-21  

The NSW Road Safety  Strategy 2012–21  (TfNSW, 2012)  aims to improve road safety. The strategy takes a 

holistic view of the road transport system and interactions. This includes  the road user, the roads and 

roadsides, the vehicle and travel speeds  among the key components of that system. It recognises that all 

these components have a role to play in helping to keep road users safe.  

The strategy has a target to  reduce  fatalities and serious injuries by at least 30 per cent in 2021.  

The proposal would help to improve traffic flow and road user safety by providing a bypass of Pitt Town 

town centre, roundabouts, a wide centre line,  safety barriers and upgrades to local road intersections.   

NSW State  Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38  

The NSW State Infrastructure Strategy 2018–2038  (NSW Government,  2018)  highlights the importance of 

providing highly productive infrastructure to meet the needs of a growing population and economy. The 

strategy provides recommendations to grow the economy by increasing  productivity and participation and 

generating significant additional employment.  

The State Infrastructure  Strategy  includes a set of policies and strategies  that will make more efficient use 

of existing and new infrastructure.  

The proposal is aligned with the following objective in the strategy:  

•  ‘Continuously improve the integration of land and  infrastructure planning.’ The proposal will ensure 

the character and amenity of Pitt Town is retained by reducing traffic through the town centre.  

The strategy also sets out infrastructure needs and priorities unique to NSW’s major geographic regions. 

While the proposal is located within the Greater Sydney region, it is more aligned with the following regional 

transport recommendations:  

•  Recommendation 40: ‘Increasing focus on achieving goals related to road safety and network 

resilience.’ The proposal would contribute to improvements in road user safety by providing a 

bypass of the town centre, roundabouts, a wide centre line, safety barriers and upgrades to local 

road intersections  

•  Recommendation 42: ‘Investment should target  safety and productivity upgrades to the road 

network to unlock High  Productivity Freight Vehicle network capacity.’ In addition to the road user 

safety improvements listed above, the proposal  would support future improved  freight access.  
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Future Transport Strategy 2056 (TfNSW, 2016) provides a framework to address transport challenges in 

NSW to the year 2056. Key aims of the strategy are to link safety, security and performance, and provide 

essential access for regional NSW. 

The need for the Pitt Town Bypass is driven by the large number of heavy vehicles, sometimes up to 18 per 

cent, travelling through Pitt Town daily. The number of vehicles is expected to increase due to nearby 

development and the sand mine to the north of the proposal in the Hills District. The proposal would meet 

existing and future travel demands, and improve general freight efficiency in the area for heavy vehicles 

including 25-metre B-doubles. 

Future Transport Strategy encourages the construction of bypasses to preserve the amenity and character 

of towns on major thoroughfares. The main purpose of the proposal is to bypass heavy freight from the 

township to improve safety for road users and increase the amenity and liveability of Pitt Town through 

reduced noise and vehicle exhaust emissions. 

The strategy also sets as a priority the need to support an efficient and productive freight industry. 

The proposal would improve travel efficiency for high productivity freight vehicles along the corridor. 

Construction of the proposal would reduce fuel consumption and emissions by providing more uniform 

travel conditions; it would also reduce road maintenance by providing a heavy-duty road pavement. 

  Great Sydney Region Plan – A Metropolis of Three Cities 

Greater Sydney Region Plan –  A Metropolis of Three Cities  (Greater Sydney Commission, 2018)  was  

prepared concurrently with  Future Transport Strategy 2056 and is a vision to integrate and connect three 

cities where  residents live within 30  minutes of their jobs, education, health facilities  and services. Greater 

Sydney aims to accomplish this by bringing innovative ideas to land use and transport patterns to boost 

liveability, productivity and sustainability.  

The proposal is aligned with the following objectives of the ‘A city supported by infrastructure’ direction:  

•  Objective 3: ‘Infrastructure adapts to meet future needs.’ The proposal would accommodate the 

forecasted growth and meet future travel demands  in the area.  

•  Objective 4:  ‘Infrastructure is optimised.’ The proposal includes a shared use path which would  
eventually link to the surrounding suburbs.  

 Greater Sydney 2056 Western City District Plan 

Our Greater Sydney 2056 Western City District Plan  (Greater Sydney Commission, 2018) is a 20-year plan 

to manage growth in the context of economic, social and environmental matters to achieve the 40-year 

vision for Greater Sydney. This District Plan  is to be used as  a guide for implementing the Greater Sydney 

Region Plan, A Metropolis  of Three Cities  and a bridge between regional and local planning.  To achieve its  

vision, this District Plan identifies planning priorities with accompanying objectives, strategies and actions.  

•  The proposal is aligned with the following actions that support  the above-mentioned Objectives 3 

and 4 of the Regional Plan: Action 3: ‘Align forecast growth with infrastructure.’  The  proposal would 

accommodate the forecasted growth and meet future travel demands  in the area.  

•  Action 5: ‘Consider the adaptability of infrastructure and its potential shared use when preparing 

infrastructure strategies  and plans.’  The proposal includes a shared use path which would 

eventually link to the surrounding suburbs.  
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2.2  Existing infrastructure  

 

  

Pitt Town Road is currently a two-lane two-way rural undivided road with sealed and  unsealed shoulders on 

both sides of the road. Centre and edge line marking is provided for the full length of the road, and the 

posted speed is 70  kilometres per hour  (km/h), reducing to 60km/h approaching Glebe Road.  

Most of the proposal would be built on a greenfield site that would tie in to the following existing roads:  

•  Glebe Road: This is a two-lane two-way rural undivided road connecting to Pitt Town Road as a 

priority-controlled T-intersection. Although it is  sealed, there is no line marking on this road and the 

posted speed limit is 70km/h  

•  Bathurst Street: This is the continuation of Pitt Town Road past Glebe Road. It is a two-lane two-

way rural undivided road with sealed and unsealed shoulders. Centre and edge line marking is 

provided and the posted speed limit is 60km/h  

•  Old Pitt Town Road: This is a two-lane two-way rural road with posted speed of 70km/h. It has  

recently been re-sealed.  Old Pitt Town Road connects with Cattai Road in the west as a priority-

controlled T-intersection  

•  Buckingham Street: This is a two-lane two-way rural road with gravel shoulders and a posted speed 

limit of 50km/h. It connects to Cattai Road as a priority-controlled T-intersection  

•  Cattai Road: This is  a two-lane two-way rural undivided road with sealed and unsealed shoulders  on 

both sides. Centre and edge line marking is provided and the posted speed limit is 60km/h.  

Roads in the proposal area are generally straight with the exception of Pitt Town Road which transitions 

into Bathurst Street with a sharp bend past Glebe Road. The terrain is quite flat at the northern and 

southern extents of the proposal area  at the tie-ins with  Pitt Town Road and Cattai Road, respectively.  

The existing roads are susceptible to drainage and flooding issues during storm events. Further information 

is provided in Section  6.4. The existing drainage infrastructure in the proposal area includes minor culverts 

and a small  bridge crossing on  Bathurst Street.  

The following aspects are also relevant to the proposal:  

•  There are no pedestrian or cyclist facilities along Pitt Town Road and Cattai Road  

•  Parking is unrestricted on the road shoulders and verge area  

•  Lighting is only provided at the sharp bend connecting Pitt Town Road and Bathurst Street near  

Glebe Road  

•  Utilities  comprise water, sewer and gas (underground), telecommunications (overhead and  

underground) and overhead power lines.  

2.3 Proposal objectives 

2.3.1  Proposal objectives  

The objectives of the proposal  are aligned with the strategic need for the  proposal. They  include:  

•  Improving  travel times and conditions for general traffic and freight through movements  

•  Maintaining acceptable operation of intersections  with sufficient separation or storage of turning 

traffic from through traffic  

•  Improving connectivity and safety for road  users  and the local community  
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Principle Objective 

• Develop an alignment which permits Pitt Town to function as an urban centre Contribute to the overall landscape 
without the disruption of through traffic structure and revitalisation of the 

region • Design an alignment which is responsive to its landscape setting and does not 
detract from it 

• Minimise physical impacts on parklands, open space, the creeks and aquatic 
environments which drain Pitt Town 

Respect the land uses and built form 

of the corridor 

• Minimise the footprint of the corridor to limit impacts to adjoining vegetation, 
communities, and farm holdings 

• Design an alignment which minimises fragmentation of farm holdings or the 
loss of connections between paddocks 

• Maintain the ecological integrity of the vegetated sections and landscape 
character of the corridor 

• Minimise the intrusion of road-related elements (fencing and water quality 
control measures) on the local landscape 

• Respect the heritage values of Pitt Town 

• Provide safe and efficient access to town both along and across the proposed 
corridor 

• Provide active transport opportunities both within the alignment and connecting 
to the broader local context and networks 

• Provide a design response which acknowledges the population centres of Pitt 
Town. Facilitate movement of people within this context providing an 
environment which reflects this human scale 

• Consider the relationship between road and landscape minimising the overall 
scale of fills and cut along the alignment 

• Minimise the footprint of the corridor to limit impacts to adjoining vegetation 
communities and farm holdings 

• Provide a formation which addresses local flood events 

• The route selection should respond to the grain of the landscape and avoid, 
where possible, the disruption of patches of vegetation, both natural and cultural 

• Integrate cut and fill embankments with surrounding terrain by grading out and 
varying slopes 

• Preserve existing cultural patterns within the landscape 

• Vary the gradient of earthworks to provide visual interest and reflect 
characteristics of the surrounding landform and landscape 

Connecting modes and communities 

Fit the landform of the corridor 

Responding to natural pattern 

• Minimising environmental impacts and maximising the quality of urban and landscape design 

outcomes. 

2.3.2  Urban design objectives  

An urban design, landscape character and visual impact assessment was prepared for the proposal to 

meet Roads and Maritime urban design objectives and principles (refer to Appendix D). 

The overall aim of the proposal is for it to reflect both the character of the landscape it traverses and the 

broader landscape, while addressing environmental, visual and physical constraints as part of a holistic 

design solution. Specific urban design and landscape objectives were prepared for the proposal in line with 

the Roads and Maritime urban design policy, Beyond the Pavement. These objectives are presented in 

Table 2-1. They are intended to guide the concept design, and ensure the proposal integrates physically 

and visually with the surrounding environment. 

Table 2-1 Urban design objectives for the proposal 
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Principle Objective 

• Minimise disruption to the visual qualities of the land use 

• Maximise the opportunities for high quality and varied views 

• Use landscape to frame views from the road. 

• Provide a landscape design that defines the edge of bends and leads the driver 
through the landscape 

• Provide plantings that reinforce the reduced speed zones and connections to 
adjoining town centre 

• Provide a landscape design which reflects the needs and performance 
requirements of intersections along the corridor 

• Develop a consistent approach to the design of bridges along the proposal. 
Urban design principles to be consistent with those outlined in Bridge 
Aesthetics: Design Guidelines to Improve the Appearance of Bridges in NSW 
(RTA, 2003) 

• Develop a consistent approach to the design of soft landscaping along the 
route. Planting design principles to be consistent with those outlined in the 
Landscape Guidelines: Landscape Design and Maintenance Guidelines to 
Improve the Quality, Safety and Cost Effectiveness of Road Corridor Planting 
and Seeding (RTA, 2008a)’ 

• Provide a landscape which is self-reliant and regenerating with minimal 
maintenance input requirements 

• Provide plantings to frame views and guide the driver along the alignment 

Designing an experience in 

movement 

Creating self-explaining road 

environments 

Achieving integrated and minimal 

maintenance design 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

   

   

2.4 Alternatives and options considered  

The proposed bypass of Pitt Town has been considered for more than 70 years. Over this time, Roads and 

Maritime has gradually acquired land and reserved the corridor for the bypass. Around three-quarters of a 

potential bypass road corridor is now owned by Roads and Maritime. Accordingly, the most recent design 

options focus on infrastructure development within the zoned corridor (Figure 6-37) and reserve to 

maximise value for money from prior investment and meet well established community expectations for the 

bypass. 

Only one horizontal alignment was investigated for the proposal, which follows the established bypass 

corridor. This involves the bypass deviating from the existing Pitt Town Road to the north at the intersection 

of Glebe Road and Pitt Town Road. Continuing north, the proposed bypass passes to the east of Brinsley 

Park and crosses Old Pitt Town Road, before tying back in with the existing alignment on Cattai Road, 110 

metres north of the intersection of Buckingham Street and Cattai Road. 

With the road corridor already established, the main difference between the investigated options is the 

intersection treatments and provision of access at the intersecting roads. 

2.4.1  Methodology for selection a preferred option  

Various options for the Pitt Town Bypass have been considered by Roads and Maritime, including a ‘do 

nothing’ option. The options were evaluated against the criteria detailed in Table 2-3. Each of the identified 

options was considered against the proposal objectives in Section 2.3.1. The overall configuration of the 

bypass, and intersections with local roads, was determined through the Roads and Maritime strategic 

options phase which included final input from the community via a public display of the proposal. 
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   Table 2-2 Option evaluation criteria and analysis 

   

  

  

 

 

   

 

 

 

     

  

 

 

  

 

Criteria Analysis 

Environment A preliminary environmental investigation (PEI) was completed by EMM in August 2016 (Roads 

and Maritime, 2016a). The PEI did not review and compare the proposed options but did 

include recommendations to make informed decisions when developing the concept design. 

The PEI identified various environmental constraints to be further investigated and considered 

throughout the development of the concept design to minimise the environmental impact of the 

proposal. 

Community consultation Roads and Maritime provided community members with a proposal update in May 2016, 

including the options for the proposal, and requested community feedback and input during the 

review of the strategic options. The community feedback was a key component of the options 

evaluation. 

Constructability A constructability workshop was undertaken by MI Engineers in January 2018 in consultation 

with Roads and Maritime and Arcadis staff. The workshop identified engineering and 

environmental constraints associated with the proposal options. 

Risk A risk workshop was undertaken by MI Engineers in February 2018 in consultation with Roads 

and Maritime and Arcadis staff to assess the operational safety risks associated with the 

proposal. 

2.4.2  Identified options  

The options  that were  considered are  ‘do nothing’, construction of the bypass as a whole,  and  sub-options  

related to intersection arrangements.  These are outlined below.  

Option 1  –  ‘Do nothing’  

This would involve leaving the  current route through Pitt Town as it currently stands rather than building the 

proposal.  

Option 2  - Construct a bypass of Pitt Town  

The Strategic Design Report  (Roads and Maritime, 2013a) documents the options considered for the  

proposal. The strategic option focused on intersection locations and treatments and adopted design speed 

parameters.  

Sub-options  

It was considered that the bypass would require upgrades to three  intersections:  

•  Pitt Town Bypass, Bathurst Street and Glebe Road  

•  Pitt Town Bypass, Eldon Street and Old Pitt Town Road  

•  Pitt Town Bypass, Cattai Road and Buckingham Street.  

At each intersection the potential for no traffic lights, traffic lights and roundabout options was considered. 

For the two larger Pitt Town Road intersections, the expected redistribution of traffic indicated the need for 

introduction of traffic lights or roundabout controls as intersections with no traffic controls were considered 

likely  to fail and were not considered further.  

Two strategic sub-options were developed for the proposed intersection of Pitt Town Road, Bathurst Street 

and Glebe Road. These are shown in  Figure 2-1, and are:  
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 Sub-option 2.1: A new two-lane roundabout at the intersection of Pitt Town Road, Bathurst Street 
and Glebe Road 

 Sub-option 2.2: A new four-way intersection with traffic lights at the intersection of Pitt Town Road, 

Bathurst Street and Glebe Road 

 Sub-option 2.3: A new two-lane roundabout at the intersection of Old Pitt Town Road, Eldon Street 

and Cattai Road 

 Sub-option 2.4: A new four-way intersection with traffic lights at the intersection of Old Pitt Town 

Road, Eldon Street and Cattai Road. 

 
Figure 2-1 Strategic intersection options for Pitt Town Bypass 

2.4.3 Analysis of options 

A main component of the options analysis was input from the community. Community consultation 

identified: 

 A strong preference for the roundabout at the intersection of Bathurst Street and Glebe Road 

 A recommendation that a roundabout be considered at the intersection of Eldon Street and Old Pitt 

Town Road  

 Concerns regarding the closure of Buckingham Street access to Cattai Road. 

Following community feedback in 2016, Roads and Maritime undertook further investigations into the 

strategic options considering value and constructability issues, and identified a preferred option for the 

bypass to progress to the next stage of design. Table 2-3 summarises the analysis of the options identified 

in Section 2.4.2 and identifies the advantages and disadvantages of each option. 
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 Criteria  Analysis  

Option 1: ‘Do 

nothing’  
Option 2.1: construct 

a bypass of Pitt 

  Town – roundabout 

at the intersection of 

Pitt Town Rd, 

Bathurst St and 

 Glebe Rd 

Option 2.2: construct 

a bypass of Pitt 

 Town – traffic lights 

at the intersection of 

Pitt Town Rd, 

Bathurst St and 

 Glebe Rd 

Option 2.3: construct 

a bypass of Pitt 

  Town – roundabout 

at the intersection of 

 Old Pitt Town Rd, 

 Eldon St and Cattai 

Rd  

Option 2.4: 

construct a bypass 

  of Pitt Town – traffic 

 lights at the 

intersection of Old 

 Pitt Town Rd, Eldon 

 St and Cattai Rd 

Environment   This option would 

have the least 

environmental 

impact as it would 

not require any 

 vegetation 

clearing, impact 

known Aboriginal 

heritage items, or 

 cause additional 

 impact to noise 

and visual 

 sensitive receivers. 

The identified road 

 corridor is on a 

 greenfield site. The 

 construction of this 

 option would require 

the clearing of 

vegetation and have 

other potential 

environmental 

 impacts to noise and 

 visual sensitive 

receivers, 

biodiversity, 

Aboriginal heritage 

items, and water 

quality.  

 In comparison to 

traffic light 

intersections, 

roundabouts have a 

larger environmental 

footprint.  

The identified road 

 corridor is on a 

 greenfield site. The 

construction of this 

 option would require 

the clearing of 

vegetation and have 

other potential 

environmental 

 impacts to noise and 

visual sensitive  

receivers, 

biodiversity, 

Aboriginal heritage 

items, and water 

quality.   

 In comparison to 

roundabouts, traffic 

light intersections 

have a smaller 

environmental 

 footprint. 

The identified road 

corridor is on a  

 greenfield site. The 

construction of this 

  option would require 

the clearing of 

vegetation and have 

other potential 

environmental 

 impacts to noise and 

 visual sensitive 

receivers, 

biodiversity, 

Aboriginal heritage 

items, and water 

 quality. 

 In comparison to 

traffic light 

intersections, 

roundabouts have a 

larger environmental 

footprint.  

The identified road 

 corridor is on a 

 greenfield site. The 

construction of this 

 option would require 

the clearing of 

vegetation and have 

other potential 

environmental 

impacts to noise 

 and visual sensitive 

receivers, 

biodiversity, 

 Aboriginal heritage 

items, and water 

quality.   

 In comparison to 

roundabouts, traffic 

light intersections 

have a smaller 

environmental 

footprint.  

 Community 

 consultation 

 This option was 

 not supported by 

the community.  

 The majority of the 

 community were 

either in support or 

conditional support 

 of constructing the 

 proposed bypass. 

 The community are 

 in favour of 

roundabouts over 

traffic lights and 

requested that 

Buckingham Street 

access be retained.  

 The community are 

 in favour of 

roundabouts over 

traffic lights and 

requested that 

Buckingham Street 

access be retained.  

 The community are 

 in favour of 

roundabouts over 

traffic lights and 

requested that 

Buckingham Street 

 access be retained. 

 The community are 

 in favour of 

roundabouts over 

traffic lights and 

requested that 

Buckingham Street 

 access be retained. 

 Constructability In the short-term, 

 this option would 

not require any 

construction work; 

however road 

 infrastructure 

improvements 

 would eventually 

be required.  

Roundabouts are 

 more complex and 

can be more 

expensive to 

 construct. The 

operational cost of 

 roundabouts is 

however less than 

traffic light 

 intersections 

Traffic light 

intersections are 

more straightforward 

and economical to 

construct however 

 the ongoing 

operational and 

maintenance costs 

 of traffic signals are 

greater.  

Roundabouts are 

 more complex and 

can be more 

expensive to 

 construct. The 

operational cost of 

roundabouts is  

however less than 

traffic light 

intersections  

Traffic light 

intersections are 

 more 

straightforward and 

economical to 

construct however 

 the ongoing 

operational and 

maintenance costs 

 of traffic signals are 

 greater. 

 Risk Traffic conditions 

could worsen, 

 including travel 

delays becoming 

more frequent and 

Roundabouts are 

arguably safer for 

motorists than other 

 intersection 

configurations 

Intersections with 

traffic lights have 

 safety and efficiency 

advantages when a 

 certain traffic volume 

Roundabouts are 

arguably safer for 

motorists than other 

 intersection 

configurations 

Intersections with 

traffic lights have 

 safety and efficiency 

advantages when a 

 certain traffic 



 

  

 

 

   

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Criteria Analysis 

Option 1: ‘Do 

nothing’ 
Option 2.1: construct 

a bypass of Pitt 

Town – roundabout 

at the intersection of 

Pitt Town Rd, 

Bathurst St and 

Glebe Rd 

Option 2.2: construct 

a bypass of Pitt 

Town – traffic lights 

at the intersection of 

Pitt Town Rd, 

Bathurst St and 

Glebe Rd 

Option 2.3: construct 

a bypass of Pitt 

Town – roundabout 

at the intersection of 

Old Pitt Town Rd, 

Eldon St and Cattai 

Rd 

Option 2.4: 

construct a bypass 

of Pitt Town – traffic 

lights at the 

intersection of Old 

Pitt Town Rd, Eldon 

St and Cattai Rd 

because of lower 

vehicle speeds, 

fewer conflict points, 

and reduced crash 

angles 

is achieved. 

However these 

traffic volumes are 

not anticipated, 

therefore no real 

advantages are 

perceived. 

Traffic lights are also 

more susceptible to 

flood damage. Thus, 

in the event of a 

flood at the 

intersections, there 

is greater chance of 

disruption and safety 

issues resulting from 

the use of traffic 

lights. 

because of lower 

vehicle speeds, 

fewer conflict points, 

and reduced crash 

angles 

volume is achieved. 

However these 

traffic volumes are 

not anticipated, 

therefore no real 

advantages are 

perceived. 

Traffic lights are 

also more 

susceptible to flood 

damage. Thus, in 

the event of a flood 

at the intersections, 

there is greater 

chance of disruption 

and safety issues 

resulting from the 

use of traffic lights. 

2.5  Preferred option  

Following community feedback in 2016, Roads and Maritime undertook further investigations into the 

strategic options considering value and constructability issues, and identified that a combination of Sub-

options 2.1  and Sub-option 2.3 as the preferred design for the bypass. This combination of options meets  

the project objectives, aligns with community feedback and has less ongoing maintenance costs.  

This combination of sub-options  is shown in Figure 2-2  and has the following features:  

• A two-lane roundabout for the new intersection at Pitt Town Road, Bathurst Street and Glebe Road  

• A two-lane roundabout instead of traffic lights for the new intersection at Eldon Street and Old Pitt

Town Road  

• Maintenance of restricted access to  Buckingham Street from Cattai Road (left turn in and out of 

Buckingham Street).  

The preferred option would satisfy the proposal objectives. In summary, it would:  

• Improve road user safety by  significantly reducing the number of heavy  vehicles traveling through

the town centre and by providing long-term benefits through a safe road environment 

• Improve vehicle travel times and traffic efficiency for all road  users by relieving congestion, reducing 

traffic volumes through the centre of Pitt Town,  and  enhancing  the capacity of road corridors 

• Reduce emissions through a more consistent traffic flow, and reduce vehicle noise through Pitt

Town while preserving the amenity and character of the town 

• Improve local flood immunity  from the existing five-year ARI to 20-year ARI.  

The NSW Government announced the preferred strategic option in March 2017.   
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longer through Pitt 

Town. The 

objectives of the 

strategies outlined 

in Section 2.1 (eg 

NSW, 2021) would 

not be achieved. 



 

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

    

  

 

   

 

Figure 2-2 Preferred option for the proposal (March 2017) 

2.6 Design refinements 

One design refinement has been included in the concept design since the selection of the preferred option. 

The alignment was initially designed for 70km/hr with a posted speed limit of 60km/hr. This was considered 

suitable due to the closely spaced roundabouts, which slow all vehicles, and would be safer for the varying 

movements. 

However, after internal discussions within Roads and Maritime including the Network Safety – Speed 

Management branch, the feasibility and impact of increasing the design speed to 80km/hr with a posted 

speed limit of 70km/hr was investigated. The investigation found the relatively flat and straight bypass 

alignment could safely accommodate a higher design speed without significantly greater cost or impact. 

Accordingly, an 80km/hr design speed with a posted speed limit of 70km/hr was adopted as the preferred 

option. 
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3.  Description of the proposal  
This chapter describes the proposal and provides descriptions of existing conditions, the design parameters 

and major design features, the construction method and associated infrastructure and activities. 

3.1 The proposal  

The proposal involves building  a bypass of Pitt Town. The proposal is  about  one kilometre  long, and 

extends from  Pitt Town Road  to Buckingham Road east of Pitt Town  within the  City of Hawkesbury  local 

government area. The proposal is shown in  Figure 1-2   and discussed in the following  sections.  

The key features of the proposal include:  

•  Extending  Pitt Town Road past Bathurst Street onto Cattai Road, east of Eldon Street  

•  Installing  a new roundabout  at the intersection of Pitt Town Road/Bathurst Street and Glebe Road  

(the southern roundabout)  

•  Installing  a new  roundabout at Eldon Street and Old Pitt Town Road (the northern roundabout)  

•  Closing  a portion of Cattai Road to maintain access to Buckingham Street  

•  Providing  new crossings  of Hortons Creek  at the southern and central sections of the proposal.  
The area studied for this REF (the study area) includes a minimum 25m wide buffer from the centreline of 

the new alignment and land occupied by ancillary facilities, generally encompassing an area of about 17.3 

hectares  (refer to Figure  3-1). The study areas specific to each of the specialist studies are discussed 

further in the respective sections in Chapter  6.  
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Figure 3-1 Construction footprint and REF study area 
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3.2 Design 

The concept design for the proposal  was prepared to achieve a compliant road geometry with a design 

speed of 80km/h for the main alignment and 60km/h for other local road sections. The concept design is 

intended to:  

•  Maintain acceptable travel times and conditions for general  traffic and through movements by freight  

•  Maintain acceptable operation of intersections with sufficient separation or storage of turning traffic 

from through traffic  

•  Improve connectivity and safety for general and active transport users  

•  Minimise environmental  impacts and maximise the quality of urban and landscape design 

outcomes.  

The concept design is described below. It will be further refined during detailed design.  

3.2.1  Design criteria  

The  concept design for the  proposal  was  designed in accordance with the following guidelines and  

standards:   

•  Austroads Guide to Road Design  (Austroads)   

•  Roads and Maritime Supplements to the Austroads Guide  (Roads and Maritime)  

•  Austroads Guide to Traffic Management  (Austroads)  

•  AS1742 Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices  (Standards Australia) and Roads and Maritime  

Supplements  

•  Austroads Guide to Pavement Technology Part 2: Pavement  Structural Design  and Roads and  

Maritime Austroads Guide  (Austroads)  

•  AS5100 Bridge Design  (Standards Australia).  

The key design criteria for the proposal are listed in Table  3-1  and Table  3-2.  
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Table 3-1 Design criteria for the main alignment 

Design element Minimum Criteria 

Posted speed limit 70km/hr 

Design speed 80km/hr 

Design vehicle 25m B-Double 

Number of lanes One lane each way (excluding auxiliary lanes) 

Typical traffic lane width 3.5m 

Shoulder width 2.5m 

Verge width 1.5m 

Batter slope 6H:1V or 4H:1V desirable, 2H:1V maximum 

Road pavement life 40 years for new road pavement 



 

  

 

 

 Design element Minimum Criteria  

 20 years for rehabilitated road pavement  

 Flood immunity    20-year average recurrent interval (ARI) local catchment design storm to the edge line of the 

through lanes  

    Table 3-2 Design criteria for other local roads 

 Design element Minimum Criteria  

 Posted speed limit  60km/h 

 Design speed  60km/h 

 Design vehicle  12.5m Single Unit Truck or existing design vehicle, whichever is larger  

Number of lanes   One lane each way 

 Typical traffic lane width   3.5m for new sections of road, tapering to existing lane widths where connecting to existing  

Shoulder width    0.5m for new sections of road or match existing 

 Verge width   1m  

 Batter slope  4:1 or 6:1 desirable  

Road pavement life     40 years for new road pavement 

 20 years for rehabilitated road pavement  

 Flood immunity  As per existing road immunity 

3.2.2  Engineering constraints  

Key  engineering issues and constraints  were considered in  designing the proposal. These are outlined 

below.  

Flooding  and drainage  

Flooding is a key issue for the area surrounding the proposal. This area is subject to  flooding from both the  

Hawkesbury River catchment and the local Hortons Creek catchment.  

According to the Hawkesbury City Council flood risk management plan (Bewsher,  2012), the  proposal  area 

falls within  extreme flood risk land. The proposal  area is subject to  Hawkesbury River flood events with an  

ARI of less than five years.  Hortons  Creek also  has potential to affect the proposal area. However, due to 

the substantial difference in size of the Hortons Creek catchment area (424 ha) when compared to the  

Hawkesbury-Nepean Valley catchment area (2.2 million ha), the local flooding impact  would be 

considerably less.  

If the bypass were designed for protection against Hawkesbury River flood events it would require larger  

embankments, substantial drainage infrastructure and result in a significant increase  in the proposal  

footprint. The resulting increase in road height and proposal  footprint size would leave the tie-in points to 

the existing road network vulnerable to severe flood events. It is therefore not considered practical or 
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feasible to design the proposal to provide immunity for Hawkesbury River flooding as it would provide little 

benefit for the relatively high cost  and increased level of environmental impact  involved.  

Flood immunity for the bypass was determined based on the local Hortons Creek catchment hydrology. 

The proposal was designed for immunity against a 20-year ARI local catchment storm event. To 

accommodate and ensure an acceptable level of immunity against major flood events, cross drainage  

structures were  designed for a 20-year ARI storm event for the local catchment.  This approach is  an 

improvement on  existing flood immunity  and consistent with the flood immunity level  of  the existing  local  

road  network.  

Hortons Creek would need to be temporarily diverted around the southern roundabout to enable the 

construction of the proposed box culverts. Certain measures would be taken during construction and  

operation to protect the riverbank from erosion and instability. The proposal incorporates measures for the  

separation of road surface runoff and adjacent external runoff. The drainage system was designed to 

ensure that road surface runoff would be directed to water treatment features, where practical, before 

discharging to cross drainage structures and existing surrounding waterways. Water quality and pollution 

would be managed by directing road surface runoff to open vegetated drainage channels and to water 

quality basins where possible.  

Other constraints  

Other constraints that were identified and considered in the  during concept design are summarised in Table  

3-3.  

Table  3-3  Other constraints  

 

Engineering constraint  Description  

Property boundary  

and acquisition  

adjustment The road corridor is constrained and bounded by private properties. This constraint influenced  

the road design and earthworks footprint  –  a key objective is  to minimise  the acquisition  of 

local  properties. Also, a Crown land property  adjacent to Buckingham Street is known to be  

subject to an Aboriginal land claim. The proposal and construction footprint  were  designed to 

avoid impact on this property.  

Safe property  access  would  be maintained  to properties during construction. Property access 

would be  adjusted and connections to private properties on the redundant section of Cattai  

Road, Bathurst Street and Lagoon Road  would  be reinstated.  

Property acquisition is discussed  further in Section 3.4.  

Construction and traffic staging  The proposal and a large portion of construction  works would be  largely  within a greenfield 

zone away from existing live  traffic. There are various tie-ins required to existing local  roads at 

the extremes of the proposal.  

The construction staging program aims toto minimise the level of impact on traffic and the  

community by  maximising the amount  of construction work  offline within the greenfield areas.  

Topographical profile and  

drainage  

Sections of the alignment are  relatively flat,  which  presents challenges for  drainage. The flat 

profile of the road  limits  the ability  of the land on either side of the road to quickly drain 

following large floods or rainfall events. This was taken into  consideration developing the  

drainage for the proposal.  

Source of materials  Where possible, suitable onsite material  would be re-used and additional fill imported to the 

site.  

Quarries near  the proposal area can potentially be used to source fill material. Refer to Section 

3.3.7  for details on source of materials.  

Reliable  water sources  

construction  

for There are limited reliable  water supply  options for construction and maintenance activities. 

Hortons Creek is the major watercourse  within the proposal boundary, but  does not flow  

consistently for use during construction  without altering the waterway.  
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Engineering constraint Description 

Other smaller watercourses are available on the proposal site; however, these would require 

alteration to store water for use on site. As such, water required during construction is likely to 

be obtained from the temporary construction basins, treated accordingly, and pumped to 

required locations. 

Existing utilities infrastructure includes gas, electricity, telecommunications, sewer and water 

services, which may need to be protected or moved during construction. Refer to Section 1.5 

for more information. 

Road pavements are likely to be impacted by flooding at the proposal tie in locations to the 

existing road networks. Pavement design would consider options which are both cost effective 

and meet the design life for new road pavement and the rehabilitation of existing pavement. 

Pavement design may also be influenced by noise modelling, with the aim being to minimise 

road noise impact on sensitive receivers. 

Acid sulfate soils and soft soils up to three metres deep are present in the proposal area. 

Treatment options of both will be further refined at detailed design. Refer to Section 6.6 for 

more information. 

Utilities infrastructure 

Road pavements 

Geotechnical 

3.2.3  Major design  features  

The major design features of the proposal are discussed below.  

Road alignment features  

The proposal would have a single lane in each direction, excluding the Buckingham Street connection, 

where there is an additional northbound left turn lane. Each lane would be a minimum  of 3.5m  wide, with a  

2.5m  wide shoulder in both directions.   

The road alignment would  adopt a geometry that would allow for  26m  B-double  vehicles and their turning 

paths.  

The existing posted speed into and out of Pitt Town at both Pitt Town Road and Cattai Road is 60km/h and 

70km/h, respectively. The posted speed for the proposed Pitt Town Bypass would be 70km/h.  

Main alignment cross section  

Typical cross sections are shown below and are adopted as  per the design criteria outlined in  Section 

3.2.1.  
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Figure 3-2 - Typical cross section between Bathurst St and Eldon St– Pitt Town Bypass central section 

Roundabouts  

The bypass would include  two roundabouts spaced about  400m apart that would  tie in to the existing road 

network and provide access to and from the township.  The southern roundabout would be single lane and 

located at the intersection with Glebe Road and Bathurst Street. The northern roundabout would also be 

single lane and located  at the intersection with Old Pitt Town Road. Both the northern and  southern 

roundabouts would be designed in accordance with  Austroads Guide to Road Design  Part 4B (Austroads, 

2015).  

Local road connections  

The proposed types of local road intersection connections involve:  

•  Direct connections to southern Pitt Town Bypass roundabout from Bathurst Street and Glebe Road  

•  Direct connections to northern Pitt Town Bypass roundabout from Eldon Road and Old Pitt Town 

Road (shown in  Figure 3-3)  

•  Left-turn only T-intersection to Pitt Town Bypass from Buckingham Road.  

The design would match or improve existing lane widths and provide a minimum one metre verge as  
detailed in the design criteria above. Any further adjustments to local road connections would be developed 
during detailed design.  
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Figure 3-3 - Pitt Town Bypass – typical cross sections adjoining Old Pitt Town Road and Eldon Street 

The intersection of Buckingham Street and the proposed bypass would provide a left in and left out only 

arrangement. A dedicated left turn lane arrangement would be provided. 

Property access 

Improvements proposed at private property access road intersections are detailed in Table 3-4. 

The design would aim to improve or maintain existing access to the road network, including adjacent local 

roads. 

Table 3-4 Private property access road intersection improvements 

Lot/DP Numbers Road intersecting Proposed scope 

Lot 1/ DP 560897 Wellesley Street Driveway will be closed. Provision of an alternate driveway from 

Glebe Road will be confirmed during detailed design. 

Lot 5 / DP 215001 Pitt Town Road Reinstate property access 

Lot 11 / DP 598289 Eldon Street Reinstate property access 

Lot 8 / DP 6916 Cattai Road Property divided by Pitt Town Bypass, provide access to both 

portions of land 

Lot 4 / DP 225516 Cattai Road Reinstate property access 

Lot 3 / DP 225516 Cattai Road Reinstate property access 

Lot 4 /DP 778197 Buckingham Street Reinstate property access 

Lot 9 / DP 6916 Cattai Road Section of Cattai Road closed; maintain property access 

Lot 1 / DP 1042091 Cattai Road Section of Cattai Road closed, maintain property access 
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Drainage structures  

Existing culverts would be replaced with reinforced pipe culverts at the following locations:  

•  Buckingham Street  

•  Eldon Street  

•  Lagoon Road  

•  Mawson Place  

•  Bathurst Street  

•  Old Pitt Town Road.  

New culverts (primarily reinforced concrete pipe culverts) would be built at the following locations beneath  
the bypass (refer to  Figure 1-2):  

•  Pitt Town Road  

•  Bathurst Street  

•  Pitt Town Bypass section of road  

•  Old Pitt Town Road  

•  Buckingham Street.  

A reinforced concrete box culvert will be built at Lagoon Road and a bridge crossing over Hortons Creek  

would also be provided.  

Road pavements  

Indicative road pavement profiles for the proposal are presented in Figure 3-4.  

 
  Figure 3-4 Proposed pavement profiles 

The proposed road pavement cross section would be refined during detailed design to ensure it responds 

to the various geotechnical conditions along the proposal alignment. 

3.3  Construction activities and m ethods  

This section provides a summary of the likely construction methodology, staging, work hours, plant and 

equipment, and associated activities that would be used to build the proposal. 

The methodology is indicative only; detailed staging plans and methods would be determined by the 

contractor after completion of the detailed design. The actual method may be modified or refined to 

respond to unexpected engineering and environmental constraints as they are discovered, including: 
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•  The identification and location of underground utilities and services  

•  On-site conditions identified during pre-construction activities  

•  Ongoing refinement of the detailed design  

•  Outcomes of community consultation, including submissions on the REF.  

A construction environmental management plan (CEMP) would be developed for the  proposal. The 

methods used would be consistent  with statutory requirements, including any work, health and safety 

(WH&S) regulations and all conditions of approval issued  following determination of the proposal.  

 

3.3.1  Work methodology  

The proposed construction phases  and activities are described  in Table 3-5.   

Table  3-5  General construction activities  
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Construction phase Activities Duration 

Pre-construction • Establishment of erosion and sediment controls to capture any dirty 
water generated during work 

• Adjustment and/or relocation of utilities and farm infrastructure 

• Temporary relocation of bus stops to locations agreed with bus 
service provider 

• Installation of boundary fencing 

• Surveys 

• Upgrade of minor access roads 

• Vegetation clearing and grubbing 

• Demolition of drainage structures and installation of temporary local 
diversions where required 

• Demolition of redundant road pavement where required 

• Removal of signage 

1–2 months 

Site establishment • Temporary removal of fencing that conflicts with the construction work 
zone 

• Set-up of stockpile sites and ancillary facilities 

• Temporary traffic management arrangements 

• Construction of access roads 

• Progressive installation of environmental controls including exclusion 
zones and erosion and sediment controls 

• Other activities determined by the environmental representative 
(construction contractor or Roads and Maritime) to have minimal 
environmental impact 

• Construction of diversion drains and sediment control measures 
(where required) 

• Clearing of vegetation and processing of materials 

• Temporary upgrade of existing local roads and intersections 

1–2 months 

Drainage upgrade and 

construction 

• Establishment of erosion and sediment controls and specific water 
quality controls to capture any dirty water generated during work 

• Establishment of construction work zones at the culvert inlet/outlet 

• Earthworks for creek diversion 

• Establishment of traffic control measures 

• Demolition and removal of existing structure 

• Construction or extension of culverts including any channel diversions 

• Installation of scour protection as required 

4–6 months 

Earthworks and paving • Clearing and grubbing of topsoil; and stripping, ripping and 
compaction of subgrade 

• Construction of road formation and embankments 

• Preparation and compaction of select material and sub-base layers 

6–8 months 



 

  

 

 

    

  

  

    

  

  

 

   

  

  

 

     

  

  

  
 

 

Construction phase Activities Duration 

• Laying of asphalt layers, including surfacing 

• Construction of verges and batters 

Bridge construction • Earthworks and construction of foundations 

• Construction of bridge abutments 

• Installation of two-span plank bridge 

4–6 months 

Property access changes • Subgrade improvements and embankment earthworks 

• Road pavement construction including asphalt layers 

• Removal of existing redundant accesses 

2–3 months 

Finishing work • Installation of road pavement markings, signposts and road furniture 

• Progressive landscaping and tree planting 

• Reinstatement of fencing 

• Site clean-up and demobilisation, including restoration of ancillary 
facilities and access roads (where required) 

2–3 months 

  

 

  

 

  

   

3.3.2  Construction staging  

Subject to planning approval, construction of the proposal is anticipated to start in the second half of 2020 

and be completed within 18 to 24 months, dependent on the weather. Works would occur across the full 

length of the proposal during this period. The overall duration of construction would depend on timing and 

outcomes of key decisions about procurement, such as early works and contract packaging, and the project 

delivery method. 

The possible construction sequence and the main activities in each stage are described in Table 3-6. 

Table 3-6 Construction staging 

   

 

 

  

 

  

 
 

 
 

  
 

   
 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

  
 

   

  

   

  

    

 
 

 
 

 

Stage Description Duration 

Stage 1: Greenfield 

construction (Pitt Town 

Road to Old Pitt Town 

Road, Old Pitt Town 

Road to Cattai Road) 

• Set up ancillary sites off Glebe Road and Wellesley Street 9-12 months 
• Start constructing the greenfield sections, between Pitt Town Road 

and Old Pitt Town Road, and Old Pitt Town Road and Cattai Road 

• Works on bridge to commence including piles, abutments, 
headstocks etc. 

• Works on the sewer rising main and Telstra utilities located at the 
southern roundabout 

• Build low flow pipes and temporary access road for the 
construction of the bridge crossing 

• Creek diversion 

• Build culverts PTB3 and Bathurst Street culvert prior to culvert 
PTB2 and the southern roundabout 

Stage 2a: Southern 

roundabout to Cattai 

Road 

• Close Old Pitt Town Road 

• Divert traffic around Old Pitt Town Road closure via Cattai Road, 
Pitt Town Dural Road and Airstrip Road 

• Build the southwest retaining walls for the northern roundabout 

• Build culvert OPT5 and PTB5 

• Build the eastern and western legs of the northern roundabout 
3-6 months 

• Complete construction of bridge crossing 

• Move bus stop at Pitt Town Bypass south during construction 

• Build tie in works of the southern roundabout to Pitt Town Road, 
Bathurst Street and Glebe Road 

• Build and correct level difference between Old Pitt Town Road and 
Cattai Road 
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Stage Description Duration 

Stage 2b: Southern 

roundabout to Cattai 

Road 

• Build culvert PTB 6 

• Build the remaining sections of the northern roundabout 

Stage 3: Bathurst Street 

and Cattai Road Tie In 

• Build permanent rural fence and gate to close redundant section of 
Cattai Road 

• Remove existing section of Pitt Town Road to help with cross 
drainage 

• Close section of Buckingham Street to tie in the Pitt Town Bypass 
to Cattai Road 

• Maintain property access to the redundant section of Cattai Road 

• Detour via opened section of Pitt Town Bypass, Old Pitt Town 
Road and Liverpool Road 

• Remove existing redundant section of Glebe Road 

2-4 months 

3.3.3  Construction footprint 

The construction footprint is presented in  Figure  3-5  and defines the extent of the area required to build the  

proposal. The construction footprint would comprise the entire area within the proposal boundary. This 

includes construction work zones, erosion and sediment controls, stockpile areas, ancillary facilities, water  

supply infrastructure  and work over road intersections. The total construction footprint, including proposed 

ancillary facilities, would occupy 10.46  hectares  (ha).  

The construction footprint was used to assess the disturbance that would be caused during construction. 

The construction footprint is indicative only and would be subject to refinement during detailed design and 

construction.  
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Figure 3-5 Construction footprint 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Light vehicles 

Trucks 

Excavators 

Backhoes 

Front end loaders 

Agitator trucks 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Light vehicles 

Trucks 

Excavators 

Chainsaws 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Excavators 

Mobile cranes 

Front end loaders 

Vibratory rollers 

• Light vehicles

Pre-construction work including 

utilities adjustments 

Site establishment including 

clearing grubbing 

Drainage 

Earthworks and paving 

Construction phase Typical plant and equipment 

• Generators

• Traffic management devices

• Dump trucks

• Road trucks

• Jack hammers

• Concrete saws

• Mulchers

• Water carts

• Cranes

• Traffic management devices

• Road trucks

• Light vehicles

• Agitator trucks

• Hand held compactors and small
tooling

• Asphalt pavers

3.3.4  Construction hours and duration  

Construction work would  be undertaken in accordance with the Roads and Maritime  Construction Noise  

and Vibration Guidelines 2016 (Roads and Maritime, 2016b) and the Interim  Construction Noise  Guideline  

(DECCW, 2009). Standard working hours for the project would be:  

• Monday to Friday: 7am to 6pm

• Saturday: 8am to 1pm

• Sunday and public holidays: No work.

Some types  of works will be only able to occur at times outside of these standard hours, due to  worker and 

road user safety requirements and road access issues. These works would include:  

• Tie in, drainage and road surfacing works to connect new road construction to existing streets

adjacent to the proposal  and at intersections where these require lane closures or controlled stop-

go traffic conditions

• Public utility and drainage cutovers (such as water, sewer, electricity, communications) from new or

upgraded construction to existing alignments and junctions, or road crossings where these must be

conducted during low demand periods, lane closures or under controlled stop-go traffic conditions

• Deliveries to the site and site compounds

• Other works where the road authority or public utility authority refuses to grant permission for traffic

control or access to the utility or road corridor during standard hours or where lane closures are

required to ensure the safety of both workers and the travelling public.

Prior consultation would be undertaken with the community of any works proposed to be undertaken 

outside standard construction hours and the works would be conducted in accordance with the Roads and  

Maritime Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline. The impacts of potential works out of standard hours  

are also assessed in Section 6.2.3.  

3.3.5  Plant and equipment  

The plant and equipment likely to be used during each construction phase is listed in Table 3-7. The 

construction contractor(s) would refine the plant and equipment requirements during construction. 

Table  3-7  Indicative plant and equipment  
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Construction phase Typical plant and equipment 

• Trucks 

• Excavators 

• Bulldozers 

• Concrete pumps 

• Vibratory rollers 

• Compactors 

• Compressors 

• Bitumen sprayers 

• Generators 

• Milling machines 

• Asphalt plant 

• Asphalt trucks 

• Asphalt profilers 

• Concrete plant 

• Concrete trucks 

• Concrete pumps 

• Concrete mixers 

• Concrete pavers 

• Concrete vibrators 

• Curing machines 

• Slip formers 

• Hand tools 

• Traffic management devices 

• Line marking equipment 

Bridge construction • Excavators 

• Elevated work platforms 

• Mobile cranes 

• Agitator trucks 

• Piling rigs 

• Concrete pumps 

• Vibratory rollers 

• Road trucks 

• Light vehicles 

• Hand held compactors and other small 
tooling 

Property access amendments • Excavators 

• Graders 

• Watercarts 

• Front end loaders 

• Road sweepers 

• Asphalt pavers 

• Jack hammers 

• Bituminous spray sealing trucks 

• Vibratory rollers 

• Road trucks 

• Light vehicles 

• Hand held compactors 

• Concrete saws 

Finishing work • Light vehicles 

• Trucks 

• Generators 

• Cranes 

• Hand tools 

• Traffic management devices 

 

 

  

  

 

 

Material type 

Earthwork – fill (m3) 

Earthwork – cut (m3) 

Topsoil stripped volume (m3) 

Quantity 

37,500 

7,500 

6,000 

3.3.6  Earthworks  

The proposal would be mainly built in sections of fill, but some locations would require cutting the existing 

ground and road pavement.  

Earth materials (eg  rock,  sand, gravel, topsoil, general fill material) and select material would  be used for 

construction of the proposal. Indicative cut and fill quantities are presented  in Table  3-8.  

Table  3-8  Indicative quantities  of earthworks cut and fill  for construction  

3.3.7  Quantity and source of construction materials  

The following materials would be required: 
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Transport

Name 

Pyonex Party Ltd 

Bedrock Quarry Products and Bulk 

Location 

Box Hill 

South Maroota 

Distance to the proposal area 

11km 

12km 

   

    

  

• Cement and aggregates  (eg  fly ash, gravel, crushed rock) for concrete  to construct  drainage and

road  pavement, and miscellaneous work such as barrier kerbs, kerbs and gutters, paving and

signpost footings

• Precast concrete elements for drainage (culverts, pits and headwalls) and miscellaneous work

• Steel for barrier railings and as  concrete reinforcement.

Indicative quantities of the main materials are listed in  Table  3-9. These  quantities would be revised as the 

design develops.  

Table  3-9  Indicative quantities  of construction  materials  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Material type 

Select material for road formation (m3) 

Concrete and precast concrete (m3) 

Steel (t) 

Quantity 

5,500 

2,100 

12 

Earth materials would be imported from existing quarries and borrow sites. Table  3-10  lists potential quarry 

sources  near the proposal area.  

Table  3-10  Potential quarry sources  

3.3.8  Traffic management and access  

All construction activities would be completed while  maintaining through traffic either on existing roads or 

temporary side tracks. Access to properties would be maintained for the full duration of the work. However, 

temporary traffic management measures would be implemented at various stages  in accordance with the  

Traffic Control at Worksites  (Roads and Maritime, 2010). Measures would include  (but not be limited) to:  

• Modifying  lane widths to facilitate the safe entry, exit and movement of plant and materials and

allow construction staging close to  existing roads

• Installing  separation barriers to protect live traffic from the work  sites

• Reducing traffic speed  where road conditions are adversely modified by construction work

• Narrowing the road  shoulder  so that  road tie ins can  be completed

• Managing traffic  around  the construction areas (this would include  lane switches).

3.4 Ancillary facilities 

Ancillary facilities would be required during construction of the proposal. Three potential locations for 

ancillary sites are identified in Figure 1-2 and described in Table 3-11. The use of these locations would 

depend on the construction methodology adopted by the construction contractor(s). 
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The ancillary facility locations are shown in Figure 3-5 and listed in Table 3-11. 

Table 3-11 Characteristics of ancillary facility locations 

     

 

   

     

    

    

 

   

 

 

   

    

 

   

    

Characteristics Ancillary facility No 1 Ancillary facility No 2 Ancillary facility No 3 

Location Western side of the central Pitt 

Town bypass section 

Eastern side of the central Pitt 

Town bypass section 

East of the southern 

roundabout 

Access road Via Bathurst Street Via Wellesley St Via Glebe Road 

Approximate area (ha) 1.36 0.62 0.48 

Land ownership NSW Government NSW Government NSW Government 

Distance to nearest sensitive 

receiver (metres) 

17 115 130 

Batching plant, crushing plant 

and material processing 

activities? 

Yes No Yes 

Plant workshop Yes Yes Yes 

Storage of plant, equipment 

and parking vehicles? 

Yes Yes Yes 

Stockpile site Yes Yes Yes 

Additional ancillary facility locations  may be required  and  the  need for these would be identified during 

detailed design and construction. Additional ancillary facilities would meet the following criteria:  

•  Located near the proposal construction footprint  

•  Located on land with low ecological and heritage  value  

•  Located on Roads and  Maritime or NSW Government land  

•  Located at least 100m from noise and air quality sensitive receivers  

•  Good access to existing roads  

•  Located above the 10-year ARI  flood level  

•  Located on relatively level ground.  

3.5 Public utility adjustment  

The utilities within the proposal site include:  

•  Endeavour Energy aerial lines  

•  Sydney Water mains  

•  Hawkesbury City  Council sewer mains  

•  Telstra cables  

•  NBN fibre optics  

•  Jemena gas line.  
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Ancillary facilities (eg Section 3.4) would need to be connected to telecommunications and electricity. 

Utility infrastructure required to connect these sites would be identified during detailed design. 

Some utility protection slabs (which are used to protect utilities from damage from aboveground traffic) 

would need to be moved. Proposed relocations would be subject to required approvals from utilities 

authorities, which would also be contacted to identify planned utilities; this information would be considered 

for the proposal design. Preliminary design reviews suggest that as the proposal would be primarily in fill, 

this may allow an opportunity to use protection slabs in lieu of relocations. 

3.6  Property acquisition  

The proposed property acquisition and adjustments are presented in  Table 3-12  and in Figure 3-6. As  

shown, 15 properties would  be impacted by the proposal. Early consideration was  given during final  

strategic design for property acquisition by allowing  five metres  from the proposal  boundary to the 

acquisition boundary.   

Where existing access arrangements to lots  would be  impacted by the proposal, access  would  be 

reinstated  to current conditions where possible. The  proposal  would cause a section of the existing Cattai 

Road  between Eldon and Buckingham streets  to become redundant to local traffic. Both maintenance 

access  and  property access to the lots adjacent to this section of Cattai Road  would  be reinstated.  

Property acquisition would be undertaken in accordance with the provisions of the  Land Acquisition Policy  

and the Land Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act 1991.  

Table  3-12: Proposed property  acquisition and adjustment summary  

Area 

ID 

Description Total area Acquisition 

type 

Current 

owner 

Lot and DP Land 

use zone 

(LEP) 

1 2 Lagoon Rd 1405.02 m2 Partial Private LOT 2 DP 709145 RU4 

2 Lagoon Road 641.9 m2 Partial Council LOT 1 DP 709145 RU4 

3 21 Bathurst St 5080.8 m2 Partial Private LOT 1 DP 196036 RU4 

4 51 Wellesley St 9478 m2 Total Private LOT 3 DP 565918 RU4 

5 0 m2 Roads and 

Maritime 

LOT 2 DP 77487 RU4 

6 54 Wellesley St 10627 m2 Total Private LOT 1 DP 560897 RU4 

7 Right of way to 54 

Wellesley St 

1440 m2 Required Council 

road/land 

RU4 

8 0 m2 Roads and 

Maritime 

LOT 1 DP 107709 RU4 

9 408 Pitt Town Rd 383.2 m2 Partial Private LOT 5 DP 215001 RU4 

10 9 Cattai Rd 0 m2 Private LOT 9 DP 6916 RU4 

11 8 Cattai Rd 3629.3 m2 Partial Private LOT 8 DP 6916 RU4 

12 61 Buckingham St 489.5 m2 Partial Private LOT 4 DP 778197 RU4 

13 29 Cattai Rd 376.0 m2 Partial Private LOT 1 DP 851776 RU4 

14 30 Cattai Rd 758.3 m2 Partial Private LOT 4 DP 225516 RU4 

15 38 Cattai Rd 1073.1 m2 Partial Private LOT 3 DP 225516 RU4 
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Figure 3-6: Proposed property acquisition 
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4.  Statutory and planning framework  

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

 

  

 

  

 
 

 

  

 

This chapter provides the statutory and planning framework for the proposal and considers the provisions 

of relevant State environmental planning policies, local environmental plans and other legislation. 

4.1  State Environmental Planning Policies  

4.1.1  State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007  

State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (ISEPP) aims to facilitate the effective delivery of 

infrastructure across the State. 

Clause 94 of ISEPP permits development on any land for the purpose of a road or road infrastructure 

facilities to be carried out by or on behalf of a public authority without consent. 

As the proposal is for a bypass road and is to be carried out on behalf of Roads and Maritime Services, it 

can be assessed under Division 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. 

Development consent from council is not required. 

The proposal is not on land reserved under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 and does not affect 

land or development regulated by State Environmental Planning Policy No. 14 – Coastal Wetlands, State 

Environmental Planning Policy No. 26 – Littoral Rainforests, State Environmental Planning Policy (State 

and Regional Development) 2011 or State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Development) 2005. 

Part 2 of the ISEPP contains provisions for public authorities to consult with local councils and other public 

authorities prior to the commencement of certain types of development. Consultation, including consultation 

as required by ISEPP (where applicable), is discussed in Chapter 5 of this REF. 

4.1.2  State Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional 

Development) 2011 

State Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional Development) 2011 identifies development that is 

State significant development, State significant infrastructure and critical State significant infrastructure. 

Schedule 3 Clause 1 states that the following activities are classified as State significant infrastructure: 

(1) Infrastructure or other development that (but for Part 5.1 of the Act and within the meaning of Part 5 of 
the Act) would be an activity for which the proponent is also the determining authority and would, in the 
opinion of the proponent, require an environmental impact statement to be obtained under Part 5 of the 
Act. 

The proponent for the proposal (Roads and Maritime Services) is also the determining authority, and is not 

of the opinion that the proposal is likely to have a significant impact on the environment, and it therefore 

does not require an environmental impact statement. The proposal therefore is not considered to be State 

significant infrastructure. 
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4.1.3  State Environmental Planning Policy No. 44  –  Koala Habitat  

Protection  

 

   

 

 

   

  

The aim of State Environmental Planning Policy No. 44 – Koala Habitat Protection (SEPP 44) is to 

encourage the proper conservation and management of areas of natural vegetation that provide habitat for 

koalas to ensure a permanent free-living population over their present range, and reverse the current trend 

of koala population decline. The proposal is within the Hawkesbury City Council local government area 

(LGA) to which SEPP 44 is applicable. However, as a development application is not required for the 

proposal, SEPP 44 is not applicable. The potential for koala habitat within the proposal area is discussed in 

Section 6.1 . 

4.1.4  State Environmental Planning Policy (Coastal Wetlands) 2018 

The SEPP (Coastal Management) 2018 repealed several coastal SEPPS, the most relevant of which (for 

biodiversity) are SEPP 14 Coastal Wetlands and  SEPP 26 Littoral Rainforests. The SEPP (Coastal  

Management) commenced on 3 April 2018 and aims to preserve and protect sensitive coastal areas and  

associated ecosystems.  

Clause 21 of the SEPP (Coastal Management) outlines the  savings and transitional provisions for existing 

development applications. Specifically, the proposal would be exempt from this SEPP according to Clause 

21(2)(b). It states that:  

(2) Clause 10  of this Policy does not apply to the following activities (to the extent that they would otherwise comprise 

development to which that clause  would apply): 

(a) the carrying out of an activity for which an approval was granted by a determining authority under Part 5 of the
Act before the commencement of this Policy, 

(b) the carrying out of an activity after the commencement of this Policy, but only if: 
(i) any approval that is required for carrying out the activity is granted by the determining authority under 

Part 5 of  the Act within 12 months after that commencement, and 
(ii) any environmental impact assessment of that activity under Part 5 of the Act that is required had

commenced before the commencement  of this Policy. 

 

As outlined in Section 6.1  the fieldwork commenced on 13 February 2018 (eg  before the commencement of 

the SEPP) and it is anticipated that the REF would be determined by Roads and Maritime within 12 months  

of the commencement (eg  2 April 2019). As such, the proposal would be exempt due to these provisions  

and SEPP 14, and SEPP 26 would continue to apply, provided that approval is obtained within the above 

time frame. There are no SEPP 14  wetlands or SEPP 26 littoral rainforests within the study area.  

4.1.5  Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No. 20 –  Hawkesbury-

Nepean River (No. 2 –  1997)  

The Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No. 20 –  Hawkesbury-Nepean River (No.2 –  1997) (SREP 20) 

aims to protect the environment of the Hawkesbury-Nepean River system by ensuring that the impacts of 

future land uses are considered in a  regional context. The proposal is in the Hawkesbury City  Council LGA  

and within the Hawkesbury-Nepean catchment where SREP 20 applies.  

SREP 20 includes a number of controls that Roads and Maritime considered in developing the proposal, 

specifically the need to:  

• Avoid aquatic plant areas, significant fauna and wetland habitat (refer to  Section 6.1.5)  

• Re-establish and replant impacted riparian flora and fauna habitat  (refer to Section 6.1.5)  
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•  Include a land buffer to filter stormwater runoff before it enters the catchment (refer to Section 6.5.4)  

•  Work under an erosion and sediment control plan (refer to section 6.5.4)  

•  Work under a vegetation management plan (refer to section 6.1.5).  

4.1.6 Local environmental plans 

Hawkesbury Local Environment Plan 2012   

The proposal is within the Hawkesbury City  Council LGA, which is  subject to the Hawkesbury Local  

Environment Plan 2012 (LEP). Under this LEP, the land occupied by the proposal site is split into three land 

zones:  

•  SP2 Infrastructure (Classified Road)  

•  RU4 Primary Production Small Lots  

•  RE1 Public Recreation.  

These are shown in Figure  6-37. In all three zones, development for roads is permitted with consent. Due  

to the operation of the ISEPP, development consent for the  proposal under the LEP is not required.  

4.2 Other relevant NSW legislation  

Other legislation and its relevance to the proposal is summarised in Table 4-1.  

Table  4-1  Other legislation  

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NSW Roads Act 1993 Section 138 of the Roads Act 1993 requires 

consent from the relevant roads authority 

(Roads and Maritime) for the erection of a 

structure, or the carrying out of work in, on or 

over a public road, or the digging up or 

disturbance of the surface of a road. 

Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act 1979 

The EP&A Act provides an assessment 

framework for considering impacts on 

threatened species and communities listed 

under the Threatened Species Conservation 

Act 1995 or the Fisheries Management Act 

1994. Section 5A of the Act lists seven factors 

to be considered in assessing the impacts of a 

project, and is used to determine if a project is 

likely to have a significant impact on threatened 

biodiversity, and the need for further 

assessment. 

This Act also requires the impacts of a 

proposed development on heritage values to 

be appropriately assessed. The Act requires 

local governments to establish environmental 

plans for their areas including items of State 

and local heritage significance, and authorises 

the making of other instruments including State 

Environmental Planning Policies. 

Relevant legislation Summary of relevant legislation Applicability to the Proposal 

The proposal is a classified road however is 

under five kilometres in length in a non-

metropolitan area and therefore does not 

require consent from the road authority to 

proceed. 

A strategic assessment, prepared in 

September 2015 in accordance with Section 

146 of the EPBC Act and approved by the 

Federal Minister for the Environment, ensures 

that Roads and Maritime activities currently 

assessed under Part 5 of the EP&A Act will no 

longer require an additional Commonwealth 

approval for specified matters. 
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Relevant legislation Summary of relevant legislation Applicability to the Proposal 

Protection of the Environment 

Operations Act 1997 

This Act regulates and controls pollution of 

land, air, water, and noise and provides for 

notices and offences. 

Scheduled activities (as defined in schedule 1 

of the Act) require licensing in the form of an 

Environment Protection Licence (EPL). 

Schedule 1 Section 19 of the Act states that 

any land-based extractive activity that involves 

the extraction, processing or storage of more 

than 30,000 tonnes per year of extractive 

material is a scheduled activity that requires an 

Environment Protection Licence. 

Resource recovery exemptions are available 

for certain waste types, including excavated 

spoil, raw mulch and reclaimed road pavement 

asphalt or aggregate, if it is shown the waste 

type is being beneficially re-used. 

Acceptable beneficial re-uses on road projects 

include: 

Flattening of road batters 

Rehabilitation of borrow pits 

Engineered fill. 

The proposal would not require an EPL under 

Schedule 1 Section 19 would be required. 

Water Management Act 2000 

Biodiversity Conservation Act 

2016 

This Act provides for the orderly, efficient and 

equitable sharing of water from water sources. 

The Water Sharing Plan for the Greater 

Metropolitan Region Unregulated River Water 

Sources 2011 applies to the proposal prepared 

in accordance with Part 3 Division 2 of the Act. 

Section 56 of this Act establishes access 

licences for the taking of water within a 

particular water management area within a 

water sharing plan. Under section 18(1) of the 

Water Management (General) Regulation 2011 

(Water Management Regulation), Roads and 

Maritime, as a roads authority, is exempt from 

the need to obtain an access licence in relation 

to water required for road construction and 

road maintenance. 

The purpose the BC Act is to maintain a 

healthy, productive and resilient environment 

for the greatest well-being of the community, 

now and into the future, consistent with the 

principles of ecologically sustainable 

development. The BC Act replaced and 

repealed the Threatened Species Conservation 

Act 1995 (TSC Act) on 25 August 2017. This 

Act incorporates broadly similar objectives to 

those identified in the TSC Act, and also seeks 

to establish a framework for assessment and 

offsetting of development impacts as well as 

investment in biodiversity conservation, 

namely: 

The NSW Biodiversity Offsets Scheme (BOS) 

is established under Part 6 of the BC Act 

The Biodiversity Assessment Method (BAM) is 

established under section 6.7 of the BC Act. 

The purpose of the BAM is to assess certain 

impacts on threatened species and threatened 

ecological communities (TECs), and their 

habitats, and the impact on biodiversity values, 

where required under the BC Act. 

Under Section 91E of the Water Management 

Act 2000 it is an offense to carry out a 

controlled activity on waterfront land. However, 

Section 38 of the Water Management 

Regulation deems a public authority exempt 

from the conditions of Section 91E. 

The biodiversity assessment completed for the 

proposal identified 2.47 ha of a listed 

threatened ecological community (TEC) within 

the construction footprint. 

The following threatened plant species were 

observed within the study area (Acacia 

pubescens and Dwilynia tenuifolia) numbering 

55 and four individuals, respectively; six 

threatened fauna species listed under the BC 

Act, and native vegetation in moderate 

condition giving rise to potential habitat for 

fauna species listed under the Act. 

Further information, including management 

and mitigation of these items, is provided in the 

biodiversity technical paper presented in 

Appendix E and Section 6.1. 
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Relevant legislation Summary of relevant legislation Applicability to the Proposal 

Biosecurity Act 2015 The Noxious Weeds Act 1993 was repealed 

and replaced by the Biosecurity Act 2015. The 

primary objective of the Act is to provide a 

framework for the prevention, elimination and 

minimisation of biosecurity risks posed by 

biosecurity matter, dealing with biosecurity 

matter, carriers and potential carriers, and 

other activities that involve biosecurity matter, 

carriers or potential carriers. Division 2 of the 

Act defines local control authorities for weeds 

and Schedule 1 outlines special provisions 

relating to weeds, including the duty of land 

occupiers to control and manage weeds. 

Six exotic species that have been recorded in 

the study area are declared as priority weeds 

for Greater Sydney under the Biosecurity Act 

2015 including Sagittaria (Sagittaria 

platyphylla), Asparagus Fern (Asparagus 

aethiopicus), Bridal Creeper (Asparagus 

asparagoides), Tiger Pear (Opuntia 

aurantiaca), Green Cestrum (Cestrum parqui), 

and African Boxthorn (Lycium ferocissimum). 

Based on the high levels of exotic species 

recruitment throughout the study area, the 

potential for spread of exotic species is 

considered to be a relatively low risk to 

surrounding bushland. 

National Parks and Wildlife 

Act 1974 

The harming or desecrating of Aboriginal 

objects or places is an offence under Section 

86 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 

(NPW Act). Under Section 90, an Aboriginal 

heritage impact permit may be issued in 

relation to a specified Aboriginal object, 

Aboriginal place, land, activity or specified 

types or classes of Aboriginal objects, 

Aboriginal places, land, activities or persons. 

The Aboriginal heritage assessment completed 

for the proposal identified four Aboriginal 

heritage sites within the study area. 

Roads and Maritime has published the 

Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Consultation and Investigation (PACHCI) 

(Roads and Maritime, 2011). These guidelines 

ensure that Roads and Maritime projects likely 

to affect Aboriginal cultural heritage receive the 

appropriate level of assessment and 

community involvement and enable Roads and 

Maritime to establish a due diligence defence 

for the strict liability offence of harming an 

Aboriginal object under the NPW Act. The 

assessment process outlined in the guidelines 

has been followed for the proposal. (Refer to 

the Aboriginal technical paper presented in 

Appendix F and Section 6.3. 

Heritage Act 1977 The NSW Department of Planning and 

Environment administers this Act, maintains the 

State Heritage Register and operates the NSW 

Heritage Council. Approval must be obtained 

from the Heritage Council where a proposal 

would affect a place listed on the State 

Heritage Register, or where excavation may 

affect an archaeological relic. 

The Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal heritage 

assessments completed for the proposal 

identified four Aboriginal heritage sites within 

the proposal, one Hawkesbury local 

environmental plan (2012) listed heritage item, 

and one area of moderate archaeological 

potential occurring wholly or partially within the 

proposal site. 

Fisheries Management Act 

1994 

This Act aims to conserve, develop and share 

the fishery resources of NSW. 

A Part 7 Fisheries Management Act permit is 

required when works require dredging or 

reclamation on waterfront land as defined in the 

Water Management Act 2000, or if the 

proposed work site is within or adjacent to a 

waterway that is considered Key Fish Habitat. 

The two watercourses that flow through the 

study area are not mapped as Key Fish 

Habitat. 

The construction of a bridge and a culvert for 

the proposal would likely involve dredging or 

reclamation for which notification to the 

Minister for Primary Industries would be 

required. 

Under Section 199 of the Act, a public authority 

may carry out dredging if it gives the Minister 

written notice of the proposed work and 

considers any matters concerning the 

proposed work received within 28 days of 

giving notice. 
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4.3  Commonwealth legislation  

 

  

4.3.1  Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999  

Under the Environment  Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) a referral is required  

to the Australian Government for proposed actions that have the potential to significantly impact on matters 

of national environmental significance or the environment of Commonwealth land. These are considered in 

Appendix A and Chapter 6 of the REF.  

A referral is  not required for proposed road activities that may affect nationally listed threatened species, 

endangered ecological communities and migratory species. This is because requirements for considering 

impacts on these biodiversity matters are the subject of a strategic assessment approval granted under the 

EPBC Act by the Australian Government in September 2015.   

Potential impacts on these biodiversity matters are also considered as part of Chapter 6 of the REF and 

Appendix F.  

Findings  –  matters of national environmental significance  

The assessment of the proposal’s  impact on matters of national environmental significance and the 

environment of Commonwealth land  found that there is unlikely to be a significant impact on relevant 

matters of national environmental significance or on Commonwealth land. Accordingly, the proposal has 

not been referred to the Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy under the 

EPBC Act.  

Findings –  nationally listed biodiversity matters  

The assessment of the proposal’s  impact on nationally listed threatened species, endangered ecological 

communities and migratory species found that there is unlikely to be a significant impact on relevant 

matters of national environmental significance. Chapter 6 of the REF describes the safeguards  and  

management measures to be applied.  
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4.4 Confirmation of statutory position 

The proposal is categorised as development for the purpose of a road and is being carried out by or on 

behalf of a public authority. Under clause 94 of the ISEPP, the proposal is permissible without consent. The 

proposal is not State significant infrastructure or State significant development. The proposal can be 

assessed under Division 5.1 of the EP&A Act. 

Roads and Maritime is the determining authority for the proposal. This REF fulfils Roads and Maritime’s 

obligation under Section 5.5 of the EP&A Act including the obligation to examine and take into account to 

the fullest extent possible all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment by reason of the activity. 

Development consent from Hawkesbury City Council is therefore not required and the proposal is subject to 

assessment under Part 5 of the EP&A Act. 
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5. Consultation 
This chapter presents the consultation undertaken to date for the proposal and the consultation proposed 

for the future. The consultation strategy, and approaches used to consult on the proposal, are described 

along with the results of consultation with the community, the Aboriginal community and relevant 

government agencies and stakeholders. 

5.1 Consultation strategy  

A community consultation and stakeholder engagement plan (communications plan)  was prepared and  

implemented to guide consultation activities. The communications plan identifies key objectives and 

outcomes of consultation activities  with the community, stakeholders and government agencies.  

The community consultation and engagement objectives for the proposal  are:  

• To keep the  local community and other key stakeholders regularly informed of proposal progress 

• To provide the community and stakeholders with regular and targeted information to build 

awareness about the proposal 

• To provide clear information about what Roads and Maritime is seeking feedback on, when and why 

• To ensure community and stakeholder feedback is continuously fed into communication, 

engagement, and development and delivery of the proposal 

• To be transparent in everything done 

• To encourage participation from communities and other stakeholders 

• To listen to feedback, investigate suggestions and report back to the community 

• To engage in a manner that is collaborative, innovative, adaptive and sustainable 

• To ensure that community and stakeholder enquiries about  the proposal are managed and resolved

effectively 

• To ensure that proposal information is distributed in an effective and timely manner. 

Consultation was carried out with directly and indirectly affected landowners, interested local  individuals,  

the Aboriginal community, and the wider community. Consultation also included the involvement of local  

interest groups, Hawkesbury City Council and State government agencies.  

Consultation has included the public  display of this  review of environmental factors (REF).  Roads and  

Maritime will consider and address all submissions received in response to this REF in a submissions  

report, and when finalising the concept design and during development of the detailed design.  Roads and  

Maritime will continue to consult with the community and stakeholders throughout development  of  the 

proposal.  

A summary of consultation carried out to date is provided in Section 5.2 to Section 5.6, below.  

5.2 Community involvement 

Consultation with the community involved the activities summarised in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1 Community consultation 
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Activity Key message Date 

Face-to-face meetings At the meetings, Roads and Maritime communicated the land acquisition 2016 

with property owners planning process and how property owners would be affected by the proposal. 



 

  

 

   

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Activity Key message Date 

Project Update (Have 

your say) 

A newsletter with proposal details and a request for feedback was delivered to 

700 residents and key stakeholders in the Hawkesbury LGA and posted on the 

Roads and Maritime website, http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/sydney-

west/pitt-town-bypass/index.html. 

May 2016 

Newspaper advertising in 

the Hawkesbury Gazette 

Proposal details and a link to the Roads and Maritime proposal website were 

provided in the advertisement. 

1 and 8 June 2016 

Attendance at Pitt Town 

Progress Association 

monthly meetings 

Roads and Maritime proposal team representatives provided an overview of the 

proposal and answered questions from attendees. 

June 2016 and 

September 2017 

Community Consultation 

Report (Roads and 

Maritime, 2016b) released 

on Roads and Maritime 

website 

The report summarises the 53 submissions received from the community and 

organisations, and 28 issues raised during the consultation period. 

December 2017 

Community Update 

released on Roads and 

Maritime website 

The online newsletter outlined the key features of the proposed preferred 

option, and the next steps in the development of the proposal. 

March 2017 

 

 
The issues raised during consultation and where they are addressed in this REF are summarised in Table  

5-2. These comments  mainly arose from the Project Update release in May 2016. The main comments  

received related to intersection configurations and concerns over closing access to Buckingham Street from 

Cattai Road.   

Table  5-2: Summary of issues raised by  the  community  
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Category Issue raised Response / where addressed in REF 

Intersection 

arrangements 

Support for Option 1 – A new two-lane roundabout 

at Pitt Town Road/Bathurst 

Based on feedback received during consultation, 

Roads and Maritime will recommend Option 1 as 

the preferred option for the proposal. Refer to 

Section 3.2 for the design of the proposal. 

Consideration of a roundabout for the proposed 

intersection at Eldon Street and Old Pitt Town 

Road 

A roundabout at Eldon Street and Old Pitt Town 

Road was included in the proposal. Refer to Section 

3. 

Design and proposal 

scope 

Buckingham Street to remain connected to bypass 

within either a standard right-angle T-intersection 

or minimum left in, left out only 

A grade-separated intersection (‘flyover’) should 

be considered to maintain traffic flow 

Support for Option 2 – A new four-way intersection 

with traffic lights at Pitt Town Road / Bathurst 

Street and Glebe Road 

Based on feedback received during consultation, 

Option 1 received more support from the 

community. The feedback received during 

consultation was considered during the strategic 

options assessment. Refer to Section 2.4.1 for the 

methodology of the selection of the preferred 

option. 

A new left-turn auxiliary lane in and left turn out 

intersection is provided in the proposal to connect 

Buckingham Street to the bypass. Refer to Section 

3 

Flyovers and grade-separated intersections would 

significantly increase the complexity and cost of the 

proposal. It is not considered feasible or necessary 

http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/sydney-west/pitt-town-bypass/index.html
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/sydney-west/pitt-town-bypass/index.html


 

  

 

    

    

 

 

  

  

 

  

   

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

    

   

  

   

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Category Issue raised Response / where addressed in REF 

to provide overpasses or separate the intersections 

by grade. Refer to Section 2.4 for the needs and 

options considered for the proposal. 

Consultation with Hawkesbury City Council about 

the connection of Booties Lane and Cattai Road 

Roads and Maritime consulted with all key 

stakeholders, including Hawkesbury City Council, 

about the connection of Bootles Lane and Cattai 

Road, during the concept design for the proposal. 

Refer to Section 5. 

Condition of Old Pitt Town Road would need to be 

improved 

Old Pitt Town Road would be upgraded on the 

approaches to the new intersection with the bypass 

as part of this proposal. Refer to Section 3. 

Support Buckingham Street closure The feedback received during consultation was 

considered during the strategic options assessment. 

Refer to Section 2.4 for the methodology of the 

selection of the preferred option. 

Bypass to remain within the confines of the 

existing road reserve 

The proposal extends beyond the area of the 

existing Roads and Maritime owned corridor, so 

further property acquisition would be required. 

Roads and Maritime has already begun consultation 

with affected property owners and will continue to 

consult with them as the proposal progresses. Refer 

to Sections 5. 

Residential impacts Noise impacts of the bypass on residents and 

remediation to be implemented. 

A noise impact assessment was conducted as part 

of this REF. Refer to Section 6.2. 

Decrease in land and property value due to the 

bypass 

A socio-economic impact assessment was 

conducted as part of this REF. It identifies potential 

impacts of the proposal on the community. Refer to 

Section 6.10. 

Road safety Pedestrian and cyclist safety and access in the 

area 

The safety of pedestrians and cyclists was 

assessed as part of the socio-economic 

assessment and traffic impact assessment. Refer to 

Section 6.10 and 6.11. 

Traffic modelling and 

congestion 

The design does not adequately consider current 

traffic volumes 

A traffic impact assessment was conducted as part 

of this REF. It included traffic counting to determine 

the current traffic conditions and detailed traffic 

modelling to predict the impacts the proposal would 

have on traffic and transport. Refer to Section 6.11. 

A roundabout would result in traffic jams for those 

wishing to access the proposal 

A traffic impact assessment was conducted as part 

of this REF. This includes detailed traffic modelling 

to predict the impacts the proposal would have on 

traffic and transport. Refer to Section 6.11. 

How the proposal would reduce traffic of the 

development north of Pitt Town and what benefit 

will this give to the development 

The proposal aims to reduce traffic through the 

town centre, improve traffic flow and deliver more 

reliable travel times. 

A traffic impact assessment was conducted as part 

of this REF. This includes detailed traffic modelling 

to predict the impacts the proposal would have on 

traffic and transport. Refer to Section 6.11. 
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Category Issue raised Response / where addressed in REF 

Proposal timeline Timeline of the proposal Construction of the proposal is anticipated to start in 

June 2020 and be completed by January 2022. 

Refer to Section 3.3. 

Flooding Flooding impacts within the proposal area need to 

be considered 

A hydrology and flooding impact assessment was 

conducted as part of the REF. Refer to Section 6.4. 

Property and 

business impacts 

The chosen design option must have the least 

visual and physical impacts on the unique rural 

characteristics of the landscape 

A landscape character and visual impact 

assessment was conducted as part of the REF. 

Refer to Section 6.8. 

Roads and Maritime needs to consider the effect 

of the proposed bypass on the commercial 

precinct of Pitt Town 

A socio-economic impact assessment was 

conducted as part of the REF. Refer to Section 

6.10. 

Impact on Brinsley Park The proposal has been designed to avoid Brinsley 

Park. Refer to Chapter 3. 

Biodiversity Proper conservation of native vegetation and 

species is included in the assessment and 

operational plans 

A biodiversity impact assessment was conducted as 

part of the REF. Refer to Section 6.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

    

  

Comments from six other respondents were received in response to the Project Update, regarding 

improvements to other roads and intersections within Pitt Town that are unrelated to this proposal. As such 

these comments are not discussed in this REF. 

5.3 Aboriginal community involvement  

Aboriginal community consultation is being carried out in accordance with Road and Maritime’s Procedure 

for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation (PACHCI) (RTA, 2011a) and the Office of 

the Environment and Heritage, Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents  

(OEH 2010) and the requirements of Clause 80C of the National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2009.   

Aboriginal heritage impacts  have been considered under the first three stages  of the four-stage PACHCI. A 

summary of these stages is provided in Table  5-3.  

Table  5-3: Summary of Roads and Maritime Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Stage Description 

Stage 1 Initial Roads and Maritime assessment 

Stage 2 Site survey and further assessment 

Stage 3 Formal consultation and preparation of a cultural heritage assessment report 

Stage 4 Implement environmental impact assessment recommendations 

Aboriginal stakeholders consulted include: 

• Deerubbin Local Aboriginal Land Council
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• Aboriginal Archaeological Service 

• Amanda Hickey Cultural Services 

• Biamanga 

• Cullendulla 

• Darug Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessments 

• Darug Aboriginal Land Care  (DALC) 

• Darug Land Observations 

• Didge Ngunawal Clan 

• DJMD Consultancy 

• Goobah Developments 

• Gunjeewong Cultural Heritage Aboriginal Corporation 

• Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working Group  (KYWG) 

• Kawul Cultural Services 

• Muragadi Heritage Indigenous Corporation 

• Murra Bidgee  Mullangari 

• Murramarang 

• Tocomwall 

• Warrigal Cultural Services 

• Widescope Indigenous  Groups. 

 

The formal consultation process of Stage 3 includes:  

• Advertising for registered Aboriginal  parties in local media 

• Sending government notification letters 

• Notification of closing date for registration of an interest in the process 

• Provision of proposed archaeological and cultural values assessment methodology (allowing a 28-

day review) outlining the methodology to prepare the CHAR 

• Holding an Aboriginal Focus Group (AFG) meeting to discuss archaeological assessment 

methodology and cultural assessment. Registered Aboriginal parties were also invited to identify 

individuals they regarded as knowledge holders  for the area 

• Ongoing compilation of registrant  list, through continuing to register individuals and groups for

consultation on the project; 

• Provision of draft CHAR for review (allowing a 28-day review)  

• Holding a second AFG meeting to discuss investigation results, draft CHAR and detailed mitigation

strategies 

• Ongoing consultation with the local Aboriginal community.  

 

Table  5-4: Issues raised through Aboriginal community consultation  

 

 Group Issue    Response / where addressed in REF 

  Provision of excavation methodology and CHAR methodology 

 KWYG  Expressed concern for burial sites and the 
importance of preserving and respecting them  

 Concern acknowledged, and the test excavation 
  program confirmed to be undertaken with diligence in 
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Group Issue Response / where addressed in REF 

regard to burial sites. Appendix F and Section 6.3.2 
describes the excavation program. 

Review of draft CHAR 

DALC Recommended that salvaged artefacts be 
buried on site. 

The long-term management of recovered 
Aboriginal objects will comply with Requirement 
26 “Stone artefact deposition and storage” in the 
Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation 
of Aboriginal Objects in NSW. Any recovered 
objects will be lodged with the Australian 
Museum in the first instance. Refer to 6.3.3 and 
6.3.4. 

KWYG Advised the proposal area is highly significant 
to Aboriginal people as portions of it were used 
as camping areas for over thousands of years 
and it may contain burial grounds 

No evidence of burial sites was identified within 
the study area. Appendix F and Section 6.3.2 
describe the identified Aboriginal objects in the 
proposal area. 

 

 

    

 

 

  

  

   

  

 

    

  

  

  

    

  

 

5.4 ISEPP consultation  

Clauses 13 to 15 of the ISEPP state any development that may have an impact on council-related 

infrastructure or services, local heritage items or flood-liable land may require consultation with the relevant 

council – in this case Hawkesbury City Council. Clause 15AA of the ISEPP states works on flood-liable land 

may require consultation with the NSW State Emergency Service (SES). 

The proposal is unlikely to have an impact on council-related infrastructure services and has been 

assessed as not resulting in any impacts above ‘minor’ on items listed in the Hawkesbury Local 

Environmental Plan (LEP) 2012. 

However, the proposal is on flood liable land and, as mentioned in Section 4.1.1, ISEPP requires Roads 

and Maritime to consult with Hawkesbury City Council and NSW SES. This consultation has been 

undertaken. Appendix B contains an ISEPP consultation checklist that documents how ISEPP consultation 

requirements were considered. 

5.5 Government agency and  stakeholder involvement  

Consultation with Hawkesbury City Council has been carried out from the start of planning for the proposal. 

Initial feedback and comments provided by Hawkesbury City Council and Pitt Town Progress Association 

has been considered during the design of the proposal. 

Roads and Maritime will continue to consult with government authorities and agencies and consider any 

issues raised where reasonable and feasible. 

5.6 Ongoing or future consultation  

Consultation will continue during the public display of this REF. This will include exhibition of the REF for a 

period of three weeks during which time comments will be invited, and updates to the proposal website 

(http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/sydney-west/pitt-town-bypass/index.html). 
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Following the public display, Roads and Maritime will document a  summary and response to all 

submissions in a submissions report,  which will  include any changes made to the proposal on the basis of 

the submissions received.   

If the proposal is determined, and proceeds to construction, Roads and Maritime would consult with all  

directly affected landholders before  the start of construction activities. Roads and Maritime would  consult 

with:  

• Landowners whose access could be  affected (access to private properties would be maintained

during construction) 

• Landowners whose land would be acquired, to ensure their concerns are  clearly understood and

addressed wherever possible 

• Landowners affected by construction noise impacts (to discuss individual noise mitigation

treatments) and night work (if required). Consultation would occur before and during construction. 

Roads and Maritime will also continue to update the proposal website 

(http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/sydney-west/pitt-town-bypass/index.html) during construction of 

the proposal.  
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6.  Environmental assessment  
This chapter  provides a  detailed description of the potential environmental impacts associated with the 

construction and operation of the proposal. All aspects of the environment potentially impacted by the  

proposal are considered,  including:  

•  Potential impacts on matters of national environmental significance under the EPBC Act  

•  The factors  specified in Is an  EIS required? Best  Practice Guidelines for Part 5 of the Environmental  

Planning and Assessment Act 1979  (DUAP,  1999) as required under clause 228(1) of the 

Environmental  Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000  and the  Roads and Related Facilities  

EIS Guideline  (DUAP,  1996). The factors specified in clause 228(2) of the Environmental Planning 

and Assessment Regulation 2000  are also considered in Appendix A.   

Where potential  impacts are identified, site-specific safeguards and management measures are  proposed 

to mitigate the impacts.  
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This section describes the existing environment and potential impacts of the proposal on biodiversity, as 

well as proposed safeguards and management measures. The assessment draws on information in the 

biodiversity technical paper prepared for this REF (refer to Appendix E). 

6.1.1 Methodology 

Study area  

The study area, in which  flora and fauna surveys were carried out and potential impacts considered, covers  

about 26 hectares (ha) and comprises a 50-metre  (m)  buffer of the construction boundary  (refer to  Figure  

3-1).  

The study area encompasses several  privately-owned rural residential properties that are located  on the  

eastern periphery of Pitt Town town centre. Two unnamed drainage lines transect the study area. Local 

sealed roads that fall within the study area include the western extent of Glebe Road and Old Pitt Town 

Road, and the eastern extent of Lagoon Road, Bathurst Street, Buckridge Street, Eldon Street, Cattai Road  

and Buckingham Street.   

Legislation  

Legislation referred to in this section includes  the Biosecurity Act 2015  (BA Act), Environment Protection 

and Biodiversity Conservation Act  1999  (EPBC Act), Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016  (BC Act), and 

Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995  (TSC Act).  

Desktop research  

Arcadis ecologists searched public databases in  January 2018 to identify State and Commonwealth 

records of threatened entities and Commonwealth Matters of National Environmental  Significance (MNES) 

that occur or have the potential to occur within 10 kilometres (km)  of the study area. The databases and 

reports that were searched  are listed in Table  6-1.   
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Figure 6-1 Biodiversity study area 
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Table  6-1  Sources of information for database searches  

 

 Database Purpose of search   Date of database search 

 NSW Bionet Wildlife Atlas, managed by 

the NSW Office of Environment and 

Heritage (OEH)  

To compile a list of threatened species records 

  listed under the TSC Act to within 10km of the 

  study area 

  9 January 2018 

Protected Matters Search Tool, managed 

 by the Commonwealth Department of the 

Environment and Energy (DoEE)  

To compile a list of potentially occurring Matters of 

 National Environmental Significance (MNES) listed 

  under the EPBC Act to within 10km of the study 

 area (refer to the biodiversity technical paper in 

Appendix E)  

 10 January 2018 

 Vegetation Types Database, managed by 

OEH within the Vegetation Information 

 System Classification database 

Provides information on plant community types 

(PCT) and their relationship to a vegetation 

  formation and vegetation class.  

 Referenced frequently 

 throughout assessment 

 period 

BioBanking Threatened Species Profile 

  Database, managed by OEH 

   To find information on listed threatened species, 

populations and communities  

 Referenced frequently 

throughout assessment 

 period 

NSW WeedWise, managed by DPI   To find species listed as noxious weeds for a local 

  government area, and the control requirements for 

 these weeds 

 Referenced frequently 

throughout assessment 

 period 

Bureau of Meteorology: groundwater 

dependent ecosystem atlas  

   To find potential GDEs that are mapped within the 

  study area 

  9 January 2018 

 

Where available, previous ecological assessments, reports and literature  relevant to the proposal  and the  

study area were also reviewed.  

Site survey  

Four Arcadis ecologists  carried out biodiversity field investigations across the study area between 13  

February and 20 February 2018. The field investigations included:  

•  Classification of the vegetation into  plant community types (PCTs)  

•  Completing Biodiversity Assessment Method 2017 (BAM) plots to determine the vegetation integrity  

•  Targeted surveys for threatened flora and fauna (including random meanders and parallel field  

traverses)  

•  Spotlighting and call playback for nocturnal fauna  

•  Placement of two ANABAT devices  

•  Diurnal bird  surveys  

•  General habitat assessments  

•  Aquatic surveys  investigation involved visual inspections of waterways within the study area to 

classify the type of fish habitat they provide  

During the site assessment, the results of the database searches were taken into consideration. The 

habitat preferences and geographical distributions of species reported in the search results were 

considered when assessing the likely occurrence of each species. Each species was then allocated a 

likelihood rating based on set criteria. These criteria and the allocated rating for each species is provided in 

Appendix E.  
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Limitations 

The duration and seasonal timing of the current field investigation means that the full spectrum of flora and 

fauna species likely to occur in the study area may not be fully quantified or described in this report. In 

accordance with the Precautionary Principle, it has been assumed that threatened flora and fauna species 

which are likely to occur in the study area (based on the presence of suitable habitat and recent records) 

inhabit the entire extent of potential habitat for that species within the study area. Assessments of 

Significance have been conducted on this basis. 

A detailed methodology is provided in Appendix E 

6.1.2  Existing environment  

The study area is located in the Sydney Basin bioregion, within the Cumberland subregion, a broad shale 

basin in western Sydney. The study area is located within the Hawkesbury-Nepean Catchment 

Management Area (CMA).  

The landscape of the study area largely comprises rural residential development with patches of native 

vegetation, many of which have been grazed by stock to varying degrees. Road reserves and front gardens  

of properties contain a mix of native and exotic vegetation, often with an exotic groundcover.  

Hortons Creek, a second order waterway, flows across the  study area south to south‐west into the 

wetlands within Pitt Town Nature Reserve and then into the  Hawkesbury River. There are two culverts 

along Hortons Creek, at the junction of Pitt Town Road and Bathurst Street in the south of the study area, 

and at Cattai Road in the north of the study area. There is also a road crossing at Old Pitt Town Road.   

There are three private dams in the south-east portion of the study area, along Glebe Road and Pitt Town 

Road.  

The OEH BioNet database (OEH, 2018a) revealed that 97 threatened species  have been recorded 

previously in the locality. These include 12 flora species, 64 bird species, 16 mammal  species, two 

invertebrate species and three amphibian species.  

The Protected Matters Search Tool (PMST) revealed 68 threatened species and 28  migratory species (13  

of 28 migratory species  are also threatened) in the locality including 27 flora species, 24 bird species,  

seven mammal species, four amphibian species, one invertebrate species and five reptile species may 

occur within the locality. Specific information of the threatened species that were recorded during the  

current survey, or that are considered moderately or highly likely to occur within the  study area,  is provided  

below.  

Plant community types  

The vegetation within the study area mostly comprises modified grasslands with some patches of 

woodland. Three plant community types (PCTs) and three non-native vegetation communities were  

recorded within the study  area. These are described in  Table 6-2  and shown in Figure 6-2.  

Table  6-2  Vegetation communities  
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Vegetation Community Condition class Threatened ecological 

community? 

Area (ha) in study area 

Plant community types (PCTs) 

Broad-leaved Ironbark – Grey 

Box – Melaleuca decora grassy 

open forest on clay/gravel soils 

Moderate (low) Yes – Shale Gravel Transition 

Forest in the Sydney Basin 

Bioregion (BC Act) 

1.78 
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of the Cumberland Plain, 

Sydney Basin Bioregion (724) 

Grey Box – Forest Red Gum 

grassy woodland on flats of the 

Cumberland Plain, subSydney 

Basin Bioregion (849) 

Moderate Yes – Cumberland Plain 

Woodland in the Sydney Basin 

Bioregion (BC Act), Cumberland 

Plain Shale Woodlands and 

Shale-Gravel Transition Forest 

(EPBC Act) 

2.95 

Phragmites australis and Typha 

orientalis coastal freshwater 

wetlands of the Sydney Basin 

Bioregion (1071) 

Moderate (low) Yes – Freshwater Wetlands on 

Coastal Floodplains of the New 

South Wales North Coast, 

Sydney Basin and South-East 

Corner Bioregions (BC Act) 

1.46 

Subtotal 6.19 

Non-native vegetation communities 

Mixed native and exotic 

vegetation 

Low No 1.55 

Exotic grassland Low No 18.43 

Juncus usitatus Rushland Low No 0.05 

Subtotal 20.03 

Total 26.22 
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Figure 6-2 Plant community types 
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Threatened ecological communities  

Three threatened ecological communities (TECs) were identified in the study area:  

•  Cumberland Plain Woodland in the Sydney Basin Bioregion  

•  Shale Gravel Transition Forest in the Sydney Basin Bioregion  

•  Freshwater Wetlands on Coastal Floodplains of the NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and South-

East Corner Bioregions.  

The Grey Box –  Forest Red Gum grassy woodland (PCT 849) vegetation within the  study area is  consistent  

with Cumberland Plain  Woodland in the Sydney Basin Bioregion (critically endangered under the BA Act). 

Two distinct  patches were recorded either side of Old Pitt Town Road (refer to Figure  6-2). This community 

also forms part of the critically endangered Cumberland Plain  Shale Woodland and Shale‐Gravel Transition 

Forest under the EPBC Act.  

The Broad-leaved Ironbark  –  Grey  Box –  Melaleuca decora  grassy open  forest (PCT 724) within the study 

area is consistent with Shale Gravel Transition Forest in the Sydney Basin Bioregion (critically endangered  

under the BA Act). Patches were recorded around Cattai Road where there is a transition in  soils from 

predominantly shale derived clays to more gravelly clays. The Shale Gravel Transition Forest (PCT 724)  

vegetation within the study area is not equivalent to Cumberland Plain  Shale Woodland and Shale‐Gravel  

Transition Forest under  the EPBC Act.  

Phragmites australis  and  Typha orientalis  coastal freshwater wetlands (PCT 1071) within the study area is 

equivalent to Freshwater Wetlands  on Coastal  Floodplains  of the NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and 

South-East Corner Bioregion (endangered under the BA Act). This TEC was recorded in the unnamed 

drainage line that flows north to south through the study area (refer to Figure  6-2). No equivalent TEC is  

listed under the EPBC Act.  

Exotic flora species  

A total of 19 exotic species considered by OEH (2017) to be high threat weeds were recorded in  the study 
area. Of these recorded exotic species, six are declared as priority weeds for Greater Sydney under the  
Biosecurity Act 2015. Five recorded exotic species are included on the  Commonwealth list of 32 Weeds of 
National Significance (WoNS). The names, classification and  legal requirements for these species are 
outlined in Table 6-3.  
 
Table  6-3: Weeds listed under the  Biosecurity Act 2015  recorded within the study  area  
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Common name Scientific name WoNS Biosecurity Act 2015 Legal requirement 

Sagittaria Sagittaria 

platyphylla 

- Prohibition on dealings Must not be imported into the State or sold. 

Asparagus Fern Asparagus 

aethiopicus 

Yes Prohibition on dealings Must not be imported into the State or sold. 

Bridal Creeper Asparagus 

asparagoides 

Yes Prohibition on dealings Must not be imported into the State or sold. 

Tiger Pear Opuntia 

aurantiaca 

Yes Prohibition on dealings Must not be imported into the State or sold. 

Green Cestrum Cestrum parqui - Regional Recommended 

Measure 

Land managers should mitigate the risk of 

new weeds being introduced to their land. 

Land managers should mitigate spread from 

their land. The plant should not be bought, 



 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 
    

     

sold, grown, carried or released into the 

environment. 

African Boxthorn Lycium 

ferocissimum 

Yes Prohibition on dealings Must not be imported into the State or sold. 

Blackberry Rubus fruticosus Yes - -

 

  

  

 

   

   

 

   

  

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

  

 

  

     

 

 

 

  

 

 

Downy Wattle Acacia pubescens Vulnerable under the 

BC and EPBC Act 

Dillwynia tenuifolia Vulnerable under the 

BC Act 

Species Status Description 

Two populations of Acacia pubescens were identified 

within Broad-leaved Ironbark – Grey Box – Melaleuca 

decora grassy open forest (PCT 724) in the northern 

extent of the study area. To the north of Cattai Road, the 

population consists of a dense cluster of about 35 

stems. To the south is a more open occurrence of five 

stems. 

An additional population of Acacia pubescens was 

recorded outside the western boundary of the study 

area, in Grey Box – Forest Red Gum grassy woodland 

on flats of the Cumberland Plain, Sydney Basin 

Bioregion (PCT 849). This population contained about 

20 stems. 

Four individuals were recorded at two locations within 

Grey Box – Forest Red Gum grassy woodland (PCT 

849). One location contained three stems and one 

location contained a single stem. The species was 

recorded growing in an accumulation of gravel material 

in an area of exposed earth. This habitat was not typical 

within the PCT 849 vegetation. The plants were 

between 10 and 15 centimetres (cm) tall and had no 

reproductive material visible at the time of the survey. 

Groundwater dependent ecosystems  

Terrestrial groundwater dependent ecosystems (GDEs) are ecosystems which require access to 

groundwater on a permanent or intermittent basis, to meet all or some of their water requirements to 

maintain their communities of plants and animals and ecological processes. 

The Groundwater Dependent Ecosystem Atlas (BOM, 2018) identifies a strip of terrestrial GDE at the 

southern end of the study area. This GDE is broadly aligned with the two watercourses that cut across the 

study area, and the extent of mapped Freshwater Wetlands on Coastal Plains TEC. 

There are also two terrestrial GDEs, classified as floodplain wetlands, near the study area. These are Pitt 

Town Lagoon, about 400m west of the study area, and Longneck Lagoon, about 2.5km north-east of the 

study area. 

Threatened flora species  

Two threatened flora species were recorded in the study area: Downy Wattle  Acacia pubescens  and 

Dillwynia tenuifolia. These are described in  Table 6-4  and shown on  Figure  6-3.  

Table  6-4  Threatened flora species  
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Figure 6-3 Threatened species locations 
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Based on the presence of potential  habitat, the following species are considered to have a moderate  

likelihood of occurrence within the study area:  

•  Juniper-leaved Grevillea juniperina subsp. juniperina  

•  Micromyrtus minutiflora  

•  Spiked Rice-flower Pimelea spicata  

•  Pultenaea parviflora.  

Pimelea spicata  is  closely associated with Cumberland Plain  Woodland and Moist Shale Woodland TECs. 

The Grey Box –  Forest Red Gum grassy woodland (PCT 849) vegetation is considered to provide potential  

habitat for the species, albeit marginal based on the historical and ongoing disturbance and mowing. This  

species can  be recorded at any time of year but is much more readily detected when in flower. The 

targeted surveys for this species were conducted during the flowering season for this species.  

Both the Broad-leaved Ironbark  –  Grey Box –  Melaleuca decora  grassy open forest (PCT 724) and the  

Grey Box –  Forest Red Gum grassy woodland (PCT 849) are considered to provide habitat for Grevillea 

juniperina  subsp. juniperina, Micromyrtus minutiflora  and Pultenaea parviflora.  

Grevillea juniperina  subsp. juniperina  and, to a lesser extent, Pultenaea parviflora  are  conspicuous plants  

that are readily recorded in the field all year round. Pultenaea parviflora is more easily identified when 

reproductive material can be collected as this material helps to differentiate it from the unlisted  Pultenea 

villosa. Neither of these  species were recorded during the survey.  Therefore, although potential habitat is  

present, they are not considered likely to occur.  

 

 Threatened fauna species 

Five threatened fauna species were recorded in the study area. These were  the  Grey-headed Flying Fox  

(Pteropus poliocephalus) and four species of microbat: Eastern Freetail Bat (Mormopterus norfolkensis), 

Eastern Bent-wing Bat (Miniopterus schreibersii  oceanensis), Southern Myotis (Myotis macropus) and 

Greater Broad-nosed Bat (Scoteanax rueppellii). These are described in Table  6-5  and the locations of 

these species are shown in Figure  6-3.  

Table  6-5  Threatened fauna species  
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Species 

Grey-headed Flying Fox 

(Pteropus poliocephalus) 

Status 

Vulnerable under the BC and 

EPBC Act 

Description 

This species was observed in the study area foraging in the 

canopy of flowering eucalypts at several locations, including 

south of Old Pitt Town Road and south of Buckingham Street. A 

large number were also seen flying overhead. 

Eastern Bent-wing Bat 

(Miniopterus schreibersii 

oceanensis) 

Vulnerable under the BC Act 

support critical roosting habitat for the species. However, the 

study area does provide foraging habitat for the Grey-headed 

Flying Fox, and has a number of preferred blossom species in 

the blossom diet, including Eucalyptus moluccana (Grey Box). 

A definite recording of this species was made by both Anabats 

(bat-detecting devices), in the northern extent of the study area. 

While the study area contains a number of small culverts at creek 

crossings of existing roads, an investigation of these culverts 

determined that due to their small size, they were unsuitable as 

roosting sites. The study area therefore does not support 

preferred roosting habitat for the species. Sheds and buildings 

within the study area offer marginal roosting habitat. 

The study area does not support a camp, and therefore does not 



 

  

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Species Status Description 

Eastern Bent-wing bats may forage above the canopy of open 

forest/woodland habitat, or in open areas associated with 

modified and disturbed habitat. 

Eastern Freetail Bat 

(Mormopterus norfolkensis) 

Vulnerable under the BC Act A definite recording of this species was made by both Anabats, in 

the northern extent of the study area. 

Hollow-bearing trees and stags within the study area offer 

potential roosting habitat to the species. 

Eastern Freetail Bat may forage above the canopy of open 

forest/woodland habitat, or in open areas associated with 

modified and disturbed habitat. 

Southern Myotis (Myotis 

macropus) 

Vulnerable under the BC Act A possible recording of this species was made by one of the 

Anabats, in the northern extent of the study area. 

Hollow-bearing trees and stags within the study area offer 

potential roosting habitat to the species, while bridges, sheds and 

buildings offer marginal roosting habitat. Small box culverts 

within the study area were investigated and deemed unsuitable 

as roosting habitat due to their small size. 

Southern Myotis may forage for aquatic invertebrates and small 

fish in the dams within the study area. The watercourses that 

traverse the study area do not support preferred foraging habitat, 

given the dense in-stream vegetation and lack of pools. 

Greater Broad-nosed Bat 

(Scoteanax rueppellii) 

Vulnerable under the BC Act A probable recording of this species was made by both of the 

Anabats, in the northern extent of the study area. 

Hollow-bearing trees and stags within study area offer potential 

roosting habitat to the species. Greater Broad-nosed Bat may 

forage above the canopy of open forest/woodland habitat, or in 

open areas associated with modified and disturbed habitat. 

 

  

  

In addition, two species are considered highly likely to occur in the study area due to the presence of 

preferred habitat:   

•  Cumberland Plain Land Snail (Meridoluem cornivirens)  

•  Yellow-bellied Sheathtail Bat (Saccolaimus flaviventris).  

Cumberland Plain Land Snail  –  listed as endangered under the BC  Act  –  was not identified during targeted 

searches in areas of potential habitat. This species is often found under litter of bark  and leaves, sheltering 

in loose soil  around grass clumps or occasionally under debris. Ground timber, debris and leaf litter around  

the base of eucalypts in Grey Box –  Forest Red Gum grassy woodland (PCT 849) within the study area 

(which is consistent with  Cumberland Plain Woodland in the Sydney Basin Bioregion) offer potential  

sheltering habitat to the species.  

Yellow-bellied Sheathtail Bat  –  listed  as vulnerable under the BC Act –  is found in a variety of habitat types  

including wet and dry sclerophyll forest, open woodland, Acacia shrubland, mallee, grassland and desert. 

The species roosts in tree hollows, abandoned sugar glider nests and animal burrows (OEH, 2014e). The 

study area provides potential foraging habitat within open/forest woodland habitat and limited roosting 

habitat within hollow-bearing trees.  

Fauna habitat  

Three broad habitat types were identified in the study area: open forest/woodland habitat, modified and 

disturbed habitat, and riparian and aquatic habitat. These are described in Table 6-6 and the distribution of 

these habitat types is shown in Figure 6-4. 
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Table  6-6  Fauna habitat  
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Habitat type   Description 

Open forest/woodland habitat  

  Plate 1: Grey Box –    Forest Red Gum grassy woodland 

 south of Old Pitt Town Road  

 Open forest/woodland habitats occur in the northern extent of the 

   study area and correspond with the distribution of Broad-leaved 

 Ironbark –   Grey Box – Melaleuca decora grassy open forest (PCT 

   724) and Grey Box – Forest Red Gum grassy woodland (PCT 849). 

Open forest/woodland habitats within the study area are somewhat 

 modified by livestock grazing and/or regular slashing of ground-layer 

vegetation. Native canopy trees, including eucalypts and 

 melaleucas, offer foraging resources to nectivorous birds, arboreal 

 mammals and Grey-headed Flying Fox (Pteropus poliocephalus). 

Hollow-bearing trees and stag offer nesting and sheltering habitat to 

  locally occurring hollow-dependent fauna species. Rough-barked 

ironbarks offers preferred foraging habitat to insectivorous birds that 

forage for invertebrates on tree trunks and branches. A diversity of 

 microbats may forage for insects above and/or below the canopies 

of trees. 

Shrubs are generally absent, with the exception of scattered 

  Bursaria spinose, Acacia pubescens, Acacia decurrens and 

 Daviesia ulicifolia, which offer limited sheltering and foraging habitat 

  for small birds and mammals. The grassy ground layer offers 

 foraging and sheltering habitat to reptiles and small terrestrial 

 mammals. Microhabitats are limited to well-developed leaf litter (in 

  places) and ground timber. Rocky features are generally absent.  

 Open forest/woodland habitats cover 4.73 ha. 

Modified and disturbed habitat  

Plate 2: Exotic grassland within private rural residential 

 property 

 Modified and disturbed habitats occur throughout much of the study 

 area and correspond with the distribution of mixed native and non-

native vegetation, and Exotic Grassland. 

Modified and disturbed habitats are characterised by slashed or 

 mown grassland with scattered shrubs and trees. Habitat complexity 

is low, given this habitat type encompasses cleared grazing land, 

rural residential properties and residential properties on the outskirts 

 of Pitt Town centre.  

Expanses of exotic grassland offer potential foraging habitat to 

   common birds such as Magpie Lark Grallina cyanoleuca and 

 Australian Magpie Cracticus tibicen. Ground layer microhabitats 

such as well-developed leaf litter, ground timber and rocky features 

 are absent. Shrubs are generally absent, with the exception of 

 scattered horticultural plantings in private properties. Native and 

 exotic trees offer foraging resources to nectivorous birds, arboreal 

   mammals and Grey-headed Flying Fox Pteropus poliocephalus. A 

diversity of microbats may forage for insects above and/or below the 

canopies of scattered trees. Hollow-bearing trees are absent from 

 these modified and disturbed habitats. 

 Modified and disturbed habitats cover 19.98 ha of the study area.  

 Riparian and aquatic habitat  Hortons Creek is a second order watercourse which flows across 

   the study area south to south‐west into the wetlands within Pitt Town 

Nature Reserve and then into the Hawkesbury River. There are two 

   culverts along this waterway, at the junction of Pitt Town Road and 

   Bathurst Street in the south of the study area and at Cattai Road in 

 the north of the study area. There is also a road crossing at Old Pitt 

  Town Road which potentially relies on aboveground flooding. The 

 waterway is dense in exotic vegetation. An unnamed tributary of 

  Hortons Creek flows south-east through the central portion of the 

   study area, in proximity to the intersection Old Pitt Town Road and 

 Cattai Road. In accordance with the classification of fish habitat 

  types (Fairfull and Witheridge, 2003), both watercourses are defined 



 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
   

   

   

  

   

  

   

Habitat type Description 

Plate 3: Unnamed watercourse that transects Old Pitt 

Town Road 

Plate 4: Farm dam within the study area 

as Class 4 Unlikely Fish Habitat (and are not consistent with Key 

Fish Habitat). 

There are three private dams in the south-east portion of the study 

area, along Glebe Road and Pitt Town Road. Some of the dams are 

stabilised by exotic grasses and forbs while vegetation is entirely 

absent from others. The dams offer potential habitat to amphibians, 

reptiles and microbats such as Southern Myotis, a species that 

trawls the water surface for small fish and invertebrates. Water 

levels within these dams were very low at the time of survey. 

Macrophytes, such as Eleocharis sphacelata and Vallisneria 

australis, were identified in some dams. No frogs were heard calling 

from any dams during field surveys. Mosquito Fish Gambusia 

holbrookii were recorded in relatively high numbers within the dams; 

these predate upon native tadpoles, thereby reducing the 

occurrence of native frog species (including threatened frog species) 

in such habitats. There is little connectivity between the dams within 

the study area, limiting the potential movement of some species of 

frogs between dams. 

A deep swale containing standing water (at the time of survey) and 

sparse fringing vegetation is located along the eastern margin of Pitt 

Town Road, in the southern extent of the study area. No fish or frogs 

were observed in the swale at the time of survey. 

Riparian habitat occurs in association with these hydrological 

features and corresponds with the distribution of Phragmites 

australis and Typha orientalis coastal freshwater wetlands and 

Juncus usitatus Rushland (non-PCT). 

Riparian and aquatic habitat covers 1.51 ha. 

 

   

 

 

 

  

  

   

  

Hollow-bearing trees  

Three hollow-bearing trees and three stags containing hollows were identified in the study area (Figure 

6-3). All hollow-bearing trees and stags occur within Broad-leaved Ironbark – Grey Box – Melaleuca decora 

grassy open forest (PCT 724) or Grey Box – Forest Red Gum grassy (PCT 849). 

Hollow-dependent fauna is defined as species that rely on tree hollows for shelter, roosting or nesting at 

some stage in their life cycle. Several hollow-dependent species occur in the study area, including Rainbow 

Lorikeet (Trichoglossus haematodus), Crimson Rosella (Platycercus elegans) and a diversity of microbat 

species (including several that are listed under the BC Act) that may utilise tree hollows as roosting, nesting 

or sheltering habitat. 

In the study area, tree hollows generally comprise small (five to 10cm in diameter) or medium (10 to 20cm 

in diameter) branch or trunk hollows. No large tree hollows (greater than 30cm in diameter) – which are 

typically required by owls and large cockatoos – were identified during field surveys. 
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Figure 6-4 Fauna habitat types 
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Areas of outstanding biodiversity value  

Under the BC Act certain areas can be defined as being of outstanding biodiversity value for certain 

threatened species (previously referred to as critical habitat). No areas of outstanding biodiversity value 

occur within the study area. 

Wildlife connectivity corridors  

The study area occurs in a modified landscape from which native vegetation has been removed for 

residential development, rural residential development, cropping, grazing and linear infrastructure. As a 

result, fauna habitat in the study area and surrounds is highly fragmented. Habitat connectivity is 

represented by scattered trees and narrow, highly fragmented linear patches of vegetation. There are no 

large tracts of native vegetation in the study area. 

Small patches of habitat in the north of the study area maintain tenuous connectivity to Scheyville National 

Park to the east, which covers about 954 ha. Native vegetation in the study area does not maintain 

connectivity to other areas of ecological significance such as Pitt Town Nature Reserve to the west of the 

study area, nor the highly disturbed riparian corridor associated with the Hawkesbury River, further to the 

west. 

Matters of National Environmental Significance  

The EPBC Act provides a legal framework to protect and manage nationally and internationally important 

flora, fauna,  ecological communities and heritage places. These are defined in the EPBC Act as Matters of 

National Environmental  Significance (MNES). The following two Nationally Important Wetlands are located 

within 10km  of the study area:  

• Longneck Lagoon –  This is  about 1.8km  north-east of the  study area. Longneck Lagoon provides 

an important wetland habitat for waterbirds within the Hawkesbury area. While these threatened 

wetland bird species are highly mobile, and the study area is within their foraging range, their

preferred habitat is not supported by the study area. The dams present have little vegetation and no

watercourse which transects the study area flows to this environment 

• Pitt Town Lagoon –  This is  a seasonal freshwater swamp located about  400m west of the study

area. Several threatened birds have been recorded at Pitt Town Lagoon including six species

considered vulnerable at a State level and 14 listed under  bilateral migratory bird agreements with

Japan (JAMBA), and/or China (CAMBA). The study area is close to Pitt Town Lagoon and is 

connected to the waterway which cuts across the study area. However, the habitat in the study area

is not the preferred habitat of the threatened birds recorded at Pitt Town Lagoon. The dams in the 

study area are of a low quality and contain little vegetation. The densely vegetated Hortons Creek

does not comprise preferred habitat for locally occurring threatened or migratory wetland birds. 

 
No World Heritage Properties, National Heritage Places, Commonwealth Marine Reserves or Critical  

Habitats were identified within 10km  of the study area. Eight areas of Commonwealth land and two 

Commonwealth Heritage Places were identified within 10km  of the study area. However, none  of these 

MNES adjoin or are near the study area.  

6.1.3 Potential impacts 

Construction  

For the purpose of this assessment, the study area consists of the Concept Design with a buffer of 50m 

including any temporary ancillary facilities that would be required (refer to Figure 6-1). It is assumed that 

this buffer would be more than sufficient to allow adequate constructability. 
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It has been assumed that all ecological values within the construction boundary would be removed. 

However, the footprint of the proposal’s design features may be refined during detailed design. This could 

include minor changes to vertical alignment, drainage infrastructure and tie-ins, which may result in a 

slightly smaller, or larger, construction boundary. 

 Removal of native vegetation (including TECs) 

Clearing of native vegetation is required for the proposal. This includes native vegetation that is consistent 

with TECs listed under both Commonwealth and  State legislation. A total of 2.47 ha of native vegetation 

would be removed, predominantly for the construction of the bypass through the central portion of the study 

area. This is the equivalent of 39 per cent of the native vegetation within the study area.  

The majority of the native vegetation that would be cleared is Grey Box –  Forest Red Gum grassy 

woodland (PCT 849) equivalent to Cumberland Plain Woodland TEC. This vegetation has been historically 

modified but is generally in moderate condition.   

The amount of each type of vegetation likely to be cleared because of the proposal is listed in  Table 6-7  

and shown in Figure  6-5.  

Table  6-7  Impacts on vegetation  
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Vegetation identified in study area Status Area in study 

area (ha) 

Area to be cleared 

from construction 

boundary (ha) BC 

Act 

EPBC 

Act 

Plant community types (PCT) (native vegetation) 

Broad-leaved Ironbark – Grey Box – Melaleuca 

decora grassy open forest on clay/gravel soils of 

the Cumberland Plain, Sydney Basin Bioregion 

(PCT 724) 

E Not equi-

valent 

1.78 0.39 

Grey Box – Forest Red Gum grassy woodland on 

flats of the Cumberland Plain, Sydney Basin 

Bioregion (PCT849) 

CE CE 2.95 1.41 

Phragmites australis and Typha orientalis coastal 

freshwater wetlands of the Sydney Basin Bioregion 

(PCT 1071) 

E - 1.46 0.67 

Sub-total native vegetation 6.19 2.47 

Non-native vegetation 

Mixed native and exotic vegetation - - 1.55 0.63 

Exotic Grassland - - 18.43 4.87 

Juncus usitatus Rushland - - 0.05 0.00 

Sub-total non-native vegetation 20.03 5.5 

Total 26.22 7.97 



 

  

 

 

   

 

Figure 6-5 Biodiversity impacts 
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Removal of threatened flora species and habitat  

Two threatened flora species, Acacia pubescens  and Dillwynia tenuifolia  would be directly impacted by the  

proposal, with the loss of four  stems  of Dillwynia tenuifolia  and five stems of Acacia pubescens.  Two 

additional recorded populations of Acacia pubescens  are located about five to 15m  from the edge of the 

construction boundary and no direct  impacts to these are anticipated.  The proposal  would also require the  

removal of about 1.8 ha of potential  habitat for these species.  

The proposal also has the potential  to impact on 0.39 ha of potential habitat for Micromyrtus  minutiflora and 

1.41 ha of potential habitat for Spiked Rice-flower Pimelea spicata. These were not recorded in the study 

area but are considered moderately likely to occur within the  PST vegetation recorded.  

A summary of the number of threatened species and the amount of potential habitat that would be removed 

by the proposal is provided in  Table  6-8.  

Table  6-8  Impacts on threatened flora  

  

 

 

 

    

 
 

 
 

   

 

 

   
    

 
 

 
   

 

  
    

 
     

 
  

 
 

 

 

     
 

   
 

 
 

Threatened 

species 

Recorded or 

habitat present 

Status Habitat or 

individuals in 

the study area 

Habitat or individuals to be 

impacted 

EPBC Act BC Act 

Acacia 
pubescens 

Recorded and 
habitat present 

Vu V About 55 

individuals 

1.78 ha of 
habitat 

5 individuals 0.21 ha of occupied 
habitat 1.8 ha of potential habitat 

Dillwynia 
tenuifolia 

Recorded and 
habitat present 

- V 4 individuals 

4.73 ha of 
habitat 

4 individuals 0.31 ha of occupied 
habitat 1.8 ha of potential habitat 

Micromyrtus 
minutiflora 

Habitat present Vu E 1.78 ha of 
habitat 

0.39 ha of habitat comprising 
moderate condition Shale Gravel 
Transition Forest in which it is 
moderately likely to occur. 

Spiked Rice-
flower Pimelea 
spicata 

Habitat present EN E 2.95 ha of 
habitat 

1.41 ha of habitat comprising 
moderate condition Cumberland 
Plain Woodland in which it is 
moderately likely to occur. 

Removal of threatened fauna habitat  

A total of 7.97 ha of habitat for threatened fauna species would be cleared for the proposal (refer to Table  

6-9).  

Table  6-9  Fauna habitat to be removed  

   

 

 

 

   

   

 

    

   

  

   

Habitat type Area in study area (ha) Area to be cleared from 

construction boundary 

(ha) 

Open forest/woodland, including: 

Broad-leaved Ironbark – Grey Box – Melaleuca decora grassy open 

forest on clay/gravel soils of the Cumberland Plain, Sydney Basin 

Bioregion (PCT 724) 

Grey Box – Forest Red Gum grassy woodland on flats of the 

Cumberland Plain, Sydney Basin Bioregion (PCT849) 

4.73 1.8 

Riparian and aquatic, including: 1.51 0.67 
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Habitat type Area in study area (ha) Area to be cleared from 

construction boundary 

(ha) 

Phragmites australis and Typha orientalis coastal freshwater wetlands of 

the Sydney Basin Bioregion (PCT 1071) 

Juncus usitatus Rushland 

Modified and disturbed, including 

Mixed native and exotic vegetation 

Exotic Grassland 

19.98 5.50 

Total 26.22 7.97 

 

All habitat types support either foraging, roosting and/or nesting habitat to a diversity of fauna species, 

although these resources are limited in the modified and disturbed habitat.   

One live hollow-bearing tree and one stag would be cleared from the  construction boundary, resulting in the  

loss of potential nesting and roosting habitat to hollow-dependent fauna species, such as birds and 

microbats.  

The impacts on threatened fauna, and fauna habitat, are provided in  Table 6-10.  

Table  6-10  Impacts of the proposal on threatened fauna, and fauna  habitat  
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EPBC Act BC Act 

Grey-headed Flying 

Fox 

Recorded and habitat 

present 

V V 

Eastern Bent-wing Bat Recorded and habitat 

present 

- V 

Eastern Freetail Bat Recorded and habitat 

present 

- V 

Greater Broad-nosed 

Bat 

Recorded and habitat 

present 

- V 

Southern Myotis Recorded and habitat 

present 

- V 

Recorded or habitat Species Status 

present 

Impacts of proposal 

Loss of 1.8 ha of foraging habitat offered by 

flowering canopy trees occurring within open 

forest/woodland, and scattered canopy trees in 5.50 

ha of modified and disturbed habitat. 

Loss of 1.8 ha of foraging habitat offered by canopy 

trees occurring within open forest/woodland, and 

scattered canopy trees in 5.50 ha of modified and 

disturbed habitat. 

Loss of 1.8 ha of foraging habitat offered by canopy 

trees occurring within open forest/woodland and 

scattered canopy trees in 5.50 ha of modified and 

disturbed habitat. 

Loss of potential roosting habitat offered by one live 

tree and one stag. 

Loss of 1.8 ha of foraging habitat offered by canopy 

trees occurring within open forest/woodland and 

scattered canopy trees in 5.50 ha of modified and 

disturbed habitat. 

Loss of potential roosting habitat offered by one live 

tree and one stag. 

Loss of 1.8 ha of foraging habitat offered by canopy 

trees occurring within open forest/woodland and 

scattered canopy trees in 5.50 ha of modified and 

disturbed habitat. 



 

  

 

 

 Species Recorded or habitat  Status  Impacts of proposal  

present  

 EPBC Act    BC Act 

 Loss of potential roosting habitat offered by one live 

 tree and one stag. 

Cumberland Plain Land  Habitat present  -  V Loss of 1.41 ha of foraging and breeding habitat 

 Snail  within the Cumberland Plain Woodland within the 

construction boundary.  

 V: Listed as vulnerable  

Invasion and spread of weeds  

During construction, it is possible that new weeds could be introduced into the study area, or weeds that 

are already present could be spread into more intact vegetation that currently does not support them. 

Implementing weed hygiene protocols would minimise this impact.  

Invasion and spread of pests, pathogens and disease  

Vertebrate pests, such as rabbits and rats, are potential threats to threatened species that have a high or 

moderate likelihood of occurring within the study area. Predatory species such as foxes pose a risk to 

terrestrial and arboreal fauna. These species, and other vertebrate pests, capitalise on the disturbance that 

is typically associated with construction and development activities. As such, it is important that the risks 

posed by these pests are considered and appropriately managed by implementing mitigation measures 

during construction.  

Soil-borne pathogens such as  Phytophthora cinnamomic  (Phytophthora) may be dispersed over large  

distances in  flowing water, such as storm runoff, or may be spread within a site via mycelial growth from 

infected roots to the roots of healthy plants. Propagules may also be dispersed by vehicles (eg  vehicles  and 

earth-moving equipment), animals,  walkers and movement of soil. It is listed as a Key Threatening Process  

(KTP) under the BC Act. No evidence of Phytophthora was observed in the study area, but there may be an  

increased risk of dispersal because of the proposal. Precautionary measures  would be implemented  during 

construction.  

Aquatic impacts and changes to hydrology  

Construction activities, particularly culvert upgrades at the two watercourse crossings, could result in 

potential alteration and/or degradation of aquatic habitat associated with the two waterways and dams  

within the study area. Impacts during construction could arise from:  

• Sediment-laden runoff from cleared and disturbed areas adversely affecting water quality in 

watercourses  

• The stockpiling of soil near waterways and overland flow paths 

• Spills or leaks of road construction materials including fuels, lubricants and hydraulic oils from

construction plant and equipment. 

During construction, surface flows would be managed, and potential impacts of sediment-laden runoff 

mitigated by implementing  sediment and erosion controls. These would  include separating ‘clean’  water (eg  

surface flows from outside of the construction boundary) from ‘dirty water’  (eg  surface flows from disturbed 

areas within the construction boundary), prior to discharge.  

Fauna injury and mortality  

Fauna injury and mortality may occur during the clearing of vegetation or as a result of  collisions with work  

vehicles or plant, or accidental entrapment in plant, trenches  or other construction activities.   
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The majority of fauna species recorded within the study area were highly mobile bird species which are 

likely to be able to move away from vegetation clearing activities quite readily. 

Noise, light and vibration 

Construction activities would result in localised and temporary increase in noise and vibration. This has the 

potential to affect species vulnerable to noise and vibration, such as bat species. Any artificial lighting used 

during construction has the potential to impact on nocturnal fauna that can be more vulnerable to predation. 

Groundwater dependent ecosystems 

The risk of potential impacts on GDEs is considered to be low. There are no shallow cuttings where the 

proposal would transect the creeks; no dewatering is proposed at these locations and in-stream 

construction would be limited to the provision of new crossings of Hortons Creek at the southern and 

central sections of the proposal. 

Operation  

Wildlife connectivity and habitat fragmentation  

A proportion of the proposed bypass  would  fragment a patch of woodland  /  open forest habitat in the north  

of the study area, creating smaller, narrow linear patches on either side. Although this type of habitat is 

already highly fragmented across the locality, fragmentation of habitat within the study area may further 

reduce the movement of some fauna species that are deterred by gaps or edge effects, such as  increased 

light and noise associated with  road  traffic.  

An additional crossing of  Horton’s Creek, between Old Pitt Town Road and Glebe Road is proposed. The 

construction of watercourse crossings has  potential to further  fragment riparian and aquatic habitat.  

However, given there would not be any instream structure, the plank bridge proposed at this location is  

unlikely to comprise a barrier to the movement of fish and amphibians.  

Cleared and disturbed habitat would  also be fragmented by the bypass. However, fauna species likely to 

use such habitat are typically adapted to fragmented and  modified environments and are likely to continue  

using them.  

Edge effects on nearby native vegetation and habitat  

While vegetation along existing roads and cleared portions  of the study area is currently subject to edge  

effects, the  proposal  would  create edge effects in new, relatively undisturbed areas. These edge effects  

would be caused by changed biotic  and abiotic factors including enriched runoff from the road, increased 

light and wind and dumping of rubbish. As a result, these areas would be more susceptible to weed 

invasion.  

This would be most prominent in the patch of Cumberland Plain Woodland which would be traversed by the 

proposal. The clearing of this vegetation community and resultant edge effects  would leave only small  

fragments of Cumberland Plain Woodland in the  study area not impacted by the proposal. These would be 

mainly  north of Old Pitt Town Road where remnant trees and  regenerating canopy species would remain to 

the west of the proposed bypass. Although there would be some edge effects  to these isolated patches, it 

is unlikely that the condition would be substantially modified from the current condition since weeds are 

already prevalent.  

Similarly, the Freshwater Wetlands  on Coastal  Floodplains  vegetation would experience new edge effects  

in the areas  where the proposal crosses Hortons Creek. Weeds were noted throughout the Typha and 

Phragmites within this community, although they were more  prolific along the edge. It is likely that there  

would be an increase in weed cover within the first two to five metres of Freshwater Wetlands vegetation, 

either side of the crossing locations. Beyond this, edge effects are unlikely.  
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Invasion and spread of weeds 

The majority of vegetation within the study area has been subject to previous disturbance and recruitment 

by exotic species. Vegetation that is located next to, but outside, the construction boundary (to be retained) 

is equally as subject to exotic species recruitment as the vegetation that would be cleared. It is therefore at 

low risk of invasion of exotic species due to construction and operational impacts. 

Based on the high levels of exotic species recruitment throughout the study area, the potential for spread of 

exotic species is considered to be a relatively low risk to surrounding bushland. 

Aquatic impacts and changes to hydrology 

Changes to existing hydrological regimes are expected to be minimal. Once the proposal is operational, a 

small change in magnitude of surfaces flows would largely be due to an increase in impervious surfaces 

(i.e. road pavement associated with the bypass). However, surface flows (stormwater run-off) from the 

bypass would be directed towards and contained within drainage infrastructure such as swales, pits and 

pipes and sediment basins (to be further developed during the detailed design phase).  Stormwater run-off 

into native vegetation next to the proposal would therefore be avoided. The stormwater drainage strategy 

that has been developed for the proposal aims to maintain existing drainage patterns as much as possible 

and implement water sensitive urban design features where practical. 

It is not anticipated that the proposal would result in any impacts to Pitt Town Lagoon, located about one 

kilometre downstream of the proposal. Any alterations to the volume and quality of water in Hortons Creek 

are anticipated to be minor and short-term. These are anticipated to be negligible by the time this water 

enters Pitt Town Lagoon particularly when considered in the context of the existing catchment and the 

hardstand and potential water pollutions sources that it contains. 

Fauna injury and mortality 

During the operation of the road, vehicle strike may increase slightly from current levels as the new road 
will be constructed in areas which are currently unimpacted by a road. Furthermore, the new road will likely 
have an increased speed limit to current roads running through the site. This will make it more difficult for 
fauna to move away from oncoming traffic, resulting in an increase in fauna mortalities. 

Noise, light and vibration 

Operation of the proposal is predicted to provide negligible change in the noise levels in the context of 

noise generated from traffic movements on existing local roads. 

Artificial lighting has the potential to impact the behaviour of nocturnal fauna known and likely to occur in 

the study area, such as the Grey-headed flying fox. Where feasible and reasonable, the installation of 

directional lighting along the bypass would be considered, to minimise artificial light spill on adjacent 

habitat. 

Groundwater dependent ecosystems 

It is unlikely that operation of the proposal would result in changes to groundwater levels utilised by 

groundwater dependent ecosystems. The risk of potential operational impacts on GDEs is considered to be 

negligible. 

Conclusion on significance of impacts 

The proposal is not likely to significantly impact threatened species or ecological  communities or their 

habitats, within the meaning of the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016  or Fisheries  Management Act 1994. 

Therefore, a Species Impact Statement or Biodiversity Development Assessment Report is not required.  

The proposal is not likely to significantly impact threatened species, ecological communities or migratory  

species, within the meaning of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.  
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6.1.4  Key threatening processes  

 

 Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 

 

 

 

   

   

 

   

KTPs are processes that “threaten or could threaten the survival or evolutionary development of species,  
populations or ecological communities”. KTPs are listed under Schedule 4 of the BC Act and may adversely 

affect threatened species, populations or ecological communities, or could cause species, populations or 

ecological communities that are not threatened to become threatened. The proposal  may  contribute to the  

following KTPs:  

• Clearing of native vegetation: The proposal will result in the removal of 3.10 ha of vegetation, of

which 2.47  ha comprises TECs 

• Loss of hollow-bearing trees: the proposal will result in the removal of one live hollow-bearing tree, 

that offers potential roosting and nesting habitat to locally occurring fauna species, including

threatened species 

• Removal of dead wood and dead trees: the proposal will result in the removal of one stag, that

offers potential roosting  and nesting habitat to locally occurring fauna species, including threatened

species 

• Invasion of native plant communities by exotic perennial grasses. One exotic perennial grass

species of special concern, Eragrostis curvula  (African Lovegrass), was identified in the study area. 

Disturbed areas, following earthworks, would be susceptible to the establishment and spread of

Eragrostis curvula  and other exotic grass species recorded in the study area. 

• Predation by Gambusia holbrooki  (Plague Minnow or Mosquito Fish). Gambusia holbrooki was 

identified in several dams in the study area, and may occur in the two watercourses. The proposal is 

unlikely to exacerbate this KTP. 

• Competition and grazing by the feral European Rabbit, (Oryctolagus cuniculus): European Rabbit

was identified in the study area during field surveys. The proposal is unlikely to exacerbate this

KTP. 

• Infection of native plants by Phytophthora cinnamomi 

• Predation by the European Red Fox (Vulpes vulpes). European Red Fox is known to occur in the

surrounding locality (Bionet,  2018). The proposal is unlikely to exacerbate this KTP. 

 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 

The EPBC Act defines a key threatening process as one that “threatens or may threaten the survival, 

abundance or evolutionary development of a native species or ecological community.” The proposal may 
contribute to the following key threatening process: 

• Land clearance – The proposal would result in the removal of 3.10 ha of vegetation, of which 2.47

ha comprises TECs listed under the EPBC Act.

6.1.5  Safeguards and management measures  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage impacts on biodiversity are 

provided in Table 6-11. 
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Table  6-11  Safeguards and management measures relating to biodiversity  

 

 Impact Environmental safeguards   Responsibility  Timing  Reference 

 Biodiversity 

impacts during 

 construction 

 A Flora and Fauna Management Plan will be 

 prepared in accordance with Biodiversity 

Guidelines: Protecting and Managing 

 Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b) 

 and implemented as part of the CEMP. It 

 would include, but not be limited to: 

 •   Plans showing areas to be cleared and

 areas to be protected, including

exclusion zones, protected habitat

 features and revegetation areas

 •   Requirements set out in Landscape

Guideline (RTA, 2008a) 

 • Pre-clearing survey requirements 

 •  Procedures for unexpected threatened

species finds and fauna handling 

 • Procedures addressing relevant matters

 specified in the Policy and Guidelines

for Fish Habitat Conservation and

Management (DPI Fisheries, 2013) 

 •   Protocols to manage weeds and

 pathogens.

Contractor  Detailed design / 

 Pre-construction 

 

Core safeguard: 

 B1  

Section 4.8 of QA 

G36 Environment 

 Protection 

 Biodiversity  Measures to further minimise the 

  construction boundary and avoid native 

  vegetation or habitat removal will be 

investigated during detailed design and 

implemented where practicable and feasible.  

Contractor  Detailed design / 

 Pre-construction 

 

Additional 

 safeguard: B2 

 Appendix E 

 Removal of native 

vegetation and 

 habitat 

 Pre-clearing surveys will be undertaken in 

 accordance with Guide 1: Pre-clearing 

 Process of the Biodiversity Guidelines: 

 Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on 

 RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b).  

Contractor   Prior to construction Additional 

 safeguard: B3 

 Appendix E 

 Vegetation and habitat removal will be 

 undertaken in accordance with Guide 4: 

Clearing of Vegetation and Removal of 

 Bushrock of the Biodiversity Guidelines: 

  Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on 

 RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b).  

Contractor   Construction Additional 

 safeguard: B4 

 Appendix E 

Where feasible, and where it does not 

substantially affect maintenance and safe 

 operation of the proposal, native vegetation 

 will be re-established in accordance with 

Guide 3: Re-establishment of Native 

 Vegetation of the Biodiversity Guidelines: 

  Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on 

 RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b).  

Contractor   Post construction Additional 

 safeguard: B5 

 Appendix E 

  Investigation will occur during detailed 

design for opportunities to replace or 

 reinstate habitat where practical and feasible 

in accordance with Guide 5: Re-use of 

Woody Debris and Bushrock and Guide 8: 

 Nest Boxes of the Biodiversity Guidelines: 

Contractor  Detailed Design/ 

 Construction 

Additional 

 safeguard: B6 

 Appendix E 
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Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on 

RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b). 

The unexpected species find procedure will 

be followed under Biodiversity Guidelines: 

Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on 

RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b) if threatened 

ecological communities, flora or fauna not 

assessed in the biodiversity assessment are 

identified within the construction boundary. 

Contractor During construction Additional 

safeguard: B7 

Appendix E 

Aquatic habitat Aquatic habitat will be protected in 

accordance with Guide 10: Aquatic Habitats 

and Riparian Zones of the (RTA, 2011b) and 

Section 3.3.2 Standard Precautions and 

Mitigation Measures of the Policy and 

Guidelines for Fish Habitat Conservation and 

Management Update 2013 (DPI (Fisheries 

NSW), 2013). 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: B8 

Appendix E 

Water flows Changes to existing surface water flows 

would mimic surface water flows during 

construction stage and re-established during 

operation. 

Contractor Construction / 

Detailed design 

Additional 

safeguard: B9 

Appendix E 

Edge effects on 

nearby native 

vegetation and 

habitat 

Exclusion zones will be set up at the limit of 

clearing in accordance with Guide 2: 

Exclusion Zones of the Biodiversity 

Guidelines: Protecting and Managing 

Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b). 

The limit of clearing will be confirmed within 

the construction footprint during the detailed 

design process. 

Contractor Construction / 

Detailed design 

Additional 

safeguard: B10 

Appendix E 

Injury and 

mortality of fauna 

Fauna will be managed in accordance with 

Guide 9: Fauna Handling of the Biodiversity 

Guidelines: Protecting and Managing 

Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b). 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: B11 

Appendix E 

Invasion and 

spread of weeds 

Weed species will be managed in 

accordance with Guide 6: Weed 

Management of the Biodiversity Guidelines: 

Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on 

RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b). 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: B12 

Appendix E 

Invasion and 

spread of pests 

Pest species will be managed within the 

construction boundary. 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: B13 

Appendix E 

Invasion and 

spread of 

pathogens and 

disease 

Pathogens will be managed in accordance 

with Guide 2: Exclusion Zones of the 

Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and 

Managing Biodiversity on RTA Projects 

(RTA, 2011b). 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: B14 

Appendix E 

Noise, light and 

vibration 

Shading and artificial light impacts will 

be minimised through detailed design 
where feasible and reasonable. 

Contractor Detailed design Additional 

safeguard: B15 

Appendix D 
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6.1.6  Biodiversity offsets  

Following the avoidance, minimisation and mitigation of potential impacts, residual impacts may require 

offsetting if they meet given thresholds. Roads and Maritime has developed the Guideline for Biodiversity 

Offsets (Roads and Maritime, 2016c) to provide quantitative guidance for these thresholds. 

The biodiversity values of the study area were assessed against the thresholds in the guideline. Based on 

this assessment, offsets would only be required for Cumberland Plain Woodland Critically endangered 

ecological community (CEEC) listed under the BC Act. 

The Biodiversity Offset Strategy is currently being prepared and will be implemented as part of the delivery 

of the project. 
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6.2  Noise and vibration  

This section describes the existing environment and potential impact of the proposal on noise and vibration 

during construction and operation, and provides proposed safeguards and management measures to avoid 

and minimise these impacts. The assessment draws on information in the noise and vibration technical 

paper prepared for this REF (refer to Appendix G). 

6.2.1  Methodology  

A  noise and vibration assessment was carried out to assess the  impact  of the proposal on sensitive 

receivers. Unattended noise monitoring was conducted concurrently with traffic counts to  measure traffic 

noise from the existing local road network. A computer-based noise model was used to simulate the 

existing noise environment,  and was verified against the measured levels. The verified model was then 

used to predict future road traffic noise levels and assess the  need for noise mitigation measures.  

The assessment methodology involved:  

•  Characterisation of the  study area and establishment of six noise catchment areas that reflect  

different land uses and types of noise receivers. Receivers include residences, schools, churches, 

and public recreation areas  

•  Identification of sensitive receivers within each  noise catchment area  

•  Baseline monitoring of existing noise levels in February 2018 with additional monitoring in May 2018  

•  Attended airborne  noise  measurements during the baseline surveys to determine the various noise 

sources influencing the  existing noise environment  

•  Determining the rating background level (RBL) for each monitoring location to give an indication of 

background noise levels  during the day, evening and night   

•  Assessment of existing noise levels  and development of appropriate noise criteria for each receiver  

•  Establishment of road traffic noise levels to validate an operational noise model and as a basis for 

assessing potential noise impact  during construction  

•  Creation of a computer-based operational noise model in accordance with Roads and Maritime’s  
Noise Criteria Guideline  (NCG)  (Roads and Maritime 2015a) using the Calculation or Road Traffic  

Noise (CoRTN) methodology  

•  Validation of the operational noise model  

•  Prediction of operational  noise model at year  of opening,  2021, and ten years after the year of 

opening,  2031,  for both the ‘build’ (with the proposal) and ‘no build” (without the proposal) scenarios  

•  Assessment of the predicted noise  levels against the noise criteria for receivers, and identification of 

exceedances of the criteria  

•  Development and assessment of operational noise mitigation measures with reference to the NCG 

and Noise Mitigation Guideline  (Roads and Maritime 2015b)  

•  Assessment of construction-related vibration impact on structures and human comfort levels  

•  Development of mitigation measures for management of construction-related noise and vibration 

impact, including consultation with affected receivers.  

Policy context  

The following policies and guidelines are relevant to this assessment:  

•  Construction noise:  

•  Interim Nois e Construction Guideline  (ICNG) (OEH, 2009)  

•  Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline  (CNVG) (Roads  and Maritime  2016b)  
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• Road Noise Policy  (RNP) (DECCW 2011) 

• Environmental Noise Management Manual  (RTA 2001) 

• Operational noise:  

• Noise Criteria Guideline  (NCG) (Roads and Maritime 2015a)

• Noise Mitigation Guideline  (Roads and Maritime 2015b)

• Construction vibration: 

• Human comfort: Assessing Vibration –  a technical guideline  (DECC 2006) 

• Cosmetic and structural damage to buildings: German Standard DIN 4150-3  

• British Standard BS 7385 Part 2-1993 Evaluation and Measurement for Vibration in 

Buildings 

• German Standard DIN 4150-3, 1999, Structural Vibration –  Part 3: Effects of vibration

on structures. 

Noise monitoring  

Unattended and attended noise monitoring were taken at four locations in  February 2018 and  six locations  
in  May 2018 to determine the existing noise levels. Figure 6-6  shows the locations where noise  monitoring 
was conducted. This baseline information was used to establish the following:  

• LA1, which represents the noise level exceeded one per cent  of the sample period (eg the

measurement period) 

• LA10, which represents the noise level exceeded for 10 per cent of the measurement interval. This is

commonly referred to as the average-maximum  level 

• LAmax, which  represents the maximum noise level measured  at a given location over the

measurement period 

• LAeq, which is the average sound level or energy averaged noise level over a defined  measurement

period. For traffic noise, this description is classified as LLAeq  (15 hr) and LAeq  (9 hr) for the day and

night time noise levels respectively. This is  commonly referred to as the  ambient noise level 

• L90, which represents the noise level exceeded for 90 per cent of the measurement interval. This is

taken to be the background noise level 

• Rating background level (RBL), which represents the average minimum background sound level. 
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Figure 6-6 Unattended location of noise loggers (Source: Resonate, 2018) 
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6.2.2  Existing environment  

There are a range of noise-sensitive receivers in the study area. All residences are considered to be 

sensitive receivers with respect to construction noise and vibration, and operational noise. Other receivers 

considered to be sensitive to noise and vibration include commercial receivers, educational institutions, 

child care  centres, places of worship, and areas of open space. The sensitive receivers are shown in  Figure 

6-7.  

A summary of the noise catchment areas is provided in  Table 6-12,  with a brief description of the key 

characteristic of each area and the  minimum distance to the proposal of the worst affected receiver in the 

catchment area.  

The location of the noise catchment areas is  shown in Figure 6-7.  

Table  6-12  Noise catchment areas  

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

    

 

   

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

  

 

ID Number of 

receivers 

Receiver types Minimum distance 

(worst affected receiver) 

NCA1 240 Low density residential with small areas of public recreation. Includes 

the Pitt Town town centre. 

10 

NCA2 245 Low density residential with pockets of large lot residential areas to the 

west. Includes Pitt Town Public School (educational) as well as the 

Scots Church and Pitt Town Anglican Community Church. 

310 

NCA3 26 Primary production small lots with scattered residential and other 

industry-type structures. Some large lot residential areas to the north. 

7 

NCA4 14 Primary production small lots with scattered residential and other 

industry-type structures. Includes areas of the Scheyville National Park. 

350 

NCA5 36 Primary production small lots with scattered residential and other 

industry-type structures. Includes areas of the Scheyville National Park 

and a cemetery. 

11 

NCA6 23 Primary production small lots with scattered residential and other 

industry-type structures. Includes areas of the Pitt Town Lagoon. 

148 
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Figure 6-7 Noise catchment areas (Source: Resonate, 2018) 
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The results  of the monitoring of existing noise  levels, referred to as RBLs, are presented in Table 6-13. The  

RBL for each period is the median value of the average background values for the period over all the days 

measured.  

Table  6-13  Unattended noise monitoring results  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

     

     

     

ID Location Rating background level (RBL), dB(A) 

Day 

(7 am to 6 pm) 

Evening 

(6 pm to 10 pm) 

Night 

(10 pm to 7 am) 

U1 54 Wellesley Rd 40 37 32 

U2 23 Old Pitt Town Rd 39 36 32 

U3 8 Cattai Rd 40 37 31 

U4 61 Bathurst Street 44 33 30 

Attended noise monitoring confirmed the background noise levels comprised of typical light and heavy 

vehicle traffic noise. 

 Noise and vibration criteria 

Construction noise criteria   

The ICNG (OEH, 2009)  requires project-specific noise management levels to be established for noise-

affected receivers  (refer to Table  6-14).  In the event construction noise levels are predicted to be above the 

noise management levels, all feasible and reasonable work practices  are to be investigated to minimise 

noise emissions.  If construction noise levels still exceed the noise management levels then the potential 

noise  impact  would be managed via a site-specific  construction noise management plan  that is prepared 

during the detailed design phase.  

Table  6-14  Noise Management Levels for residential land uses (ICNG)  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

   

  

 

Noise Management Time of day How to apply 

Level, LAeq(15-minute) 

Standard hours: 

7 am to 6 pm, Monday to Friday 

8 am to 1 pm, Saturday 

Noise affected 

RBL +10 dB(A) 

May be some community reaction to noise. Actions: 

Where the predicted or measured construction noise level exceeds 

the noise-affected level, all feasible and reasonable work practices 

should be applied to meet the noise affected level. 

All residents potentially impacted by the works should be informed 

of the nature of the works, the expected noise levels and duration, 

and provided with site contact details. 

Highly noise affected 

≥ 75 dB(A) 

May be strong community reaction to noise. Actions: 

Where construction noise is predicted or measured to be above this 

level, the relevant authority may require respite periods that restrict 

the hours that the very noisy activities can occur. 

Respite activities would be determined taking into account times 

identified by the community when they are less sensitive to noise, 

and if the community is prepared to accept a longer period of 

construction to accommodate respite periods. 
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Time of day Noise Management 

Level, LAeq(15-minute) 

How to apply 

Out of Hours Work (OoHW) Noise affected 

RBL +5 dB(A) 

Actions: 

Strong justification typically required for these works. 

All feasible and reasonable work practices should be adopted. 

Where all feasible and reasonable work practices have been 

adopted and noise level is more than 5 dB(A) above the noise 

management level, negotiation should be undertaken with the 

community. 

Table 6-15  sets out the ICNG Noise Management Levels for sensitive receiver locations. As identified for residential  

receivers, a 'highly affected' noise objective of LAeq(15min) 75dB(A) is adopted for all noise sensitive receivers.  

Table  6-15  Noise Management Levels at other sensitive land uses  

  

   

   

 

 

   

  

  

 

   

  

 

   

    

Land use Noise Management Level, LAeq(15-minute)1 

Classrooms at schools and other educational institutions Internal noise level – 45 dB(A) 

Places of worship Internal noise level – 45 dB(A) 

Active recreation areas (characterised by sporting activities and 

activities that generate their own noise or focus for participants, 

making them less sensitive to external noise intrusion). 

External noise level – 65 dB(A) 

Passive recreation areas (characterised by contemplative 

activities that generate little noise and where benefits are 

compromised by external noise intrusion (i.e. reading and 

meditation). 

External noise level – 60 dB(A) 

Community centres Dependent on the intended use. Refer to the recommended 

‘maximum’ internal levels in AS/NZS 2107. 

Commercial premises External noise level – 75 dB(A) 

Industrial premises External noise level – 70 dB(A) 

1 Applies when premises are in use. 

The ICNG recommends internal noise management levels for certain receiver types. It is considered more 

practical from an assessment perspective to establish external noise management levels for all receivers. 

For the purpose of this assessment, it is conservatively assumed that external noise levels are typically 10 

dB(A) higher than internal noise levels when windows are open. Therefore, a noise management level of 

LAeq(15-minute) 55 dB has been established for educational and place of worship land uses. 

Sleep disturbance 

The CNVG considers night works exceeding an external LAmax sound pressure level at a receiver of 

65 dB(A) to cause sleep disturbance. This criterion has not been assessed for construction due to the 

assumptions that construction works will be conducted during standard hours. If any out of hour works are 

required, a further assessment will be carried out. 

Construction noise management levels 

Table 6-16 presents the construction noise management levels for the identified sensitive receivers, based 

on the noise monitoring outlined in Section 6.2.2 and the ICNG methodology in Table 6-14 and Table 6-15. 
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Table  6-16  Noise Management Level for sensitive land uses  

 

 Land use Noise 

Catchment 

Area (NCA)  

 Noise Management Level, LAeq(15-minute) 

Day (Standard   Day (OoHW) 

 Hours) 

 Evening  Night 

Residential   1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

  50 dB(A)  45 dB(A)    42 dB(A)  37 dB(A)  

  50 dB(A)  45 dB(A)    42 dB(A)  37 dB(A)  

  50 dB(A)  45 dB(A)    42 dB(A)  37 dB(A)  

  50 dB(A)  45 dB(A)    42 dB(A)  37 dB(A)  

  50 dB(A)  45 dB(A)    42 dB(A)  37 dB(A)  

  50 dB(A)  45 dB(A)    42 dB(A)  37 dB(A)  

Classrooms   -   55 dB(A) (external - when in use) 

 Places of worship  -   55 dB(A) (external - when in use) 

 Active recreation  -   65 dB(A) (external - when in use) 

 Passive recreation   -   60 dB(A) (external - when in use) 

Commercial   70 dB(A)  

 Industrial  75 dB(A)  

 Other  Applicable on a case-by-case basis 

Construction vibration criteria  

Vibration impacts  from construction activities are considered using two components: human exposure to 

vibration and potential for building structural damage from vibration.  

Human exposure to vibration  

Vibration potentially disturbing human occupants of buildings is managed  by reference to the Department of 

Environment and Climate Change’s Assessing Vibration; a technical guideline  (2006)  (the Guideline). 

Vibration can be classified according to the following definitions:   

•  Continuous  vibration: continues uninterrupted for a defined period. Applies to continuous 

construction activity such as tunnel  boring machinery  

•  Impulsive vibration: rapid build-up to a vibration peak followed by a damped decay or the sudden 

application  of several cycles of vibration at about  the same magnitude providing that the duration is 

short. Applies to very occasional construction activities that create distinct events such as the  

occasional dropping of heavy equipment  

•  Intermittent vibration: interrupted periods of continuous vibration (such as a drill) or repeated periods 

of impulsive vibration (such as a pile  driver).  

The majority of construction works as part of the  proposal would be expected to be intermittent in nature  

with the potential for some impulsive activities (eg demolition works).  
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Preferred and maximum  values for continuous, impulsive and intermittent vibration at different land uses 

are defined in the Guideline and reproduced in Table 6-17.  

Table  6-17  Preferred maximum vibration dose values for human comfort  

 

  
 

 
 

 

 

      

        

        

 

      

       

Receiver Continuous vibration1 

Vrms, mm/s 

Impulsive vibration1 

Vrms, mm/s 

VDV – Intermittent vibration2 , 

m/s1.75 

Preferred Maximum Preferred Maximum Preferred Maximum 

Residences – daytime 0.2 0.4 6 12 0.2 0.4 

Residences – night-time 0.14 0.28 2 4 0.13 0.26 

Offices, schools, place of 

worship 

0.4 0.8 13 26 0.4 0.8 

Workshops 0.8 1.6 13 26 0.8 1.6 

  

   

  

  

 

    

   

   

   

   

   

 

     

Plant Item Rating/Description Minimum Working 

Distance – Cosmetic 

Damage1 (BS7385) 

Minimum Working 

Distance – Human 

Response (OH&E 

Guideline) 

Vibratory Roller < 50 kN (Typically 1-2 tonnes) 5m 15 to 20m 

< 100 kN (Typically 2-4 tonnes) 6m 20m 

< 200 kN (Typically 4-6 tonnes) 12m 40m 

< 300 kN (Typically 7-13 tonnes) 15m 100m 

> 300 kN (Typically 13-18 tonnes) 20m 100m 

> 300 kN (> 18 tonnes) 25m 100m 

Small Hydraulic 

Hammer 

(300 kg - 5 to 12t excavator) 2m 7m 

1For continuous and impulsive vibration the preferred and maximum values are weighted acceleration rms values (m/s2)  

2  For intermittent vibration the preferred and maximum values are vibration dose values (VDVs),  based on the weighted acceleration values (m/s1.75).  

 

Cosmetic and structural damage to buildings  

The CNVG  provides guidelines for  minimum working distance for vibration-intensive activities. The  

distances are indicative and likely to vary depending on the particular item of plant and local geotechnical  

conditions. Where vibration intensive works are  required to  be undertaken within the specified minimum 

working distances, vibration monitoring should be undertaken to ensure  acceptable levels of vibration are 

satisfied.  In relation to human comfort, the minimum working distances relate to continuous vibration. For 

most construction activities, vibration emissions  would be intermittent in nature and for this reason, higher 

vibration levels, occurring over shorter periods may be allowed.   

Table  6-18  presents the recommended minimum working distances for vibration intensive plant.  

Table  6-18  Recommended safe  working distances for vibration intensive  plant  
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Plant Item Rating/Description Minimum Working 

Distance – Cosmetic 

Damage1 (BS7385) 

Minimum Working 

Distance – Human 

Response (OH&E 

Guideline) 

Medium Hydraulic 

Hammer 

(900 kg – 12 to 18t excavator) 7m 23m 

Large Hydraulic 

Hammer 

(1600 kg – 18 to 34t excavator) 22m 73m 

Vibratory Pile Driver Sheet piles 2 to 20m 20m 

Pile Boring ≤ 800 mm 2m (nominal) 4m 

Jackhammer Hand held 1m (nominal) 2m 

Operational noise criteria  

The NCG  documents Roads and Maritime’s interpretation of the RNP. The RNP provides guidance for 

assessing traffic noise  impact  through setting design objectives for a range of development types.  

The NCG references the RNP, sets criteria based on the road development type a residence is affected by 

due to the road project, and uses noise contribution to establish transition zone criteria at all residential 

receivers. In some instances, residences may be exposed to noise from both new and redeveloped roads. 

Criteria  for non-residential receivers are set as per the RNP.  

The proposal consists of a combination of redeveloped and new road segments comprising sub-arterial and 

local roads. The main proposal roads have been classified as sub-arterial roads and criteria have been 

assigned as follows:  

•  Pitt Town Bypass: New sub-arterial road  

•  Bathurst Street, Chatham Street, Eldon Street, Old Pitt Town Road and Pitt Town Road: 

Redeveloped sub-arterial road / roads not subject to redevelopment but influenced by the proposal  

•  Glebe  Road: Redeveloped local road  

•  The balance of roads within the proposal: Roads  not subject to redevelopment but influenced by the 

proposal.  

The proposal assessment area and calculated noise criterion for each residential receiver location is shown 

in Figure 6-8  and the criteria for residences are summarised in Table  6-19.  

Table  6-19  Road traffic noise  assessment criteria for residential land uses  

       

  

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Road category Type of project/land use Assessment criteria – dB(A) 

Day 

(7am–10pm) 

Night 

(10pm–7am) 

Freeway/ arterial/ sub-

arterial roads 

1. Existing residences affected by noise from new 

freeway/arterial/sub-arterial road corridors 
LAeq(15hr) 

55 

(external) 

LAeq(9hr) 
50 

(external) 

2. Existing residences affected by noise from redevelopment of 

existing freeway/arterial/sub-arterial roads 
LAeq(15hr) 

60 

(external) 

LAeq(9hr) 
55 

(external) 
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Road category Type of project/land use Assessment criteria – dB(A) 

Day 

(7am–10pm) 

Night 

(10pm–7am) 

3. Existing residences affected by additional traffic on existing

freeways/arterial/sub-arterial roads generated by land use

developments

Local roads 4. Existing residences affected by noise from new local road

corridors

5. Existing residences affected by noise from redevelopment of

existing local roads

6. Existing residences affected by additional traffic on existing

local roads generated by land use developments

LAeq(1hr) 
55

(external) 

LAeq(1hr) 
50

(external) 

The NCG sets criteria for the assessment of traffic noise on  sensitive land uses such  as schools, places of 

worship and recreational areas. The criteria are presented in  Table  6-20.  

Table  6-20  Road traffic noise  assessment criteria for non-residential land uses  

 

  

    

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

    

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

 

 

   

 

  

   

 

 

  

 
 

  

  

Existing Assessment criteria – dB(A) 

sensitive land 

use Day 

(7am–10pm) 

Night 

(10pm–7am) 

1. School

classrooms
LAeq(1hr) 

40

(internal) 

– 

2. Hospital

wards
LAeq(1hr) 

35

(internal) 

LAeq(1hr) 
35

(internal) 

3. Places of

worship
LAeq(1hr) 

40

(internal) 

LAeq(1hr) 
40

(internal) 

4. Open space

(active use)
LAeq(15hr) 

60

(external) when 

in use 

– 

5. Open space

(passive use)
LAeq(15hr) 

55

(external) when 

in use 

– 

Additional considerations 

In the case of buildings used for education or health care, noise level criteria 

for spaces other than classrooms and wards may be obtained by 

interpolation from the ‘maximum’ levels shown in Australian Standard 

2107:2000 (Standards Australia 2000). 

The criteria are internal, eg the inside of a church. Areas outside the place of 

worship, such as a churchyard or cemetery, may also be a place of worship. 

Therefore, in determining appropriate criteria for such external areas, it 

should be established what is in these areas that may be affected by road 

traffic noise. 

For example, if there is a church car park between a church and the road, 

compliance with the internal criteria inside the church may be sufficient. If, 

however, between the church and the road are areas where outdoor 

services may take place such as weddings and funerals, external criteria for 

these areas are appropriate. As issues such as speech intelligibility may be a 

consideration in these cases, the passive recreation criteria (see point 5) may 

be applied. 

Active recreation is characterised by sporting activities and activities which 

generate their own noise or focus for participants, making them less sensitive 

to external noise intrusion. 

Passive recreation is characterised by contemplative activities that generate 

little noise and where benefits are compromised by external noise intrusion, 

eg playing chess, reading. 

In determining whether areas are used for active or passive recreation, the 

type of activity that occurs in that area and its sensitivity to noise intrusion 

should be established. For areas where there may be a mix of passive and 

active recreation, eg. school playgrounds, the more stringent criteria apply. 

Open space may also be used as a buffer zone for more sensitive land uses. 
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Existing  Assessment criteria – dB(A)   Additional considerations  

 sensitive land 

 use   Day  Night  

(7am–10pm)  (10pm–7am)  

6. Isolated  –   –  For isolated residences in industrial or commercial zones, the external 

residences in   ambient noise levels can be higher than those in residential areas. Internal 

commercial or   noise levels in such residences are likely to be more appropriate in assessing 

industrial   any road traffic noise impact, and the proponent should determine suitable 

zones   internal noise level targets, taking guidance from Australian Standard 

2107:2000 (Standards Australia 2000).  

7. Mixed use  –   –   Each component of use in a mixed-use development should be considered 

development  separately.  

 For example, in a mixed-use development containing residences and a child 

  care facility, the residential component should be assessed against the 

 appropriate criteria for residences and the child care component should be 

assessed against the appropriate criteria for child care facilities.  

 8. Child care Sleeping rooms   –    Multipurpose spaces, eg Shared indoor play/sleeping rooms should meet the 

facilities  35  lower of the respective criteria.  LAeq(1hr), 

(internal)  Measurements for sleeping rooms should be taken during designated 

sleeping times for the facility, or if these are not known, during the highest  Indoor play 
 hourly traffic noise level during the opening hours of the facility.  areas  

40 LAeq(1hr), 

(internal)  

 Outdoor play 

areas  

55  LAeq(1hr) 

(external)  

9. Aged care  –   –  Residential land use noise assessment criteria should be applied to these 

facilities  facilities.  
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Figure 6-8 Operational noise criteria (Source: Resonate, 2018) 
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Relative increase  criteria 

In addition to the standard noise criteria, the NCG describes ‘relative increase criteria of 12 dB(A) (for both  
day and night periods) above existing traffic noise. This criterion is primarily intended to protect existing 

quiet areas from excessive changes in noise levels.  

Cumulative limit  

When the total noise level in the build year is 5dB(A) or more above the NCG criteria at a receiver, it is 

considered to have exceeded the cumulative limits. Where the exceedance occurs, residential and non-

residential receivers qualify for consideration of noise mitigation. The cumulative limit does not apply where 

the project roads (new road or redeveloped section of road) add less than 2 dB(A) to the total noise level at 

a given façade for the design build year.  

According to the Noise  Management Guidelines  (NMG), a receiver qualifies for consideration of noise 

mitigation treatment if the contribution from the road proposal is acute. Acute noise levels are defined in the  

NMG to be equivalent to or greater than:  

•  LAeq (15hr) 65 dB(A) during the daytime  

•  LAeq (9hr) 60 dB(A) during the night-time.  

 

Sleep disturbance  

Maximum noise levels generated by road traffic noise have the potential to cause disturbance to sleep. 

Although noise goals are not provided by the RNP, the RNP  includes a review of internal sleep arousal  

research. The RNP concludes that there appears to be insufficient evidence to set new indicators for 

potential sleep disturbance due to road traffic noise.   Nevertheless, Roads and Maritime recognises the  

potential impacts and requires an assessment of maximum noise levels be made where impacts may occur 

during the night.  

The RNP does however refer to Practice Note iii  of the RTA Environmental Noise Management Manual  

which defines a ‘maximum noise event’ as  any pass-by for which LAmax  –  LAeq   is greater than 15 dB(A), where  

the LAmax  noise level is greater than 65 dB(A).  The maximum  noise assessment should be used as a tool to 

help prioritise and rank mitigation strategies, but should not be used as  a decisive criterion in itself and 

should not be used to aid in designing the degree of mitigation required.  

The RNP further states that:  

•  Maximum internal noise levels below 50-55 dB(A) are unlikely to awaken people from sleep  

One or two noise events per night, with maximum internal noise levels of 65-70 dB(A), are not likely to 

affect health and wellbeing significantly.   

Noise mitigation guideline  

The NMG provides guidance in managing and controlling road traffic generated noise and describes the  

principles to be applied when reviewing noise mitigation.  The NMG provides three triggers where a receiver 

may qualify for consideration of noise mitigation (beyond the adoption of road design and traffic  

management measures). These are:  

•  The predicted Build noise level exceeds the NCG controlling criterion and the noise level increase 

due to the proposal (eg  the noise predictions  for the Build minus the No Build) is greater than 2 

dB(A),or  

•  The predicted Build noise level is 5 dB(A) or more above the criteria (exceeds  the cumulative limit) 

and the receiver is significantly influenced by proposal road noise, regardless of the incremental 

impact of the proposal, or  

•  The noise level contribution from the proposal is acute (daytime LAeq(15hour) 65 dB(A) or higher, or 

night-time LAeq(9hour)  60 dB(A) or higher) then it qualifies for consideration of noise mitigation even if 

noise levels  are dominated by another road.  
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   6.2.3 Potential impact 

 Construction 

Construction activities generate noise and vibration of varying levels  depending on the activities being 

carried out and the proximity to sensitive receivers such as residential areas. The type of work carried out 

during construction often involves the use of large plant and machinery, sometimes moving along the  

proposal  alignment and sometimes working in a fixed location, which can cause varying noise and vibration 

at nearby receivers. These aspects of construction can exacerbate noise levels from the works and their 

effects, causing annoyance to those affected.  

This section of the environmental assessment provides an outline of the key noise and vibration works that 

will be carried out to complete the proposal, and their potential impact on receivers in the proposal  area.  

Noise  

The main sources of noise during the work is expected to come from the use of construction equipment 

ranging from light vehicles and trucks to excavators, dump trucks, generators, rock  crushers, bull dozers, 

and front-end loaders.  

Construction would be undertaken during standard construction working hours  (Monday to Friday 7am to 

6pm and Saturday 8am to 1pm). Some types of works will be only able to occur at times outside of these  

standard hours, due to  worker and road user safety requirements and road access issues. These works 

would include:  

•  Tie in, drainage and road surfacing works to connect new road construction to existing streets  

adjacent to the proposal  and at intersections where these require lane closures or controlled stop-

go traffic conditions  

•  Public utility and drainage cutovers (such as water, sewer, electricity, communications) from new or 

upgraded construction to existing alignments and junctions, or road crossings where these must be  

conducted during low demand periods, lane closures or under controlled stop-go traffic conditions  

•  Deliveries to the site and site compounds  

•  Other works where the road authority or public utility authority refuses to grant permission for traffic 

control or access to the utility or road corridor during standard hours or where lane closures are 

required to ensure the safety of both workers and the travelling public.  

Prior consultation would be undertaken with the community of any works proposed to be undertaken 

outside standard construction hours.  A Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan will also be  

prepared to manage noise and vibration caused by the proposal through implementing reasonable and  

feasible mitigation measures (including selecting less noisy construction equipment, scheduling work to 

minimise out of hours work activities, providing respite periods and targeted community consultation).  

Construction noise levels have been modelled and assessed taking into consideration the proposed 

construction stages and associated work activities. Noise associated with activities at ancillary sites has 

also been modelled and assessed. The construction noise levels have been categorised based on the 

estimated sound power levels resulting in either a low, medium or high noise intensity activity.  

Table  6-21  Sound power levels noise intensity categorisation  
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Noise intensity 

descriptor 

Representative sound power level range, Lw 

dB(A) 

Assessment sound 

power level, Lw dB(A) 

Corresponding figure 

Lower Upper 

Low 103 107 107 Figure 6-9 



 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

     

     

      

Noise intensity 

descriptor 

Representative sound power level range, Lw 

dB(A) 

Assessment sound 

power level, Lw dB(A) 

Corresponding figure 

Lower Upper 

Medium 108 115 115 Figure 6-10 

High 116 122 122 Figure 6-11 

Highly noise affected - 122 122 Figure 6-12 

 

 

   

Construction works are  predicted to mostly comply with the noise management levels in NCA2 and NCA4. 

Receivers in NCA6 will be exposed to potentially moderately intrusive noise levels during works with high 

noise intensity. Receivers in these three catchments may be  noise affected during works with high noise  

intensity including:  

•  Demolition of existing road infrastructure including the use of concrete saws, excavators, dump 

trucks and jackhammers  

•  Vegetation clearing and  grubbing including the use of chain saws and mulchers  

•  Pavement construction including the use of pavement laying machines and asphalt profilers.  

 

Receivers in NAC1, NCA3 and NCA5 will be exposed to potentially highly intrusive  noise levels during  

construction during all activities. A summary of the predicted noise impacts  by NCA is provided  in Table  

6-22.  

Predicted construction noise levels for individual sensitive receivers are detailed in Appendix G  and the  
predicted noise management level  exceedances are shown in Figure 6-9  to  Figure 6-12.   

Table  6-22  Summary of NCA predicted noise impacts  

   

  

  

        

         

         

         

         

         

         

NCA Noise management level, Leq(15-minute) dB(A) Predicted range of noise levels per 

works grouping, Leq(15-minute) dB(A) 

Minimum 

distance 

(receiver – 
works), (m) Day Day OoHW Evening Night Low Medium High 

1 50 45 42 1 31-79 39-87 46-94 10 

2 50 45 42 2 24-41 32-49 39-56 310 

3 50 45 42 3 32-81 40-89 47-96 7 

4 50 45 42 4 33-42 41-50 48-57 350 

5 50 45 42 5 36-75 44-83 51-90 11 

6 50 45 42 6 32-49 40-57 47-64 148 

*Notes: Noise management level exceedances are highlighted in orange and highly intrusive noise levels are highlighted in red. 
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Figure 6-9 Predicted noise management level exceedances (low noise intensity construction) 
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Figure 6-10 Predicted noise management level exceedances (medium noise intensity construction) 
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    Figure 6-11 Predicted noise management level exceedances (high noise intensity construction work) 
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  Figure 6-12 Predicted worst-case scenario highly noise affected(≥75dB(A)) 
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Construction-related road traffic 

Construction-related traffic movements, including haulage routes and the expected number of truck 

movements are discussed in Section 6.11. For the purpose of this assessment, all truck movements would 

be limited to standard construction hours. 

To determine the increase in traffic noise as a result of additional heavy vehicle movements, traffic data 

from traffic technical paper was used. It has been calculated that there will be an approximate one to two 

per cent increase in total traffic numbers on main proposal access roads resulting in an increase of 

construction traffic related noise levels of less than 1 dB. According to the CNVG, no further assessment of 

construction traffic noise is required if the construction traffic noise is less than or equal to 2 dB. Any 

potential for localised increase in noise levels from construction traffic at construction access points would 

be further assessed during the detailed construction planning phase. 

Construction vibration 

The proposed alignment is located next to one building/structure that has been identified as having local 

heritage significance, ‘the Cottage’. The heritage item is located 24m from the construction works which, 

unless the building is structurally unsound, complies with the minimum distances provided in Table 6-18. A 

pre-construction assessment of the ‘Cottage’ will be conducted to determine the sensitivity of the structure 

to ground-borne vibration. This will include a preconstruction dilapidation survey and monitoring the 

condition of the structure during construction. 

The vibration assessment found that there is a minimal risk that vibration levels will cause structural or 

cosmetic damage. The separation distance from the nearest sensitive receivers and the heritage item is 

sufficient to mitigate the potential impact. Where vibration intensive works are required to be undertaken 

within the specific minimum working distances, the mitigation measures outlined in Section 6.2.4 would be 

implemented to reduce the impact. 

Predicted noise levels 

Traffic noise levels have been predicted for each potentially affected noise sensitive receiver. The noise 

contours at each sensitive receiver are presented in the noise assessment in Appendix G. 

Compliance with the established criteria has been predicted at all noise sensitive receivers within the 

proposal area in the year of opening (2021), and 10 years after opening (2031). Traffic noise levels are 

expected to exceed the established criteria in the year 2031 at one residential sensitive receiver within the 

proposal area with no mitigation applied: 

• 22 Old Pitt Town Road, located directly to the south-east of the new roundabout at the intersection

of the bypass and Old Pitt Town Road. Noise levels at this receiver are predicted to exceed the

daytime and night time NCG transition zone criterion of 58 dB(A) and 53 dB(A), respectively. The

predicted increase in noise level relative to the no-build scenario is 3 dB. The increase in noise

levels at this location results from the proximity of the bypass to the receiver location.

The proposal itself does not generate higher traffic flows over and above the no-build scenario. However, 

the action of diverting about 30 per cent of traffic flows from Bathurst Street and Eldon Street on to the 

bypass results in noise level reductions on these streets of 1 dB to 2 dB. Consequently, noise levels are 

predicted to increase by a similar margin at receiver locations located directly to the east and west of the 

bypass. 

Sleep disturbance 

As discussed in Section 6.2.1, maximum noise levels generated by road traffic noise have the potential to 

cause disturbance to sleep. 
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The LAmax  level along the  proposed alignment was calculated using a conservative reference level of  

90dB(A) LAmax  at a distance of 20m  from the road. Residences which have a predicted night-time perio

LAmax  noise  impact above 65 dB(A) are presented in  Table  6-23  

Table  6-23  Maximum night-time noise levels in the proposal area  
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Potentially affected 

residences 

Noise levels at receiver location, dB 

Modelled LAmax Year 2021 Year 2031 

Typical 

LAeq(1hour) at 

night1 

LAmax -

LAeq(1hour) 

Typical 

LAeq(1hour) at 

night1 

LAmax – 
LAeq(1hour) 

1 Cattai Road Pitt Town 70 51 19 53 17 

22 Old Pitt Town Road Pitt 

Town 

68 49 19 50 18 

28 Old Pitt Town Road Pitt 

Town 

67 44 23 47 20 

4 Eldon Street Pitt Town 69 47 22 53 16 

23 Old Pitt Town Road Pitt 

Town 

72 47 24 48 24 

46 Cattai Road Pitt Town 67 50 17 52 15 

29 Cattai Road Pitt Town 72 54 18 56 16 

A total of seven residences in the proposal area were identified as having the potential for sleep 

disturbance due to road traffic during the night-time period. It is noted that four properties on the existing 

Cattai Road already have LAmax noise levels that may result in sleep disturbance. There are however three 

properties on Old Pitt Town Road that may experience an increase in LAmax noise levels due to the proposal. 

The predicted heavy vehicle traffic flows have been used to determine the potential number of maximum 

noise level events at sensitive receivers next to the bypass. The predictions suggest that up to nine events 

may occur on average in a typical hour, assuming all heavy vehicles produce maximum noise events that 

exceed the established assessment thresholds. 

Noise mitigation options 

The Roads and Maritime NMG provides guidance on how to determine whether a noise sensitive receiver 

qualifies for the consideration of mitigation and the type of mitigation that would be suitable. Determination 

of which mitigation measures are reasonable and feasible include consideration of noise impact, noise 

mitigation benefit, cost effectiveness and community views. Options for reducing traffic noise will need to be 

investigated during detailed design in the following order: 

• Provision of low-noise pavement: the bypass has been modelled assuming DGA will be used as the 

wearing surface for the new and upgraded roads of the proposal. DGA is a quieter pavement when 

compared to other standard pavements. Quieter pavement surfaces are to be considered where 

groups of four or more receivers are predicted to exceed the criteria. As there is only one 

exceedance predicted to occur for the design year, it is not considered reasonable to implement a 

lower noise pavement 
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• Provision of noise mounds and walls, where feasible and reasonable: The current design

incorporates solid jersey kerb barriers along sections of the bypass although they do not currently

extend all the way up to  Old Pitt Town Road on the eastern side of the bypass or south of the

intersection with Bathurst Street. Consideration of the feasibility of extending the jersey kerb barriers

to extend from the bypass onto Old Pitt Town Road and further south on the western verge may

assist  in mitigating the exceedance on Old Pitt Town Road and provide an additional  benefit to

residential receivers located on Buckridge Street.  As there is only one exceedance predicted to

occur for the design year, it is not  considered reasonable to implement a lower noise  pavement

• Provision of at property treatments: The exceedance location  is an  isolated residence which would

qualify for at property treatments, subject to the feasibility review during detailed design of

implementing additional jersey kerb barriers as described above. At property treatments are

generally limited to acoustic treatment  of the building elements and the installation of acoustic

screen walls close to the receiver where they also protect outdoor living spaces.

As identified above, the following location qualifies for at-property treatment on the basis that the NCG 

transition  zone criteria are exceeded:   

• 22 Old Pitt town Road.

6.2.4  Safeguards and management measures  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage impacts on noise and 

vibration impacts are discussed in Table 6-24. 

Table 6-24 Safeguards and management measures relating to noise and vibration 

     

    

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

Construction noise 

and vibration 

A Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: NV1 

Appendix G 

will be prepared for the project. The Plan will provide 

details of noise and vibration management measures 

and procedures to be carried out during construction to 

minimise and manage noise impacts on sensitive 

receivers, including: 

• Noise and vibration monitoring and reporting

requirements

• A map showing the location of all sensitive

receivers

• Specific mitigation treatments, management

methods and procedures to be implemented to

control noise and vibration during construction

• Construction timetabling to minimise noise

impacts including time and duration restrictions,

respite periods and frequency

• Procedures for notifying residents, business

owners, and other sensitive receivers of

construction activities likely to affect their

amenity through noise and vibration

• Contingency procedures to be implemented in

the event of non-compliances and / or noise

complaints.

Noise mitigation measures that will be adopted in the 

Plan include: 

• Selection of less noisy plant and equipment,

where feasible
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Impact  Environmental safeguards  Responsibility  Timing  Reference  

•  Avoiding simultaneous operation of noisy plant, 

where feasible 

• Maintaining plant and equipment so as to ensure 

optimum operating conditions 

• Maximising the offset distance between noisy 

plant and adjacent sensitive receivers 

• Planning construction traffic flow to minimise 

reversing and noise from reversing alarms) 

• Selecting site access points and delivery 

locations as far as possible from sensitive 

receivers 

• Using temporary structures to shield receivers 

from noise sources, where reasonable and 

feasible. 

  Vibration mitigation measures that will be adopted in 

the Plan include: 

• Undertaking a pre-construction building 

dilapidation surveys for buildings that could be 

impacted by vibration including the LEP heritage 

 listed item, the “Cottage”, located at 22 Bathurst 
Street 

• Conducting vibration monitoring during 

construction, applying the revised vibration 

targets determined as part of the pre-

construction assessment 

• Consideration of feasible alternative construction 

methodologies or equipment where vibration 

intensive equipment is expected to exceed the 

criteria. 

Detailed construction noise and vibration impact Contractor   Construction Additional 

  assessments will be prepared during the construction safeguard: NV2 

phase based on detailed programming information. Appendix G  

The detailed assessments will identify the specific 

 additional mitigation measures required for the work in 

 question based on the requirements of the CNVG. 

 Construction A pre-construction assessment of the local heritage Roads and Pre- Additional 

 vibration  listed item, ‘the Cottage’ will be conducted to determine Maritime /  construction safeguard: NV3 

  the sensitivity of the structure to ground-borne Contractor  Appendix G  

vibration. This will include:  

• A preconstruction dilapidation survey 

•  Monitoring the condition of the structure during 

construction. 

Construction hours  Where feasible and reasonable, construction will be Contractor   Construction Additional 

 carried out during the standard daytime working hours. safeguard: NV4 

  Where work is to be carried out outside of Appendix G  

 recommended working hours, all affected receivers will 

 be notified of all relevant details of the proposed 

activities. 

Operational noise  The need for operational phase noise mitigation Roads and  Detailed Additional 

 impact  measures, including low noise pavement, noise walls Maritime /  design safeguard: NV5 

   or architectural treatments, will be confirmed during Contractor   Appendix G  

 detailed design. The mitigation measures will be 

 provided as early as practicable in the construction 
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 Impact  Environmental safeguards  Responsibility  Timing 

program to reduce potential noise impacts associated 

 Reference 

with construction.  

 Within 12 months of project opening an operational Roads and  Operation Additional 

  noise review will be carried out. This will include:   Maritime safeguard: NV6 

Appendix G  • Monitoring to compare actual noise performance 

against predicted noise performance 

• An assessment of the performance and 

 effectiveness of the applied mitigation measures 

together with a review and, if necessary, 

reassessment of all feasible and reasonable 

mitigation measures 

•  Identification of any additional feasible and 

reasonable measures that will be implemented 

with the objective of meeting the criteria in the 

NCG (Roads and Maritime, 2015b), when these 

measures will be implemented and how their 

effectiveness will be measured and reported. 
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6.3  Aboriginal heritage  

This section describes the existing environment and the potential  impacts  of the proposal on Aboriginal 

cultural heritage, and  provides proposed safeguards and management measures to avoid and minimise  

these impacts. The  assessment draws on information in the Aboriginal  heritage technical paper prepared 

for this REF (refer to Appendix F).  

6.3.1  Methodology  

An Aboriginal archaeological survey was undertaken as part of the Roads and Maritime Stage 2 Procedure 

for  Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation Stage 2 Archaeological Survey  Report  (EMM 

2016) for the Preliminary Environmental Investigation (PEI) (EMM 2016) which assessed the impact of the  

proposal on  Aboriginal artefacts and potential archaeological  deposits within the proposal area, and 

recommended an archaeological test excavation to determine their archaeological potential.  

An  Aboriginal heritage assessment was carried out  in accordance with  Stage 3 of the  Roads and Maritime 

Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and  Investigation  (PAHCHI)  to assess the impacts 

of the proposal on Aboriginal heritage and accompany an application for an Aboriginal Heritage Impact  

Permit (AHIP).  

The assessment methodology involved:  

• Desktop searches of heritage registers and databases including: 

• Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) database on 28 May 2018 

• Hawkesbury Local Environmental Plan (2012) 

• Roads and Maritime s. 170 Heritage and Conservation Register 

• State Heritage Register and State Heritage Inventory 

• Commonwealth Heritage List 

• National Heritage List 

• Australian Heritage Places Inventory 

• Register of the National Estate (non-statutory list). 

• A review of previous archaeological  assessments in the vicinity of the proposal area including Stage 

2 Procedure for  Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation Stage 2 Archaeological 

Survey Report  (EMM 2016) for the Preliminary Environmental Investigation (PEI) (EMM 2016) 

• Carrying out  an archaeological test excavation in accordance with the OEH Code of Practice for 

Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales at five areas of potential 

archaeological deposit (PTBP 1 PAD, PTBP PAD 1, PTBP PAD 2, PTBP PAD 3 and PBP PAD 4) to 

collect information about the nature and extent of subsurface Aboriginal objects on May 2018 with 

representatives of registered Aboriginal parties 

• Consultation with 19 Aboriginal community groups and individuals in accordance with OEH 

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010  (OEH  2010) and the 

requirements of Clause  80C of the National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2009. Further details of 

the consultation are included in Section 5 

• Analysis of the above-mentioned background information in order to assess the cultural heritage 

values within the proposal area 

• Assessment of cultural heritage significance of items relevant to the proposal based on the following 

Burra Charter  (Australia ICOMOS,  2013) and Heritage Office guidelines  (2011) considerations: 

• Aesthetic value: relates to the sense of the beauty of a place 
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 Historical context 

 

 

 

 

 Database and literature searches 

• Historic value: relates to the association of a place, object, site or item with historical events, people,

activities or periods

• Scientific value: scientific (or research) value relates to the importance of the data available for a

place, object, site or item, based on its rarity, quality or representativeness, as well as on the degree

to which the place (object, site or item) may contribute further substantial information

• Social value: relates to the qualities for which a place, object, site or item has become a focus of

spiritual, political, national or other cultural sentiment to a group of people. In accordance with the

OEH Guide to investigating, assessing and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW, the

social or cultural value of a place (object, site or item) may be related to spiritual, traditional,

historical or contemporary associations. According to OEH, “social or cultural value can only be

identified though consultation with Aboriginal people” (OEH, 2011a)

• Assessment of the aboriginal cultural significance of the proposal area based on the feedback

provided by the aboriginal stakeholders consulted and the knowledge gathered from the task

completed above

• Determination of the impact of the proposal on known aboriginal sites and objects

• Identification of safeguards to manage impacts.

6.3.2 Existing environment 

The proposal area is located within the Cumberland Plains area on the lands of the Darug people. The tribe 

was divided in two distinct sub-tribes: those along the coast who were dependent on fish and shellfish; and 

those inland, to the west of Rose Hill, who were dependent on small animals and plants (EMM, 2017). 

Hunting comprised a major economic role for the Aboriginal people in the area. Hunting techniques 

involved cutting toe-holds (notches) in the trunks of trees to help in climbing the trees for animals, making 

traps, snares and decoys. 

Searches of the OEH AHIMS identified 16 Aboriginal sites in the vicinity of, but not within the proposal area  

itself. Searches of other heritage registers and lists did not identify any known Aboriginal heritage items or 

places in the vicinity of the proposal  area.  

Archaeological investigations have been undertaken in the vicinity of the proposal area as part of 

residential and commercial redevelopments, in addition to a management study of the Aboriginal  sites on  

the Cumberland Plain  (JMCHM, 1998; AHMS 2005; Smith 1998).  

The PACHCI Stage 2 (EMM, 2016) was prepared as part of the PEI for the Pitt Town Bypass. The 

assessment comprised a review of previous archaeological investigations which showed that 

archaeological  sites in the region generally occurred as surface artefact scatters, isolated artefacts or areas 

of potential archaeological deposit (PAD) which were concentrated on relatively elevated landforms along 

the margins of the Hawkesbury River, lagoons and along major creek lines. It was noted the proposal area 

was located  within a landscape with varying levels of natural and human disturbance.  

The PACHCI Stage 2 included an archaeological  survey which identified the following:  

• One surface artefact scatter with an associated area of potential archaeological deposit (PTBP 1

and PTBP 1 PAD) on a slope landform overlooking the crossing of an unnamed south tributary

creek of Hortons Creek

• One tree with potentially cultural modification (PTBP 2) on a slope landform overlooking the

crossing of an unnamed south tributary creek of Pitt Town Lagoon
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 Identified sites 

• Four areas of potential archaeological deposit (PTBP PAD 1, PTBP PAD 2, PTBP PAD 3 and PTBP 

PAD 4) in elevated locations near Hortons Creek. 

The PACHCI Stage 2 recommended a program of archaeological test excavation of the five areas of 
potential archaeological deposit. These were carried out between 16 and 24 May 2018 and findings 
discussed below. 

Archaeological test excavations were carried out with  field representatives of registered Aboriginal parties  

on the five areas of potential archaeological deposit. A summary of the findings from the test excavations  

are described in  Table  6-25  and identified in Figure  6-13.  

Table  6-25  Aboriginal sites located  within the proposal area  

    

   

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

 

 

Site ID Location Site Feature Summary of findings 

PTBP 1 PAD Southern side of Old Pitt Town Rd 

about 150m east of intersection of 

Old Pitt Town Rd and Cattai Rd 

Low density surface 

artefact scatter 

Site was possibly disturbed 

indicating a low potential to 

retrieve archaeological 

information 

PTBP PAD 1 (reclassified 

to PTBP AFT 1) 

North of Wellesley St and east of 

Buckridge St 

Low density surface 

artefact scatter 

Subsurface deposits had been 

disturbed indicating a low 

potential to retrieve 

archaeological information 

PTBP PAD 2 (reclassified 

as PTBP AFT 2) 

Eastern side of Bathurst St/Pitt 

Town Rd about 40m north of 

intersection of Pitt Town Road 

and Glebe Road 

Low density surface 

artefact scatter 

Subsurface deposits had been 

disturbed indicating a low 

potential to retrieve 

archaeological information 

PTBP PAD 3 North of Old Pitt Town Rd and 

south of intersection of 

Buckingham St and Cattai Rd 

No Aboriginal artefacts 

recovered 

No Aboriginal artefacts 

recovered 

PTBP PAD 4 (reclassified 

as PTBP AFT 3) 

Northern side of Glebe Rd about 

80m east of the intersection of Pitt 

Town Rd and Glebe Rd 

Moderate density surface 

artefact scatter 

Range of material and artefact 

found. Subsurface deposits are 

relatively intact types indicating a 

moderate potential to retrieve 

archaeological information 
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Figure 6-13 Identified Aboriginal archaeological sites within the proposal area (Source: KNC 2018) 

Figure removed from public document



 

  

 

 

 Archaeological recordings and assessment of significance 

The Aboriginal cultural  heritage sites identified during the site visits and test excavations were assessed to  

determine their archaeological significance. The results  of  the findings are provided in Table  6-26.  

Table  6-26  Archaeological significance of identified Aboriginal cultural heritage sites  

       

 

   
 

 

 

   

   

 

 

 

   

   

 

 

 

   

   

 

 

 

   

Site ID AHIMS ID Social value Historic value Scientific value Aesthetic value Overall 

significance 

PTBP 1 45-5-5150 None identified 

to date 

None identified 

to date 

Low None determined Low 

PTBP 1 AFT 1 45-5-5148 None identified 

to date 

None identified 

to date 

Low None determined Low 

PTBP AFT 2 45-5-5149 None identified 

to date 

None identified 

to date 

Low None determined Low 

PTBP AFT 3 45-5-5147 None identified 

to date 

None identified 

to date 

Moderate None determined Moderate 

6.3.3  Potential impacts  

 Construction 

All four Aboriginal archaeological sites would be impacted  either partially or fully by construction of the 

proposal. A summary of the  impacts  of the proposal on Aboriginal artefacts is presented in Table  6-27.  

Table  6-27  Impacts  on Aboriginal sites  

 

 

   

  

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

   

  

 

 

   

 

  

 

PTBP 

1 

45-5-

5150

Low density surface artefact scatter located 

within a disturbed context on a slope landform 

Low Direct/Partial Partial loss of 

value 

PTBP 

1 AFT 

1 

45-5-

5148

Low density surface artefact scatter located 

within a disturbed context on a slope landform 

Low Direct/Partial Partial loss of 

value 

PTBP 

AFT 2 

45-5-

5149

Low density surface artefact scatter located 

within a disturbed context on a slope landform 

Low Direct/Partial Partial loss of 

value 

PTBP 

AFT 3 

45-5-

5147

Moderate density surface artefact scatter 

located within an area of low disturbance and 

good archaeological potential 

Moderate Direct/Total Total loss of 

value 

Site ID AHIMS Description Significance Type/Degree of Consequence of 

ID harm harm 

As PTBP AFT 3 is considered to have moderate archaeological significance, which is linked to the scientific 

information that it contains, an archaeological salvage excavation of the site will be required prior to starting 

works affecting the site. While the loss of intrinsic Aboriginal  archaeological material of the impacted sites  

cannot be offset or mitigated, recovery of the scientific information of PTBP AFT 3 through archaeological 

salvage excavation would mitigate the impacts  of the proposal by providing a better understanding of the 

local archaeological context.  
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An application for an (AHIP will be made under section 90A of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 for 

an area that will include sites PTBP 1, PTBP AFT 1, PTBP AFT 2, and PTBP AFT 3 prior to 

commencement of works affecting the site. 

 Operation 

  

Aboriginal heritage would not be impacted during the operation of the proposal as widespread 

ground disturbance and excavation would be restricted to the construction phase. 

6.3.4  Safeguards and management measures 

  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage impacts  on Aboriginal 

heritage are provided in Table  6-28.  

Table  6-28  Safeguards and management measures relating to Aboriginal heritage  
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Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

Impacts to land and 

identified sites/ 

An application for an Aboriginal Heritage 

Impact Permit (AHIP) will be made under 

section 90A of the National Parks and 

Wildlife Act 1974 for an area that will include 

sites PTBP 1, PTBP AFT 1, PTBP AFT 2, 

and PTBP AFT 3 prior to commencement of 

works affecting the site 

Roads and Maritime Pre-construction Additional 

safeguard: AH1 

Appendix F 

Archaeological salvage excavation of site 

PTBP AFT 3 will be required prior to starting 

works affecting the site 

Roads and Maritime Pre-construction Additional 

safeguard: AH2 

Appendix F 

Unexpected 

archaeological finds 

A heritage induction will be provided to 

workers before construction begins. It will 

inform them of exclusion zones and 

guidelines to follow if unexpected heritage 

items or deposits are located during the 

work. 

Roads and Maritime Pre-construction 

/ 

Construction 

Additional 

safeguard: AH3 

Appendix F 

If unexpected archaeological finds are 

discovered, Roads and Maritime’s Standard 
Management Procedure for Unexpected 

Heritage Items (2015) will be followed. In 

addition, the NSW Heritage Division will be 

notified of the discovery of a relic, in 

accordance with Section 146 of the NSW 

Heritage Act 1977. 

Roads and Maritime Construction Additional 

safeguard: AH4 

Appendix F 



 

  

 

6.4 Hydrology  

 

 

  

   

 

 

  

This section describes the existing environment and potential impacts of the proposal on hydrology, and 

provides proposed safeguards and management measures to avoid and minimise these impacts. 

The assessment draws on information in the hydrology technical paper prepared for this REF (refer to 

Appendix H). 

6.4.1  Methodology  

The hydrology and hydraulic assessment was carried out using the following methodology:  

• Reviewing existing information, including: 

• Proposed Pitt Town Road Bypass, Glebe Road to Buckingham Street, Pitt Town – 

Hydrology and Hydraulic Investigation  (Arcadis,  March 2017) 

• Base data such as two-metre  contour, lots, road, creeks, water features 

• One-metre  resolution LiDAR Digital Elevation  Model (DEM) data (which dates to

around 2011) 

• Aerial photography. 

• Developing a TUFLOW hydrology model for the whole local catchment of Hortons Creek to

determine flow paths and critical flooding durations at the construction boundary 

• Developing a TUFLOW hydraulic model for the  construction boundary 

• Modelling of existing flooding conditions 

• Determining requirements for drainage, including culverts and and/or bridges at waterway

crossings, based on providing flood immunity for the 20-year average recurrent interval (ARI) local 

catchment flood levels  

• Utilising information in the Hawkesbury Floodplain Risk Management Study & Plan  (Bewsher,

2012), which has been adopted by Hawkesbury City Council. The plan includes flood extent, flood

level and flood hazard categorisation maps for various flood  events from the 1 in 5-year flood up to

the Probable Maximum  Flood. Flood risk precinct maps also  form part of the plan.  

The models developed for this assessment only consider local catchment flows. Regional flows were not 

considered because of the following:  

• Backwater flooding from the Hawkesbury River would result in widespread inundation of the

construction boundary. It was not deemed practical to address flood  immunity based on regional

flood levels  because it would result in large embankments and a significant increase in the proposal 

footprint and costs 

• Because of the large difference in size between the local Hortons Creek catchment area (424 ha) 

and the Hawkesbury-Nepean Valley catchment area (2.2 million ha), local changes to hydrology

due to the proposal would result in insignificant impacts  on the regional catchment area. 

 Study area 

For hydrology modelling, the TUFLOW model extents covered the full local catchment area upstream of the 

project site (Figure 6-14). 

Downstream boundaries were set at locations sufficiently downstream of the site such that the modelled 

flow behaviour at the project site was not influenced by the boundary conditions. Downstream boundary is 

about 200m downstream of the project site. 
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6.4.2 Existing environment 

The proposal is located within the Hortons Creek catchment and forms part of the Hawkesbury-Nepean 

Valley floodplain. 

Local catchment – Hortons Creek 

The Hortons Creek catchment covers an area of 424 ha, shown in green in Figure 6-15. 

The catchment is located in between Scheyville National Park and a new urban residential development 

area. The land surrounding the construction boundary is generally rural residential or farmland. 

The new urban development area is located in the north-west corner of the catchment where the land is 

generally flat. Aerial photography shows the new housing development between Buckingham Street and 

Johnston Street. This new development includes multiple diversion channels diverting stormwater into a 

new detention basin. 

Scheyville National Park is located towards the south-east of the study area where the topography is 

undulating. There are large areas of native vegetation associated with the National Park. 

The existing flood immunity for the local catchment flows at the existing roads near the project site are 

summarised below: 

 Cattai Road – Between the 10 and 20-year ARI

 Causeway at Old Pitt Town Road – Below the five-year ARI

 Bathurst Street – Around the 20-year ARI

 Pitt Town Road – Below the five-year ARI.
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Regional Catchment – Hawkesbury River 

The Hawkesbury-Nepean Valley catchment covers an area of about 2.2 million ha (Figure 6-16). 

Based on Hawkesbury City Council’s flood level contour maps, the study area appears to be impacted by 

backwater flooding (upstream flooding caused by downstream conditions such as channel restriction and/or 

high flow) of the main Hawkesbury River. 

The southern end of the construction boundary is subjected to main river flooding during relatively frequent 

flood events, with a flood depth of about 3.6m to 3.8m near Pitt Town Road during the regional five-year 

ARI event. The northern end of the project site at Cattai Road is about nine metres higher than the 

southern end, with flood immunity greater than the 50-year ARI.  
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6.4.3 Potential impacts 

Construction 

Construction of the proposal has the potential to disrupt flows within waterways as well as overland flows 

associated with heavy rainfall or flood events. The following construction activities have the potential to 

impact on hydrology:  

 Temporary diversion of the main creek alignment at the intersection of Pitt Town Road and Lagoons

Road (south of the roundabout) while building the main culvert

 Road construction upstream of the waterways of Hortons Creek, or within other minor watercourses

 Construction of in-stream structures in watercourses, such as extensions to culverts and other

drainage works

There is a constant flow of water in the main creek alignment (Hortons Creek). A temporary diversion of this 

creek would be required during construction of the culverts to allow continuous flow of clean water and 

prevent possible flooding that could be caused if the creek was blocked by construction equipment. 

Diversions are used for work to culverts within a flowing channel where flows may pose a risk to the 

specific works being undertaken. The temporary diversion would be put in place prior to works commencing 

in the creek. Standard erosion and sediment control measures would be installed to manage any potential 

sedimentation and water quality impacts (see Section 6.6). The diversion would be removed, and creek 

flow directed through the new culverts once work is complete. Any disturbed area would be stabilised and 

http://www.hawkesbury.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/image/0018/31815/flood-extent-map-south-websm.jpg
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revegetated as works progress to limit erosion. It is estimated that culvert works would take seven to ten 

days to complete and would take place during Stage 1 of construction, prior to construction of the main 

road alignment.  

Other in-stream work to culverts and other drainage structures would also be carried out prior to the main 

construction works. Work would be carried out within waterways whilst maintaining any flows, with water 

flow and sedimentation managed by using erosion and sediment control measures (see Section 6.6). At 

this stage it is not proposed to divert any other waterways, however this would be re-assessed during 

detailed design. 

Contractors would be required to implement a wet weather plan which would include weather monitoring 

and suitable water control measures to ensure hydrological capacity is maintained within the culverts during 

the works. 

Construction of the main road alignment has the potential to alter overland water flows due to blockages 

caused by large machinery and equipment, along with excavation and stockpiling associated with 

earthworks. Ancillary site locations have been selected to provide immunity for local level flooding up to the 

100-year ARI. Stockpile locations would also be selected to avoid flood zones where possible. Any impacts

would be temporary in nature and minor in the context of a local flooding event. Due to the scale of a

regional event, construction activities are unlikely to have any impact on regional flooding.

Contractors would monitor the weather for predicted heavy rainfall and potential flooding events. When 

these are predicted, any potential blockages would be moved out of the potential flow path of flood waters. 

Operation 

Flooding 

While the road has been designed to provide local flood immunity for the 20-year ARI, modelling results 

indicate the proposal will provide local flood immunity for the 100 Year ARI for the main alignment. This is an 

improvement on the existing arrangement which only provided immunity which is less than the five-year ARI. 

At the intersections to existing roads, the flood immunity meets at least the 20-year ARI. Raising of the road 

over the causeway at Old Pitt Town Road had increased the flood immunity to 10-year ARI from the existing 

below five-year ARI.  

Flood level contours in 0.2m intervals are shown overlain with water depth shading for the 20 and 100-year 

ARI in Figure 6-17 and Figure 6-18, respectively. 
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Figure 6-17 Water depth and flood level contours – 20-year ARI 
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Afflux 

Afflux refers to the rise in water level (above normal) on the upstream side of a bridge or obstruction. It occurs 

when the flow area at the obstruction is less than the natural width of the stream immediately upstream of 

the obstruction. 

For the proposal, afflux of up to 50mm at properties and up to 200mm at the creek are considered acceptable. 

Property impacts from the proposal for the five, 10, 20 and 100-year ARI are shown in Figure 6-19, Figure 

6-20, Figure 6-21 and Figure 6-22. For clarity, flood impacts within the construction boundary are not shown.

No impacts on existing buildings are anticipated for the five, 10, 20 and 100-year ARI events. 

Water level increase is expected to be generally less than 50mm at properties for the 5, 10, 20 and 100-year 

ARI events.  

Localised afflux is predicted for the 100-year ARI event immediately upstream and downstream of the culvert 

proposed at Old Pitt Town Road. This is due to the culvert concentrating flows within the existing causeway 

compared to the existing situation. Afflux of up to 110mm is predicted at one private property upstream of the 

proposed culvert at Old Pitt Town Road; however, this would not extend upstream past Cattai Road. 

Downstream of the culvert, afflux is predicted to be up to 100mm within an area of Crown Land.  

There is also potential for afflux of up to 60mm at the existing creek upstream of the proposed bridge in the 

100-year ARI event.

It is recommended that any potentially affected landowners are consulted during detailed design. 

Figure 6-19 Five-year ARI afflux 
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Figure 6-21 20-year ARI afflux 
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Cross-drainage 

Drainage culverts would be provided at locations that would minimise disruptions to existing flow paths. The 

proposed locations of cross drainage are shown in Figure 6-23 as pink lines.  

Proposed cross drainage has been designed to meet the 100-year ARI local catchment capacity and to 

minimise afflux for the 100-year ARI event. The flooding analysis found that the proposed culvert 

configurations provide enough hydraulic capacity for the 20-year ARI event. 

Due to the proposed increase in road levels at the existing causeway at Old Pitt Town Road (OPT5), the 

existing culverts would be upgraded to reduce upstream afflux. However, the upgrade is constrained by the 

narrow width of the channel in Hortons Creek at this location.  

There is an existing footbridge downstream of the OPT5 culvert. Due to the proximity of this footbridge to the 

proposed culvert outlet, the walkway will be relocated upstream of the culvert to ensure pedestrian safety.  
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Bridge 

The peak velocity and upstream water levels of the proposed bridge over Hortons Creek were assessed 

during a range of flows through the bridge structure over Hortons Creek. At the proposed height of 11.27 m 

it was found that the bridge could satisfactorily provide flood immunity for up to the 2000-year ARI.  

There is potential for scour associated with the bridge piers and abutments. (Scour is the removal of 

sediment such as soils and sand caused by swiftly moving water, often during times of heavy rainfall. Large 

areas of scour can compromise the integrity of a structure.) 

The bridge will be designed to accommodate the effects of potential scouring. Rock protection would also 

be utilised in the design of the bridge as an additional protection measure and to minimise the requirements 

for maintenance. Scour protection against 100-year ARI events will be provided to the bridge structures. 

6.4.4 Safeguards and management measures 

Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage hydrology and flooding 

impacts are provided in Table 6-29. 



 

  

 
Table  6-29  Safeguards and management measures relating to hydrology  and flooding  

 

     

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

 

  

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

 

 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

Hydrology A wet weather plan will be developed and 

implemented to ensure hydrological performance 

is maintained during the construction of the 

proposal and flood impacts are controlled. 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: H1 

Appendix H 

Flooding Contractors would monitor the weather for 

predicted heavy rainfall and potential flooding 

events. Flow paths would be maintained during 

flood events. 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: H2 

Appendix H 

Ancillary and stockpile locations would be 

selected to avoid flood zones where possible. 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: H3 

Appendix H 

Landowners potentially affected by afflux would 

be consulted during detailed design. 

Roads and Maritime Detailed design / 

Pre-construction 

Additional 

safeguard: H4 

Appendix H 

Drainage at 

Old Pitt Town 

Road 

Drainage arrangements at the causeway at Old 

Pitt Town Road (OTB5) would be investigated 

further during detailed design. 

Contractor Detailed design Additional 

safeguard: H5 

Appendix H 

 

 

  

  

Other safeguards and management measures that would address hydrology and flooding impacts are 

identified in sections 6.5 and 6.6. 
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6.5 Water quality  

This section describes the existing environment and potential impacts of the proposal on water quality, and 

proposed safeguards and management measures to avoid and minimise these impacts. 

6.5.1  Methodology  

The water quality assessment was based on a  desktop review of data, and involved:  

• Catchment mapping and identification of the major watercourses within the study  area 

• Mapping of sensitive receiving environments 

• Consideration of whether the sensitive receiving environments have potential to be impacted by the 

construction and operation of the proposal 

• Use of Model for Urban Stormwater Improvement Conceptualisation (MUSIC) software  to determine 

pollutant loads and assess the performance of stormwater quality treatment systems 

• An erosion hazard assessment based on the Erosion and Sedimentation Management Procedure 

(RTA, 2008b) 

• Assessing  existing water quality for the  receiving watercourses based on a comparison of available

water quality data with the relevant water quality guidelines 

• Assessment of catchments following construction of the proposal 

• Assessment of the potential impacts of construction on water quality 

• Identification of impact mitigation measures for construction and operation based on the principles 

and guidelines set out by the Department of Environment and Climate Change (2008) and Landcom 

(2004).  

The water quality targets listed in Table 6-30  were adopted for the operation of the proposal  where feasible 
and reasonable. These targets were developed in line with  Section 2.2 of the  Sydney  Water –  Stormwater  
Quality  Targets, as well as several councils around Sydney. The targets developed by Hawkesbury Council  
were not used as they are less stringent than those listed in Table  6-30.  
 
Table  6-30  Operational water quality target  
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Pollutant Average annual pollutant load 

reduction objective (%) 

Gross pollutants (>5mm) 90 

Total suspended solids 85 

Total phosphorus 60 

Total nitrogen 45 



 

  

 

 

  6.5.2 Existing environment 

 Surface water 

  

 

 

The proposal is located within the Hawkesbury-Nepean Valley catchment, in the Upper Hawkesbury River 

(South Creek to Cattai Creek) Management Zone. The main surface water features within the study area 

are Hortons Creek, tributaries of Hortons Creek, Pitt Town Lagoon and Longneck Lagoon (Figure 6-24). 

Hortons Creek is a second order ephemeral creek which flows to the south to Pitt Town Bottoms / Pitt Town 

Lagoon before entering the Hawkesbury River. 

 Groundwater dependent ecosystems 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

There are two high priority Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems listed in the Water Sharing Plan for the 

Greater Metropolitan Region Groundwater Source 2011 (Office of Water, 2011) that are in the vicinity of the 

proposal. The closest is Pitt Town Lagoon located 400m to the west, which comprises a large seasonal 

freshwater swamp and wetland and drains north via Bardenarang Gully to the Hawkesbury River. The 

lagoon fills to a depth of less than 2m during floods and dries out through the combined effects of 

evaporation and transpiration to form a cracking clay bed in dry periods (DEE 2010a). 

The other is Longneck Lagoon, located 1.8km to the north-east. Once an ephemeral floodplain wetland, 

partial damming of the lagoon during the upgrading of Cattai Road in the 1980s led to higher water levels 

and the formation of a permanent water body. The lagoon is fed by Longneck and Llewellyn Creeks, 

surface and ground water runoff from the catchment, and backwater flooding from the Hawkesbury River 

(DEE 2010b). 

 Groundwater 

   

 

 

 

 

   

 

   

 

   

 

   

The proposal is in the Sydney Basin – Richmond Sandstone Groundwater Management Area (GWMA), 

which is regulated by the Water Sharing Plan for the Greater Metropolitan Region Groundwater Sources 

2011. The aquifer type typical to this area is porous rock, which has a low to moderate level of connection 

between surface and groundwater and a low level of impact on instream values. The groundwater source 

condition of the porous rock GWMAs in the region are classified as fair to very poor due to water quality 

and regional and local groundwater levels. This assessment of condition is based on the level of impact of 

coal mining in these GWMAs (DECCW, 2010). The Sydney Basin – Richmond Groundwater Source covers 

an area of 1978.39 km2. Much of this groundwater source is covered by national park with bore distribution 

constrained to the eastern area of Kurrajong and Grose Vale (DPI Water, 2011). 

Groundwater is present in the proposal site with groundwater encountered during geotechnical 

investigations between depths of 0.8 and 3.7m within the proposal. These groundwater levels are indicative 

only as they can be affected by changing climate conditions and soil permeability. Groundwater salinity in 

the study area is variable and ranges from fresh to brackish. 

The proposal site is subject to extensive flooding, this is discussed in detail in Section 6.2. 
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Figure 6-24 Identified watercourses within the proposal area 
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  6.5.3 Potential impacts 

 Construction 

Surface water quality  

During construction, water quality impacts could  potentially affect the health of downstream receiving 
waters  (including Hortons Creek and Pitt Town Lagoon) if management measures and safeguards were not 
implemented, monitored and maintained throughout the construction phase. If unmitigated, the highest risk 
to downstream water quality would be associated with the following construction activities:  

• Temporary diversion of Horton’s Creek around the roundabout at Pitt Town Road and Lagoon Road 

• Construction of the banks of the bridge  over Hortons Creek 

• Construction upstream of waterways of Hortons Creek, or within minor watercourse 

• Construction of in-stream structures in watercourses, such as extensions to culverts and other

drainage works 

• General earthworks, including stripping of topsoil, excavation or filling,  particularly larger cuts and 

fills 

• Clearing of vegetation 

• Stockpiling  of topsoil and vegetation 

• Transportation of cut and/or fill materials 

• Movement of heavy  vehicles across  exposed earth 

• The use of vehicles, plant and machinery on site, which would create potential for an accidental spill 

or leak of fuel, oil, greases or other chemicals 

• Stockpiling  of soil material near waterways and overland flow paths. 

If unmitigated, these construction activities could have the following potential impacts  on receiving surface  
waters:  

• Increased sedimentation and elevated turbidity levels of creeks –  Increased sedimentation could be 

caused by exposed soil  during site disturbance and movement of construction vehicles, particularly 

after rainfall  

• Increased sedimentation of downstream watercourses –  Sediments could smother aquatic life and

affect the ecosystems of sensitive downstream waterways, wetlands and  floodplains 

• Increased levels of nutrients, metals and other pollutants  –  These could be transported via sediment 

to downstream watercourses 

• Spills of chemicals, heavy metals, oil and grease, and petroleum hydrocarbon from construction

machinery –  Spills could directly contaminate downstream waterways 

• Increased levels of litter  from  construction activities 

• Tannin leachate from stockpiled vegetation –  This could enter watercourses, resulting in increased

acidity, reduced water clarity and light penetration, and increased biological oxygen demand. 

The potential impacts  if  left unmitigated, could have an adverse impact on aquatic ecosystem health and 
human water users, including impacts on sensitive receiving environments. The potential impacts could  
include:  

• Short-term, localised losses of terrestrial and aquatic species 

• Short-term to medium-term declines  in aquatic and riparian habitat condition 

• Short-term localised impacts on the  suitability of waterways for recreation 

• Short-term localised effects on the  quality of water for use by humans and/or livestock. 
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While the proposal represents  a risk  to surface water quality during construction, this risk can be managed 

by implementing  a Soil  and Water Management Plan, including  water quality monitoring and  erosion and 

sediment control measures. The  proposal would incorporate a series of  temporary measures such as 

sediment basins and  at source controls that would be maintained during the construction phase.   Measures 

would also be implemented to reduce the quantity of surface  water impacted by the proposal. Where 

possible surface water from off-site sources would be diverted around the proposal area.   

During the temporary creek diversion and the construction of the banks of the bridge over Hortons’ Creek,  
measures in addition to the above would be implemented to protect the riverbank from erosion and 

instability during construction and operation, to reduce potential water quality impact  and degradation of  

downstream waterways. These measures would be carried out in accordance with the Blue Book  and 

include:   

• Implementing scour protection measures  prior to and during construction on the banks of the Bridge

over Hortons Creek 

• Measures to ensure no release of dirty water into drainage lines and/or Hortons Creek  

• Pre-casting of pile cap and bridge segments  

• Water quality control measures to prevent materials such as  concrete, grout, sediment and fuel

entering Hortons Creek  including: 

• Design and maintenance of hoses and containment systems 

• Use of containment mesh whilst applying epoxy to bridge segment joints 

• Installation of perimeter handrail and parapets progressively to provide edge

protection 

• Certified design of pier formwork system and inspection by qualified engineer prior to

placement of concrete. Sealing of formwork to prevent loss of concrete slurry 

• Visual monitoring of local water quality  including turbidity, oil spills on a regular basis 

to identify any potential spills or deficient controls.  

It  is considered the impact  on water quality, aquatic ecosystems and water users would be minor, given  a 
Soil and Water Management Plan is implemented to manage environmental  impacts  on water quality.  

Groundwater quality  

During construction, the key risks to groundwater quality would be associated with the following activities:  

• The use of vehicles, plant and machinery on site, which would create potential for an  accidental spill 

or leak of fuel, oil, greases or other chemicals, which could pollute groundwater 

• Stockpiling  of soil material near waterways and overland flow paths 

• The disturbance of contaminated materials, whether from a known contaminated site or from a

previously  unidentified site.  If not managed correctly, this could lead to the mobilisation of

contaminants into groundwater, negatively impacting aquatic ecosystems. 

These potential  groundwater quality impacts  would have implications for aquatic ecosystem health and 

human water users, including effects on sensitive receiving environments and groundwater dependent 

ecosystems. Potential impacts  could include:  

• Short-term, localised losses of terrestrial and aquatic species 

• Short-term to medium-term declines  in aquatic and riparian habitat condition 

• Short-term localised impacts  on the  suitability of waterways for recreation  

• Minor effects on the quality of water for use by humans and/or livestock.  

If these water quality impacts occurred, they would have implications for aquatic ecosystem health and 
human water users, including impacts on sensitive receiving environments and groundwater dependent 
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ecosystems. The potential impacts would be similar to those of surface water.  The level of risk would vary 
in relation to: 

• Soil erosion and sediment transport risk factors  

• Proximity of construction work to a receiving water body 

• Proximity of construction work to sensitive receiving environments. 

While the proposal  represents a risk  to groundwater quality during construction, this risk can be managed  

to an acceptable level via the implementation of a Soil and Water Management Plan, including  the 

development of progressive  erosion and sediment control  plans. It is therefore anticipated that there would  

not be any impact on receiving waters, including watercourses, wetlands, groundwater dependent  

ecosystems or sensitive receiving environments.  

In addition, the changes  in groundwater flow and levels associated with the groundwater outflows, 

drawdown and compaction of ancillary sites during construction are expected to be minor and localised. As  

such, rates  of recharge of the regional groundwater system are not expected to be substantially impacted.  

 

 Operation 

 

Water quality  

During operation, stormwater runoff from the  proposal  has the potential to negatively impact on the water 

quality of receiving waters, including sensitive receivers located in the  study area. Typical pollutants 

associated with stormwater runoff from roads include heavy metals and hydrocarbons. These  pollutants 

could impact on the water quality of  receiving waters due to accidental spills or leaks of fuel, hydrocarbons, 

chemicals or hazardous  materials from vehicles using the bypass. Additionally, groundwater quality could  

be negatively impacted by pollution from stormwater runoff or accidental spills from pollutants in surface 

water that can be introduced to groundwater.  

The proposal water quality management strategy includes:  

• Four bio-retention basins  to treat stormwater runoff from  new road sections 

• A  series of vegetated swales  to treat existing road sections.  

A  Model for Urban Stormwater Improvement Conceptualisation (MUSIC) was  developed to predict  the 

performance of the  above devices.  The MUSIC model results indicate that pollutant removal targets  

outlined in Table 6-30  would be achieved in new road sections where  stormwater runoff is directed to the  

proposed bio-retention basins.   

There are existing road sections  where it  is not feasible  to provide water quality treatment to achieve the  

proposed reduction targets due to constraints  imposed by the road geometry, road boundary and existing 

terrain levels. These road sections  include:  

• The tie ins to the existing roads 

• The southern roundabout 

• The section of the bypass between Eldon Street and Buckingham Street.  

Some water quality treatment can still be achieved for the above areas where runoff is directed to 

vegetated swales. Vegetated swales would  assist in pollutant  load reduction  but not to  the level of pollutant 

removal stipulated in Table 6-30.  

The proposed water quality management strategy is  capable of being partitioned in  the event of a spill  

incident for those road catchments  not served by basins. This would prevent spills and pollutants from 

reaching sensitive receivers. Localised clean-up and rehabilitation would be required  to restore the 

immediately impacted areas near the roadway in an event of spill where basins  are not provided.   

The stormwater catchments being treated for water quality are identified in Figure 6-25.  
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Figure 6-25 Location of treated stormwater catchments 
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6.5.4  Safeguards and management measures  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage impacts on soils and water 

quality are provided in Table  6-31.  

Table  6-31  Safeguards and management measures relating to soils and water quality   

Impact Responsibility Timing Reference 

Soil and water Contractor Detailed design 

/ Pre-

construction 

Core safeguard: 

WQ1 

Section 2.1 of 

QA G38 Soil and 

Water 

Management 

Sediment loaded 

runoff 

Contractor Pre-construction 

/ Construction 

Core safeguard: 

WQ2 

Section 2.2 of 

QA G38 Soil and 

Water 

Management 

Roads and 

Maritime 

Detailed design Additional 

safeguard WQ3 

Appendix H 

Surface water 

quality 

Contractor Detailed design 

/ Pre-

construction 

Core safeguard: 

WQ4 

Section 4.3 of 

QA G36 

Environment 

Protection 

Contamination Construction 

contractor 

Construction Additional 

safeguard WQ5 

Appendix H 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard WQ6 

Appendix H 
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Environmental safeguards 

A Soil and Water Management Plan 

(SWMP) would be prepared and 

implemented in accordance with the Blue 

Book as part of the CEMP. The SWMP 

would identify all reasonably foreseeable 

risks relating to soil erosion and water 

pollution, describe how these risks would 

be addressed during construction and 

include monitoring of water quality both 

upstream and downstream of waterways 

and drainage lines to assess any changes 

in water quality from construction activities. 

Progressive Erosion and Sediment Control 

Plans (PESCPs) will be developed at each 

section and stage of the project as a part of 

the Soil and Water Management Plan. 

The plans would include arrangements for 

managing wet weather events, including 

monitoring potential high risk events (such 

as storms) and specific controls and follow-

up measures to be applied in the event of 

wet weather 

Where practical, the proposed operational 

water quality measures (eg vegetated 

swales and bio-retention basins) would also 

be used with the temporary measures 

during the construction phase to assist with 

runoff re-direction and sediment trapping. 

A site-specific emergency spill plan will be 

developed and include spill management 

measures in accordance with the Roads 

and Maritime Code of Practice for Water 

Management (RTA, 1999) and relevant 

EPA guidelines. 

The plan will address measures to be 

implemented in the event of a spill, 

including initial response and containment, 

notification of emergency services and 

relevant authorities (including Roads and 

Maritime and EPA officers) and will be in 

accordance with the Roads and Maritime 

Environmental Incident Classification and 

Reporting Procedure (Roads and Maritime 

2018). 

Plant, equipment and supplies will be 

managed to prevent spills and leaks. 

Refuelling will not take place within 50m of 

waterways, and will occur in a suitably 

located and bunded area. 



 

  

 

 

  

 

  

6.6 Soils and contamination 

This section describes the existing environment and potential contamination risks associated with the 

proposal, and provides proposed safeguards and measures to manage existing and potential soils and 

contamination during construction and operation of the proposal. 

6.6.1  Methodology  

The soil and contamination assessment involved:  

•  Reviewing soil landscape and geological maps:   

•  Soil Landscapes of Penrith 1:100,000 Sheet map and report (Bannerman and 

Hazelton, 1990)  

•  Penrith 1:100 000 Geological Map 9030, 1st edition (Clark and Jones, 1991)  

•  Reviewing  acid sulfate soil risk maps from the NSW Coastal Sulfate Soil Mapping Series 

(Department of Land and Water Conservation, 1995)  

•  Reviewing databases maintained by the NSW EPA:  

•  Contaminated Land Record of Notices  

•  Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997  Public  Register  

•  List of NSW contaminated sites notified to the EPA  

•  Reports from previous investigations  

•  Reviewing potential historic and current contaminating activities to determine the risk of unidentified 

contamination being present, including:   

•  Assessing historical land uses using  aerial photos  

•  Reviewing current land  uses to identify contaminating activities  

•  Reviewing planning maps held by Hawkesbury City Council  

•  Reviewing geotechnical investigations across the study area  

•  Analytical results from groundwater monitoring, soil testing including geotechnical  

parameters, acid sulfate soils (Geotechnical Science Unit, Parramatta 2018)  

•  Identifying areas of interest and potential contamination risks  associated with the constructability of 

the proposal with reference to NSW Guidelines for Consultants reporting on Contaminated Sites  

(OEH, 2011b) and Roads and Maritime  Guideline for the Management of Contamination  (Roads 

and Maritime, 2013b).  

6.6.2 Existing environment 

Geology, soils and topography  

The Penrith 1:100 000 Geological Map  9030, 1st edition (Clark and Jones, 1991) indicates that the site 

outcrop consists entirely of the Tertiary Londonderry Silt and is likely underlain by Ashfield Shale  (Dark grey 

to black Claystone-Siltstone and fine Sandstone-Siltstone laminite) of the Triassic Wianamatta Group. 

Materials encountered during the geotechnical investigations  conducted by Geotechnical Science Unit, 

Parramatta (2018) were consistent with this geology including Sandy Silt, Clayey Silt and Silty Clay.  

The majority of the study area lies on Hawkesbury‐Nepean Terrace Gravels over the Cumberland Plain. 

This landscape is characterised by planar, poorly‐drained terraces with  harsh  texture‐contrast soils and  

heavy clays in swamps and cut‐off meanders  (Mitchell, 2002).   
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An erosion hazard assessment was undertaken  based on the Erosion and Sedimentation Management  

Procedure  (RTA, 2008b)  which  determined  there is low erosion hazard potential due to the relatively flat  

terrain within the study  area. Flat terrains have lower potential for erosion because  surface water  runoff 

velocity is generally low; however, they also  have poor drainage conditions. The southernmost section of 

the proposal  alignment (about  80m  long) lies on Hawkesbury‐Nepean Channels and  Floodplains. This  

landscape is characterised by  winding  channels over a moderately wide floodplain of alluvial sand to poorly 

structured gradation profiles of sandy loam or clay loam (Mitchell, 2002).  

Acid sulfate  soils  

A search of the Australian Soil Resource Information System was undertaken on 14 June 2018  and  
revealed that the study area is classified as ‘low probability of occurrence of Acid Sulphate Soils (ASS)’. 
ASS testing undertaken as part of the geotechnical site  investigations (Geotechnical Science Unit, 
Parramatta 2018) found acid  levels  exceeding the ASS Management Advisory Committee  (1998)  action 
criteria  at two out of the three locations tested  (BHC2 and BHC3).  A summary of the results is presented in  
Table  6-32  and location of the boreholes provided in  Figure 6-26.  

Table  6-32  Acid sulphate soil  investigation results  

     

 

     

    

    

     

    

    

    

     

    

    

 

    

    

BHC2 Fine 1.0-1.45 4.81 482 

Fine 2.0-2.45 4.8 44 

Fine 4.0-4.45 5.0 <10 

BHC3 Fine 0.5-0.95 5.9 NA 

Fine 2.5-2.95 5.7 23 

Fine 3.5-3.95 5.6 <10 

Medium 6.0-6.45 5.8 <10 

BHC4 Fine 1.0-1.45 6.4 <10 

Fine 3.0-3.45 5.9 NA 

Fine 4.0-4.45 6.0 <10 

*Notes: 

1. pHF measurements < 4.0 indicate that actual acid sulphate soils are present 

2. Exceedances are shown in bold. 

BH No Soil texture Sample Depth (m) pHF Net Acidity (Acidity 

unit) mole H+/t) 
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Figure 6-26 Borehole and acid sulphate soil locations 
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Subsurface ground conditions 

Geotechnical site investigations were conducted in 2012 and 2018 which found the subsurface ground 

conditions within the proposal site comprise several soil and rock types. Alluvial silty clay associated with 

the flow channel of the Nepean River has been encountered in all test holes. 

Soft soils 

Soft soils have been identified up to three metres deep at the proposed culvert location underlying the 

southern roundabout. 
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Figure 6-27 Soil and geology landscapes within the proposal area 
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Land use  

As described in Section 6.9, the current  land zoning along the proposal alignment consists of SP2 

(Infrastructure –  Classified Road), RE1 (Public Recreation), R2 (Low Density Residential) and RU4 

(Primary Production –  Small Lots). Land use in these zones  is  not indicative of potentially contaminating 

activities.  

Photographs from 1955, 1961, 1965, 1970, 1982 and 1991 were reviewed to assess the history of the 

proposal area and to determine when changes in land use  may have occurred. Table 6-33  contains a 

summary of past land uses obtained  from this review of aerial photographs. It is noted that conclusions  

drawn from the aerial photographs must be treated with caution as the interpretation is  subjective and is 

often limited by the quality of the photo.  

 
Table  6-33  Review of aerial photography  

 

   

 

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Date Proposal area Surrounding land uses 

1955 A cricket oval is present on the corner of Cattai 

Road and Old Pitt Town Road. A number of 

smaller rural-residential structures are present 

immediately to the south of the cricket oval. Land 

along the alignment appears to have been cleared 

of vegetation and is used for pasture/grazing. 

Isolated dwellings are scattered along the main streets of Pitt 

Town. 

Areas around the western end of Buckingham Street appear to 

be used for orchards. 

An airstrip is located about 350m east of the proposal area. 

1961 The proposal area remains largely unchanged 

from the 1955 photo, with some increase in 

vegetation regrowth at the northern end of the 

alignment. 

A minor increase in the number of dwellings within Pitt Town can 

be seen. 

The airstrip appears to no longer be in use. 

1965 The proposal area remains largely unchanged 

from the previous photo. Buildings to the south of 

the cricket oval are gone. 

The surrounding area is largely unchanged from the 1961 photo. 

1970 The proposal area remains largely unchanged 

from the 1965 photo. 

There is a minor increase in the number of residences in Pitt 

Town to the west. 

1982 New residences have been built next to the cricket 

oval to the west. 

Minor amounts of vegetation have been cleared. 

Several new residences have been built east of the 

proposal area on Old Pitt Town Road. 

Vegetation density has increased to the north-west of the 

proposal area. 

The airstrip has been converted into an access road for nearby 

properties. 

1991 New residences have been built directly west of 

the proposal area. 

There is a significant increase in the number of residences in Pitt 

Town. 

2018 New residences have been built directly west of 

the proposal area. 

One new residence has been built within the 

proposal area to the south of the cricket oval. 

There is a significant increase in the number of residences in Pitt 

Town. 

 
    

      

        

 

Based on the review of aerial photographs, the proposal area has been largely cleared of vegetation and 

used mostly for rural land uses (pasture and grazing) since the 1950s. The surrounding areas remain largely 

unchanged, though there has been an increase in the number of dwellings within Pitt Town, particularly after 

the 1980s. 
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NSW EPA contaminated land search  

The  NSW Environment Protection Authority (NSW EPA) contaminated sites  register lists both former and  

current contaminated  sites  that have had  regulatory involvement (listed under section 58 of the  Contaminated  

Land Management  Act  1997). The  register identifies the  location of these sites  and specifies the  contaminants 

of concern and their nature of harm to the environment and human health.  

A search  of  the  register  identified one site located around  1.5km  south  of the  proposal  area on Pitt  Town  

Bottoms Road.  

Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 license register  

The Protection of the  Environment  (Operations) Act  1997  (POEO Act) licence register identifies premises 

that are  licensed for certain activities under the  POEO Act. The  register  provides  information in  regard  to 

location, activity type, clean-up notices and  non-compliance information. No license or notice has  been  issued  

under the POEO Act  for properties within or next to the proposal area.  

Contaminating activities  

The  proposal  site  is located within  an area that  was  historically used for  agricultural / rural-residential  uses.  

These  land uses  may  require the  use  of small volumes  of potentially  contaminating materials  including  

pesticides and fertiliser. However, they would not generally be considered high-risk land  uses for potential  

contamination activities  and are unlikely to have generated significant, unidentified land contamination.  

The  former airstrip located about 350m  north-east of the  proposal site could have been used for several  

potentially  contaminating activities such as storing chemicals and fuels. Based on aerial photography,  

activities  at the  airfield appear  to have ceased in  the  1950s.  Given the proximity to the  proposal, the  time  

since it was last  operational, and the  more recent  redevelopment,  the  potential for contamination is  

considered to be low.  

 

  

 Construction 

6.6.3 Potential impacts 

Soil erosion and sediment transport  

The soil landscape of the proposal area has been identified has having a low erosion hazard potential. 

There would  however  be an increased risk of soil erosion during construction, primarily as a result of 

vegetation  clearing and earthworks. The following activities have potential to result in soil erosion, and 

sediment transport:  

•  Temporary diversion of Hortons Creek  

•  Excavation and transport of soils  

•  Construction of subgrade, embankments and culverts  

•  Temporary stockpiling of material.  

 

Soil erosion can lead to the transportation of soils and sediments via stormwater runoff and wind to nearby 

waterways and sensitive receiving environments.  Sediment is generated when rain or surface water runoff 

comes into  contact with  exposed areas and stockpiles  and soils  become suspended  and  mobile. Once  

sediment enters waterways, it can directly and indirectly impact on the aquatic environment:  
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•  Direct impacts of increased sediments include reducing light penetration (which limits the growth of 

macrophytes), clogging fish gills, altering stream geomorphology, smothering benthic organisms 

and reducing visibility for fish   

•  Indirect impacts of increased sediments occur over the longer term and include accumulation and  

the release of attached  pollutants  such as nutrients and heavy metals  into waterways and the 

surrounding environment.  

Rehabilitation of any exposed soils would occur progressively to reduce the area of exposed soils in the  

proposal area.  Soil erosion impacts  from the proposal are however predicted to be low for the proposal  

area. 

The risks presented to soils by erosion would be managed by adopting a range of mitigation measures, 

including those detailed in Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils and Construction (Landcom, 2004) and 

Roads and Maritime’s Soil and Water Management Specification (G38). The risks associated with topsoil 

and grub stripping and stockpiling would be managed in accordance with Roads and Maritime’s Clearing 

and Grubbing Specification (G40). Erosion controls and stabilisation measures would be adopted during 

the creek diversion to protect the riverbank. Further details relating to water quality management measures 

including the use of sediment basins are discussed in Section 6.5.4. 

Acid sulfate soils 

There is a high probability of ASS being disturbed during construction, primarily in the central part of the 
proposal area, south of the northern roundabout, and east of the southern roundabout. Bulk earthworks and 
activities that modify groundwater levels in acid sulfate soil landscapes pose a risk of disturbing acid sulfate 
soils by exposing them to oxygen, which can increase the potential for sulfide oxidation and consequent 
acid generation. Excavation and mechanical crushing of acid sulfate rock and subsequent exposure to the 
atmosphere can present similar risks. The acidity produced by these activities can negatively impact water 
quality, and corrode concrete and steel structures. 

Any changes to the localized groundwater levels due to compaction of soils or changes to drainage and 
overland flow regimes have the potential to expose acid sulfate soils that were previously submerged below 
the groundwater table. This can in turn lead to soil and groundwater acidification in acid sulfate soil 
landscapes. Further geotechnical investigations would be required during detailed design to determine the 
extent of ASS within the proposal area and the corresponding type and extents of treatment and control 
required. 

The impacts associated with the disturbance of acid sulfate soils would be reduced to an acceptable level 

by developing and implementing an Acid Sulphate Soil Management Plan which includes relevant 

management measures informed by the Guidelines for the Management of Acid Sulfate Materials (RTA, 

2005), Acid Sulfate Soil Manual (Stone et al, 1998), Acid Sulfate Soil Assessment Guidelines (Ahern et al, 

1998), and the Waste classification guidelines – Part 4: Acid sulfate soils (EPA, 2014). 

A construction soils and water quality management plan would also be prepared for the proposal and will 

include measures to manage impacts on soils and water quality, including from acid sulfate soils and 

discharges from acid sulfate soil treatment areas. 

Settlement of soft soils 

Where soft soils are encountered, they would be subject to a range of treatments, including the excavation 

and replacement of unsuitable (soft) materials and the construction of raised embankments to facilitate 

controlled settlement and compaction. Further investigations are required to determine the extent of soft 

soils and their management as part of the detailed design. Controls for impacts from soft soil treatment 

would be addressed in a construction soil and water quality management plan for the proposal. 

Potential for contamination 

Based on a search of applicable data sources, review of the site history, and review of past and current land 

uses within and next to the proposal site, the overall likelihood of contamination being present within the 

proposal area is considered to be low. However, during earthworks, unexpected contaminated soil could be 
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brought to the  surface or brought on to the  site. Should  the  disturbance of  contaminated materials occur from  

a previously unidentified site, risks may  be presented by changes  to the  depth and  accessibility of subsurface  

contaminants. Such changes can lead to increased risks of:  

•  lateral migration of contaminants into the environment via stormwater runoff and vertical infiltration 

of contaminants into previously unaffected soils and groundwater   

•  increased risks of exposure for human receptors (workers and members  of the public) via the  

pathways of skin contact, ingestion and inhalation of volatile  or airborne contaminants.  

Measures to manage any contamination encountered during works would be included in a construction soil 

and water quality management plan for the proposal.  

 

  Operation 

 

 

   

  

  

 

   

  

 

During operation, the proposal would not present an increased erosion risk as soils exposed during 

construction would be stabilised and vegetated. The proposal incorporates vegetated swales and 

bioretention basins to address potential impacts caused by stormwater runoff to nearby waterways and 

achieve the required pollutant removal targets (refer to Section 6.5.1). 

The discharge of stormwater from culvert outlets does however have the potential to cause erosion. 

Therefore, all proposed culvert outlets, and existing culvert outlets, would be assessed during detailed 

design for their potential to cause erosion and would have appropriate scour protection installed as part of 

the proposal, where required. 

• Further details on operational impacts of the proposal on water quality and the proposed 

management measures, also including water quality treatment basins and swales, are discussed in 

Section 6.5. 

6.6.4  Safeguards and management measures  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage impacts relating to 

contamination are provided in  Table 6-34.  Any measures relating to management of water quality have 

been included in Section 6.5.4  

Table  6-34  Safeguards and management measures relating to contamination  

     

     

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

Acid sulfate soils Geotechnical investigations would be 

undertaken during detailed design to 

determine the extent of ASS within the 

proposal area. 

Contractor Detailed design Additional 

safeguard: SC1 

An ASS management plan will be prepared 

for the proposal and will include measures 

to manage impacts on soils and water 

quality from acid sulfate soils and 

discharges from acid sulfate soil treatment 

areas. 

Contractor Detailed design 

/ Pre-

construction 

Additional 

safeguard: SC2 

Contaminated land If contaminated areas are encountered 

during construction, appropriate control 

measures will be implemented to manage 

the immediate risks of contamination. All 

Contractor Detailed design 

/ Pre-

construction 

Core standard 

safeguard: SC3 

Section 4.2 of 

QA G36 
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Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

other works that may impact on the 

contaminated area will cease until the 

nature and extent of the contamination has 

been confirmed and any necessary site-

specific controls or further actions identified 

in consultation with the Roads and Maritime 

Environment Manager and/or EPA. 

Environment 

Protection 

Unexpected finds An unexpected finds and hazardous 

materials procedure will be implemented to 

manage any potentially contaminated 

materials that may be encountered during 

site preparation and/or construction. 

Construction 

contractor 

Pre-construction Additional 

safeguard: SC4 

Should unexpected contamination be 

encountered (eg by observation of 

offensive odours, soil discoloration, buried 

waste or potential asbestos containing 

materials) during construction, work in the 

area will cease until an appropriately 

qualified environmental consultant can 

advise on the need for further assessment, 

remediation or other action, as deemed 

appropriate. Further assessment and 

management of contamination, if required, 

will be carried out in accordance with 

section 105 of the Contaminated Land 

Management Act 1997. 

Construction 

contractor 

Construction Additional 

safeguard: SC5 

Contamination Plant, equipment and supplies will be 

managed to prevent spills and leaks. 

Construction 

contractor 

Construction Additional 

safeguard: SC6 

 

   

  
Other safeguards and management measures that would address soil impacts are identified in Section 6.5. 
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6.7 Non-Aboriginal heritage  

 

    

    

 

 

This section describes the existing environment and potential impacts of the proposal on non-Aboriginal 

heritage, and provides proposed measures to avoid and minimise these impacts. The assessment draws 

on information in the non-Aboriginal Statement of Heritage Impact prepared for this REF (refer to Appendix 

I). 

6.7.1  Methodology  

Heritage listed items within the study area were identified through a search of the following State and 

federal statutory and non-statutory heritage registers:  

•  World Heritage List  

•  Commonwealth Heritage List  

•  National Heritage List  

•  State Heritage Register  

•  Hawkesbury LEP 2012  

•  Section 170 Heritage and Conservation Registers for Sydney Water, Roads and Maritime, Railcorp, 

Ausgrid and Department of Housing  

•  NSW State Heritage Inventory database.  

 

Statements of heritage significance  based on the  NSW Heritage Assessment guidelines have been 

provided in  the non-Aboriginal heritage technical  paper in Appendix I, for items relevant to the proposal, as  

they appear in relevant heritage inventory sheets and documents.  

A site inspection of the study area was undertaken on 15 February 2018  by Artefact Heritage. The aim of 

the inspection was to identify and assess potential impacts  of the proposal on surrounding heritage items,  

including impacts on potential archaeological deposits with the study area, and historic views and vistas. 

The inspection was undertaken on foot and a photographic record was  made.  

Several paddocks on private property were not able to be accessed during the survey due to site conditions 

and lack of access.  These areas were able to be surveyed from nearby vantage points and adjoining 

properties.  

Assessments of significance were carried out against the NSW Heritage Assessment Criteria. The 

assessment was informed by the guidelines  Assessing Significance for Historical Archaeological Sites and 

Relics  (NSW Heritage Branch, 2009).  Assessment of heritage impact  was carried out using the  document 

Statement of Heritage Impact  (OEH, 2002) contained within  the NSW Heritage Manual, as a guideline.   

Impacts on heritage are identified as either:  

•  Direct impacts, resulting in the demolition or alteration of fabric of heritage significance  

•  Indirect impacts, resulting in changes to the setting or curtilage of heritage items or places, historic  

streetscapes or views  

•  Potential  direct impacts, resulting in impacts from vibration and demolition of adjoining structures.  

Table  6-35  provides a list of terms for assessing the magnitude of impact on heritage.  
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Table  6-35: Terminology for assessing the magnitude of heritage impact  

 

  

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

Magnitude Definition 

Actions that would have a long-term and substantial impact on the significance of a heritage item. Actions that 

would remove key historic building elements, key historic landscape features, or significant archaeological 

materials, thereby resulting in a change of historic character, or altering of a historical resource. 

These actions cannot be fully mitigated. 

Major 

Moderate Actions involving the modification of a heritage, including altering the setting of a heritage item or landscape, 

partially removing archaeological resources, or alteration of significant elements of fabric from historic structures. 

Impacts arising from such actions may be able to be partially mitigated. 

Minor Actions that would result in the slight alteration of heritage buildings, archaeological resources, or the setting of 

an historical item. 

Impacts arising from such actions can usually be mitigated. 

Negligible Actions that would result in very minor changes to heritage items. 

Neutral Actions that would have no heritage impact. 

 

 Study area 

  

     

   

    

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

The non-Aboriginal heritage study area comprises the construction boundary of the proposal plus an 

additional 50m buffer around the proposed bypass alignment, and also includes intersecting local roads 

that are proposed to be upgraded. The study area is shown in Figure 6-30. 

The additional 50m buffer ensures assessment of potential heritage items located close to the construction 

boundary that may be affected by indirect impacts, including potential changes to the visual environment 

and vibration from construction works. 

6.7.2  Existing environment  

The study area is characterised by its semi-rural setting, with partially cleared woodland on a gently sloping 

landscape dissected by roads, small rural lots and nearby low-density residential development. The study 

area encompasses Pitt Town Road, Bathurst Street, Glebe Road, Eldon Street, Old Pitt Town Road, 

Buckridge Street, Buckingham Street and Cattai Road, and a small portion of Brinsley Park sports oval. 

The northern portion of the study area features grassed paddocks and regrowth woodland interspersed 

with sparsely occurring remnant native trees. To the south, the study area features cleared paddocks and 

residential dwellings along with fences, sheds and ancillary farm items. 

 Site history 

The study area is located within the Darug language group area. The arrival of British settlers in NSW and 

subsequent expansion along the Hawkesbury River and Georges River had damaging repercussions for 

the Darug peoples (Attenbrow, 2010). The Hawkesbury River and surrounding areas were important 

hunting and fishing grounds for the local groups residing there. The acquisition of these lands by settlers 

resulted in conflict lasting from 1789 to 1805 (Attenbrow, 2010). 

By 1794 the first farms in the region were located on the eastern bank of the Hawksbury River known then 

as ‘Pitt Reach’ and the offshoot of South Creek. 
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The first Pitt Town site was surveyed by Governor Macquarie in January 1811. Macquarie named the town 

for the British Prime Minister William Pitt (Nichols, M, 2005). The original location of the town has not been 

recorded, and no plan has survived. It is assumed that no buildings were ever constructed there. In October 

1815, the town reserve was relocated. Land was set aside for a school, a village reserve and a burial 

ground. A cattle and passenger punt was provided at Pitt Town in 1828. 

A number of inns were established in the 1820s, including the Johnston family’s Macquarie Arms Inn, and 

Daniel Birdwood’s Bird in Hand Inn. In 1828 a combined brick Church of England school house and chapel 

was erected in Bathurst Street. St James’ Church was completed on the site in 1857. 

New development was generally sited to the south of the village and progressed along the alignment of 

Bathurst Street and Wellesley Street. Survey of the town in 1843 indicates that development continued 

along the same alignment. 

The study area is located on what was originally the eastern fringe of Macquarie’s township and spanned 

portions of four early land grants; John Benn’s 60 acres, James Wilbow’s 35 acres, Robert Hobbs’s 60 
acres and 380 acres granted to John Palmer (Figure 6-28). A portion of John Benn’s grant was relinquished 

in 1815 for use of the township (Proudfoot, H. and Hawkesbury City Council 2017). 

 
     Figure 6-28 c.1826 plan of Pitt Town with the study area shaded in red. Source: SLNSW. 

Pitt Town, like many of the small towns on the Hawkesbury, grew very slowly during the 19th century after 

the first burst of activity in the 1820s. By 1892 Pitt Town was described as a small village, consisting 

principally of a very long street, with Episcopal and Presbyterian stone-built churches, a public school with 

an attendance of 86, one inn and a number of dwelling houses (The Australian Handbook, 1892, quoted in 

Proudfoot, H. and Hawkesbury City Council, 2017). The population was 350. 

Throughout the 1880s and 1890s, subdivision of farming land in the areas surrounding Pitt Town was 

occurring, and small farmlets of four to 11 acres were on offer. Figure 6-29 is based on a survey of land use 

in the Hawkesbury undertaken in the early 1940s. The survey shows that much of the land surrounding Pitt 

Town, even into the mid-20th century, was utilised as pasture. Intensive agriculture focused on the flats 

surrounding the river; vegetables and lucerne were the primary crops. At this time arable farming was 

chiefly focused on the alluvial flats, with some citrus orchards on higher ground. The dairy industry in the 

region was on the decline. It was noted at the time that farm size had remained relatively small, reflecting 

the original subdivision patterns of the early days of settlement (Proudfoot, H. and Hawkesbury City 

Council, 2017). 
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Figure 6-29 Land utilisation in Pitt Town Bottoms in 1942. Source: Maze, W. H. 1943. 

The area continues to be primarily small-scale agricultural, with residential development increasing with the 

improvement of roads and the expansion of Sydney. 

Pitt Town was connected to electricity in 1935. Sewerage infrastructure was introduced to the much larger 

towns of Windsor and Richmond in 1939 and 1962 respectively. 

Aerial photography from 1955 indicates that the study area was relatively undeveloped. A number of 

agricultural structures were located throughout the study area, most of which were demolished before 

1965. Two residences originally located on Buckridge Street were demolished by 1965. Two structures pre-

dating this period remain standing today. 

The expansion of Pitt Town continued into the 1970s and 1980s, with a number of new residences 

constructed next to the study area on former agricultural land throughout the later part of the 20th century. 

 Heritage listings 

There is one heritage item listed on the Hawkesbury Local Environmental  Plan (LEP)  2012 that  is  partially 

located within the study area.  This item, ‘’  is listed in  Table  6-36  and shown in Figure 6-30  and Figure 6-31.  

Table  6-36: LEP items located within the study  area  

    

  

 

 

 

LEP Number Name Location Significance 

I277 Cottage 22 Bathurst Road, Pitt 

Town 

Local 

The ‘Cottage’ heritage item comprises a single-storey weatherboard dwelling located next to Bathurst 

Road. It was designed in the Victorian style. The cottage features a hipped roof with corrugated steel 

sheeting and a hipped convex curved verandah to the building’s front (north-east) elevation that is 

supported on stop chamfered timber posts. Several six-over-six pane double hung timber framed windows 

remain. 
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A brick chimney is on the north-west side of the house, along with a chimney in the rear yard that provides 

evidence of an earlier kitchen wing that has since been removed. The cottage is currently propped for 

structural support. A modern brick residence is located in the rear north-west corner of the site. A domed 

brick cistern is located directly to the south of the cottage. 

Analysis of historic plans and aerial photographs indicate that the study area has always been on the 

periphery of the Pitt Town settlement. As a result, structural development within the study area has been 

limited, although it is noted that outbuildings, temporary and light-weight structures, such as shelters for 

livestock, do not tend to be mapped, and therefore may have been located in unknown locations throughout 

the study area. 

There are no heritage items listed on the Commonwealth Heritage List, National Heritage List, State 

Heritage register or section 170 register in the study area. 
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Figure 6-30: Listed heritage items and potential archaeological relics 
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Plate 1: View south-west across Bathurst Rd Plate 2: View south-west to ‘Cottage’ heritage item 
towards ‘Cottage’ heritage item at 22 Bathurst St at 22 Bathurst St 

Plate 3: View north-east to ‘Cottage’ heritage item 
at 22 Bathurst Rd 

Plate 4: View north-west from Bathurst Rd to 
‘Cottage’ heritage item at 22 Bathurst Rd 

Plate 5: View east to historic cistern located within 
the curtilage of the ‘Cottage’ heritage item 

Plate 6: View north to historic shed located on 
Cattai Rd 

 

Figure 6-31: Views towards heritage item ‘Cottage’  
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 Assessment of significance 

 

 

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

Little is known of the early history of the ‘Cottage’ heritage item, and a historical overview is not provided in 

the item’s State Heritage Inventory (SHI) listing. The building’s mid-Victorian style suggests it was likely 

built sometime around the 1860s to 1870s. The SHI assessment of significance for the item suggests the 

item was potentially built as the town residence for a farmer on the lowlands. 

The ‘Cottage’ heritage item is an important mid-Victorian cottage. Close to the southern entry to the town it 

helps to establish the 19th century character of the village. The cottage has some research potential, 

revealing early vernacular systems of construction. 

The ‘Cottage’ has been assessed as being significant at a local level. 

 Assessment of archaeological potential 

Portions of the study area have been assessed as demonstrating moderate potential to contain 

archaeological relics.  

The study area has been subject to relatively low levels of development, which have preserved a landscape 

that is characteristic of an early rural settlement. Some of the historical features identified  during the 

assessment  span multiple land phases, and archaeological evidence may be difficult to attribute to one  

particular phase or ownership.  

A plan of the area from 1828 indicates that at least two structures were located within the study area. 

These structures are still present on an  1843 plan, with the addition of a small shed, outbuilding or cistern. 

The earliest aerial photograph of the study area, taken in 1955, indicates that these buildings have been 

demolished in the interim, and a number of agricultural buildings, and two residences, have been 

constructed.  The location of these structures is shown in Figure  6-32  in the context of the study area.  

It is unlikely that any of the roads through  Pitt Town were sealed until the mid-20th  century. Road corridors 

remain in use and have therefore been subject to ongoing modification through widening for modern traffic,  

the introduction of electrical and drainage services,  and asphalt and bitumen surfacing.  

The archaeological potential of the study area has been assessed as follows:  

•  Moderate potential to contain former structures and features associated with the construction and 
occupation of 19th century residences containing artefact-bearing deposits, such as wells, cesspits, 
rubbish dumps and occupation deposits  

•  Low to moderate potential to contain archaeological remains associated with former infrastructure, such 
as  culverts, bridges and  former road alignments  

•  Nil to low potential to contain archaeological remains associated with the earliest agricultural  
development of the study area.  

Of the potential archaeological remains within the study area, only intact artefact-bearing deposits  have 

been assessed as having archaeological research potential. If discovered, any archaeological remains  

would likely be significant at a local level.  

Overall, portions of the study area have moderate potential to contain an archaeological resource and be  

considered ‘relics’ under the Heritage Act 1977  (amended 2009). If discovered, these would likely be  

significant at a local level.  
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Figure 6-32: Overview of former structures 
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6.7.3 Potential impacts 

 Construction 

Construction of the proposal would encroach upon the curtilage of the ‘Cottage’ heritage item, as follows:  

•  Upgrades to tie in Bathurst Street with a new roundabout at  the  intersection at Pitt Town Road  /  

Bathurst Street and Glebe Road would involve road improvements  and realignment. While it is 

understood the road alignment would not physically impact the cottage, the proposed construction 

boundary  would encroach upon the  south-eastern corner of the item’s heritage curtilage by up to 

22m  

•  The proposed construction boundary  would occupy an area of about  326  m2  within the item’s  
heritage curtilage. It is noted that with a total heritage curtilage of around 8172  m2, the proposal 

would only result in permanent impacts within  about  four per cent  of the item’s heritage curtilage. 

Associated  impacts from the proposal  would thus be  relatively localised. As the proposed 

construction  boundary  associated with the upgraded road connection to  Bathurst Street would be 

undertaken within 25m  of  the cottage building, there is potential for indirect impact item by way of 

vibration impacts  

•  Work proposed within the curtilage of the heritage item would include excavation and earth works,  

although these would be about 24m  from the  actual cottage structure.  

With the above  factors considered, the proposal  would result in a minor physical impact  on  the ‘Cottage’  
heritage item.  

The portion of the study area identified as having moderate potential to contain archaeological relics is 

located partially within the temporary works footprint and partially within the proposal site (Figure 6-30). 

Excavation  works within the construction boundary  would have the potential to impact on archaeological 

relics,  specifically, former structures and deposits in the rear yards of structures shown on the  1828 and 

1843 historic plans (Figure  6-32).  

As the detailed design of the proposal has not yet been resolved, it is not  yet known what  level of 

anticipated impact on  potential archaeological remains may  occur due to excavation within the temporary  

works footprint.  

The study area has low potential to contain archaeological remains associated with early infrastructure, 

including services and culverts, and the proposed construction activities  are unlikely to impact on  

archaeological remains of this type. 

Proposed activities within Ancillary Facility 1 (off Wellesley and Buckridge Streets) also have potential to 

impact on archaeological relics of local significance, dependent on the location and nature of in-ground 

impacts. 

 Operation 

The proposal would involve road improvements and associated works to Bathurst Street next to the 

‘Cottage’ heritage item. As the ‘Cottage’ has historically been located alongside a roadway, it is not 

anticipated that this aspect of the proposal would result in any significant visual impact on the cottage. 

Construction of the Pitt Town bypass, however, to the east of Bathurst Street, would alter and potentially 

diminish the distant rural landscape setting of the ‘Cottage’ (Figure 6-33). 

Immediate views east from the front of the ‘Cottage’ capture neighbouring housing and cottages. The 

‘Cottage’ retains expansive views south east across Bathurst Street towards surrounding residential 
properties and agricultural paddocks towards Hortons Creek (Figure 6-34). The proposed alignment would 

be visible from the ‘Cottage’, particularly the southern roundabout. However, the location of the roundabout 
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on lower ground reduces its visibility from the ‘Cottage’. The adjoining undeveloped site south of the 

cottage building would help maintain a semi-rural visual character for the ‘Cottage’. 

The proposal would result in a minor visual impact on the ‘Cottage’ heritage item. 

It is noted that establishment of the Pitt Town bypass would reduce through traffic along Bathurst Street, 

particularly freight traffic, which would potentially have a positive long-term indirect impact for the ‘Cottage’ 
heritage item due to reduced traffic noise and vibration. 

 

  Figure 6-33: View east from the ‘Cottage’ across Bathurst Street 

 

  
 

Figure 6-34: View south-east from the ‘Cottage’ towards proposed location of Bathurst Street and Glebe Road roundabout and new 
bypass alignment 
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6.7.4  Safeguards and management measures  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage impacts on  non-Aboriginal  

heritage  are listed in  Table 6-37.  

Table  6-37  Non-Aboriginal environmental safeguards  

     

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

 

  

   

 

  

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

Non-Aboriginal 

heritage 

A Non-Aboriginal Heritage Management Plan 

(NAHMP) will be prepared and implemented 

as part of the CEMP. It will provide specific 

guidance on measures and controls to be 

implemented to avoid and mitigate impacts 

on Non-Aboriginal heritage. 

Contractor Detailed design / 

Pre-construction 

Core standard 

safeguard: NA1 

Section 4.10 of 

QA G36 

Environment 

Protection 

Unidentified 

heritage items 

The Standard Management Procedure – 
Unexpected Heritage Items (Roads and 

Maritime, 2015) will be followed in the event 

that any unexpected heritage items, 

archaeological remains or potential relics of 

Non-Aboriginal origin are encountered 

Contractor Detailed design / 

Pre-construction 

Core standard 

safeguard: NA2 

Section 4.10 of 

QA G36 

Environment 

Protection 

Potential 

archaeological 

relics 

Should excavation be required within the 

areas assessed as having moderate potential 

to contain archaeological relics, an 

Archaeological Research Design will be 

prepared. 

Depending on the assessed level of impact in 

the Archaeological Research Design, this 

may necessitate application for an excavation 

permit, or Exception Notification under either 

Section 140 or Section 139(4) of the Heritage 

Act 1977 respectively, to the Heritage 

Division of the Office of Environment and 

Heritage. An Archaeological Research 

Design and Methodology will be required to 

support any application. 

Roads and Maritime Detailed design / 

Pre-construction 

/ Construction 

Additional 

safeguard: NA3 

Appendix I 

Impact on the 

“Cottage” 
As the proposed construction boundary is 

within 25m of the ‘Cottage’ heritage item, 

there is potential risk for impacts from 

vibration during construction, depending on 

the nature of equipment used. Vibration 

generating works within a 25m range of the 

locally listed ‘Cottage’ heritage that are likely 

to result in cosmetic or structural damage will 

require monitoring and will be subject to 

approval by Roads and Maritime prior to the 

start of works in this area. 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: NA4 

Appendix I 

A heritage induction will be presented to 

workers before the start of construction of 

works in the vicinity of the ‘Cottage’ heritage 

item (LEP 2012 Item No. I277) and include 

values of the place, avoidance procedure, 

and contacts (site manager, Roads and 

Maritime heritage officer) for reporting 

unexpected archaeological finds or 

inadvertent impacts on the heritage item. 

Contractor Pre-construction 

/ Construction 

Additional 

safeguard: NA5 

Appendix I 
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6.8 Landscape character and visual 

This section describes the existing environment and potential impacts of the proposal on landscape 

character and visual amenity, and provides proposed safeguards to avoid and minimise these impacts. 

The assessment draws on information in the landscape character and visual technical paper prepared for 

this REF (refer to Appendix D). The urban design objectives and principles presented in the technical paper 

are discussed in Section 2.3.2. 

6.8.1  Methodology  

The assessment was carried out in  accordance with the  Guideline for Landscape Character and Visual  

Impact Assessment  (Roads and Maritime, 2013c) and involved:  

•  Reviewing  relevant literature  

•  Analysing  aerial photographs and topographic maps to understand the  study area   

•  Review of the proposal’s concept design and constructability and the various technical papers 

prepared for this REF  

•  Carrying  out a contextual analysis of urban, environmental and cultural factors that would affect the 

design of the proposal   

•  Defining  urban design objectives, principles and strategy for the proposal   

•  Carrying  out a landscape impact assessment to:  

•  Identify landscape character zones for the study area. These are zones where the 

combined quality of built, natural and cultural aspects provide a unique sense of place   

•  Determine  the magnitude of the impact of the proposal for each landscape character  

zone. Magnitude refers to the type of proposal and its compatibility with the character 

of the existing landscape  

•  Determine  how sensitive the character of the setting is to the proposed change  

•  Evaluate  the impact of the proposal on each landscape character zone by combining 

the sensitivity of the zone and the magnitude of the proposal to provide an overall  

impact rating as indicated by the impact  assessment grading matrix (refer to Table  

6-38)  

•  Carrying  out a  visual impact assessment to:  

•  Define  the scale or size, form and type of proposal within  the  context of the study area  

•  Establish an estimated visual catchment (through desktop analysis) and identify key 

viewpoints from where the proposal  would be visible  

•  Determine  the magnitude of change to existing views  –  that is, the nature and scale of 

the proposal, and the extent and proximity of the view to it. Magnitude represents the  

contrast in  scale, form and type of proposal to the location and context to which it is to 

be placed  

•  Determine  the sensitivity of the view  (visual sensitivity includes the consideration of 

the perceived cultural and historical values of the visual environment and the 

elements within it). This was done by  measuring the visual importance of the view 

based on the distance between a viewer and the proposal, the category of viewer (eg 

resident, worker, shopper, open space user), the elements of the proposal that are  

visible and the importance of the view (eg identified in tourist guides, static or moving 

viewpoint, do people deliberately seek the view)  
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•  Assess the  level of potential visual impact for viewers at these viewpoints from the 

proposal. The visual impact is the  combination of the magnitude and sensitivity rating 

in accordance with the impact assessment grading matrix (Table 6-38).  

Table  6-38  Landscape and visual impact assessment grading matrix  

Magnitude 

High Moderate Low Negligible 

High High High-Moderate Moderate Negligible 

Moderate High-Moderate Moderate Moderate-Low Negligible 

S
e
n

s
it

iv
it

y
 

Low Moderate Moderate -Low Low Impact 

 

 
 

    

     

     

     

     

 

Negligible 

Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible 

 

  

 

 

6.8.2  Existing environment  

 Landscape features and character 

  

 

Four landscape character zones were identified across the study area. These are shown in Figure 6-35 and 

described below. 
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Figure 6-35 Landscape character zones 
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Landscape character zone No 1 – Pastureland landscape 

The landscape that characterises the majority of the study area is generally flat, low-lying flood-prone 

grasslands. The dominant land use consists of smaller rural holdings which present as largely cleared 

landscape. The extent of pastureland is defined by woodland landscape to the east, and residential 

development to the west. 

Hortons Creek divides this pastureland landscape with the Typha species (commonly known as Bull rush) 

dominating the creek line and limiting views across and through it. The built form reflects the agricultural 

use and includes stables, fencing, etc, within a grassland setting. 

This landscape would be traversed by the proposal. Roads cross and pass through this landscape and are 

part of the overall character. 

Landscape character zone No 2 – Residential landscape 

West of the proposal, the landscape is characterised by the residential areas of Pitt Town. 

The built form of Pitt Town consists of single and two-story dwellings. These typically occur on lots of 600 to 

800 square metres. The older portion of town is situated between Bathurst Street and Buckingham Street. 

North of Buckingham Street a new subdivision has been developed which is characterised by a relative 

uniform development character consisting of single-story dwellings. 

Landscape character zone No 3 – Parkland landscape 

Immediately west of the proposal, the landscape is characterised by parkland. This large open park is 

located between Somerset Street and Eldon Street and consists of a grass oval and support facilities 

including change rooms, picnic shelters, lighting and fencing. The oval distinguishes itself from the 

adjoining farmland as a maintained grassland, defined by a border of shrubs (Callistemon). 

Landscape character zone No 4 – Woodland landscape 

East of the proposal is characterised by eucalypt woodland with a grassland understory.This landscape has 

occassional dwellings on small rural holdings. The woodland presents as a relatively consistent age and 

scale of vegetation. The northern part of this woodland landscape transitions to an area which is 

regenerating and is dominated by small trees and saplings. 

Sensitive receptors 

Visual-sensitive receptors relevant to the proposal include residents, tourists, workers and motorists. 

The experience of these visual receptors would vary according to duration, field of view and nature of 
exposure to the proposal. Residents would be the most sensitive to change because of their prolonged 
duration and heightened nature of exposure. In contrast, motorists would be least sensitive to change as 
they would have transient views and their focus would be on driving. 

 Visual catchments and viewpoints 

Views to the proposal are limited due to the topography of the site and clear barriers to sightlines including 

vegetation and built form. Generally, the catchment is below the ridge and is defined by the residential 

development closest to the proposal. 

Ten representative viewpoints have been identified which capture the key areas of potential visual impact 

associated with the proposal. These relate to key residential or public areas which overlook the corridor. 

These viewpoints are shown in Figure 6-36 and listed in Table 6-39. 
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Figure 6-36 Visual catchment and key viewpoints 
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Table  6-39  Viewpoints and sensitive receptors  

 

 Viewpoint 

 no 

 Location Sensitive 

 receiver 

 Elements of the proposal visible 

 1 Looking west across 58 Glebe Road  Residents   • 

 • 

 • 

 Cleared vegetation 

Ancillary facility 3  

 New road infrastructure 

 2   Looking from Pitt Town Road / Glebe 

 Road intersection 

 Motorists  • 

 • 

 Loss of existing vegetation  

 New road infrastructure 

 3 Looking north-east from 21 Bathurst 

 Street 

Residents  

 Motorists 

 •   New road infrastructure 

 4  Looking east from Buckridge Street 

 overlooking residence of 54 

  Wellesley Street 

Residents   • 

 • 

 • 

 Cleared vegetation 

Ancillary facility 1  

 New road infrastructure 

 5 Looking east from the termination of 

 Buckridge Street 

Residents   •  New road infrastructure elevated about 3m from 
 ground level 

 6  Looking north-east from Mawson 

Place, Somerset Street across 

Brinsley Park  

Residents  

Park users  

 •  Cattai Road realignment would shift the road 
  200m further from viewpoint 

 7 Looking east along Old Pitt Town 

 Road from intersection with Cattai 

 Road and Eldon Street 

 Motorists 

Park users  

 • 

 • 

 • 

 Cleared vegetation 

 New road infrastructure 

 Northern roundabout intersection 

 8  Looking west along Old Pitt Town 

 Road 

Residents   • 

 • 

 • 

 Cleared vegetation 

  New road infrastructure 

 Northern roundabout intersection 

 9 Looking east from Buckingham 

 Street across Cattai Road 

Residents   • 

 • 

 • 

 Cleared vegetation  

 New road infrastructure in a similar location to the 
 existing road 

 Intersection reconfiguration at Cattai Road and 
 Buckingham Street 

10  Looking north from along proposed 

  alignment from Pitt Town Road / 

 Glebe Street intersection 

 Motorists  • 

 • 

 Cattai Road realignment 

 Intersection reconfiguration at Cattai Road and 
 Buckingham Street 

 

  

 

   
  

6.8.3 Potential impacts 

 Construction 

During construction, there would be temporary landscape and visual impacts mainly around the ancillary 

sites. These impacts would include views of large earthmoving and construction equipment, construction 

activities, stored materials and stockpiles, vegetation clearing, and excavations. 

The assessment of the temporary ancillary facilities reflects the sensitivity of residential receptors and 
overall magnitude of change, with the visual impact ranking from moderate to high, to high. After 
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construction, these sites  would be restored to their existing condition as a minimum, which would reduce  
the magnitude of visual impact to low.  Visual impacts from specific viewpoints are discussed in  Table  6-40.  
 

Table  6-40  Visual impacts of proposal construction from select viewpoints  

 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

  

  

  

Sensitivity Magnitude Impact 

Viewpoint 1 – Looking west across 58 

Glebe Road towards the proposal 

High sensitivity 

As this is a rural residential property, its 

outlook is highly valued. The attributes of 

rural residential are scenic landscape 

and quiet. The proposal has the potential 

to impact both these qualities and so 

sensitivity to change would be high. 

Moderate magnitude 

During construction, an ancillary facility 

with sheds and stockpiles up to 3m high 

would be visible. This would remove 

much of the rural landscape perception 

with only the foreground and upper 

slopes of the Pitt Town ridge, beyond, 

visible. This distance from the residence 

is 150m. Following construction, the site 

would be restored to the existing 

condition as a minimum, reducing the 

magnitude to low. 

Moderate to High 

Viewpoint 4 – Looking east from 

Buckridge Street overlooking the 

residence at 54 Wellesley Street 

High sensitivity 

Residential receptors are the primary 

viewers in this location. They are 

susceptible and sensitive to changes 

associated with the introduction of a 

through road within the agricultural 

landscape. Sensitivity consequently 

would be high. 

High magnitude 

During construction, two ancillary 

facilities would be visible in the 

foreground. This would remove the 

agricultural outlook.  Following 

construction, the site would be restored 

to the existing condition as a minimum, 

reducing the magnitude to low. 

High 

Ancillary Site 1 

Ancillary Site 2 

Ancillary Site 3 
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Sensitivity Magnitude Impact 

Landscape character zone No 1 – 
Pastureland landscape 

Photo: Pastureland landscape character 
from Bathurst Street 

Low sensitivity 

This landscape presents a relatively open 

landscape with a diversity of elements. This 

landscape is considered relatively robust and 

consequently would have a low sensitivity to the 

proposal. 

Moderate magnitude 

The proposal would divide this landscape and 

has the potential to create a significant change. 

The alignment, however, would sit relatively 

easily within the landscape without creating 

significant cuttings and fills. The magnitude of 

change would be moderate. 

Low to moderate impact 

Landscape character zone No 2 – Residential 

landscape 

Photo: Residential dwelling in Stables Street 

Moderate sensitivity 

The residential precinct is defined by its built 

form, the scale and bulk of which is relatively 

homogeneous. The road alignment and its scale 

would be proportional to other roads within the 

precinct. Therefore, its sensitivity to the proposal 

would be moderate. 

Negligible magnitude 

The alignment is beyond the boundaries of this 

character zone and so the magnitude of change 

would be negligible. 

Negligible impact 

Mitigation measures have been identified for temporary ancillary sites during and on completion of 

construction to manage visual impacts and are discussed in Section 6.8. 

 Operation 

Landscape character impacts 

The potential impacts on landscape character are assessed in Table 6-41. The impact assessment 

considers the extent to which the proposal’s scale, form and materials would be integrated into the 

landscape.  Overall, the impacts of the proposal on landscape character  would be mostly  low to moderate.  

The magnitude of change would typically be moderate with the exception of the residential precinct, which  

would not experience immediate impacts  and change would be negligible.  

Table  6-41  Potential impact on landscape character  
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Sensitivity Magnitude Impact 

Landscape character zone No 3 – Parkland 

landscape 

Photo: Brinsley Park 

Moderate sensitivity 

This recreational precinct has a moderate 

sensitivity to the proposal. Its open character is 

defined by landscape rather than built form. 

Moderate magnitude 

The proposed alignment immediately adjoins 

Brinsley Park, introducing a road to a second 

side of the open space. Its magnitude of change 

would be moderate. 

Moderate impact 

Landscape character zone No 4 – Woodland 

landscape 

Photo: Woodland landscape off Old Pitt Town 

Road 

Low sensitivity 

The character of the woodland is distinctive and 

consistent in scale and density of vegetation 

cover. Due to the level of screening offered by 

the woodland community both at its edges and 

from within, the sensitivity to the proposal would 

be low. 

Moderate magnitude 

The proposal would remove a section of the 

edge of this vegetation in the north-western 

portion of the site. Despite the removal of the 

trees, the overall presentation of a woodland 

edge to the east of the corridor would be 

maintained. As such, the magnitude of change 

would be moderate. 

Low to moderate impact 

Visual impact  

The visual impacts of the proposal  were assessed from the viewpoints  listed in Table 6-39 and   shown in 

Figure 6-36.  The proposal would have:  

•  High impact on three viewpoints  

•  Moderate to high visual impact on one viewpoint  

•  Moderate visual impact  on five viewpoints  

•  Low to moderate visual  impact on one viewpoint.  

Typically,  the proposal would have a high or moderate impact  on the views of residential receptors, 

depending on distance from the proposal and relationship to existing road infrastructure. High impacts 

would occur where residential viewers have the proposal in their immediate view field. As discussed in 
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Section 3.2, the proposal would include landscaping,  which would  help to  integrate  the proposal into the 

local landscape.   

Mitigation measures would be implemented as part of the urban design and landscape strategy (refer to  

Section 6.8.4). The visual impacts of the proposal would be reduced over time as new vegetation plantings  

establish and mature.  

Table  6-42  Visual impacts of the proposal from select viewpoints  

 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

   

 

 

   

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

Sensitivity Magnitude Impact 

Viewpoint 1 – Looking west across 58 

Glebe Road towards the proposal 

High sensitivity 

As this is a rural residential property, its 

outlook is highly valued. The attributes of 

rural residential are scenic landscape 

and quiet. The proposal has the potential 

to impact both these qualities and so 

sensitivity to change would be high. 

Moderate magnitude 

The proposal would introduce a road 

formation into the background of the 

view, some 250m from the vantage point. 

As part of this process some vegetation 

would be removed and a new formation 

introduced that would make traffic visible 

from this viewpoint. The magnitude of 

change would be moderate. 

Moderate to High 

Viewpoint 2 – Looking north along the 

proposed alignment from the Pitt Town 

Road / Glebe Street intersection 

Low sensitivity 

Receptors at this point are passing 

traffic. The exposure is short term and 

fleeting. The sensitivity to change would 

be low. 

High magnitude 

The proposal would see Pitt Town Road 

continue straight ahead across the 

valley. This would result in clearing of 

vegetation with the potential to open up 

views. The magnitude of change would 

be high. 

Moderate 
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 Sensitivity  Magnitude  Impact 

  Viewpoint 3 – Looking north-east from 

Bathurst Street across the proposal from 

adjoining 21 Bathurst Street  

  Moderate to low sensitivity 

This viewpoint is located at the lower end 

of a residential property, from its frontage 

  with Bathurst Street. The viewers at this 

  point would be passing motorists or a 

 resident within the grounds of the 

 property, east of the dwelling and work 

areas, closer to the alignment.  

The resident would be sensitive to 

 change, but their use of the grounds is 

passing and the sensitivity of this 

 viewpoint would be moderate.  

 The dwelling to the west of the image 

overlooks a compound rea of stockpiles 

and sheds that separate this portion of 

 the property from the dwelling. The 

 presence of these elements in the 

  foreground has a greater impact on 

outlook than the proposal and so 

 sensitivity from the dwelling would be 

low.  

Moderate magnitude  

 The proposed alignment would run 

 parallel to the power line easement on 

 the opposite side to the viewer. It would 

 introduce a road formation about 20m 

  wide. The magnitude of change would be 

moderate.  

 

 Moderate 

 

  Viewpoint 4 – Looking east from 

 Buckridge Street overlooking the 

 residence at 54 Wellesley Street  

 

 High sensitivity 

 Residential receptors are the primary 

  viewers in this location. They are 

susceptible and sensitive to changes 

associated with the introduction of a 

through road within the agricultural 

 landscape. Sensitivity consequently 

  would be high. 

 High magnitude 

 The proposal would be located in the mid 

   ground of the view and would require the 

  removal of the conifer hedge. This would 

reveal both the new road alignment and 

the traffic using it. The impact and 

 degree to which it is visible would in part 

 be moderated by the formation being 

partially in cut, although the scale of this 

 High 
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 Sensitivity  Magnitude  Impact 

    would be small. Despite this, the 

   magnitude of change would be high. 

  Viewpoint 5 –  Looking east from the 

 termination of Buckridge Street  

 ` 

 High sensitivity 

 Residential receptors are the primary 

  viewers at this location. They have a high 

 sensitivity to change given the proposal 

  would alter views of the existing 

 agricultural landscape – a landscape that 

 is valued by the residents.  

 High magnitude 

  The proposal would be located in the 

mid-ground of the view. The alignment at 

this point would transition to fill from cut 

   and would be about 3m above ground 

  level. The magnitude of change would be 

   high as the proposal would introduce a 

  road alignment into an agricultural 

 landscape and conceal views to the 

creek line.  

 High 

 

  Viewpoint 6 – Looking north-east from 

 Mawson Place / Somerset Street across 

 Brinsley Park. 

 

 Moderate sensitivity  

 Residential receptors are the primary 

  viewers in this location. They have a 

moderate sensitivity to change due to 

 their distance from the proposal and the 

existing roads within the view.   

 

 

Moderate magnitude  

The proposal sees the alignment of 

 Cattai Road moved to the east and linked 

 through to Pitt Town Road. This would 

result in the relocation of through traffic 

within the view, reducing the dominance 

 of the existing roads. Traffic on Cattai 

 Road would be moved as part of the 

  alignment to over 200m from the 

viewpoint and located in the background 

   along the woodland backdrop. The 

  magnitude of change would be 

moderate.  

 Moderate 
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 Sensitivity  Magnitude  Impact 

  Viewpoint 7 –  Looking east along Old 

 Pitt Town Road from near its intersection 

 with Cattai Road and Eldon Street 

 

  Low sensitivity 

 Road users on Old Pitt Town Road and 

  recreational users of Brinsley Oval would 

have short, transient views. These 

  receptors would have a low sensitivity 

  due to their fleeting exposure to the 

proposal.  

Moderate magnitude  

  The proposal would be to the east of 

 Hortons Creek and would require 

  removal of the edge margin of the 

woodland landscape. This landscape 

 type would remain in the background, 

 beyond the footprint of the proposal. The 

proposal would also cross Old Pitt Town 

Road, introducing a new roundabout 

 intersection. These changes would not 

alter the overall character of the area but 

 would result in observable changes in its 

  composition and configuration. The 

  magnitude of change would be 

moderate.  

 Low to moderate  

 

  Viewpoint 8 –  Looking west along Old 

 Pitt Town Road 

 

 High sensitivity 

   The receptors at this point are passing 

 traffic and adjoining residents. Thus the 

 views are both transient and static.  

 For road users the exposure is short-

term, and the sensitivity to change would 

  be low. The residential receptor would 

have a high sensitivity to change.  

 High magnitude 

 The proposal introduces a roundabout in 

the mid-ground that requires clearing of 

 the woodland margin. The vegetation 

 clearing would alter the sense of 

  enclosure and potential screening of the 

corridor. Therefore, the magnitude of 

 change would be high.  

 High 
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 Sensitivity  Magnitude  Impact 

  Viewpoint 9 – Looking east from 

Buckingham Street across Cattai Road  

 

Moderate sensitivity  

   The receptors at this point are passing 

 traffic and adjoining residents. Thus the 

 views are both transient and static.  

 For the road user, the exposure is short-

term, and the sensitivity to change would 

  be low. The residential receptor would 

 have a moderate sensitivity to change as 

the proposal represents limited change 

  from their existing experience with Cattai 

Road.  

Moderate magnitude  

The magnitude of change proposed 

 would be limited with Cattai Road moving 

east and the intersection reconfigured to 

 provide left in and left out turning 

movements.  

  Vegetation clearing south-east of Cattai 

 Road would reduce the sense of 

 enclosure but would not result in an 

 overall change in character. The 

  magnitude of change would be 

moderate.  

 Moderate 

.  

  Viewpoint 10 – Looking north from along 

 the proposed alignment from Pitt Town 

 Road / Glebe Street intersection  

  Low sensitivity 

   The receptor at this point would be road 

  users. Thus, exposure would be short 

term and the sensitivity to change would 

 be low.  

 

 

  High magnitude 

 The proposal would realign Cattai Road 

 and reconfigure the intersection with 

 Buckingham Street. The realignment 

 would result in clearing of much of the 

   woodland vegetation which would open 

  views to the south and towards the Pitt 

 Town residential area. The magnitude of 

  change would be high.  

 Moderate 
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6.8.4  Safeguards and management measures  

 

The safeguards proposed to manage landscape  character and visual impacts are listed in  Table  6-43. The 

safeguards  and management measures are in line with the urban design and landscape objectives and  

principles outlined in Section  2.3.2.  

Table  6-43  Landscape and visual amenity environmental safeguards  

     

 

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

  
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

   

   
 

  
 

   
 

  

 
 

 

  

   

  

  

 

  

  

 

 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

Landscape character 

and visual impact 

An Urban Design Plan will be prepared to 
support the final detailed proposal design. 
The Urban Design and Landscaping Plan 
will present an integrated urban design for 
the proposal, providing practical detail on 
the application of design principles and 
objectives identified in the Urban Design 
and Visual Assessment technical paper and 
concept Urban Design Strategy. 
The Plan will include design treatments for: 

• The location and identification of 
existing vegetation and proposed 
landscaped areas, including species to 
be used (refer to Section 6.1.5) 

• Built elements including retaining walls 
and bridges 

• Pedestrian and cyclist elements 
including footpath location, paving types 
and pedestrian crossings 

• Fixtures such as lighting, fencing and 
signs 

• Details of the staging of landscape 
works taking account of related 
environmental controls such as erosion 
and sediment controls and drainage 

• Procedures for monitoring and 
maintaining landscaped or rehabilitated 
areas. 

The Urban Design Plan will be prepared in 
accordance with relevant guidelines, 
including: 

• Beyond the Pavement: Urban Design 
Policy, Process and Principles (Roads 
and Maritime, 2014) 

• Landscape Guideline (RTA, 2008) 

• Bridge Aesthetics (Roads and Maritime, 
2012) 

• Noise Wall Design Guidelines (RTA, 
2006) 

• Shotcrete Design Guideline (RTA, 
2005). 

Contractor Detailed design 
/ Pre-
construction 

Additional 

safeguard: LV1 

Appendix D 

Construction impact The layout of ancillary facility sites will be 

designed to limit impact. The design will 

would consider: 

• Screening of boundaries facing 

sensitive receivers or views 

• Careful placement of structures and 

buildings to maintain viewpoints or 

Contractor Detailed design Additional 

safeguard: LV2 

Appendix D 
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provide additional screening of site 

activities 

Ancillary facilities will be maintained, kept 

tidy and well-presented including sorting 

regular removal of excess materials to 

reduce visual impact. 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: LV3 

Appendix D 

Ancillary facility sites and temporary 

construction areas will be progressively 

restored to at least their -pre-construction 

conditions when no longer required. 

Contractor Construction Additional 

safeguard: LV4 

Appendix D 

Visual impacts of built 
elements 

All structures, especially Hortons Creek 
bridge, will be designed as simple and 
refined, and structures integrated within the 
landscape and in accordance with the 
Roads and Maritime Bridge Aesthetic 
Design Guidelines 

Roads and 
Maritime 

Detailed design Additional 

safeguard: LV5 

Appendix D 

Visual impacts caused 
by clearing of vegetation 

Screen planting will be incorporated where 
appropriate and space and access is 
available within the road corridor to limit 
visibility of the proposal from adjoining 
residential properties. 

Contractor Detailed design Additional 

safeguard: LV6 

Appendix D 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

    

  

Other safeguards and management measures to address landscape character and visual impacts are 

identified in section 6.1 and 6.5. 
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6.9 Property and land use 

This section describes the existing environment and potential impacts of the proposal on property and land 

use within the proposal area and the Hawkesbury local government area (LGA) during construction and 

operation, and provides proposed safeguards and management measures to avoid and minimise these 

impacts. 

6.9.1  Methodology 
The assessment involved:   

•  Identifying the existing environment   

•  Identifying potentially affected property   

•  Reviewing existing land uses and potential future land uses  

•  Assessing impact on property and land use, considering both existing and future uses   

•  Identifying safeguards and management measures to mitigate potential impacts.  

6.9.2  Existing environment  
The proposal is located in the Suburb of Pitt Town, within the Hawkesbury LGA. The local area is 

characterised by a rural landscape with farmland and isolated areas of suburban development. Other 

significant land uses within the broader region include the Pitt Town Nature Reserve, around 500m to the 

west, and Scheyville National Park, around 1.2km to the east. 

The proposal site is located to the east of the town of Pitt Town and traverses an area comprising cleared 

paddocks dominated by grasses with some scattered trees. 

Locally adjoining land uses to the north, south and east are primarily rural. Land uses to the west include 

recreational (Brinsley Park), educational (Pitt Town Public School) and residential (suburban development). 

Land uses within the local area are generally consistent with the zoning outlined in the Hawkesbury Local 

Environmental Plan (LEP) 2012. Local land use zoning is shown in Figure 6-37. 
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Figure 6-37 Local land use zoning 
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  6.9.3 Potential impacts 

 Construction 

The proposal requires both temporary and permanent acquisition of land currently used for rural, 

residential, recreational or commercial purposes. The proposal would impact  a total of  15 lots,  with 13  

temporary partial  acquisitions  and two  full property permanent  acquisitions. Of these  lots:  

•  Two are  owned by Council  

•  Two are owned by Roads and Maritime  

•  11  are privately owned  

•  15  are zoned as RU4 (Primary Production Lots).  

All acquisitions would be carried out  consistent with the principles in the  Land Acquisition (Just Terms 

Compensation) Act 1991  and the Land Acquisition Information Guide  (Roads and Maritime, 2012).  

Potential land use and property impacts associated with construction of the proposal  would include:  

•  Temporary occupation of land, to allow for construction of the  proposal  

•  Use of land for ancillary facilities such as compounds and stockpile sites  

•  Temporary changes and/or temporary disruption to property access due to traffic diversions during 

construction.  

The proposal has been designed to minimise impacts on property and land use where possible. The  

occupation and use of land for construction purposes would have the following impacts:  

•  Restrict the  development potential and uses of that land for the duration of construction. Three  

properties that have been acquired  by Roads and Maritime will be temporarily required for ancillary 

facilities during construction of the proposal, shown on  Figure 3-6   

•  Have potential indirect impacts on social and economic values. Section 6.10  provides an  

assessment of social and economic  impacts related to construction of the proposal.  

•  Result in temporary access impacts  on neighbouring properties. These impacts would be discussed 

with affected property owners, and appropriate alternative access arrangements would be made  

available to  them.  

Figure 3-6  shows the properties that would be directly impacted.    

Operation  

Operation of the proposal would have the following potential impacts on property and land use:  

•  Changes to property access  

•  Creation of residual lots  

•  Changing amenity for nearby receivers.  

These impacts are discussed below.  

Access 

A section of the existing Cattai Road between Eldon Street and  Buckingham Street would be closed to local 

traffic.  Maintenance and property access to the lots along this section of Cattai Road would be via a 

dedicated access road off Buckingham Street.   

The proposal would maintain existing east–west movements across the  proposal corridor through the 

provision of northern and southern roundabouts, except  at  the Buckingham Street / Cattai Road 

intersection, which  would be modified to  allow left- and right-hand turns to, left in –  left out only. This  

change would maintain road safety without compromising on design speed. Drivers  wishing to travel from 
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Buckingham Street to Cattai Road southbound or from Cattai Road southbound to Buckingham Street 

would be required to use the new Eldon Street / Cattai Road roundabout. Given the low number of vehicles 

anticipated to make this movement and the minor nature of the detour, this change would have a minimal 

impact on local access. 

Residual lots 

Residual lots are the fragments of a property left over when part of the property is acquired or occupied by 

development. They include whole parcels of land required during construction but not required during 

operation, and lots that have been partially acquired or split by the construction or operation of the 

proposal. Land use viability would be maintained for most directly impacted properties. As shown in Figure 

3-6, the portion of temporarily acquired land is quite small in relation to the overall lot size. However, for 

some properties, the size of the remaining portion of land would make the continued use or future 

development infeasible. In these cases the property would be acquired by Roads and Maritime. Roads and 

Maritime is consulting with relevant landowners about the acquisition process. 

Amenity 

The operational proposal would result in a change in land use from rural to road infrastructure, which would 
change amenity for nearby receivers. The change in amenity has the potential to influence future 
development near the proposal. The impact of these changes in amenity is assessed in the relevant 
sections of this REF, including sections 6.2, 6.8, and 6.11. 

6.9.4  Safeguards and management measures  
Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage impacts on property and 

land use are provided in  Table  6-44.  

Table  6-44  Safeguards and management measures relating to property  and land use  

     

   

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

   

 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

Property acquisition All property acquisition will be carried out 

in accordance with the Land Acquisition 

Information Guide (Roads and Maritime, 

2012) and the Land Acquisition (Just 

Terms Compensation) Act 1991. 

Roads and Maritime Pre-

construction / 

Construction 

Core standard 

safeguard PL1 

Lands disturbed during 

construction 

Land used for construction activities would 

be rehabilitated to the same or better 

condition at the end of the construction 

period. 

Roads and Maritime Construction Additional 

safeguard PL2 

Residual land Roads and Maritime will consult with 

nearby owners/Council for future land use 

opportunities for residual land. 

Roads and Maritime Operation Additional 

safeguard PL3 

Other safeguards and management measures that would address property and land use impacts are 

identified in Section 6.10. 
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6.10 Socio-economic 

This section describes the existing environment and potential social and economic impacts of the proposal 

and provides proposed safeguards and management measures to avoid and minimise these impacts. 

6.10.1   Methodology  

The social and economic impact assessment considered  the direct, indirect and cumulative, social and 

economic impacts of the proposal on the following groups and communities:  

•  Residents (directly affected and local)  

•  Nearby businesses  

•  Users of public services and facilities such as open space and recreation  areas  

•  Road users.  

A socio-economic impact assessment was carried out in accordance with Environmental Impact  

Assessment Practice Note: Socio-economic Assessment  (Roads and Maritime, 2013d).  The assessment is 

based on quantitative data, such as population statistics, and qualitative data, such as location and types of 

social  infrastructure. The assessment methodology involved:  

•  Defining the study area  

•  Developing a socio-economic profile of the study area  

•  Identifying groups or communities that may be affected by the proposal  including directly affected 

property owners, the general community, local business and road users  

•  Assessing the proposal’s potential impacts with regard to property, business, community facilities,  
open space, public domain, community values,  and  access and connectivity  

•  Identifying measures to mitigate or manage the potential social and economic impacts of the 

proposal.  

The study area for the socio-economic impact assessment includes the Pitt Town –  McGraths-Hill 

Statistical Area.  

6.10.2  Existing environment  

The proposal is located within the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Pitt Town – McGraths Hill Statistical 
Area (Level 2) which encompasses the suburbs of Pitt Town, Pitt Town Bottoms, Marayla, McGraths Hill, 
Mulgrave, Oakville, Scheyville and Vineyard (refer to Figure 6-38). The assessment also considered the 
broader Hawkesbury LGA. 

The baseline profile of the existing environment for the social and economic study area was informed by 
the most recent release of the Australian Census of Housing and Population (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, 2016). In some circumstances, the baseline profile was compared with data for the broader NSW 
State Statistical Area. 

The key demographic characteristics of the Pitt Town – McGraths-Hill Statistical Area and Hawkesbury 
LGA are summarised in Table 6-45 and discussed in further detail below. 
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Table  6-45  Key demographic characteristics for the Pitt  Town –  McGraths Hill Statistical  Area (2016)  

 

Characteristics    Pitt Town –  McGraths Hill Hawkesbury LGA  

 Population 

Total population   10,779  66,136 

Median age   36.6  37.2 

14 years and below   22%  20% 

65 years and above   13%  14% 

 Families and housing 

Average household size   2.6  2.8 

Couple families with children   45%  49% 

 Couple families without children   31%  33% 

 One parent families  12%  17% 

Income and employment  

Median household income per week   $1,054  $954 

Unemployment   3.5%  4.6% 

Travel behaviour*  

Travel to work by car (as driver or 
 passenger) 

 70%  71% 

  Travel to work by public transport  2%  2% 

  *The data is from 2011 ABS Census as the 2016 ABS Census data was unavailable for this category. 
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Figure 6-38 – Hawkesbury LGA 
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Population and demography  

In 2016, the Pitt Town –  McGraths  Hill area had  a population of 10,779, representing around 16 per cent of 

the total population of the Hawkesbury LGA (66,136). Between 2011 and 2016,  the population grew by 

around 14 per cent.  

Pitt Town is identified in the Hawkesbury Residential Land Strategy (Hassell, 2011) as an area with longer 
term development potential. This strategy suggests that the Hawkesbury LGA will experience ongoing 
population growth, requiring an additional 5000 to  6000 dwellings to accommodate new residents by 2031 
(Hassell, 2011). Under this strategy, 800 to 2700 dwellings will be constructed in small villages, such as Pitt 
Town. A residential subdivision is  currently being  built  north of the town, which fits with  this strategy.  

Families and housing  

The Pitt Town –  McGraths Hill area  has a relatively low level of cultural diversity. In 2016,  only 12.4 per  

cent of residents  were born overseas. This is consistent with the  Hawkesbury LGA with 12.3  per cent of 

residents born overseas, but low compared to the NSW population at 27.6  per  cent.  

In 2016,  family households (82 per cent) were  the most common household,  with the majority being couple 

families with children under 15  years of age  (42  per cent).  

Home ownership was high: 44 per cent  of residents own  their home  with a mortgage, while  33 per cent  own 
their home  outright. Over 90 per cent  of dwellings  are detached houses.  

Socio-Economic Index  for Advantage  

The socio-economic status of the study area was  estimated based on the Socio-Economic Index for 

Advantage (SEIFA)  data published by the ABS. The index of relative socio-economic advantage and 

disadvantage (IRSAD) was  used for the assessment. The IRSAD summarises information about the social 

and economic conditions of people and households within an  area. A low score on the index indicates a 

relatively greater disadvantage. A high score indicates a relative advantage.   

The study area has a relatively high SEIFA ranking –  it is  in the 76th percentile of the  State –  meaning that 
the area has relative advantageous socio-economic conditions.  

Labour force and household  income  

In 2016, the rate of labour force participation was  70 per cent, while the unemployment rate was 3.5 per 

cent. These results are  both better than the NSW average of 59.7 per cent participation and 5.9 per cent 

unemployment.  

In 2016, the area’s median weekly household income was $1054, which was higher  than the NSW average 
of $891.  

Travel behaviour  

In  2016, vehicles  were  the preferred means of transport for residents in both Pitt Town and the Hawkesbury 
LGA, with  70 per cent of the population using private transport to travel to work either as a driver or 
passenger (ABS, 2016).  

Social  infrastructure   

The following  social  infrastructure  is  located  near  the proposal:  

•  A sports oval in Brinsley Park, on the southern side of the Eldon Street and Old Pitt Town Road 

intersection  

•  Brinsley Park on the Corner of Eldon and Somerset Street  

•  Pitt Town, town centre along Bathurst Street  
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• Pitt Town Preschool on Cattai Road 

• Pitt Town Public School on Buckingham Street. 

 Local business 

According to ABS 2016, Pitt Town-McGrath Statistical Area  contains 1,477  businesses, the majority of 

which are small businesses (86 per cent) with less  than four employees, are home-based or fixed to land  

and unlikely to be affected by bypassing the town centre. The largest number of businesses (29 per cent) 

are in the construction industry. The majority of other types of businesses  in the area include rental hiring 

and real estate, transport, postal and warehousing, wholesale trade, agriculture, forestry and fishing, 

support services and retail. The number of businesses in Pitt Town has grown by about 10 per cent from 

2013 to 2017.  

Pitt Town contains  a small commercial centre along the existing route through  the town centre, at the 

corner of Bathurst St and Chatham St. The businesses located here (shown in Figure 6-39) are most likely 

to be impacted by the proposal  and  include:  

•  One petrol station  

•  One mechanic  

•  One butcher  

•  Four restaurants  

•  One retail shop  

•  Two beauty salons  

•  One pharmacy  

•  One medical practice  

•  One dental clinic  

•  Two real estate agencies  

•  One motel  

•  One supermarket and bottle shop.  
 

 Community value 

Community values are those socioeconomic aspects that people deem important to their quality of life and 

wellbeing including local character, identity, community cohesion, safety, environmental values, sense of 

place and heritage. 

The issues raised during the community consultation carried out by Roads and Maritime in 2016, indicate 

that the Pitt Town community values improving safety, conservation of the environment, maintaining local 

amenity and a sense of place, and improving livability and access. 
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Figure 6-39 Social infrastructure and local businesses within the proposal area 
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  6.10.3 Potential impacts 

Construction  

During construction, the  proposal would have the following potential social and economic impacts:  

•  Impacts  on amenity  

•  Impacts  relating to property acquisition  

•  Impacts on population and demography  

•  Impacts on  access and  connectivity  

•  Changes to businesses and employment.  

These impacts are discussed below.  

Amenity  

Amenity contributes to a community’s identity and sense of place. Amenity impacts during construction 

would include factors that affect the ability of a resident, visitor or business owner to enjoy their home, 

business and/or daily activities. These impacts may affect people  in their  homes, as well as their  use of 

shopping centres, cultural, educational, sporting  and other recreational facilities.  

Amenity impacts from the introduction of construction sites and construction activities into the area would  

be generally due to:  

•  Noise and vibration, including road noise from  construction vehicles and the construction workers  

•  Dust and air emissions associated with surface disturbances  and/or the handling,  transport and 

disposal of soil, as well as emissions  from construction vehicles  

•  Changes in  visual amenity due to the introduction of construction compounds or activities.  

The proposal would also have  a direct visual impact on the  sports oval in Brinsley Park, on the southern 

side of the Eldon Street and Old Pitt Town Road intersection.  These impacts are discussed in detail in 

Section  6.2.3, Section 6.8.3  and 6.12.3.  

The potential impacts  on  amenity during construction would be temporary and would be managed through  

the safeguards outlined in Section  6.10.4.   

Property acquisition   

The proposal requires both temporary and permanent acquisition of land currently used for rural, 

residential, recreational or commercial purposes.  The proposal would impact  a total of  15 lots,  with 13  

temporary partial  acquisitions  and two  full property permanent  acquisitions, of these two, one is privately 

owned, and one is owned by Roads and Maritime (refer to Table  3-12).  Properties  completely  affected by 

the proposal  have been  acquired by Roads and Maritime  and residents  required to relocate. Property 

acquisition has been undertaken in accordance with the provisions of the (NSW)  Property  Acquisition (Just  

Terms Compensation)  Act 1991.   

The two properties requiring permanent acquisition are rural residential, both of which have residences on 

them. Roads and Maritime has  completed  consultation with directly affected property owners. Where  

possible, properties affected by the proposal  have been  purchased under voluntary agreements  which has  

helped  to provide affected property owners with certainty about decisions,  provide financial security  and 

help  landowners to relocate.   

The properties affected by temporary acquisitions are also rural residential and have residences on them. 

All temporary acquisitions  would be returned to the  same or an improved state after construction, the 

details of which would be refined at detailed design.  Further details of impact  related to land use change 

are provided in Section 6.9.3.   
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Access and  connectivity  

Construction activities  would  require temporary changes such as road/lane closures, diversions and a 

reduction in speed limits  to maintain public safety. These  changes  have potential to  create  barriers to 

movement and access,  and cause delays and inconvenience, which would in turn temporarily affect the 

sense of community and participation.  Access and connectivity  impacts  would however be minimised as 

the vast majority of the works will be undertaken offline from the current road network.  Vehicular, 

pedestrian and cyclist access would be maintained during construction  with the exception of property  

access  along Cattai Road between Eldon Street and Buckingham Street. Alternate access to these 

properties would be provided from  Buckingham Street.   

The proposal would also involve  permanent access changes to residential properties. These  impacts  would 

be discussed with affected property owners, and appropriate alternative access  arrangements made  

available to  them.  The permanent access changes include:  

•  Closure of Cattai Road between Buckingham Street and Eldon Street. Property access along the 

section of road would be maintained via an access road from Buckingham Street  

•  Closure of property access to 54 Wellesley Street. An alternate driveway from Glebe  Road would be 

provided   

•  Provision of a new connection to Bathurst Street.  

Access to Lagoon Road  would be maintained, as would property access on the eastern side of Cattai 

Road, to the  north of Old Pitt Town Road.   

Measures to manage and mitigate the impact  on property access are discussed in Section 6.9.4.  

Population and demography  

During construction, the workforce would generally be sourced from across the Greater Sydney region and  

would not change population and demography in the study area.   

Potential impacts on population and demography relating to property acquisition for the proposal  are  

expected  to be minimal  given the majority of acquisition of residential properties for the proposal  is  

temporary and  partial and would not require residents of these properties  to relocate. The two  full 

acquisition properties would be returned  to their previous state at the end of construction and sold  back for 

future development or potential re-occupation.  

Economy  and local business   

Construction of the proposal is  expected to take around 18 months. Over the construction period, the 

demand for  workers may result in local employment opportunities. Construction activities would  also  

generate demand for goods and services, potentially creating opportunities for local businesses.  

Due to the temporary nature of the construction work, the likely small proportion of non-resident  workers  

required for  the proposal, and  the proximity to the Greater Sydney  region, it is expected the proposal would 

result in a negligible, temporary increase in the non-resident population during the construction period. The 

proposal is therefore not expected to result in any noticeable demographic or housing changes  associated  

with  an influx of workers during the construction period.  

The construction would  not impact on any access or parking in around the town centre including the 

commercial centre.  

Operation  

During operation,  the proposal would have the following potential social  and economic impacts:  

•  Impacts  on amenity  

•  Impacts on  access  and  connectivity   
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•  Impacts on population and demography  

•  Impacts to local businesses and employment  

•  Impacts on community values.  

Amenity  

Operation of the proposal may lead to:  

•  Changes in  noise and vibration due to  changes to traffic flows  

•  Changes to air quality  

•  Changes to visual amenity.  

Noise and vibration, visual amenity  and air quality  impacts  are  assessed in sections 6.2, 6.8  and 6.11. 

These impacts  would be managed through the safeguards outlined  in  the respective sections.  

The operation of the proposal is expected to have a  positive impact on amenity in the town as it  would 

result in a reduced number of light and heavy veh icles passing through the town centre which would reduce 

noise, and improve air quality and visual amenity.  

Access and connectivity 

The proposal would involve the extension of Pitt Town Road, resulting in traffic bypassing Pitt Town town 

centre. Operation of the proposal would result in a reduced number of light and heavy vehicles passing 

through Pitt Town which would improve road safety for vehicles and pedestrians along Bathurst, Chatham 

and Eldon streets. The proposal would also have a neutral impact on access and connectivity by 

maintaining east–west movements across the proposed bypass. Further details of the operational traffic 

impact are provided in Section6.11. 

Population and demography 

The proposal is not expected to have a direct negative impact on population or demographic 

characteristics. In the long term, the proposal could result in some demographic change, due to the 

removal of traffic through Pitt Town making it a more desirable place to live. 

Local business and employment 

Vehicles travelling through Pitt Town currently pass through the town centre along Bathurst St, Chatham St 

and Eldon St. Once the proposal is operating, vehicles would bypass these roads, resulting in fewer light 

and heavy vehicles passing through Pitt Town (refer to Section 6.11). 

Small towns, like Pitt Town, are at risk of short-term economic decline when bypassed, especially when the 

towns depend on through-traffic related trade. However, as Pitt Town is not remote from regional centres, it 

is unlikely to be reliant on passing trade alone. 

There is a commercial centre with a number of businesses located at the intersection of Bathurst Street and 

Chatham Street that have the potential to be impacted as traffic would be bypassed from this centre which 

may reduce patronage. The businesses in Pitt Town are however only partially dependent on passing trade 

as they have a local market. While there may be a drop in passing trade, the proximity of the proposal to 

the town centre and parts of the township still visible from the bypass link reduces the potential impacts 

caused by this. Provision of appropriate signage to direct travellers on the bypass to the local shops could 

help to lessen the potential impact. 

The reduction of heavy vehicles through the town centre would offer increased pedestrian and vehicle 

safety and improved local access and amenity around these businesses on Bathurst St, Chatham St and 

Eldon St. This in turn may allow local businesses such as cafes and restaurants to improve their frontage 

and offer outdoor seating which is currently deterred by noise and emissions from passing heavy vehicles. 

Safer, more attractive streets could attract more customers and increase the length of time they typically 
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want to stay at the commercial centre. This in turn could increase the number of businesses they visit 

during their stay. 

For the above-mentioned reasons, it is anticipated that the proposal would have minimal impacts on the 

businesses in the short term and positive impacts in the long term due to the improved street scape. 

Consultation with business owners located within the commercial centre is currently being carried out and 

outcomes of this will be included in the submissions report. 

Bypasses generally have a minor positive to neutral impact on employment; a positive impact can occur 

when access to regional employment centres is improved. As the proposal would not result in significant 

changes to accessibility, it is anticipated that it would have a neutral impact on employment. 

Community values 

An improvement in the character and liveability of Pitt Town is anticipated to occur with the removal of 

traffic from the town centre. The proposal would improve community cohesion as it would improve 

connectivity within Pitt Town, while maintaining east–west movements across the proposed bypass. The 

improved road safety and amenity along key streets within Pitt Town would provide opportunities to 

improve the streetscapes, which would enhance the town centre as a social space, and positively influence 

the community’s sense of pride and its sense of belonging. 

While the bypass will impact the surrounding landscape character of the proposal, these impacts will be 

reduced over time as landscaping and plantings mature. Overall, the effect on local identity and character 

from the Pitt Town bypass would be beneficial. 

6.10.4  Safeguards and management measures  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage social and economic 

impacts are provided in Table 6-46. 

Table 6-46 Safeguards and management measures relating to socio-economic impacts 

     

   

 

  

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

 
 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

Community impacts Roads and Maritime will carry out regular and Additional Roads and Pre-construction / 
safeguard: SE1 

Maritime Construction ongoing engagement with the community in 

accordance with a project stakeholder 

consultation plan. The plan will include 

information on who will be consulted, the 

means of consultation and a complaints 

management procedure. 

Local residents, potentially affected 

businesses, schools and road users (including 

emergency service providers) would be notified 

before work starts and would be kept regularly 

informed of construction activities, timing and 

progress during the construction process. 

Changes to road 

access and/or 

A Communication Plan (CP) will be prepared 

and implemented as part of the CEMP to 

conditions during provide timely and accurate information to the 

work community during construction. The CP will 

include (as a minimum): mechanisms to 

provide detail and timing of the proposed 

activities to affected residents, including 

changed traffic and access conditions. 

Additional Contractor Pre-construction / 
safeguard: SE2 

Construction 
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Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

The CP will be prepared in accordance with 

Roads and Maritime’s Community Involvement 

and Communications Resource Manual. 

Impacts to local 

businesses 

Roads and Maritime will carry out ongoing 

consultation with local business owners, 

Hawkesbury City Council and Hawkesbury 

Chamber of Commerce to manage potential 

impacts associated with bypassing traffic from 

the town centre. 

Roads and 

Maritime 

Pre-construction / 

Construction 

Additional 
safeguard: SE3 

Appropriate signage to direct travellers on the 

bypass to the commercial centre in Pitt Town 

will be developed at detailed design. 

Roads and 

Maritime 

Detailed design Additional 
safeguard: SE4 

 

 

 

  

 

  

Other safeguards and management measures to address socio-economic impacts are identified in sections 

6.8, 6.9 and6.11. 
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6.11  Traffic  and access  

This section describes the current transport network, traffic and access arrangements in the study area and 

potential impact on traffic and access from the proposal. It also provides proposed safeguards and 

management measures to avoid and minimise these impacts. The assessment draws on information in the 

traffic and transport technical paper prepared for this REF (refer to Appendix J). 

6.11.1  Methodology  

Arcadis carried out a traffic and access assessment of the impacts of the  proposal during construction and  

operation, and identified mitigation measures to reduce these impacts. The assessment involved:  

•  Analysing traffic data surveys –  Traffic surveys were conducted in February 2017 by Roads and  

Maritime. Data was  collected  from  midblock traffic counts, origin-destination surveys, and origin-

destination travel time surveys. Additional traffic surveys were conducted in February 2018, 

including intersection turning volume counts, midblock counts and supplementary travel time 

surveys  

•  Developing a base case model  –  The existing base case SIDRA Network models were developed 

for 2018 traffic conditions using the February 2018 traffic survey data  

•  Assessing existing network performance  –  The  existing (2018)  level of service at key intersections 

within the study area was assessed for both morning (8-9:00  AM) and afternoon (3-4:00 PM) peak 

traffic conditions  

•  Developing a future base case model  –  For the purpose of traffic modelling, the peak hour traffic 

growth between 2018 and 2041 was assumed to be 2.5 per cent per annum. Forecast traffic 

volumes on key roads  were prepared for three forecast years:  2021 (opening year), 2031 (10 years  

after opening) and 2041 (20 years after opening). The future background traffic was estimated using 

Roads and Maritime’s Sydney Traffic Forecasting Model  

•  Assessing future traffic  performance with the proposed bypass –  Forecast traffic volumes on the 

proposed bypass and impact on  the road network were assessed. Travel time savings attributable 

to the proposed bypass were estimated. Future traffic performance of upgraded intersections with 

the bypass were assessed using SIDRA Network for 2021 (opening year), 2031 (10 years after 

opening) and 2041 (20 years after opening) for morning (AM) and afternoon (PM) peak periods  

•  Identifying mitigation measures to reduce potential impacts  on traffic and access.  

6.11.2 Existing environment 

 Road network 

Throughout the study area, the road network connects Cattai Road and Pitt Town Road via Eldon Street, 

Chatham Street and Bathurst Street. The road network is currently one lane in each direction with a posted 

speed limit of 60 kilometers per hour (km/h). It has large volumes of through traffic, including a high 

proportion of heavy vehicles. The intersection between Bathurst Street and Chatham Road has high turning 

volumes during the morning and afternoon peak hours. 

Figure 6-40 shows key roads and intersections, as well as the location of the proposed bypass in the 

context of traffic and transport study area. 
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Route and  travel speed   

Cattai Road and Pitt Town Road are currently connected by Eldon Street, Chatham Street and Bathurst 

Street, all  of which are  two lane roads (one lane in each direction).  

The posted speed limit along all roads forming the connection between  Cattai Road and Pitt Town Road is 

60km/h  per hour. The speed limit on adjoining roads through the Pitt Town residential area is generally 

50km/h, with the exception of Old Pitt Town Road and Glebe Road, with  a  posted speed of 70km/h.  

Road network performance  

The analysis of the 2016 traffic survey data identified the following daily traffic volumes:  

•  Cattai Road carries about 4400 vehicles per day  

•  On Eldon Street west of Liverpool Street, about 5400 vehicles per day are recorded  

•  Traffic volumes increase to 9600 to 9700 vehicles per day on Bathurst Street (east of Chatham 

Road), and Pitt Town Road (south of Glebe Road)  

•  The significant traffic variations between Bathurst Street (east of Chatham Road) and Eldon Street 

comprise  local traffic generated to  and from Pitt Town  

•  During the AM peak period, the major traffic flow is southbound towards Pitt Town Road. This is 

mirrored in the PM peak with a similar volume of traffic heading northbound through Pitt Town   

•  Weekend traffic volumes are significantly lower than weekday traffic volumes.  

Pitt Town Road, Bathurst Street, Eldon Street and Cattai Road are designated B-double routes and are 

allowed for use by vehicles with a maximum vertical height clearance of 4.6m. About 640 to 950 heavy 

vehicles per day are  recorded on Pitt Town Road, Bathurst Street, Eldon Street and Cattai Road, 

accounting for about  10 to 17 per cent of total traffic.  

Traffic on Pitt Town Road, Bathurst Street, Eldon Street and Cattai Road through Pitt Town is a mixture of 

through (passing) traffic and local traffic. The proportion of through traffic on Pitt Town Road and Cattai 

Road was found to be about 31 per cent in the northbound direction and about 61 per cent in the 

southbound direction.  
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Figure 6-40 Traffic and transport study area 
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Modes of travel  

 

Bureau of Transport data were utilised to analyse modes of travel, including commuter travel data from the  

2011 Census (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011). In 2011:  

•  845 employees travelled from the proposal area to work. Of these 77 per cent travelled by private 

car, three per cent used public transport and two per cent walked  

•  287 employees travelled to the  Pitt  Town  area for work. Of these 63 per cent travelled by private 

car, one per cent used public transport and five per cent walked.  

Analysis of the distribution  of  work trips to and from the area identified the following trends:  

•  Outbound work trip distribution indicates:  

•  39 per cent  of outbound trips were to Hawkesbury LGA   

•  15 per cent  were to The Hills Shire LGA  

•  8 per cent were towards Blacktown  

•  17 per cent  were to various suburbs further southeast.  

•  Inbound work trip distribution indicates:  

•  69 per cent  of inbound  trips were from Hawkesbury LGA  

•  11 per cent  were from The Hills Shire LGA  

•  Six per cent were from both Blacktown and Penrith  

•  The remaining trips were from various suburbs further southeast.  

Level of service  

The performance of individual intersections is assessed by assigning a level of service based on the length 

of time a vehicle must wait at the intersection. The different levels of service, ranging from A to F, are 

summarised in  Table  6-47.  

Table  6-47  Level of service criteria for intersections  
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Level of service Average delay per 

vehicle (seconds per 

vehicle) 

Traffic signals, roundabout Give way & stop signs 

A <14 Good operation Good operation 

B 15 to 28 Good with acceptable delays & spare 

capacity 

Acceptable delays & spare capacity 

C 29 to 42 Satisfactory Satisfactory, but accident study 

required 

D 43 to 56 Operating near capacity Near capacity & accident study 

required 

E 57 to 70 At capacity; at signals, incidents will 

cause excessive delays. 

Roundabouts require other control 

mode 

At capacity, requires other control 

mode 

F >70 Unsatisfactory with excessive 

queuing 

Unsatisfactory with excessive 

queuing 



 

  

 
The performance of key intersections in the existing road network is summarized in Table  6-48. At present  

the key intersections are running at a level of service between A to B.  

Table  6-48  Level of service of key intersections  

 

     

  

     

 

 

     

 

  

     

 

 

     

       

 

 

     

  

 

     

ID Intersection Control Existing 2018 

AM Peak PM Peak 

Delay (sec) LoS Delay (sec) LoS 

I-1 Cattai Road / Buckingham 

Street 

Priority 8.4 A 8.2 A 

I-2 Cattai Road / Eldon Street / 

Old Pitt Town Road 

Priority 10.8 A 9.5 A 

I-3 Eldon Street / Liverpool Street 

/ Wellesley Street 

Priority 8.6 A 8.8 A 

I-4 Eldon Street / Chatham Street Priority 9.6 A 8.8 A 

I-5 Chatham Street / Bathurst 

Street 

Priority 16.7 B 10.9 A 

I-6 Bathurst Street / Pitt Town 

Road / Glebe Road 

Priority 19.7 B 15.2 B 

Existing road safety  

There were 15 crashes recorded between January 2011 and December 2017  in Pitt Town, along Cattai 

Road, Eldon Street, Chatham Street, Bathurst Street, Pitt Town Road and adjoining local roads. Of these  

accidents:  

•  No fatal crashes were reported  

•  50 per  cent of crashes involved injury  

•  44 per  cent were non-casualty  crashes  

•  Five crashes occurred at intersections  

•  10 crashes occurred on undivided road sections.  

•  Six crashes occurred on Bathurst Street, two at intersections and four at non-intersections.  

 
Analysis of all  recorded crashes (casualty and non-casualty crashes), identified the following roads as poor 

performing with more than 40  crashes per 100million  vehicle km  travelled:  

•  Cattai Road and Eldon Street between Chatham Street and Old Pitt  Town Road  

•  Chatham Road between Eldon Street and Bathurst Street  

•  Bathurst  Street between Chatham Street and Pitt Town Road.  

 
It is likely that safety would deteriorate along the  Pitt Town network and associated intersections in their 

current configuration for all road users as traffic levels and congestion increase, which is of  ongoing and 

substantial concern to Roads and Maritime and the local community.  
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 Public transport 

    

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

   

   

  

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

  

The study area is serviced by one bus route, route 663, operated by Busways. Buses on route 663 travel 

along the Windsor to Pitt Town loop along Pitt Town Road, Bathurst Street and Glebe Road at hourly 

intervals during peak periods. 

The study area has no direct rail service. The nearest railway stations are Windsor station and Mulgrave 

station, about seven km and six km from the proposal site, respectively. 

 Pedestrian and cycling facilities 

There are dedicated footpaths along the section of Bathurst Street north of Chatham Street, and along 

Chatham Street. Other roads in the Pitt Town study area provide poor pedestrian amenities, presenting a 

road safety hazard. The high numbers of heavy vehicles that travel through the town centre increase the 

risks to pedestrian safety. 

Limited cycling facilities are available within the study area, with the exception of an on-road cycleway 

provided on Chatham Street and Eldon Street. 

Evacuation routes 

The Hawkesbury Nepean Flood Plan (SES, 2015) identifies Pitt Town Road as a designated regional 

evacuation route. 

The entry point for the regional evacuation route is located at the intersection of the Bathurst Street and 

Buckingham Street, Pitt Town. Then the evacuation route continues along Bathurst Street, Bottles lane, 

Redfern Place, Mitchell Road and then Pitt Town Dural Road towards Dural. 

6.11.3 Potential impacts 

Construction 

As noted in Section3.3.4, the proposal construction is anticipated to start in 2020 be completed by 2022. 

During this period, traffic impacts would occur as a result of the movement of construction vehicles along 

access roads and the reduced speed limit around construction sites. General use of Pitt Town, Bathurst 

Street, Eldon Street and Cattai Road, and adjoined roads and access to existing properties along the road 

would be maintained throughout the construction phase. 

Construction traffic movement 

About 82 two-way truck movements would be needed during the construction period. The majority of truck 

movements (64) would occur in the first construction stage (refer to Table 3-6). According to recent traffic 

data, Pitt Town road network carries between 640 and 950 heavy vehicle movements on an average 

weekday. While the construction truck movements associated with the proposal may have locally 

concentrated impacts at construction accesses, the overall effect to the road network is predicted to be 

insignificant. 

Level of service at intersections 

A level of service analysis was carried out using a worst-case scenario during Stage 1 of construction at the 

intersections of Cattai Road/Buckingham Street and Bathurst Street/Pitt Town Road/Glebe Road. Based on 

the results of the analysis, delays between two to six seconds are predicted at morning and evening peak 

hours however the intersections would operate at a similar level of service during construction compared to 

existing. As such, the proposal is predicted to have a negligible impact on the level of service of existing 

intersections. 
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Impacts on evacuation routes 

The proposal would tie into Buckingham Street and Bathurst Street which are entry point roads for the 

regional evacuation route. Emergency services would be notified of traffic condition changes along Pitt 

Town Road evacuation route roads at least one week before these changes take place. 

Construction truck movements are not expected to impact the road network of the level of service of 

intersections along the regional evacuation route. 

 Operation 

Impacts on the road network 

The proposed Pitt Town bypass would provide motorists with faster trips between the Cattai Road / 

Buckingham Street and Pitt Town Road / Bathurst Street / Glebe Road intersections, with a posted speed 

limit of 70km/h. A substantial proportion of through traffic would be diverted onto the new bypass, allowing 

the existing Pitt Town network through Eldon Street, Chatham Street and Bathurst Street to mainly cater for 

local traffic.  The bypass would thus improve the  safety and efficiency of the road network.  

The impacts on the road network were analysed at key locations for 2021  (opening year), 2031 (10 years  

after opening) and 2041 (20 years after opening)  under both ‘do-nothing’  and ‘with bypass’  conditions. A 

summary of these results is presented in  Table  6-49.  

Table  6-49  Forecasted daily traffic volumes on key  locations in 2021  

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

   

 

   

 

  

 

         

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

         

 

         

 

         

 

Road / 

location 

Forecast average weekday 

traffic (all vehicles) in 2021 

Forecast average weekday 

traffic (all vehicles) in 2031 

Forecast average weekday 

traffic (all vehicles) in 2041 

Do 

nothing 

With 

bypass 

% 

change 

Do 

nothing 

With 

bypass 

% 

change 

Do 

nothing 

With 

bypass 

% 

change 

Cattai Road, 

north of 

Buckingham 

Street 

4800 4800 0% 5900 5,900 0% 7000 7000 0% 

Eldon Street, 

between 

Liverpool Street 

and Chatham 

Street 

5800 2200 -62%  7200 2800 -61%  8600 3400 -60% 

Bathurst Street, 

between 

Chatham Street 

and Lagoon 

Road 

10,300 6700 -35%  12,700 8300 -35%  15,100 9900 -34% 

Pitt Town 

Road, south of 

Glebe Road 

10,400 10,400 0% 12,900 12,900 0% 15,300 15,300 0% 

Pitt Town 

Bypass 

- 3600 - - 4400 - - 5200 -

As shown in Table 6-49 the bypass would significantly reduce through traffic, particularly on Eldon Street 

and Bathurst Street. It would also result in savings in travel time and distance, as follows: 

186  
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•  In the opening year motorists would travel 0.6km  less at a higher speed limit of 70km/h (compared to 
60km/h on the existing route)  

•  Travel times would decrease by between 0.9 and 1 minute in the AM peak, and between 0.8 and 0.9 
minute in the PM peak  

•  In the opening year  and during the AM and PM peak, motorists on the existing road network would 
travel at speeds between 43 to 46km/h. On the  bypass motorists would travel between 52 to 57km/h, 
about 17 to 23 per cent faster than using the existing road network.   

 

Level of service at intersections  

The proposal would include construction work on  the following intersections with  the bypass:  

•  Upgraded intersection –  Cattai Road / Buckingham Street / bypass   

•  New northern roundabout –  Eldon Street / Old Pitt Town Road / bypass  

•  New  southern  roundabout –  Pitt Town Road / Bathurst Street / Glebe Road / bypass.  

The level of service  for these intersections was estimated for 2021 (opening year), 2031 (10 years after 

opening) and 2041 (20 years after opening)  for the AM and PM peak  periods. As shown in Table 6-50, the 

proposal would have the following impact on  level of service:  

•  In 2021 (opening year), all intersections would operate with  level of service  A (good operation)   

•  In 2031, all intersections would operate with level of service  A (good operation)   

•  In 2041, all intersections would operate with level of service  A, with only one exception –  the 

southern  roundabout  would operate at level of service  B (good with acceptable delays and spare 

capacity) in the AM peak (causing a 15.6 second delay).  

 

Table  6-50  Forecast LoS results for 2021, 2031 and 2041  

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

   

 

   

 

  

 

         

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

         

 

         

Road / 

location 

Forecast average weekday 

traffic (all vehicles) in 2021 

Forecast average weekday 

traffic (all vehicles) in 2031 

Forecast average weekday 

traffic (all vehicles) in 2041 

Do 

nothing 

With 

bypass 

% 

change 

Do 

nothing 

With 

bypass 

% 

change 

Do 

nothing 

With 

bypass 

% 

change 

Cattai Road, 

north of 

Buckingham 

Street 

4800 4800 0% 5900 5,900 0% 7000 7000 0% 

Eldon Street, 

between 

Liverpool Street 

and Chatham 

Street 

5800 2200 -62%  7200 2800 -61%  8600 3400 -60% 

Bathurst Street, 

between 

Chatham Street 

and Lagoon 

Road 

10,300 6700 -35%  12,700 8300 -35%  15,100 9900 -34% 

Pitt Town 

Road, south of 

Glebe Road 

10,400 10,400 0% 12,900 12,900 0% 15,300 15,300 0% 
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Road / 

location 

Forecast average weekday 

traffic (all vehicles) in 2021 

Forecast average weekday 

traffic (all vehicles) in 2031 

Forecast average weekday 

traffic (all vehicles) in 2041 

Do 

nothing 

With 

bypass 

% 

change 

Do 

nothing 

With 

bypass 

% 

change 

Do 

nothing 

With 

bypass 

% 

change 

Pitt Town 

Bypass 

- 3600 - - 4400 - - 5200 -

Impacts on public transport  

A review of the public transport network indicates the proposal  would have minimal  or positive  impacts on  

the existing taxi, bus and rail network. The key routes via Cattai Road, Eldon Street, Chatham Street and 

Bathurst Street would be unaffected. Once the proposal is  operating, traffic volumes are predicted to be  

about  63 per cent lower on Eldon Street and about  34 per cent lower on Bathurst Street. This reduction in  

traffic volumes along these routes would improve the travel time reliability for buses and taxis especially 

during peak  periods.  

A review of bus routes  for the Busways company indicated that  that proposed bypass would not impact  

regular timetabled bus routes  however there is an opportunity for buses to use the bypass if needed.  

Impacts on pedestrian networks  

The proposal is not expected to  impact existing  pedestrian facilities.   

Impacts on evacuation routes  

The proposal  would expedite evacuation along the Pitt Town Road regional  evacuation route. 

Through  traffic would use  the new bypass  while  Pitt Town traffic would use local roads to enter the regional  

evacuation route.  

6.11.4  Safeguards and management measures  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage impacts on traffic and 

access  are  provided in  Table  6-51.  

Table  6-51  Safeguards and management measures relating to traffic and access  

     

 

 
 

   
 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 

 

  

 

 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

Impact to traffic 

during construction 

A Traffic Management Plan (TMP) will be 
prepared and implemented as part of the 
CEMP. The TMP will be prepared in 
accordance with the Roads and Maritime 
Traffic Control at Work Sites Manual (RTA, 
2010) and QA Specification G10 Control of 
Traffic (Roads and Maritime, 2008). The TMP 
will include: 

• Confirmation of haulage routes 

• Measures to maintain access to local roads 
and properties 

• Site-specific traffic control measures 
(including signage) to manage and 
regulate traffic movements 

• Measures to maintain pedestrian and 
cyclist access 

• Requirements and methods to consult and 
inform the local community of impacts on 
the local road network 

Contractor Detailed design / 

Pre-construction 

Core safeguard: 

TT1 

Section 4.8 of QA 

G36 Environment 

Protection 
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 • 

 • 

 • 

Details on access to construction sites, 
  including entry and exit locations and 

measures to prevent construction vehicles 
 queuing on public roads 

A response plan for any construction traffic 
 incident 

Consideration of other developments that 
may be under construction to minimise 

 traffic conflicts and congestion that may 
occur due to the cumulative increase in 
construction vehicle traffic  

Monitoring, review and amendment 
mechanisms.  

 Property access  Before impacts on access occurs, alternative 

 arrangements will be negotiated with property 

 owners to enable continued access and 

minimise disruption.  

Roads and 

Maritime  

 Construction  Additional 

 safeguard: TT2 

Appendix J  

 Affected property owners and community 

  facilities will be provided with advanced notice 

of relevant project schedules, construction 

works and changes to access arrangements.  

Roads and 

Maritime  

 Construction Additional 

 safeguard: TT2 

Appendix J  

Property accesses that are affected because of 

 the proposal will be reinstated in consultation 

with the affected landowners, or relocated if 

 required. 

Roads and 

Maritime  

 Construction Additional 

 safeguard: TT2 

Appendix J  

 Evacuation routes Emergency services will be notified of changes 

 to traffic condition along the road evacuation 

route for Pitt Town at least one week before 

  these changes take place. 

Roads and 

Maritime  

 Construction Additional 

 safeguard: TT2 

Appendix J  
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6.12  Air quality  

 

 

  

 

This section describes the existing environment and potential impacts of the proposal on air quality during 

construction and operation, and provides proposed safeguards and management measures to avoid and 

minimise these impacts. 

6.12.1  Methodology  

Sensitive receivers near the proposal were identified to understand the potential impacts on air quality from 

construction and operation of the proposal,  

Data was taken from the nearest OEH air quality  monitoring station  located in Richmond, around 10km  

west of the  proposal  to establish  the existing air quality environment. A search of the National Pollutant 

Inventory was  also  conducted in  February 2018 to establish existing influences on local air quality.  

Emissions during construction  

The assessment of construction air quality impacts  involved:  

•  Desktop review of existing air quality environment   

•  Identifying  the construction activities that would be likely to generate dust or air emissions  

•  Categorising  each construction  activity according to its  potential impact. Risks were  assessed in 

relation to the size of the proposal, the volume of traffic on unsealed roads, and the locations of 

sensitive receivers  

•  Identifying  safeguards and management measures to minimise the risk of any potential impact.  

Emissions during operation  

Air emissions during operation of the proposal would consist of products of combustion and particulate  

matter from vehicles. The following emissions were assessed for this proposal:  

•  Carbon monoxide (CO)  

•  Oxides of nitrogen (NOx)  

•  Particulate matter (PM10).  

Pollutant concentrations were predicted using Roads and Maritime’s Tool for Roadside Air Quality (TRAQ) 

(Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM), 2012). The TRAQ model has the following  attributes:  

•  TRAQ uses a conservative approach to estimate pollutant concentrations near a roadway, and  

helps to assess impacts  using a simple, worst-case model. Using TRAQ can identify if detailed 

modelling is  needed to provide a more accurate assessment  of impacts  

•  TRAQ is based on the USEPA CALINE4 dispersion model for air quality assessment, which predicts 

one-hour average pollutant concentrations. Conversion factors are then applied through the TRAQ 

model to estimate pollutant concentrations at average times that are consistent with Approved 

Methods for the Modelling and Assessment of Air Pollutants in New South Wales  (DEC, 2005).  

•  TRAQ utilises vehicle emission factors developed for certain years.   

The TRAQ model used the following inputs:  

•  Assessment years of 2021  (proposal opening) and 2031  (10 years after proposal opening)  

•  Highest predicted  traffic volumes of both year 2021 and 2031  
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• Default TRAQ traffic mix input for the road type 

• TRAQ vehicle fleet emission factors for year 2016 was used to represent proposal year 2017. TRAQ 

vehicle fleet emission factors for year 2026 emission factors were used for proposal year 2027 due 

to expected advances in technologies resulting in reduced emissions 

• Traffic speed of 70km/h 

• Grade: five per cent 

• ’Worst-case’ meteorological conditions and inclusion of cold start emissions have been included 

• Rural surrounding land use and ambient air quality environment. 

6.12.2  Existing environment  

Air quality in NSW is generally good by  national standards (OEH, 2017). By national standards, the Air 

Quality Index (AQI) for the Sydney south-west region is in the ‘very good’ or ‘good’  category for at least 70  
per cent of the time. A search of the  National Pollutant Inventory (NPI) database (2016–17) was conducted 

in May 2018 for the Hawkesbury LGA; it identified nine facilities with potential to emit pollutants and affect  

local air quality. These include  nearby sewage treatment plants  and  poultry farms. Motor vehicles, domestic 

fuel burning,  and lawn mowing  would also affect local air quality.   

Monitoring data show that ambient concentrations in NSW of common pollutants such as carbon monoxide 

(CO), lead, nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and sulphur dioxide (SO2) are all consistently below the respective 

national air quality standards set in the National Environment Protection (Ambient Air Quality) Measure in 

most areas. Concentrations of some pollutants, including particulate matter PM10  and PM2.5 can exceed  

national standards in both rural and urban areas (EPA, 2018).  

The closest OEH air quality monitoring station to the proposal area is Richmond, about 11km  south-west of  

the proposal area. Data for Richmond from 2014 to 2018 was reviewed and showed there were seven 

exceedances for Ozone (O4), three  exceedances for PM10  and nine exceedances for PM2.5  between 2016 

and 2017. Criteria for visibility were exceeded on 14 days in 2014, 17 days in 2015, 75 days in 2016 and 20 

days in 2017.  

A few instances each year of the PM10 and PM2.5 criteria being exceeded is not uncommon at  OEH 

monitoring stations as these exceedances are typically caused by events such as dust storms,  bushfires  

and hazard reduction burns (OEH, 2017).  

Overall, it was found that air quality within the study area is relatively good due to the  large tracts of 

vegetation nearby and lack of pollutant sources (the proposal  area and surrounds are  largely dominated by 

agricultural land and low-density residential development).  

Sensitive receivers near the proposal include:  

•  Pitt Town Preschool, around 90m north of the proposal on Cattai Road  

•  Pitt Town Public School, around 500m  west of the proposal  

•  Businesses within Pitt Town, around 370m  west of the proposal  

•  Rural residential receivers next to the proposal, along Cattai Road,  Old Pitt Town Road, Glebe 

Road and Pitt Town Road  

•  Residential receivers within Pitt Town, next to the western side of the proposal and along Bathurst 

Street, Eldon Street and Wellesley Street.   

Sensitive receivers to the proposal area are shown in  Figure 6-41.  
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Figure 6-41 Sensitive receivers 
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6.12.3 Potential impacts 

 Construction 

The air quality impact during construction would largely result from dust generated during  earthwork and  

other engineering activities associated with road construction. The total amount  of dust generated would 

depend on the silt and moisture content of the soil, types of activities  being carried out, size of exposed 

areas, frequency of water spraying and speed of machinery.  The primary sources of emissions of airborne  

particulate  matter would include:  

•  Dust generated by the clearing of vegetation and grubbing  

•  Dust generated by the movement of soil and road subsurface material by dump trucks and scrapers  

•  Dust generated by wind erosion from unsealed surfaces and stockpiles  

•  Exhaust  emissions  from construction vehicles  

•  Dust generated by construction vehicle wheels travelling along unsealed areas  

•  Exhaust  emissions  from the diesel plant operating  the water pump  

•  Emissions from batching plants associated with  Ancillary Facility No 2. These would  mostly be  total 

suspended particulates and particles with an aerodynamic diameter less than 10 microns. Relatively 

small quantities of combustion pollutants (carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, oxides of sulfur and 

hydrocarbons) would also be emitted.   

Therefore, dust would be the main potential impact during construction. Dust could  cause  a nuisance  

impact, particularly where construction activities  occur  close  to residences.  The closest sensitive receivers  

would be around 100m  east and 50m  west of the construction boundary (Figure 6-41)  (Ancillary facility 

No.1 would be 17 m from the closest sensitive receiver but would only be used for site offices and 

hardstand areas,  which would have negligible  impacts on  air quality.) These and other nearby properties  

have the potential to be impacted by dust during construction  work. The magnitude of dust impact would  

depend on the amount of earthwork involved at a particular location, the duration of activities and the local 

meteorology at the time, particularly the wind speed and direction. Progressive rehabilitation of disturbed 

areas would help to reduce the extent of exposed soils.   

The impacts of dust on sensitive receivers are expected to be confined  within the immediate work area and 

would be short term and minor. The  impacts would be manageable provided the safeguards listed in  Table  

6-52  are implemented.  

 Operation 

Maximum concentrations of PM10 and NO2 were predicted at the sensitive receivers nearest the proposal 

alignment for two scenarios: 2021 and 2031. The TRAQ modelling shows that the air quality criteria would 

not be exceeded at any receiver for either scenario. 

It is therefore concluded that the impacts as a result of the proposal would not exceed the criteria at 

sensitive receivers closest to the proposed alignment during operation. 
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6.12.4   Safeguards and management measures 

 

  

   

  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage impacts on air quality are 

provided in Table 6-52. 

Table 6-52 Safeguards and management measures relating to air quality 

    

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard / 

additional 

safeguard 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing 

Particulate matter and 

emissions 

Air quality management measures will Contractor Pre-construction Additional safeguard 

/ Construction AQ1be prepared and implemented as part of 

the CEMP. The measures will include: 

• Preparing a local air quality 
monitoring program to be 
implemented during construction 

• Mitigation and suppression 
measures to be implemented, such 
as spraying or covering exposed 
surfaces, providing vehicle clean-
down areas, covering loads, street 
cleaning, using dust screens, 
maintaining plant in accordance with 
manufacturers’ instructions 

• Controls in material storage areas, 
access roads and hardstands to 
prevent windblown dust during 
windy conditions, including spraying 
temporary cover, restrictions on 
vehicle movements, sealing. 

• Methods to manage earthwork 
activities during strong winds or 
other adverse weather conditions, 
including progressive restrictions on 
earthwork activities if conditions are 
ongoing 

• Contingency plans to be 
implemented in the event of non-
compliances and / or complaints 

about dust. 
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6.13 Greenhouse gas and climate change 

The direct and indirect impacts of the proposal on the generation of greenhouse gas emissions and climate 

change risks were assessed for this REF. This section summarises the methods used in the assessments 

and the key findings. 

6.13.1 Methodology 

Greenhouse gas assessment  

There is a strong body of scientific evidence that climate change is occurring and that these changes are  

associated with the release of greenhouse gas) emissions from human activities. The greenhouse gas  

inventory for the  proposal  was developed based on greenhouse gas reporting legislation and international  

reporting guidelines, including:  

•  Greenhouse Gas Protocol –  A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard, Revised Edition 

(World Resources Institute / World Business Council for  Sustainable Development, 2004)  

•  National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting (Measurement) Amendment Determination 2017  (DoE, 

2017a)  

•  National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting System Measurement: 2017–18 reporting year  (DoE, 

2018)  

•  National Greenhouse Accounts Factors  (DoE, 2017b).  

Roads and Maritime, in collaboration with other State (and New Zealand) transport authorities, released the  

Greenhouse Gas Assessment Workbook for Road Projects  (the Workbook) (Transport Authorities  

Greenhouse Group, 2013)  to help standardise greenhouse gas assessments of road construction projects. 

This workbook was prepared to estimate the greenhouse gas emissions associated with construction, 

operation and maintenance of road projects, but does not estimate the greenhouse gas emissions 

associated with traffic.  

The assessment for the proposal  was also  conducted according to the following greenhouse gas 

accounting and reporting principles1:  

•  Relevance  –  Select and use greenhouse gas sources, sinks, data and methodologies  appropriate 

for the project/organisation and intended use of greenhouse gas inventory results  

•  Completeness  –  Include all relevant greenhouse  gas emissions and information which support 

methodology and criteria used  

•  Consistency  –  Use consistent data, calculation/modelling methods, criteria and assumptions to 

enable valid comparisons  

•  Transparency  –  Include clear, sufficient and appropriate information to enable others to understand 

the basis for results and make decisions regarding  the  use of greenhouse gas inventory results with  

reasonable  confidence  

•  Accuracy  –  Reduce bias and uncertainties, as much as practical.  

1 In addition to the accounting and reporting principles presented above, the issue of materiality was also assessed in the 
greenhouse gas assessment. Materiality was used as a core accounting and auditing principle ensuring that sources, assumptions, 
values and procedures included in the greenhouse gas assessment were material to the proposal. Materiality was valued within the 
context of the proposal, and emissions were assumed immaterial if they were less than five per cent of the overall greenhouse gas 
inventory, as per the Workbook. 
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Greenhouse gas inventory scope  

 

Under the Greenhouse Gas Protocol  (World Resources Institute / World Business Council for Sustainable  

Development, 2004), a proposal’s direct and indirect emissions sources can be classified  into three 

‘scopes’ (Scope 1, Scope 2 and Scope 3) for greenhouse gas accounting and reporting purposes. These 

scopes are  associated with  the components of the  proposal  and  occur within the  proposal boundary.  (  

Greenhouse gas operational scopes are described in more detail below.  

•  Scope 1 –  Direct greenhouse gas emissions. These emissions are from sources owned or 

controlled by the  proposal, such as fuel used by machinery during construction and operation  

•  Scope 2 –  Electricity indirect greenhouse gas emissions. These emissions are from purchased 

electricity consumed on site. Scope  2 emissions  are indirect as they occur at an offsite facility where  

electricity is generated. For example, Scope 2 emissions associated with the proposal would  include  

the electricity consumed by street lighting during operation  

•  Scope 3 –  Other indirect greenhouse gas emissions. These emissions are a consequence of the 

proposal, but occur outside the  proposal  boundary and are not under the  proposal’s control, such as 

construction vehicles and vehicles delivering materials to the proposal  boundary. Scope 3  

emissions are an optional reporting category that allows for the accounting of all other indirect 

emissions.  

The following six greenhouse gases are covered under international climate change agreements and were 

considered in this REF:  

•  Carbon dioxide (CO2)  

•  Methane (CH4)  

•  Nitrous oxide (N2O)  

•  Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6)  

•  Hydro fluorocarbons (HFCs)  

•  Perfluorocarbons (PFCs).  

Each greenhouse gas behaves differently in the atmosphere with respect to its ability to trap outgoing  
radiation and its residence time in the atmosphere. To achieve a common unit of measurement, each  
greenhouse gas was compared to the warming  potential of carbon dioxide over a 100-year period, as 
specified under the Kyoto Protocol. This provides a global warming potential for each greenhouse gas that 
can be applied to the estimated  emissions of the  proposal. The resulting aggregated emissions are referred 
to in terms of tonnes of carbon dioxide-equivalent emissions (tCO2-e).  

Greenhouse gas inventory boundary  

The purpose of the assessment of greenhouse gas generation was to:   

•  Identify the sources of greenhouse gas emissions associated with the  proposal  (during construction,  

operation, maintenance and use by traffic)   

•  Quantify the greenhouse gas emissions associated with each  greenhouse gas source    

•  Present the greenhouse gas emissions  associated with the proposal  

•  Identify opportunities (mitigation measures)  that  may be implemented to reduce the greenhouse gas 

emissions associated with the proposal.  

The Workbook provides  guidance on emission sources. These  are generally emission sources that may be 

substantial on a project-specific basis, and emission sources that generally would be insubstantial and 

excluded from the greenhouse gas assessment boundary. Based on this guidance, the  transportation of 

materials and the use of electricity in site offices during construction were removed from the greenhouse 
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gas assessment boundary  for the proposal, as the greenhouse gas emissions from these sources would  

account for less than five per cent of total greenhouse gas emissions from construction.  

6.13.2  Existing environment  

The most recently published Australian National Greenhouse Accounts Factors  estimate Australian 

greenhouse gas emissions for the  2015-16  financial year to be 524.036  megatonnes of CO2-e (DoE, 2018). 

Table  6-53  presents a breakdown of the individual State and Territory greenhouse gas emissions 

contribution.   

The transport sector accounted for around 13.6  per cent (82.5  Mt CO2-e) of Australia’s greenhouse gas  

emissions in 2016  and 29.6  per cent  of total greenhouse gas emissions in NSW (DoE, 2018).  

Table  6-53  Australian State and Territory greenhouse gas emissions 2016 (DoE, 2018)  

 

 

  

 

 

  

   

   

 

 

  

   

 

  

 

 

  

   

 

  

   

State or 

Territory 

Total emissions 

(megatonnes CO2-e) 

Percentage of Total Australian 

emissions 

New South 

Wales 

131.6 25.11% 

Queensland 151.8 28.97% 

Victoria 113.9 21.74% 

Western 

Australia 

82.2 15.69% 

South Australia 26.3 5.02% 

Northern 

Territory 

16.5 3.15% 

Australian 

Capital Territory 

-0.01 0.00% 

Tasmania 1.7 0.32% 

External 

Territories 

0.046 0.01% 

Total 524.036 100% 

Notes: The difference between the national sum of the State and Territory emissions reflects the inclusions of military transport in the national 
inventory, and a small balancing item. 

6.13.3  Potential impacts 

  Construction 

Emissions sources during construction of the proposal would include:  

•  Use of equipment  

•  Construction materials  

•  Vegetation clearing.  
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These emissions sources are discussed in further detail below.  

Equipment  

The use of machinery during construction would generate greenhouse gas as a result of fuel combustion. It 

is assumed that all construction would use diesel.  

Construction materials  

The processes used to ‘win’ raw materials, transport them, process them into usable materials,  

construct/assemble them and operate, maintain and refurbish them would result in the production of 

greenhouse gas emissions. The end result is referred to as ‘embodied energy’ within a material. Different 

construction materials contain varying levels of embodied energy –  for example, high strength  concrete  

contains a greater proportion of cement, which has a high level of embodied energy compared to fly-ash, 

which is used as a substitute in lower strength applications.  

Vegetation clearing  

The removal of vegetation is often the largest contributor to greenhouse gas emissions on large  

infrastructure projects.  

Vegetation absorbs carbon dioxide from the atmosphere by photosynthesis  in  a process called carbon 

sequestration. The function of vegetation as a carbon sink  is eliminated when the vegetation is removed. 

While this is not a direct greenhouse gas emission, a greater amount of carbon dioxide would remain in the 

atmosphere. Consequently, the loss  of sequestration was  assessed as a Scope 1 source of emissions. 

Different vegetation types identified within the proposal site sequester carbon at different rates and to a  

different extent. The vegetation types identified within the proposal site, the likely tonnes of dry vegetation 

per hectare, and the average emissions factor were used to determine the loss of sequestration (Transport 

Authority Greenhouse Group, 2013). The loss of sequestration included all carbon pools including woody, 

non-woody, debris and soil.  

The breakdown of organic matter as waste material directly releases  stored carbon dioxide in the 

atmosphere. To provide a conservative estimate, it was assumed that all carbon that would have been 

removed through sequestration would instead be converted to carbon dioxide and released to the 

atmosphere under the proposal.  

Construction greenhouse gas emissions  

It is estimated that construction of the proposal  would generate about 4762  tCO2-e,  comprising:  

•  2851 tCO2-e direct Scope 1 emissions  –  60 per  cent of the construction related greenhouse gas 

emissions are predicted  to be Scope 1 emissions, largely attributable to vegetation clearing, 

demolition and earthwork activities  

•  1911  tCO2-e direct Scope 3 emissions  –  40  per  cent of the construction related greenhouse gas 

emissions are predicted  to be Scope 3 emissions, largely attributable to the manufacture of 

construction materials.  

 
No  Scope 2 emissions are expected.   
 
The greenhouse gas emissions resulting from key emissions sources associated with construction are  

shown in Table 6-54  and Figure 6-42.  
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Table  6-54  Construction greenhouse gas emissions  (tCO2-e)  

Emissions source  Scope 1  Scope 2  Scope 3  Total  % of total emissions  

Fuel use –   mobile plant and equipment   

Fuel combustion –  150    11  161  3%  

electricity generation  

Site vehicles   164    13  177  4%  

Plant and equipment  285    22  307  6%  

Demolition and earthwork  256    20  276  6%  

Vegetation removal  51    4  55  1%  

Total fuel use  906    70  976  20%  

Vegetation removal  

Loss of carbon sink  1945      1945  41%  

Total  1945      1945  41%  

Construction materials   

Aggregate      202  202  4%  

Concrete      443  443  9%  

Cement      588  588  12%  

Steel      447  447  9%  

Bitumen      161  161  3%  

Total      1841  1841  39%  

TOTAL  2851    1911  4762  100%  

PER CENT OF TOTAL  60%    40%      
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Figure 6-42 Construction greenhouse gas by activity 

 

  

 

As shown in  Table  6-54:  

•  Vegetation removal would contribute  the largest proportion of greenhouse  gas emissions, 

accounting for 41  per cent of total emissions and 68  per cent of direct Scope 1 emissions. As  

discussed in Section 6.1, 7.97 ha of vegetation would be cleared, with the largest proportion being 

grassland.  

•  The embodied energy associated with the indirect offsite extraction and production of materials  

used to build the proposal would contribute the second largest proportion of greenhouse gas  

emissions, accounting for 39 per cent of total emissions  and 96 per  cent of indirect Scope 3 

emissions. Cement, concrete and steel,  would contribute substantially to the emissions  associated 

with construction materials. The proportions of emissions associated with these materials are  

attributed not only to the quantity required, but also the emissions-intensive processes involved in 

their extraction and production.  

•  Fuel use by mobile plant and equipment would contribute the smallest proportion of greenhouse gas  

emissions, accounting for 20 per  cent of total emissions, 32 per  cent of direct Scope 1 emissions, 

and 3 per cent of Scope 3 emissions. Other plant and equipment would contribute substantially to  

the emissions associated with the fuel use by mobile plant and equipment.   

Operational  impact  

The only material activities that would generate greenhouse gas emissions during operation of the proposal  

would be the ongoing operation and maintenance equipment, and materials  needed for maintaining the 

road. Emission estimates for the use of fuel and materials for maintaining the road are based on the 

replacement of five per  cent of the asphalt road surface once every 50 years, with only the top asphalt layer 

requiring replacement (in accordance with the ‘typical’ maintenance activities given in the Workbook). The 

use of fuel and materials for maintenance activities would result in around 412  tCO2-e of greenhouse gas 

emissions, comprising:  

•  202 tCO2-e direct Scope 1 emissions  

•  210 tCO2-e indirect Scope 3 emissions.  

The proposal would increase the speed limit by 10km/hr and reduce the distance travelled  by 0.6km  

compared to the existing route. Taking this into consideration, as well as the projected vehicle numbers  
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from the Traffic Study (Arcadis,  2018), there would be an operational  greenhouse gas  emissions  reduction  

of 37 per cent  during operation of the proposal.  

6.13.4  Safeguards  and management measures  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to reduce or manage greenhouse gas emissions are  

listed in  Table 6-55.  

Table  6-55  Safeguards and management measures relating to greenhouse gas emissions  
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Greenhouse gas 

emissions 

The procurement strategy 

developed for the construction 

phase will demonstrate value for 

money and consideration for 

opportunities to procure goods and 

services: 

• From local suppliers 

• That are energy efficient or 
have low embodied energy 

• That minimise the generation of 
waste 

• That make use of recycled 
materials. 

Construction 

Contractor 

Construction Additional 

safeguard: GG1 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

Other safeguards and management measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions  are identified in 

Section 6.1.  



 

  

 

 

  

6.14 Waste 
This section describes the potential impact of the proposal on the generation of waste and provides 

proposed safeguards and management measures to avoid and minimise these impacts.  

6.14.1  Legislative framework  

The NSW Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001  and NSW Protection of the Environment  

Operations Act 1997  (POEO  Act) are the main instruments governing the management of waste, including 

waste generation, reuse, recycling, transport, recovery and disposal. The legislation is discussed below to  

provide context for the subsequent assessment of potential impact and management measures.   

Waste Avoidance and Recovery Resource Act 2001  

The Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery  Act 2001  promotes waste avoidance and resource 

recovery, and establishes a waste management hierarchy as follows:  

• Reduce: Minimise the  potential for  waste generation by avoiding unnecessary consumption of materials
and materials that have excessive packaging  

• Recovery: Re-use, recycle, or reprocess waste products to minimise the amount of waste requiring
disposal 

• Disposal: As a last resort, dispose of resources that cannot be recovered in a way that is 
environmentally responsible.  

Roads and Maritime is committed to implementing this hierarchy throughout its operations. The  NSW 
Government’s Sustainability Policy includes a Waste Reduction and Purchasing Policy. It  requires  NSW 
Government agencies to develop and implement a waste reduction and purchasing policy to minimise 
waste generated across all Government sectors  and help increase the market for materials containing 
recycled content.  

Roads and Maritime’s contractors are required to propose recycled-content materials where they are cost 
and performance competitive and are at least the environmental equivalent of the non-recycled 
alternatives. Waste minimisation quantities,  initiatives and barriers also  need to be reported on all projects.   

Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997  

The  Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997:  

• Specifies requirements for licences and the regulation of various activities that have the potential to

pollute or harm the environment. Activities listed under schedule 1 of the Act  require an environment 

protection licence 

• Integrates NSW Environmental Protection Authority licensing with the development approval

procedures  under the EP&A Act 

• Provides for the issuing  of clean-up notices, prevention notices and environment protection notices  

• Classifies environment protection offences and  penalties  

• Allows for mandatory audits and provides authorised officers with the power to carry out 

investigations.  

The  Act also makes it an offence to unlawfully transport waste material to premises that cannot lawfully be 

used as a waste facility for the waste (Section 143); to use premises as a waste facility without lawful  

authority (Section 144); or provide false or misleading information about  waste storage, transport and 

disposal (Section 144AA).  
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There is a requirement that a holder of an environment protection licence  make publicly available the 

results of any monitoring  carried out  in accordance with the conditions of that licence.  

Protection of the Environment (Waste) Regulation 2014  

The Waste Regulation sets out provisions related to:  

•  Storage and transportation of  waste  

•  Reporting and record-keeping requirements for waste facilities   

•  Special requirements for the management of certain special wastes including asbestos   

•  Payment of waste contributions (referred to as a waste levy) by the occupiers of licensed waste 

facilities  

•  Exemption of certain occupiers or types of waste from paying waste contributions and from requiring 

an environment protection licence (Part 9 of the Regulation).  

The Waste Regulation provides for exemptions from some of the requirements under the Protection of the 

Environment Operations Act 1997  and Regulation for certain wastes and resource recovery activities where 

it can be demonstrated that waste reuse would not cause harm to human or environmental health. Under 

these provisions, the NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) requires two separate applications,  

either or both of which may be applicable to a project, namely:  

•  A  Resource Recovery Order made under Clause 93 of the Regulation, which covers  the  

requirements for the generation and/or processing of material for reuse  

•  A Resource Recovery Exemption made under clauses 91 and 92 of the Regulation,  which relates to 

the consumption of any material for reuse.  

There are several  Resource Recovery Orders and Exemptions that are relevant to road construction 

projects, including:  

•  Excavated natural material   

•  Recovered aggregate  

•  Excavated public road material  

•  Treated drilling mud  

•  Reclaimed asphalt pavement  

•  Raw mulch  

•  Pasteurised garden organics   

•  Stormwater.   

Where no specific Resource Recovery Order and Exemption is currently available for the intended reuse of 

a waste material, an application can  be made to the EPA.  

6.14.2  Potential impacts  

Construction  

The following waste streams are likely to be generated during construction of the proposal:  

•  Timber and green waste from vegetation clearing and grubbing  

•  Excess spoil from earthwork, where excavated material is not suitable for  reuse  on the proposal  

•  Chemical/spill clean-up or remediation wastes, and  water from any washdowns, and dewatering 

from excavations and watercourses  
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• Waste from maintenance activities, generated from construction vehicles, plant and equipment 

including tyres, batteries, waste fuels or oils, and oils and lubricant containers 

• Waste water and general waste from construction compounds typically generated by workers and 

office activities, such as paper, cardboard, printer cartridges, plastic bottles, cans and food wastes 

• Greenhouse gases, from resource consumption and waste. 

Mismanagement of these waste streams has the potential to result in the following  impacts  (the proposed 

approach to prevent mismanagement is also provided):  

• Excessive waste could be directed to landfill.  Where reasonable and feasible, cost-effective 

suppliers that use sustainable, recycled and/or recyclable material would be used.  All packaging 

waste generated would be sorted for recycling or disposal  at an approved facility. In the event of 

excess supplies due to accidental over-ordering or design changes, an effort would be made to re-

use, return or recycle the subject material 

• Spoil could be incorrectly  disposed  due to incorrect or lack of waste classification.  Where possible, 

excavated material would be re-used for construction of the proposal. As discussed in Section 6.6, 

the potential to encounter contaminated material in excavations is  considered low. As there is likely 

to be a deficit of fill material  for the proposal, it is expected that all suitable excavated materials 

generated would be re-used in  constructing  the proposal 

• If unmanaged, oil spills from plant and machinery could  pollute waterways.  In the event of an 

accidental spill of fuel or chemicals,  clean up with a suitable  spill kit would be required. The clean-up 

would generate  contaminated waste material that must be disposed of at a suitable facility 

• Maintenance activities  would generate  waste, which would be stored on site with the potential  for 

misclassification or mishandling.  This waste could  represent  a  risk to human and environmental 

health if not appropriately managed. This  waste would  include tyres, batteries, waste fuels or oils, 

and oils and lubricants containers. These wastes would be collected in dedicated waste storage 

areas and disposed of off-site at a suitably licensed waste facility, by an appropriately certified 

waste contractor. 

Waste generated would be managed in accordance with the following guidelines and statutory 

requirements:  

• Waste Avoidance and Recovery Resource Act 2001 

• POEO Act,  and the  Regulations  and relevant exemptions under this regulation 

• NSW Government Resource Efficiency Policy  (OEH, 2014) 

• Environmental Procedure –  Management of Waste on Roads and Maritime Services  Land (Roads 

and Maritime, 2014) 

• Waste Management Guide for Road Construction and Maintenance  (Roads and Maritime, 

unpublished) 

• Waste Classification Guidelines  (EPA, 2014). 

Roads and Maritime would also manage waste streams by applying the measures presented in Table  6-56. 

As a result  of the above measures, the overall impact of construction waste would be manageable and 

acceptable.  

Operation  

The main waste streams associated with operation of the proposal and the local road network would 

include:   

• Roadside litter 

• Waste associated with routine road maintenance and repairs,  and maintenance of the water pump 
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• Vegetation trimmed during landscape maintenance 

• Soil, silt and larger waste items from clearing drains,  basins and culverts. 

The routine maintenance requirements for the proposal, including those  elements listed above, would be 

carried out as agreed by Roads and Maritime and Hawkesbury City Council, noting that options for reuse of 

waste materials may be limited during the operational life of the road. Any waste materials would be 

managed in accordance with the waste management hierarchy and either re-used as  appropriate or  

disposed of at a suitable facility.  

Surface  water quality treatment features, such as sediment traps, would  be maintained to ensure their 

ongoing functionality; this would involve the regular removal of accumulated sediments and sludge. This 

material would be assessed in accordance with the Waste Classification Guidelines  (EPA, 2014)  and  

disposed of accordingly.   

Roadside litter would be collected in accordance with the provisions in Roads and Maritime’s Operational  
Environmental Management System.  

As a result of the above measures, the  overall impact of operational waste is expected to be minimal and 

would be managed through the application of standard operating procedures of Roads and Maritime and  

Hawkesbury City Council.  

6.14.3  Safeguards and management measures  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to avoid, reduce or manage impacts relating to  waste 

are  provided  in Table  6-56.  

Table  6-56  Safeguards and management measures relating to waste  

     

 

 

 

  
  

 

 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 
  

 
 

 

 

 
   

 
 

 

 

Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

Inappropriate 

handling 

and/or 

disposal of 

waste 

A resource and waste management plan will be prepared to 
identify the hierarchy for sourcing and the use of resources. 
The plan will adopt the waste management hierarchy 
principles of: 

• The Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 
2001 

• Waste Classification Guidelines Part 1: Classifying 
Waste (DECCW, 2009) 

• Roads and Maritime’s waste management procedures 
(2014) 

• Roads and Maritime’s Environmental Management 
System. 

Construction 
contractor 

Pre-
construction / 
Construction 

Additional 

safeguard: W1 

Generation 
of waste 
from 
construction 

Waste management plans, as part of the Construction 
Environmental Management Plan, will include procedures 
for separating, securing, handling and storing potentially 
contaminated spoil and carrying out waste assessment and 
classification for off-site disposal to appropriately licensed 
waste facilities. 

Construction 
contractor 

Construction Additional 

safeguard: W2 

Millable timber will be harvested for off-site reuse where 
feasible and reasonable. All other felled timber will be re-
used on site to create habitat or mulch in landscaping and 
erosion and sedimentation controls. Where mulch cannot be 
re-used on site, consideration will be given to making the 
mulch available to the public in accordance with Roads and 
Maritime’s Environmental Direction 25 (2012) and the Raw 
Mulch Exemption (EPA, 2008). 

Construction 
contractor 

Construction Additional 

safeguard: W3 

Chemical, fuel and lubricant containers, and solid and liquid 
wastes, will be disposed of in accordance with the 

Construction 
contractor 

Construction Additional 

safeguard: W4 
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Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

requirements of Waste Classification Guidelines Part 1: 
Classifying Waste (DECCW, 2009). 

Sediment removed from sedimentation basins will, where 
appropriate, be used on site in landscaping and/or flattening 
batters. 

Construction 

contractor 

Construction Additional 

safeguard: W5 

Site inductions and on-site training will include modules on 
waste minimisation principles and measures. 

Construction 

contractor 

Construction Additional 

safeguard: W6 

Recycling facilities will be provided at site compounds for 
recycling paper, plastic, glass and other re-useable 
materials. Liquid wastes, such as paints and solvents, will 
be disposed of in accordance with the Waste Classification 
Guidelines Part 1: Classifying Waste (DECCW, 2009) and 
the POEO Act. 

Construction 

contractor 

Construction Additional 

safeguard: W7 

Regular visual inspections will be conducted to ensure work 
sites are kept tidy and to identify opportunities for reuse and 
recycling. 

Construction 
contractor 

Construction Additional 

safeguard: W8 

 

Other safeguards and management measures that would address waste impacts are identified in Section 

6.5. 
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6.15   Cumulative impact  

Cumulative impact  can be defined as  the successive, incremental and combined  impact  (both  positive and  

negative) of an activity on society, the economy and  the environment. Cumulative impacts  are the 

incremental or combined impact  caused by past, present or reasonably  foreseeable future activities. The 

cumulative nature of impact  considers both interactions between different  impacts  within a single project  

(such as noise and air quality) and interactions  between  numerous  projects.  

In accordance with Clause 82 of the EP&A Regulation, any cumulative environmental effects of the 

proposal associated with other existing and likely future activities must be  considered  in determining the 

potential impacts of the proposal.  

This section considers the overall environmental effect of the proposal, drawing together the potential  

impact  across environmental factors (as discussed in  Chapter 1) and taking account of other existing or 

known likely  future projects.  

6.15.1  Methodology  

This assessment focuses on the known environmental, social and economic issues  associated with the 

construction and operation of the proposal, as detailed in this REF, which were cumulatively assessed in 

conjunction with other projects occurring in the region, selected on the basis of:   

• Project location –  proximity of the other project(s) to the  proposal 

• Project timeframe –  when the other project(s) would be carried out, and whether it (they)  might 

overlap with the timeframe for construction  of the proposal 

• Project outputs  –  any changes as a result of the other project(s) that would interact with the 

proposal, such as population increases and traffic flows 

• Proposal construction work zone  –  whether any other project(s) may potentially physically interact 

with the proposal’s  construction work zone. 

The assessment also considered the technical papers that were prepared as part of this REF, and other 

sections of the REF  that make  reference to cumulative interactions.  

The cumulative impact assessment has considered all suburbs within 10km  of Pitt Town which includes, 

Ebenezer, Cattai Scheyville, Nelson,  Oakville, Box Hill, Vineyard, McGraths  Hills, Mulgrave, Windsor, 

South Windsor, Cornwallis, Clarendon, Richmond, Freemans Reach, Pitt Town Bottoms and Wilberforce. 

The projects interacting with the proposal, that are approved or are in development, were identified 

following a review of the NSW  Department of Planning and  Environment Major Project Register, and 

Hawkesbury City  Council’s records and associated search.  

6.15.2  Other projects and developments  

Known projects within the vicinity of the proposal  site may be constructed  at the same time of the proposal  

or have cumulative operational impacts. These projects and their construction and operational impacts are  

listed in  Table 6-57.  
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Past projects 

Pitt Town Residential Precinct: 

• Residential precinct comprising 659 
allotments together with associated 
infrastructure 

Construction impacts have not been 

quantitatively assessed but it can be 

inferred from historical aerial imagery 

that about 10 ha of native vegetation has 

been removed for this project. 

Future projects 

Project Construction impacts Operational impacts 

Operational impacts associated with this 

project have not been defined but would 

likely include: 

• Stormwater runoff and increased 
edge effects to surrounding retained 
bushland 

• Increased light, noise and vibration 
are unlikely to be substantial since 
the preconstruction landscape was 
relatively developed. 

Pitt Town Intersection upgrades: 

• A series of intersection 

improvements along Pitt Town Rd, 
between Windsor Rd, McGraths Hill 
and Glebe Rd, Pitt Town including: 

• Pitt Town Rd /Charles St 

• Pitt Town Rd /Pitt Town Bottoms 
Rd /Saunders Rd 

• Pitt Town Rd /Wolseley Rd 

• Pitt Town Rd/Schofield Rd 

• Improvements include road widening 
and shoulder extensions at the 
intersections 

• Investigation work is currently 
underway 

• Construction expected to commence 
early 2019. 

Construction impacts of the Pitt Town 

Intersection upgrades are currently being 

assessed but may include: 

• Noise and vibration impacts on 
nearby sensitive receivers 

• Impacts on air quality 

• Visual impacts on nearby sensitive 
receivers 

• Traffic delays if lane closures are 
required 

• Clearing of vegetation for the road 
widening and shoulder extensions. 

Operational impacts of the Pitt Town 

Intersection upgrades project may 

include: 

• Improving travel times, particularly 
at peak hours 

• Improve traffic flow at the 
intersections and approaches 

• Reduce congestion 

• Improve safety for road users. 

   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Table  6-57: Past, present and future projects  

6.15.3  Potential impacts 

Potential cumulative impacts may occur as a result of construction of the proposal occurring concurrently 

with the construction of other projects in the vicinity however these are expected to be short-term and minor 

in nature. While the environmental impacts of the intersection upgrades  have not yet been assessed, it is 

not expected there would be significant cumulative impacts associated with the proposal and the 

intersection upgrades. Based on the  proposal program, there may be a short overlap with the intersection 

upgrade. As the residential precinct  has completed construction, no cumulative construction impacts would 

occur. Potential construction and operation cumulative impacts are discussed in  Table 6-58.  

Table  6-58  Potential cumulative impacts 

Environmental factor Construction Operation 

Noise impacts The proposal would negatively impact 
receivers in the area during construction (refer 
to Section 6.2). The intersection upgrades are 
within one kilometre of the proposal therefore 
sensitive receivers at the southern end of the 
proposal are likely to experience increased 
noise exposure. However, this would depend 

The intersection upgrades are not expected to 
increase road traffic therefore it is reasonable 
to assume there will be no increase in road 
traffic noise. As such, no cumulative noise 
impacts are expected. 
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Environmental factor Construction Operation 

on the timing of certain activities and would be 
short term. 

Air quality impacts The proposal has potential to have short term 
impacts on air quality by creating dust from 
construction activities and exhaust from 
construction vehicles (refer to Section 6.12). 
As the intersection upgrades are within one 
kilometre of the proposal, sensitive receivers 
are likely to experience increased exposure to 
dust and exhaust. However, this would 
depend on the timing of certain activities and 
would be short term. 

During operation, cumulative air quality 
impacts are not expected. 

Traffic impacts The proposal is expected to have negligible 
impacts on traffic (refer to Section 6.11). While 
the intersection upgrade may create traffic 
delays, no cumulative impacts are expected. 

Similar to the proposal, the intersection 
upgrades are expected to improve travel 
times, particularly at peak hours, reduce 
congestion and improve safety for road users. 
The overall operational cumulative impact 
would therefore be beneficial to traffic and the 
road network. 

Visual impacts The proposal would impact the landscape 
character and visual amenity of the area (refer 
to Section 6.8). During construction, the 
proposal and intersection upgrades would be 
seen by many of the same sensitive receivers 
which would increase their exposure to visual 
impacts. These would however be short term 
only. 

During operation, cumulative visual impacts 
are not expected. 

Socio-economic impacts Socio-economic cumulative impacts would 
relate to short term amenity impacts on the 
community including noise, air quality and 
visual impacts. 

During operation, cumulative socio-economic 
impacts are not expected 

Biodiversity impacts The proposal would require clearing of 2.47 ha 
of native vegetation. Section 6.1 found 
biodiversity impacts would be permanent but 
limited and impacts to endangered ecological 
communities are proposed to be offset. 
The residential precinct and intersection 
upgrades would increase the area of 
disturbance and are likely to have permanent 
but limited and localised biodiversity impacts. 
The cumulative impacts associated with these 
projects would contribute to the continued loss 
of threatened flora, fauna, ecological 
communities and their habitat, however the 
quantum of impacts associated with the 
proposal is relatively small. These impacts are 
also restricted to already degraded vegetation 
and fauna habitat that is considered to be of 
low to moderate importance to the ongoing 
survival of these threatened biota. 

During operation, cumulative biodiversity 
impacts are not expected. 

Heritage impacts The proposal and intersection upgrade would 
increase the extent of disturbance in the area 
and may impact unidentified heritage objects. 

During operation, cumulative heritage impacts 
are not expected. 

  

Cumulative impacts are not expected to be significant and would be minimised through the application of 

individual projects’ specific environmental safeguards and management measures as summarised in 

Section 6.15.4. Consultation with the relevant stakeholders would be carried out during construction 
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planning to ensure that potential cumulative impacts are minimised. Any additional mitigation measures 

from the consultation would be included in relevant construction management plans for the proposal.  

6.15.4  Safeguards and management measures  

Safeguards and management measures proposed to  minimise potential cumulative impacts are provided in  

Table  6-59.  

Table  6-59  Safeguards and management measures relating to cumulative impacts  
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 Impact  Environmental safeguards  Responsibility  Timing  Reference 

Cumulative 
construction 

 impacts 

 Ongoing coordination and consultation will be 
 carried out with other proponents to ensure 

 potential cumulative impacts are 
appropriately assessed and managed.  

 Roads and Maritime 
and construction 
contractor  

Pre-construction 
 and construction 

Additional 
 safeguard C1 

 All environmental management  
plans (including but not limited  
to the TMP and NMP) will be  
prepared to consider other  
developments in the area.  

 Contractor  Pre-construction Additional 
 safeguard C2 

Other safeguards and management measures that would address cumulative impacts are identified in  

sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.8, 6.12.  



 

  

 

7. Environmental management
This chapter describes how the proposal will be managed to reduce potential environmental  impact  

throughout detailed design, construction and operation. A framework for managing the potential impact  is 

provided. A summary of site-specific environmental safeguards is provided and the licence and/or approval 

requirements required prior to construction are also listed.  

7.1 Environmental management plans  

A number of safeguards  and management measures have been identified in the REF in order to minimise  

adverse environmental impact, including social impact, which could potentially arise as a result of the 

proposal. Should the proposal proceed, these safeguards and management measures would be  

incorporated into the detailed design and applied during the construction and operation of the proposal.  

A  Project Environment Management Plan (PEMP) and  Construction Environmental Management Plan 

(CEMP) will  be prepared to incorporate all  the safeguards and management measures. The PEMP and 

CEMP will  provide a framework for establishing  how these measures will  be implemented and who would 

be responsible for their implementation.  

The PEMP and  CEMP will  be prepared prior to construction of the proposal  and  must be reviewed and 

certified by the Roads and Maritime Environment Officer,  Greater Sydney, prior to the start  of any on-site 

works.  It  would  be a working document, subject to ongoing change and updated as necessary to respond 

to specific requirements.  The PEMP and CEMP  would be developed in accordance with the specifications  

set out in the QA Specification G36 –  Environmental Protection (Management System), QA Specification 

G38 –  Soil and Water Management  (Soil and Water Plan), QA Specification G40 –  Clearing and Grubbing, 

QA Specification G10 –  Traffic Management.  

7.2 Summary of safeguards and management measures  

Environmental safeguards and management measures outlined in this REF will be incorporated into the 

detailed design phase of the proposal and during construction and operation of the proposal, should it 

proceed. These safeguards and management measures will minimise any potential adverse impacts arising 

from the proposed works on the surrounding environment. The safeguards and management measures are  

summarised in  Table  7-1. 
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Table  7-1: Summary of safeguards and management measures  
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 No.  Impact Environmental safeguards   Responsibility  Timing  Reference 

 GEN1   General - minimise 
environmental 
impacts during 

 construction 

 A CEMP will be prepared and submitted for review and endorsement of the Roads and 
Maritime Environment Manager prior to commencement of the activity. 

 As a minimum, the CEMP will address the following:  

•  any requirements associated with statutory approvals 

• details of how the project will implement the identified safeguards outlined in the REF 

• issue-specific environmental management plans 

• roles and responsibilities 

• communication requirements 

• induction and training requirements 

• procedures for monitoring and evaluating environmental performance, and for corrective 
action 

• reporting requirements and record-keeping 

• procedures for emergency and incident management 

• procedures for audit and review. 

Contractor / Roads 
 and Maritime 

Pre-construction / 
 Detailed design 

 Core safeguard 

 The endorsed CEMP will be implemented during the undertaking of the activity.  

 GEN2  General - notification  All businesses, residential properties and other key stakeholders (eg schools, local councils) 
 affected by the activity will be notified at least five days prior to commencement of the activity.  

Contractor / Roads 
 and Maritime 

 Pre-construction  Core safeguard 

 GEN3  General – 
environmental 

 awareness 

  All personnel working on site will receive training to ensure awareness of environment 
 protection requirements to be implemented during the project. This will include up-front site 

induction and regular "toolbox" style briefings. 

Contractor / Roads 
 and Maritime 

Pre-construction / 
 Detailed design 

 Core safeguard 

 Biodiversity 

 B1 Biodiversity impacts 
 during construction 

 A Flora and Fauna Management Plan will be prepared in accordance with Biodiversity 

 Guidelines: Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b) and 

implemented as part of the CEMP. It would include, but not be limited to:  

•  Plans showing areas to be cleared and areas to be protected, including exclusion zones, 

protected habitat features and revegetation areas 

•  Requirements set out in Landscape Guideline (RTA, 2008a) 

• Pre-clearing survey requirements 

• Procedures for unexpected threatened species finds and fauna handling 

 Contractor Detailed design / 
 Pre-construction 

Section 4.8 of 
 QA G36 

Environment 
 Protection 



 

 No.  Impact Environmental safeguards   Responsibility  Timing  Reference 

• 

• 

 Procedures addressing relevant matters specified in the Policy and Guidelines for Fish 

Habitat Conservation and Management (DPI Fisheries, 2013) 

 Protocols to manage weeds and pathogens. 

 B2  Biodiversity  Measures to further minimise the construction boundary and avoid native vegetation or 
  habitat removal will be investigated during detailed design and implemented where 

 practicable and feasible. 

 Contractor Detailed design / 
 Pre-construction 

Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B3  Removal of native 
vegetation and 

 habitat 

 Pre-clearing surveys will be undertaken in accordance with Guide 1: Pre-clearing Process of 
  the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 

2011b).  

 Contractor   Pre- construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B4  Vegetation and habitat removal will be undertaken in accordance with Guide 4: Clearing of 
  Vegetation and Removal of Bushrock of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and Managing 

  Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b).  

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B5 Where feasible, and where it does not substantially affect maintenance and safe operation of 
 the proposal, native vegetation will be re-established in accordance with Guide 3: Re-

 establishment of Native Vegetation of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and Managing 
  Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b).  

 Contractor  Post construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B6   Investigation will occur during detailed design for opportunities to replace or reinstate habitat 
   where practical and feasible in accordance with Guide 5: Re-use of Woody Debris and 

   Bushrock and Guide 8: Nest Boxes of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and Managing 
  Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b). 

 Contractor Detailed design / 
 Construction 

Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B7  The unexpected species find procedure will be followed under Biodiversity Guidelines: 
   Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b) if threatened ecological 

 communities, flora or fauna not assessed in the biodiversity assessment are identified within 
the construction boundary.  

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B8 Aquatic habitat   Aquatic habitat will be protected in accordance with Guide 10: Aquatic Habitats and Riparian 
Zones of the (RTA, 2011b) and Section 3.3.2 Standard Precautions and Mitigation Measures 

   of the Policy and Guidelines for Fish Habitat Conservation and Management Update 2013 
(DPI (Fisheries NSW), 2013).  

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B9 Water flows    Changes to existing surface water flows would mimic surface water flows during construction 
stage and re-established during operation.  

 Contractor Detailed design / 
 Construction 

Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B10 Edge effects on 
 nearby native 

Exclusion zones will be set up at the limit of clearing in accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion 

 Zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on RTA Projects  

(RTA, 2011b).  

 Contractor Detailed design / 
 Construction 

Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  
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 No.  Impact Environmental safeguards   Responsibility  Timing  Reference 

vegetation and 
 habitat 

The limit of clearing will be confirmed within the construction footprint during the detailed 
 design process. 

 B11   Injury and mortality 
 of fauna 

   Fauna will be managed in accordance with Guide 9: Fauna Handling of the Biodiversity 
 Guidelines: Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b).  

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B12 Invasion and spread 
 of weeds 

 Weed species will be managed in accordance with Guide 6: Weed Management of the 
  Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b). 

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B13 Invasion and spread 
 of pests 

Pest species will be managed within the construction boundary.   Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B14 Invasion and spread 
 of pathogens and 

 disease 

   Pathogens will be managed in accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion Zones of the Biodiversity 
 Guidelines: Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011b).  

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix E  

 B15 Noise, light and 
 vibration 

 Shading and artificial light impacts will be minimised through detailed design 
where feasible and reasonable. 

 Contractor  Detailed design Additional 
 safeguard / 

  Appendix E 

  Noise and vibration 

 NV1 Construction noise 
 and vibration 

  A Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan will be prepared for the project. The 

 Plan will provide details of noise and vibration management measures and procedures to be 

 carried out during construction to minimise and manage noise impacts on sensitive receivers, 

including: 

•  Noise and vibration monitoring and reporting requirements

• A map showing the location of all sensitive receivers

• Specific mitigation treatments, management methods and procedures to be

implemented to control noise and vibration during construction

•  Construction timetabling to minimise noise impacts including time and duration

restrictions, respite periods and frequency

• Procedures for notifying residents, business owners, and other sensitive receivers of

construction activities likely to affect their amenity through noise and vibration

• Contingency procedures to be implemented in the event of non-compliances and / or

noise complaints.

Noise mitigation measures that will be adopted in the Plan include: 

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 
 Appendix G 
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 No.  Impact Environmental safeguards   Responsibility  Timing  Reference 

• Selection of less noisy plant and equipment, where feasible 

•  Avoiding simultaneous operation of noisy plant, where feasible 

• Maintaining plant and equipment so as to ensure optimum operating conditions 

• Maximising the offset distance between noisy plant and adjacent sensitive receivers 

• Planning construction traffic flow to minimise reversing and noise from reversing 

alarms) 

• Selecting site access points and delivery locations as far as possible from sensitive 

receivers 

• Using temporary structures to shield receivers from noise sources, where reasonable 

and feasible. 

Vibration mitigation measures that will be adopted in the Plan include: 

• Undertaking a pre-construction building dilapidation surveys for buildings that could be 

impacted by vibration including the LEP heritage listed item, the “Cottage”, located at 
22 Bathurst Street 

•  Conducting vibration monitoring during construction, applying the revised vibration 

targets determined as part of the pre-construction assessment 

• Consideration of feasible alternative construction methodologies or equipment where 

vibration intensive equipment is expected to exceed the criteria. 

 NV2 Detailed construction noise and vibration impact assessments will be prepared during the 
construction phase based on detailed programming information. The detailed assessments 

   will identify the specific additional mitigation measures required for the work in question 
based on the requirements of the CNVG.  

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 
 Appendix G 

 NV3  Construction 
 vibration 

A pre-construction assessment of the local heritage listed item, ‘the Cottage’ will be 

conducted to determine the sensitivity of the structure to ground-borne vibration. This will 

 include: 

• A preconstruction dilapidation survey 

•  Monitoring the condition of the structure during construction. 

Roads and 
Maritime / 

 Contractor 

 Pre-construction Additional 
 safeguard / 
 Appendix G 

 NV4 Construction hours    Where feasible and reasonable, construction will be carried out during the standard daytime 
   working hours. Where work is to be carried out outside of recommended working hours, all 

affected receivers will be notified of all relevant details of the proposed activities. 

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 
 Appendix G 

 NV5 Operational noise 
 impact 

 The need for operational phase noise mitigation measures, including low noise pavement,  
  noise walls or architectural treatments, will be confirmed during detailed design. The 

 mitigation measures will be provided as early as practicable in the construction program to 
reduce potential noise impacts associated with construction.  

Roads and 
Maritime / 

 Contractor 

 Detailed design Additional 
 safeguard / 
 Appendix G 
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 No.  Impact Environmental safeguards   Responsibility  Timing  Reference 

 NV6   Within 12 months of project opening an operational noise review will be carried out. This will 

 include: 

• Monitoring to compare actual noise performance against predicted noise performance 

•  An assessment of the performance and effectiveness of the applied mitigation 

   measures together with a review and, if necessary, reassessment of all feasible and 

reasonable mitigation measures 

•  Identification of any additional feasible and reasonable measures that will be 

implemented with the objective of meeting the criteria in the NCG (Roads and 

 Maritime, 2015b), when these measures will be implemented and how their 

effectiveness will be measured and reported. 

Roads and 
 Maritime 

Operation  Additional 
 safeguard / 
 Appendix G 

 Aboriginal heritage 

 AH1 Impacts to land and 
identified sites/  

   An application for an Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) will be made under section 
   90A of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 for an area that will include sites PTBP 1, 

 PTBP AFT 1, PTBP AFT 2, and PTBP AFT 3 prior to commencement of works affecting the 
 site 

Roads and 
 Maritime 

 Pre-construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix F  

 AH2  Archaeological salvage excavation of site PTBP AFT 3 will be required prior to starting works 
 affecting the site 

Roads and 
 Maritime 

 Pre-construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix F  

 AH3 Unexpected 
archaeological finds  

A heritage induction will be provided to workers before construction begins. It will inform them 
  of exclusion zones and guidelines to follow if unexpected heritage items or deposits are 

  located during the work.  

Roads and 
 Maritime 

Pre-construction / 

 Construction 

Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix F  

 AH4 If unexpected archaeological finds are discovered, Roads and Maritime’s Standard 
Management Procedure for Unexpected Heritage Items (2015) will be followed. In addition, 

    the NSW Heritage Division will be notified of the discovery of a relic, in accordance with 
Section 146 of the NSW Heritage Act 1977.  

Roads and 
 Maritime 

 Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix F  

 Hydrology 

 H1  Hydrology A wet weather plan will be developed and implemented to ensure hydrological performance is 
maintained during the construction of the proposal and flood impacts are controlled.  

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix H  

 H2  Flooding  Contractors would monitor the weather for predicted heavy rainfall and potential flooding 
events. Flow paths would be maintained during flood events.  

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix H  
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 No.  Impact Environmental safeguards   Responsibility  Timing  Reference 

 H3  Ancillary and stockpile locations would be selected to avoid flood zones where possible.   Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix H  

 H4  Landowners potentially affected by afflux would be consulted during detailed design.  Roads and Additional Detailed design / 
 Maritime  safeguard / 

 Pre-construction 
Appendix H  

 H5  Drainage at Old Pitt     Drainage arrangements at the causeway at Old Pitt Town Road (OTB5) would be  Contractor  Detailed design Additional 
 Town Road investigated further during detailed design.   safeguard / 

Appendix H  

 Water Quality 

 WQ1  Soil and water  A Soil and Water Management Plan (SWMP) would be prepared and implemented in  Core safeguard  Contractor Detailed design / 
  accordance with the Blue Book as part of the CEMP. The SWMP would identify all Section 2.1 of 

 Pre-construction 
  reasonably foreseeable risks relating to soil erosion and water pollution, describe how these  QA G38 Soil 

  risks would be addressed during construction and include monitoring of water quality both and Water 
   upstream and downstream of waterways and drainage lines to assess any changes in water  Management 

quality from construction activities. 

 WQ2  Contractor Pre-construction /  Core safeguard  Sediment loaded    Progressive Erosion and Sediment Control Plans (PESCPs) will be developed at each 
 Construction Section 2.2 of 

 runoff  section and stage of the project as a part of the Soil and Water Management Plan. 
 QA G38 Soil 

 The plans would include arrangements for managing wet weather events, including and Water 
monitoring potential high risk events (such as storms) and specific controls and follow-up  Management 
measures to be applied in the event of wet weather  

 WQ3   Where practical, the proposed operational water quality measures (eg vegetated swales and Roads and  Detailed design Additional 
 bio-retention basins) would also be used with the temporary measures during the  Maritime  safeguard / 

construction phase to assist with runoff re-direction and sediment trapping.  Appendix H  

 WQ4   Surface water quality  Contractor Detailed design /  Core safeguard A site-specific emergency spill plan will be developed and include spill management  
 Pre-construction Section 4.3 of 

    measures in accordance with the Roads and Maritime Code of Practice for Water 
 QA G36 

Management (RTA, 1999) and relevant EPA guidelines. 
Environment 

 The plan will address measures to be implemented in the event of a spill, including initial  Protection 
 response and containment, notification of emergency services and relevant authorities 

(including Roads and Maritime and EPA officers) and will be in accordance with the Roads 
   and Maritime Environmental Incident Classification and Reporting Procedure (Roads and 

Maritime 2018). 

 WQ4  Contamination  Plant, equipment and supplies will be managed to prevent spills and leaks.   Construction  Construction Additional 
contractor  safeguard / 

Appendix H  
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 No.  Impact Environmental safeguards   Responsibility  Timing  Reference 

 WQ5       Refuelling will not take place within 50m of waterways, and will occur in a suitably located 
and bunded area.  

 Contractor  Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

Appendix H  

 Soils and contamination 

 SC1  Acid sulfate soils  Geotechnical investigations would be undertaken during detailed design to determine the 
extent of ASS within the proposal area. 

 Contractor  Detailed design Additional 
 safeguard 

 SC2 An ASS management plan will be prepared for the proposal and will include measures to 
manage impacts on soils and water quality from acid sulfate soils and discharges from acid 

 sulfate soil treatment areas. 

 Contractor Detailed design / 
 Pre-construction 

Additional 
 safeguard 

 SC3 Contaminated land   If contaminated areas are encountered during construction, appropriate control measures will 
be implemented to manage the immediate risks of contamination. All other works that may 

   impact on the contaminated area will cease until the nature and extent of the contamination 
  has been confirmed and any necessary site-specific controls or further actions identified in 

consultation with the Roads and Maritime Environment Manager and/or EPA.  

 Contractor Detailed design / 
 Pre-construction 

Core standard 
safeguard: / 
Section 4.2 of 

 QA G36 
Environment 

 Protection 

 SC4  Unexpected finds     An unexpected finds and hazardous materials procedure will be implemented to manage any 
 potentially contaminated materials that may be encountered during site preparation and/or  

 construction. 

 Construction 
contractor 

Pre-construction Additional 
 safeguard 

 SC5  Should unexpected contamination be encountered (eg by observation of offensive odours, 
 soil discoloration, buried waste or potential asbestos containing materials) during 

 construction, work in the area will cease until an appropriately qualified environmental 
 consultant can advise on the need for further assessment, remediation or other action, as 

 deemed appropriate. Further assessment and management of contamination, if required, will 
   be carried out in accordance with section 105 of the Contaminated Land Management Act 

 1997. 

 Construction 
contractor 

 Construction Additional 
 safeguard 

 SC6  Contamination  Plant, equipment and supplies will be managed to prevent spills and leaks.   Construction 
contractor 

 Construction Additional 
 safeguard 

Non-Aboriginal heritage  

 NA1 Non-Aboriginal 

 heritage 

 A Non-Aboriginal Heritage Management Plan (NAHMP) will be prepared and implemented as 
part of the CEMP. It will provide specific guidance on measures and controls to be 
implemented to avoid and mitigate impacts on Non-Aboriginal heritage. 

 Contractor Detailed design / 
 Pre-construction 

Core standard 
 safeguard / 

Section 4.10 of  
 QA G36 

Environment 
 Protection 
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NA2 Unidentified heritage 

items 

The Standard Management Procedure – Unexpected Heritage Items (Roads and Maritime, 

2015) will be followed in the event that any unexpected heritage items, archaeological 

remains or potential relics of Non-Aboriginal origin are encountered 

Contractor Detailed design / 
Pre-construction 

Core standard 
safeguard / 
Section 4.10 of 
QA G36 
Environment 
Protection 

NA3 Potential 

archaeological relics 

Should excavation be required within the areas assessed as having moderate potential to 

contain archaeological relics, an Archaeological Research Design will be prepared. 

Depending on the assessed level of impact in the Archaeological Research Design, this may 
necessitate application for an excavation permit, or Exception Notification under either 
Section 140 or Section 139(4) of the Heritage Act 1977 respectively, to the Heritage Division 
of the Office of Environment and Heritage. An Archaeological Research Design and 
Methodology will be required to support any application. 

Roads and 
Maritime 

Detailed design / 
Pre-construction / 
Construction 

Additional 
safeguard / 
Appendix I 

NA4 Impact on the 

“Cottage” 

As the proposed construction boundary is within 25m of the ‘Cottage’ heritage item, there is 
potential risk for impacts from vibration during construction, depending on the nature of 
equipment used. Vibration generating works within a 25m range of the locally listed ‘Cottage’ 
heritage that are likely to result in cosmetic or structural damage will require monitoring and 
will be subject to approval by Roads and Maritime prior to the start of works in this area. 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard / 
Appendix I 

NA5 A heritage induction will be presented to workers before the start of construction of works in 
the vicinity of the ‘Cottage’ heritage item (LEP 2012 Item No. I277) and include values of the 
place, avoidance procedure, and contacts (site manager, Roads and Maritime heritage 
officer) for reporting unexpected archaeological finds or inadvertent impacts on the heritage 
item. 

Contractor Pre-construction / 
Construction 

Additional 
safeguard / 
Appendix I 

Landscape character and visual 

No. Impact Environmental safeguards Responsibility Timing Reference 

LV1 Landscape character An Urban Design Plan will be prepared to support the final detailed proposal design. Contractor Detailed design / 
Pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard / 
Appendix D 

and visual impact The Urban Design and Landscaping Plan will present an integrated urban design for the 
proposal, providing practical detail on the application of design principles and objectives 
identified in the Urban Design and Visual Assessment technical paper and concept Urban 
Design Strategy. 
The Plan will include design treatments for: 

• The location and identification of existing vegetation and proposed landscaped areas, 
including species to be used (refer to Section 6.1.5) 

• Built elements including retaining walls and bridges 

• Pedestrian and cyclist elements including footpath location, paving types and pedestrian 
crossings 
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 No.  Impact Environmental safeguards   Responsibility  Timing  Reference 

•  Fixtures such as lighting, fencing and signs 

• Details of the staging of landscape works taking account of related environmental 
controls such as erosion and sediment controls and drainage 

• Procedures for monitoring and maintaining landscaped or rehabilitated areas. 

   The Urban Design Plan will be prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines, including:  

•  Beyond the Pavement: Urban Design Policy, Process and Principles (Roads and 
Maritime, 2014) 

•  Landscape Guideline (RTA, 2008) 

•   Bridge Aesthetics (Roads and Maritime, 2012) 

•  Noise Wall Design Guidelines (RTA, 2006) 

•  Shotcrete Design Guideline (RTA, 2005). 

 LV2  Construction impact  Contractor  Detailed design Additional    The layout of ancillary facility sites will be designed to limit impact. The design will would 
 safeguard / 

consider:  
  Appendix D 

• Screening of boundaries facing sensitive receivers or views 

• Careful placement of structures and buildings to maintain viewpoints or provide 

additional screening of site activities 

 LV3   Ancillary facilities will be maintained, kept tidy and well-presented including sorting regular  Contractor  Construction Additional 
  removal of excess materials to reduce visual impact.  safeguard / 

Appendix D  

 LV4  Ancillary facility sites and temporary construction areas will be progressively restored to at  Contractor  Construction Additional 
 least their -pre-construction conditions when no longer required.   safeguard / 

Appendix D  

 LV5 Visual impacts of    All structures, especially Hortons Creek bridge, will be designed as simple and refined, and Roads and  Detailed design Additional 
 built elements   structures integrated within the landscape and in accordance with the Roads and Maritime  Maritime  safeguard / 

Bridge Aesthetic Design Guidelines  Appendix D  

 LV6 Visual impacts  Screen planting will be incorporated, where appropriate, and space and access is available  Contractor  Detailed design Additional 
caused by clearing of  within the road corridor to limit visibility of the proposal from adjoining residential properties.   safeguard / 

 vegetation Appendix D  

 Property and land use 

 PL1  Property acquisition     All property acquisition will be carried out in accordance with the Land Acquisition Information Roads and Pre-construction   / Core standard 
  Guide (Roads and Maritime, 2012) and the Land Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act  Maritime  Construction  safeguard 
 1991. 
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 No.  Impact Environmental safeguards   Responsibility  Timing  Reference 

 PL2 Lands disturbed Land used for construction activities would be rehabilitated to the same or better condition at Roads and  Construction Additional 
 during construction the end of the construction period.   Maritime  safeguard 

 PL3 Residual land    Roads and Maritime will consult with nearby owners/Council for future land use opportunities Roads and Operation  Additional 
 for residual land. Maritime   safeguard 

 Socio-economic 

 SE1 Community impacts  Roads and Additional   Roads and Maritime will carry out regular and ongoing engagement with the community in Pre-construction   / 
 Maritime  safeguard 

accordance with a project stakeholder consultation plan. The plan will include information on  Construction  
who will be consulted, the means of consultation and a complaints management procedure.  

 Local residents, potentially affected businesses, schools and road users (including 
 emergency service providers) would be notified before work starts and would be kept 

regularly informed of construction activities, timing and progress during the construction 
 process. 

 SE2  Changes to road  Contractor Additional  A Communication Plan (CP) will be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP to Pre-construction   / 
access and/or  safeguard 

   provide timely and accurate information to the community during construction. The CP will  Construction   conditions during 
 include (as a minimum): mechanisms to provide detail and timing of the proposed activities to 

work  
affected residents, including changed traffic and access conditions.  

The CP  will be  prepared in accordance with Roads and Maritime’s Community Involvement 
and Communications Resource Manual.  

 SE3 Impacts to local  Roads and Maritime will carry out ongoing consultation with local business owners, Roads and Additional  Pre-construction / 
businesses  Hawkesbury City Council and Hawkesbury Chamber of Commerce to manage potential  Maritime  safeguard 

 Construction  impacts associated with bypassing traffic from the town centre.  

 SE4 Appropriate signage to direct travellers on the bypass to the commercial centre in Pitt Town Roads and  Detailed design Additional 
will be developed at detailed design.   Maritime  safeguard 

 Traffic and transport 

 TT1 Impact to traffic   A Traffic Management Plan (TMP) will be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP.  Contractor Detailed design /  Core safeguard 
 during construction     The TMP will be prepared in accordance with the Roads and Maritime Traffic Control at Work  Pre-construction 

 / 
 Sites Manual (RTA, 2010) and QA Specification G10 Control of Traffic (Roads and Maritime, 

Section 4.8 of  2008). The TMP will include:  
  QA G36  • Confirmation of haulage routes  

Environment 
 • Measures to maintain access to local roads and properties  

 Protection 
 • Site-specific traffic control measures (including signage) to manage and regulate traffic 

 movements 

 • Measures to maintain pedestrian and cyclist access  
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 • 

 • 

 • 
 • 

 • 

  Requirements and methods to consult and inform the local community of impacts on the 
 local road network 

 Details on access to construction sites, including entry and exit locations and measures 
 to prevent construction vehicles queuing on public roads  

 A response plan for any construction traffic incident 

 Consideration of other developments that may be under construction to minimise traffic 
conflicts and congestion that may occur due to the cumulative increase in construction 

 vehicle traffic 

 Monitoring, review and amendment mechanisms. 

 TT2  Property access  Before impacts on access occurs, alternative arrangements will be negotiated with property 
owners to enable continued access and minimise disruption.  

Roads and 
Maritime  

 Construction  Additional 
 safeguard / 
 Appendix J 

 TT3  Affected property owners and community facilities will be provided with advanced notice of 
 relevant project schedules, construction works and changes to access arrangements.  

Roads and 
Maritime  

 Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 

  Appendix J 

 TT4   Property accesses that are affected because of the proposal will be reinstated in consultation 
with the affected landowners, or relocated if required.  

Roads and 
Maritime  

 Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 
 Appendix J 

 TT5  Evacuation routes  Emergency services will be notified of changes to traffic condition along the road evacuation 
 route for Pitt Town at least one week before these changes take place. 

Roads and 
Maritime  

 Construction Additional 
 safeguard / 
 Appendix J 

 Air Quality 

 AQ1 Particulate matter 
 and emissions 

Air quality management measures will be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP. 

The measures will include:  

 •  Preparing a local air quality monitoring program to be implemented during construction  

 •  Mitigation and suppression measures to be implemented, such as spraying or covering 
exposed surfaces, providing vehicle clean-down areas, covering loads, street cleaning, 
using dust screens, maintaining plant in accordance with manufacturers’ instructions  

 •  Controls in material storage areas, access roads and hardstands to prevent windblown 
 dust during windy conditions, including spraying temporary cover, restrictions on vehicle 

movements, sealing.  

 • Methods to manage earthwork activities during strong winds or other adverse weather 
 conditions, including progressive restrictions on earthwork activities if conditions are 

 ongoing 

 •  Contingency plans to be implemented in the event of non-compliances and / or 
complaints about dust.  

 Contractor Pre-construction / 
 Construction 

Additional 
 safeguard 
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 Greenhouse gas and climate change 

 GG1 Greenhouse gas  Construction  Construction Additional    The procurement strategy developed for the construction phase will demonstrate value for 
emissions   Contractor  safeguard 

money and consideration for opportunities to procure goods and services:  

 • From local suppliers  

 • That are energy efficient or have low embodied energy  

 • That minimise the generation of waste  

 • That make use of recycled materials.  

 Waste 

 W1  Inappropriate   A resource and waste management plan will be prepared to identify the hierarchy for  Construction Pre-construction / Additional 
handling and/or sourcing and the use of resources. The plan will adopt the waste management hierarchy contractor   Construction  safeguard  
disposal of waste  principles of:  

 • The Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001  

 •  Waste Classification Guidelines Part 1: Classifying Waste (DECCW, 2009)   

 • Roads and Maritime’s  waste management procedures (2014)  
 • Roads and Maritime’s Environmental Management System.  

 W2 Generation of waste   Waste management plans, as part of the Construction Environmental Management Plan, will  Construction  Construction  Additional 
 from construction include procedures for separating, securing, handling and storing potentially contaminated contractor   safeguard  

  spoil and carrying out waste assessment and classification for off-site disposal to 
 appropriately licensed waste facilities. 

 W3   Millable timber will be harvested for off-site reuse where feasible and reasonable. All other  Construction  Construction Additional 
felled timber will be re-used on site to create habitat or mulch in landscaping and erosion and contractor   safeguard  

 sedimentation controls. Where mulch cannot be re-used on site, consideration will be given to 
making the mulch available to  the public in accordance with Roads and Maritime’s 

  Environmental Direction 25 (2012) and the Raw Mulch Exemption (EPA, 2008).  

 W4   Chemical, fuel and lubricant containers, and solid and liquid wastes, will be disposed of in  Construction  Construction Additional 
accordance with the requirements of Waste Classification Guidelines Part 1: Classifying contractor   safeguard  

 Waste (DECCW, 2009).  

 W5  Sediment removed from sedimentation basins will, where appropriate, be used on site in  Construction  Construction Additional 
landscaping and/or flattening batters.  contractor   safeguard  

 W6 Site inductions and on-site training will include modules on waste minimisation principles and  Construction  Construction Additional 
 measures. contractor   safeguard  

 W7  Recycling facilities will be provided at site compounds for recycling paper, plastic, glass and  Construction  Construction Additional 
  other re-useable materials. Liquid wastes, such as paints and solvents, will be disposed of in contractor   safeguard  
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No.  Impact  Environmental safeguards  Responsibility  Timing  Reference  

accordance with the Waste Classification Guidelines Part 1: Classifying Waste (DECCW,   
2009) and the POEO Act.  

W8  Regular visual inspections will be conducted to ensure work sites are kept tidy and to identify     
opportunities for reuse and recycling.  

Construction  
contractor  

Construction  Additional 
safeguard   

Cumulative impact  

C1  Cumulative 
construction impacts  

Ongoing coordination and consultation will be carried out with other proponents to ensure  
potential cumulative impacts are appropriately assessed and managed.  

Roads and 
Maritime and  
construction 
contractor  

Pre-construction / 
Construction  

Additional 
safeguard  

C2  All environmental management plans (including but not limited to the TMP and NVMP) will be   
prepared to consider other developments in the area.  

Contractor  Pre-construction  Additional 
safeguard  
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7.3  Licensing and approvals  

Table  7-2  summarises any  licences and further approvals required for the  proposal.  

Table  7-2: Summary of licensing and approvals required  

   

 
 

 

Instrument Requirement Timing 

National Parks and Wildlife 
Act 1974 

Aboriginal heritage impact permit(s) Prior to commencement of 
works affecting sites PTBP 1, 
PTBP AFT 1, PTBP AFT 2, 
and PTBP AFT 3 
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8.  Conclusion  
This chapter provides the justification for the proposal taking into account its biophysical, social and 

economic impacts, the suitability of the site and whether or not the proposal is in the public interest. The  

proposal is also considered in the context  of the objectives of the EP&A Act, including the principles of 

ecologically sustainable development as defined in Schedule 2 of the  Environmental Planning and  

Assessment Regulation 2000.  

8.1 Justification  

The proposal provides  a connection between Pitt Town Road in the west and Cattai Road in the east for 

heavy  freight and  other vehicles to bypass the township. This reduction in traffic through the town centre 

will:  

•  Improve road user safety by providing long-term benefits through a safe road environment  

•  Improve vehicle travel times and traffic efficiency for all road  users by relieving congestion, reducing  

traffic volumes through the centre of Pitt Town,  and  enhancing  the capacity of road corridors  

•  Reduce emissions through a more consistent traffic flow, and reduce vehicle noise through Pitt 

Town while preserving the amenity and character of the town.  

A number of potential environmental  impacts  from the proposal have been avoided or reduced during the  

concept design development and options assessment  process. The proposal as described in the REF best  

meets the  proposal  objectives but would still result in some impact  on, noise, biodiversity, landscape and 

visual, heritage (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal), local flooding, traffic and access, soils and contamination, 

water quality, socio-economic, air quality, greenhouse gases; it would also generate waste. The mitigation 

measures detailed in this REF would ameliorate or minimise these expected  impacts.  

8.1.1  Social factors 

As noted in  Chapter 1, the proposal would improve liveability for the local community by enhancing 

connectivity within Pitt Town, road safety and amenity along key streets within Pitt Town, and enhance the 

town centre as a social space. The proposal would however have a number  of social and amenity-related 

impacts chief of which are noise and visual impact of the operational road.  (Refer to sections  6.2  and 6.8  

for further details.) However, this can be adequately mitigated through design to ensure the residual effects 

would be consistent with the requirements of published Roads and Maritime  guidelines.    

8.1.2  Biophysical factors  

The bypass would require clearing of native vegetation that is Biodiversity Conservation  Act (2016) and 

Environmental Protection of Biodiversity Conservation Act  (199) listed as endangered and critically 

endangered species. This vegetation provides habitat (or has the potential to support) other protected  

threatened species. The proposal would also result in the loss of Aboriginal heritage values and affect the 

drainage and flooding characteristics of the area. Measures have again been proposed to safeguard and 

minimise impacts  including offsetting the removal of threatened ecological communities and threatened  

species in accordance with the Roads and Maritime Biodiversity Offset Guidelines (2016), salvaging the 

impacted Aboriginal heritage object of moderate significance and including water treatment measures  

including basins to minimise the impact on drainage and flooding. The safeguards  provided in sections  

6.1.6, 6.3.4, 6.4.4  and 6.5.4  are based on the design outcomes to reduce either the footprint of the work, 

proactively investigate and document values  or manage and control discharges and runoff. Collectively, 

while there would be some unavoidable residual effects, they are unlikely to be significant. Importantly, the  
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proposal would not impact on the form, function, survival or wider condition of the biophysical values of the  

local area or region.  

8.1.3  Economic factors  

The proposal promotes the orderly development of the region through the provision of improved access  to 

growth areas in the region, and by providing improved capacity in the road network not only for these  

development areas but also for freight and through  traffic. In doing so, the proposal would help in creating 

economic benefits for the region. There would be some socio-economic impacts (refer to Section  6.10)  to 

the community such as a potential localised change in passing trade, counter balanced by an improvement 

in local amenity and traffic flow for several town-based  businesses, however they are considered minor in 

nature  and can be addressed through communication and some small design investigations. As such, this  

justifies the  proposal going ahead.  

8.1.4  Public interest  

The proposal  has sought to avoid and minimise environmental impacts through the design process, and 

would continue to do so during detailed design. The residual impacts associated with the construction and 

operation of the proposal  remaining following application of the principles of avoidance and minimisation 

have been assessed as part of this environmental impact statement, and management measures identified 

to mitigate the identified impacts.  The proposal has also included extensive consultation with government 

stakeholders and the community to ensure consideration of public interest throughout the development of 

the proposal. For these reasons, it is  considered that the proposal is  in the public interest.  

8.2 Objects of the EP&A Act  

The objects of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 provide a framework within which the 

justification of the project can be considered. A summary of this assessment is provided in  Table  8-1.  

Table  8-1  Assessment against the objectives of the EP&A Act  

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

   

 

   

 

Object Comment 

1.3(a) To promote the social and economic welfare of the 

community and a better environment by the proper 

management, development and conservation of the State’s 
natural and other resources. 

While the proposal crosses open, undeveloped land that is 

partially used for agricultural grazing, it has been allocated as a 

road corridor for more than 70 years. The proposal would not 

impact on any other agricultural land, or any land used for 

extractive or resource industries however it would have noise 

and amenity impacts to parts of the community. A range of 

safeguards and management measures are proposed to 

minimise any potential environmental impacts associated with 

the proposal. 

1.3(b) To facilitate ecologically sustainable development by 

integrating relevant economic, environmental and social 

considerations in decision-making about environmental 

planning and assessment. 

Ecologically sustainable development is considered in Sections 

8.2.1 to 8.2.4 below. 

1.3(c) To promote the orderly and economic use and 

development of land. 

The proposal promotes the orderly development of the region 

through the provision of improved access to growth areas in the 

region, and by providing improved capacity in the road network 

not only for these development areas but also for freight and 
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Object Comment 

through traffic. In doing so, the proposal would help in creating 

economic benefits for the region. 

1.3(d) To promote the delivery and maintenance of affordable 

housing. 

Not relevant to the project. 

1.3(e) To protect the environment, including the conservation of 

threatened and other species of native animals and plants, 

ecological communities and their habitats. 

Construction of the proposal would require the clearing of 

native vegetation that is Biodiversity Conservation Act (2016) 

and Environmental Protection of Biodiversity Conservation Act 

(199) listed as endangered and critically endangered species. 

This vegetation provides habitat (or has the potential to 

support) other protected threatened species. The potential 

impacts on vegetation, threatened species, population and 

ecological communities’ area discussed in Section 6.1. The 

safeguards provided in this REF would be implemented to 

ensure any adverse biodiversity impacts associated with the 

proposal are minimised. Any residual impacts on critically 

endangered ecological communities will be addressed through 

a Biodiversity Offset Strategy. 

1.3(f) To promote the sustainable management of built and 

cultural heritage (including Aboriginal cultural heritage). 

The proposal would impact four Aboriginal heritage items. The 

Aboriginal item classified as having moderate archaeological 

significance would be salvaged so the information obtained 

from it will assist in a better understanding of the local 

archaeological context. Refer to Section 6.1 for more details. 

The proposal is not predicted to have any impacts on non-

Aboriginal heritage. 

1.3(g) To promote good design and amenity of the built 

environment. 

Specific urban design and landscape objectives were prepared 

for the proposal in line with the Roads and Maritime policy, 

Beyond the Pavement to ensure the proposal integrates 

physically and visually with the surrounding environment. Refer 

to Section 2.3.2 for more details. 

1.3(h) To promote the proper construction and maintenance of 

buildings, including the protection of the health and safety of 

their occupants. 

Not relevant to the project. 

1.3(i) To promote the sharing of the responsibility for 

environmental planning and assessment between the different 

levels of government in the State. 

Not relevant to the project. 

1.3(j) To provide increased opportunity for community 

participation in environmental planning and assessment. 

The proposal has incorporated consultation with directly and 

indirectly affected landowners, interested local and regional 

individuals as well as the wider community. Consultation has 

also included involvement of local interest groups, local 

businesses, Hawkesbury City Council and State Government 

agencies (refer to Section 5). 

This REF will be placed on public display for comment. 

Following the submissions period, Roads and Maritime will 

collate submissions. After consideration of community 

comments, Roads and Maritime will determine whether the 

proposal should proceed as proposed, or whether any 

alterations to the proposal are necessary. 

Roads and Maritime will also continue to update the project 

website (http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/sydney-

west/pitt-town-bypass/index.html) and issue community 

update newsletters during the display of this REF and during 

construction. 
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8.2.1  The precautionary principle  

 

The precautionary principle deals with reconciling scientific uncertainty about environmental impacts with 

certainty in  decision-making. It states that where there  is a threat of serious or irreversible environmental 

damage, the absence of full scientific certainty should not be  used as a reason to postpone measures to 

prevent environmental degradation.  

The proposal satisfies the precautionary principle in the following ways:  

•  The REF documents the careful evaluation of environmental impacts associated with the proposal  

and has been undertaken using the  best available technical information and adoption of best 

practice environmental standards, goals and measures to minimise environmental risks. The impact 

assessments have been undertaken in collaboration with key stakeholders and relevant statutory 

and agency requirements (refer to Chapter 5)  

•  Any lack of full scientific certainty has not been used as a reason for postponing measures to 

prevent environmental degradation. As detailed in Chapter 7, safeguards  are proposed to manage 

impacts and threats of environmental damage. For example, targeted threatened species that were 

not found during the ecology field surveys have  been assumed to be present in the proposal area  

(refer to  Section 6.1  and Appendix E)  

•  Conservative scenarios were considered while assessing environmental impact. For example, 

modelling undertaken for noise  (refer to Section 6.2  and Appendix G)  and flooding (refer to Section 

6.4  and Appendix H) have used conservative assumptions. Where potential adverse impacts could  

not be avoided, specific safeguards to protect the surrounding environment have been identified 

(refer to Chapter 7)  

•  The concept design has  sought to minimise impacts while maintaining engineering feasibility and 

safety for all road users. A number of safeguards  have been proposed to minimise potential  

impacts. These safeguards would be implemented during detailed design, construction and  

operation of the proposal.  

•  Before construction begins, a Construction Environmental Management Plan would be prepared. It 

would include the mitigation measures to be implemented during construction of the proposal (refer 

to Chapter 7). The implementation of the Construction Environmental Management Plan would  

ensure the proposal achieves a high level of environmental performance during construction in 

accordance with the assessment undertaken for this REF.  

8.2.2  Intergenerational equity  

Social equity is concerned with the distribution  of economic, social and environmental costs and benefits. 

Inter-generational equity introduces  a temporal element with a focus on  minimising the distribution of costs 

to future generations.  

The proposal would  result in noise  and amenity impacts on parts of the  community however would not 

result in any impacts  that are likely to adversely impact on the health, diversity or productivity of the  

environment for future generations. The proposal includes safeguards to minimise short-term and long-term 

impacts (refer to Chapter 7).  

8.2.3  Conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity  

The proposal would conserve biological diversity and ecological integrity in the following ways:  

•  The locations of construction ancillary facilities have been selected to minimise native vegetation 

clearance  
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•  Safeguards would be implemented to minimise and manage impact on critical habitats, threatened 

species, populations and ecological communities and their habitats in the proposal area  

•  The landscape strategy proposes planting native species of locally endemic flora to maintain that 

biological diversity in the proposal area (refer to Section 2.3.2  and Appendix D)  

•  The biodiversity values of the proposal area, as well as the listed threatened species and 

endangered ecological communities and habitats, would be maintained.  

8.2.4  Improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms  

The principle of internalising environmental costs into decision making requires consideration of all 

environmental resources –  including air, water, land and living things –  that may be affected by the carrying  

out of a proposal.  

The proposal’s impacts on environmental, economic and social resources have been considered as part of 

this REF. The value placed on these  resources is evident from the extent of the environmental  

investigations carried out and the design of proposed safeguards.  

8.3  Conclusion  

The proposed bypass of Pitt Town, NSW  is subject to assessment under  Division 5.1  of the EP&A Act. The 

REF has examined and taken into account to the fullest extent possible all matters  affecting or likely to 

affect the environment by reason of the proposed activity.  

This has included consideration (where relevant) of conservation agreements and plans of management 

under the NPW Act, biodiversity stewardship sites  under the  BC  Act, wilderness areas, areas of 

outstanding value, impacts on threatened species and ecological communities and their habitats and other 

protected fauna and native plants. It has also  considered potential impacts to matters of national  

environmental significance listed under the Federal EPBC Act.  

A number of potential environmental  impacts from the proposal have been avoided or reduced during the  

concept design development and options assessment. The proposal as described in the REF best meets  

the project objectives but would still result in  some impacts on biodiversity, Aboriginal heritage, flooding and  

amenity.  Safeguards and management measures as detailed in this REF would ameliorate or minimise  

these expected impacts. The proposal would also reduce travel times, improve safety  for road users, 

improve driving conditions.  On balance the proposal is considered justified and the following conclusions 

are made.  

Significance of impact under NSW legislation  

The proposal would be unlikely to cause a significant impact on the environment. Therefore it is not 

necessary for an environmental impact statement to be prepared and approval to be sought from the 

Minister for Planning under Division 5.2 of the EP&A Act. A Biodiversity Development Assessment Report 

or Species Impact Statement is not required. The proposal is subject to assessment under Division 5.1 of 

the EP&A Act. Consent from Council is not required.  

Significance  of impact under Australian legislation  

The proposal is not likely to have a significant impact on matters of national environmental significance or 

the environment of Commonwealth land within the meaning of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 1999. A referral to the Australian Department of the Environment and Energy is not  

required.  
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9.  Certification  

 

 

 

 

 

 

This review of environmental factors provides a true and fair review of the proposal in relation to its 

potential effects on the environment. It addresses to the fullest extent possible all matters affecting or likely 

to affect the environment as a result of the proposal.  

 

Danielle Haynes-Curry  

Environmental Consultant  

Arcadis  

Date:  6  November  2018  

 

I have examined this review of environmental factors and accept it on behalf of Roads and Maritime 

Services.  

 

Ankur Arora  

Project Development Manager  

Greater Sydney Project Office  –  Roads and Maritime  

Date:  6  November  2018   
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 Terms and acronyms used in this REF 

Term /  Acronym  Description  

 ABS  Australian Bureau of Statistics 

AHIMS   Aboriginal Heritage Information System  

 AHIP Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit  

 ANABAT Bat detecting devices  

 Arcadis Arcadis Australia Pacific Pty Limited  

 ARI Average recurrence level  

 Average Recurrence 
 Interval 

The long-term average number of years between the occurrence of a flood as big 
 as, or larger than, the selected event. For example, floods with a discharge as 

 great as, or greater than, the 20 years ARI flood event will occur on average 
  once every 20 years. ARI is another way of expressing the likelihood of 
 occurrence of a flood event.  

 ASS  Acid Sulphate Soils 

 Biosecurity Act  Biosecurity Act 2015 (NSW). Provides legislative framework for the prevention, 
 elimination and minimisation of biosecurity, carriers and potential carriers, and 

other activities that involve biosecurity matter, carriers or potential carriers.  

 BAM Biodiversity Assessment Method 2017. Scientific document that outlines how an  
 accredited person assesses impacts on biodiversity at development sites.  

  BC Act Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 (NSW). Provides for protection and 
maintenance of a healthy, productive and resilient environment.  

 BOM  Bureau of Meteorology 

CoRTN  Calculation or Road Traffic Noise  

 CAMBA  China-Australia Migratory Birds Agreement 

CEEC  Critically endangered ecological community  

 CEMP  Construction Environmental Management Plan 

 cm Centimetre  

 CMA Catchment Management Area  

 CNVG Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline  

Contaminated Land 
Management Act  

  Contaminated Land Management Act 1997 

 CO2-e   Carbon dioxide equivalent emissions - a metric measurement used to compare 
the emissions from various greenhouse gases based upon their global warming  

 potential 

CP   Communication Plan 

Cumulative impact   The impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the 
action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
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Term /  Acronym  Description  

actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively 
significant actions taking place over a period of time. Refer to Clause 228(2) of 
the EP&A Regulation 2000 for cumulative impact assessment requirements.  

DECCW  Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water NSW  

 DEM Digital Elevation Model  

 DGA  Dense Graded Asphalt 

Direct impact   Where a primary action is a substantial cause of a secondary event or 
circumstance which has an impact on a protected matter (ref 
http://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/0b0cfb1e-6e28-4b23-

 9a97-fdadda0f111c/files/environment-assessment-manual.pdf). 

 DoEE (DEE)   Department of Environment and Energy 

 DPI Department of Primary Industries  

 EMM  EEM Consulting Pty Ltd  

EP&A Act    Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW). Provides the 
 legislative framework for land use planning and development assessment in 

NSW  

 EPA  Environment Protection Authority 

EPBC Act  Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999  
 (Commonwealth).  Provides for the protection of the environment, especially 

matters of national environmental significance, and provides a national 
assessment and approvals process.  

 FMA  Fisheries Management Act 1994 (NSW).  

 GDE  Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems 

 GHG  Greenhouse Gas 

GWMA  Groundwater Management Area  

 JAMBA Japan-Australia Migratory Birds Agreement  

 ha  hectare 

 Habitat An area or areas occupied, or periodically or occasionally occupied, by a 
 species, population or ecological community, including any biotic or abiotic 

component (OEH 2014).  

 Heritage Act   Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) 

Indirect impact   Where an event or circumstance is a direct consequence of the action (ref 
http://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/0b0cfb1e-6e28-4b23-

 9a97-fdadda0f111c/files/environment-assessment-manual.pdf). 

ICOMOS   International Council on Monuments and Sites 

 INCG Interim Noise Construction Guideline  

 IRSAD    Index of Relative Socio-Economic Advantage and Disadvantage 

 km Kilometre  
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Term /  Acronym  Description  

 km/h   Kilometres per hour 

 KNC Kelleher Nightingale Consulting Pty Ltd  

KTP  Key Threatening Processes  

 Land Acquisition Act Land Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act 1991  

 LCZ Landscape character zone  

LEP  Local Environmental Plan. A type of planning instrument made under Part 3 of 
the EP&A Act.  

 LGA Local Government Area  

 LoS  Level of service. A qualitative measure describing operational conditions within a 
traffic stream and their perception by motorists and/or passengers.  

 m  Metre 

mm  millimetre  

Matters of National 
Environment 

 Significance 

A matter of national environmental significance (NES) protected by a provision of 
Part 3 of the EPBC Act  

 Mitigation   Action to reduce the severity of an impact. (OEH 2014). 

 Mitigation measure  Any measure that facilitates the safe movement of wildlife and/or prevents wildlife  
mortality.  

 MNES Matters of National Environmental Significance  

MUSIC  Model for Urban Stormwater Improvement Conceptualisation  

 NAHMP Non-Aboriginal Heritage Management Plan  

NCA  Noise Catchment Area  

 NCG  Noise Criteria Guideline 

 NMG  Noise Management Guideline 

 NPI National Pollutant Inventory  

NPW Act   National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW)  

NPW Reg    National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2009 (NSW) 

NSW   New South Wales 

NSW 2021  NSW 2021: A plan to make NSW number one  

 OEH Office of Environment and Heritage  

PACHCI   Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation  

 PAD Potential Archaeological Deposit  

PCT  Plant Community Types  

 PEMP Project Environmental Management Plan  
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Term /  Acronym  Description  

 PESCPs Progressive Erosion and Sediment Control Plans  

 PMTS Protected Matters Search Tool  

POEO Act  Protection of Environment Operations Act 1997  

 Population All the individuals that interbreed within a given area.  

 PPV  Peak Particle Velocity 

Proposal 
  (the proposal) 

Roads and Maritime Services NSW (Roads and Maritime) proposes to build a  
 bypass of Pitt Town, NSW about one kilometre long between Pitt Town Road and 

   Cattai Road, east of Pitt Town and single lane each direction 

PTBP  Pitt Town Bypass  

RBL  Rating Background Level  

REF  Review of Environmental Factors  

Roads and Maritime  NSW Roads and Maritime Services  

RNP  Road Noise Policy  

 RTA  NSW Roads and Traffic Authority (now Roads and Maritime)  

 SEIFA Socio-Economic Index for Advantage  

 SEPP  State Environmental Planning Policy.  A type of planning instrument made under 
Part 3 of the EP&A Act.  

SEPP 14   State Environmental Planning Policy No.14 –  Coastal Wetlands 

 SHI  State Heritage Inventory 

SEPP 44    State Environmental Planning Policy No.44 –  Koala Habitat 

SREP 20    Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No. 20 – 
 –  1997) 

Hawkesbury-Nepean River (No.2 

 SWMP Soil and Water Management Plan  

 TECs  Threatened Ecological Communities 

 TMP Traffic Management Plan  

 TRAQ Tool for Roadside Air Quality  

TSC Act    Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (NSW) 

 QA Specifications  Specifications developed by Roads and Maritime Services for use with roadwork 
 and bridgework contracts let by Roads and Maritime Services  

WARR Act    Waste Avoidance and Recovery Resource Act 2001 (NSW)  

 Waste Regulation  Protection of the Environment Regulation 2014 (NSW)  

 WoNS Weeds of National Significance  

 Workbook 
  (the Workbook) 

 Greenhouse Gas Assessment Workbook for Road Projects 
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Appendix A 

Consideration of clause 228(2) factors and matters of national 
environmental significance  
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Clause 228(2) Checklist  

 

    

  

In addition to the requirements of the Is an EIS required? guideline (DUAP 1995/1996) and the Roads and 

Related Facilities EIS Guideline (DUAP 1996) as detailed in the REF, the following factors, listed in clause 

228(2) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000, have also been considered to 

assess the likely impacts of the proposal on the natural and built environment. 

  

  

 

  
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

   
 

  
   

 

  

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Factor Impact 

a) Any environmental impact on a community? 
The proposal would reduce travel times and congestion, improve safety for road 
users, reduce emissions through a more consistent traffic flow and vehicle noise 
through Pitt Town town centre, while preserving the amenity and character of the 
town. It would also improve local flood immunity from the existing five-year ARI to 
20-year ARI. 

Long-term positive 

Construction of the proposal would result in negative noise and visual impacts to 
the local community as discussed in sections 6.2 and 6.8, respectively. 
Construction impacts would be managed by preparation of a construction 
environmental management plan including all mitigation measures identified in 
the REF. 

Short-term negative 

Operation of the proposal would result in traffic noise impacts to one property, if 
unmitigated. However this property qualifies for at-property treatment which 
would be established during detailed design. 

Potentially long-term 
negative 

Subject to detailed design, the proposal would require total acquisition of two lots 
and partial acquisition of 13 lots. Property acquisition will be carried out in 
accordance with the Land Acquisition Information Guide (Roads and Maritime, 
2013) and the Land Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act 1991. 

Long-term negative 

b) Any transformation of a locality? 
The proposal would reduce travel times and congestion and improve safety and 
amenity within the Pitt Town town centre. 

Long-term positive 

The proposal would involve construction of one kilometre of a new single lane 
bypass east of Pitt Town. The land through which the proposal passes is 
currently either agricultural land predominantly used for low intensive-grazing or 
rural residential. The proposal would result in a transformation of the locality from 
rural lands to a road. 

The proposal includes introducing a road alignment on a greenfield site. Visual 
impacts of the proposal on the locality would be reduced through the 
implementation of safeguards and management measures outlined in Section 
6.8. 

Long-term negative 

c) Any environmental impact on the ecosystems of the locality? 
The proposal would remove and/or impact about 7.97 ha of exotic or native 
vegetation, 2.47 ha of which is listed as endangered or critically endangered. 
Mitigation measures provided in Section 6.1 would be implemented to minimise 
potential impacts on biodiversity. The impacts on critically endangered ecological 
communities would be minimised through development of a Biodiversity Offset 
Strategy 

The proposal would have minimal impacts to flora and fauna during operation. 

Long-term minor 
negative 
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Factor Impact 

d) Any reduction of the aesthetic, recreational, scientific or other environmental 
quality or value of a locality? 

The proposal would reduce traffic congestion and improve safety and amenity 
within the Pitt Town town centre. 

Long-term positive 

During construction, there is potential for short term impacts associated with 
visual, dust, water quality and noise. Biodiversity impacts discussed above are 
unlikely to reduce the scientific or environmental quality of the locality. These 
impacts would be minimised through the implementation of safeguards 
summarised in Section 7. 

Short-term minor 
negative 

The proposal introduces a highway on a greenfield site. Visual impacts of the 
proposal on the locality would be reduced through the implementation of 
safeguards and management measures outlined in Section 6.8. 

Long-term minor 
negative 

e) Any effect on a locality, place or building having aesthetic, anthropological, 
archaeological, architectural, cultural, historical, scientific or social 
significance or other special value for present or future generations? 

During construction, there is potential for vibration from construction activities to 
impact on a listed heritage structure in proximity to the proposal. 

Mitigation measures provided in Section 6.7 would be implemented to manage 
impacts on historic heritage. 

Short-term potential 
negative 

The construction of the proposal would require partial impact on three Aboriginal 
sites of low archaeological significance PTBP 1, PTBP AFT 1 and PTBP AFT2, 
and total impact on one Aboriginal site of moderate significance (PTBP AFT 3). 

An Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) will be sought for the whole project 
boundary, with the provision for impact mitigation at PTBP AFT 3 through 
archaeological salvage excavation that would assist in a better understanding of 
the local archaeological context. Refer to Section 6.3 for further details. 

Long-term negative 

f) Any impact on the habitat of protected fauna (within the meaning of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974)? 

The proposal would remove and/or impact about 7.97 ha of exotic or native 
vegetation, 2.47 ha of which is listed as endangered or critically endangered. 
The proposal would not result in a significant impact to any protected species. 

The proposal would have minimal impacts to flora and fauna during operation. 

Mitigation measures provided in Section 6.1 would be implemented to minimise 
potential impacts on biodiversity. The impacts on critically endangered ecological 
communities would be minimised through development of a Biodiversity Offset 
Strategy 

Long-term minor 
negative 
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Factor Impact 

g) Any endangering of any species of animal, plant or other form of life, whether 
living on land, in water or in the air? 

The proposal would remove and/or impact about 7.97 ha of exotic or native 
vegetation, 2.47 ha of which is listed as endangered or critically endangered. 
The proposal would not result in a significant impact to any protected species. 

The proposal would have minimal impacts to flora and fauna during operation. 

Mitigation measures provided in Section 6.1 would be implemented to minimise 
potential impacts on biodiversity. The impacts on critically endangered ecological 
communities would be minimised through development of a Biodiversity Offset 
Strategy 

Long-term minor 
negative 

h) Any long-term effects on the environment? 
The proposal would reduce traffic congestion and improve safety and amenity 
within the Pitt Town town centre. 

Long-term positive 

The proposal would involve construction of one kilometre of new single lane 
bypass east of Pitt Town. The land through which the proposal passes is 
currently either agricultural land predominantly used for low intensive-grazing or 
rural residential. Some of these lands would be subject to acquisition. Potential 
environmental impact include vegetation clearing, amenity impacts (noise, visual 
and air quality), heritage and landscape impacts. Impacts would be temporal, 
largely confined to the construction stage and unlikely to create long-term effects 
on the environment. 

Long-term minor 
negative 

i) Any degradation of the quality of the environment? 
The proposal would reduce traffic congestion and improve safety and amenity 
within the Pitt Town town centre. 

Long-term positive 

The proposal has the potential to result in the degradation of the quality of the 
environment during construction through vegetation clearance, ground 
disturbance, noise and emissions from construction plant and equipment. Water 
quality on downstream environments could be potentially reduced as a result of 
sediment, waste, and spilt fuels and chemicals entering watercourses. 

These impacts would be minimised through the implementation of safeguards 
summarised in Section 7. 

No additional degradation of the quality of the environment is expected to occur 
during the operation of the proposal. 

Short-term minor 
negative 

j) Any risk to the safety of the environment? 
The proposal would reduce traffic congestion and improve safety for road users. 

Long-term positive 

The proposal includes the use of fuels and chemicals and stockpiling which 
would cause harm to the environment should transport, storage, handling and 
containment measures fail. Safeguards have been identified to minimise the risk 
to the safety of the environment through pollution. There is potential for road 
safety to be decreased during construction due to increased heavy vehicle 
movements. Traffic management safeguards including the preparation of a traffic 
management plan, would address safety risks. 

A construction environmental management plan would be prepared and 
implemented to minimise any risk to the safety of the environment during the 
construction stage. 

Short-term potential 
negative 
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Factor Impact 

k) Any reduction in the range of beneficial uses of the environment? 
The proposal would reduce traffic congestion and improve safety for road users. 
These benefits could result in opportunities for beneficial uses of areas within 
and surrounding Pitt Town 

Long-term positive 

Short-term minor 
negative 

Long-term negative 

Short-term negative 

Neutral short and 
long-term 

Neutral short and 
long-term 

Long-term positive 

Short-term minor 
negative 

During construction, the proposal would result in clearing of native vegetation 
and generation of noise, visual, traffic, water quality and air quality impacts. 
These impacts would be mitigated and managed through the implementation of 
the safeguards outlined in Section 7. Any temporary reduction of beneficial uses 
of the environment during construction stage is considered to be minor. 

The proposal would involve construction of one kilometre of a new single lane 
bypass east of Pitt Town. The land through which the proposal passes is 
currently either agricultural land predominantly used for low intensive-grazing or 
rural residential. Some of these lands would be subject to acquisition. The 
proposal would result in the range of beneficial uses of the parcels of land that it 
impacts. 

l) Any pollution of the environment? 
During construction, there is the potential that the proposal would result in water 
quality impacts at watercourses. This could be as a result of increased 
sedimentation, increased soil nutrients, wastes, and fuel and chemical spills and 
leakages. Noise and air quality impacts may also occur throughout construction. 
Management of these impacts would be undertaken in accordance with the 
mitigation measures outlined in Section 7. 

m) Any environmental problems associated with the disposal of waste? 
Waste management measures are proposed to minimise and manage waste. 
This includes the preparation and implementation of a construction Resource and 
Waste Management Plan which will adopt the Resource Management Hierarchy 
principles of the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001, Roads and 
Maritime waste management procedures and Environmental Management 
System. Disposal of waste is not expected to be an issue for the proposal. 

n) Any increased demands on resources (natural or otherwise) that are, or are 
likely to become, in short supply? 

Estimated quantities of materials are presented in Section 3.3.7. At the time of 
writing of this REF, the resources required for the proposal construction were not 
identified as being in short supply. 

o) Any cumulative environmental effect with other existing or likely future 
activities? 

Cumulative impacts are identified in Section 6.15. Once completed, the road 
projects would result in improvements in traffic flow and commuter safety, 
thereby maximising the benefits of other projects. 

Based on the proposal program, there is potential the construction of the 
proposal will overlap with one other project which could result in minor short-term 
impacts particularly biodiversity, noise, visual and heritage. 
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 Factor  Impact 

 p)   Any impact on coastal processes and coastal hazards, including those under Neutral short and 
projected climate change conditions?   long-term 

 The proposal would not result on impacts on coastal processes and coastal 
 hazards.  

 
Greenhouse emissions have been estimated for the proposal. Climate change 
scenarios have been considered for the design of drainage structures and for 
predicting flood impacts as a result of the proposal.  
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Matters of National Environmental Significance  

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

Under the environmental assessment provisions of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 1999, the following matters of national environmental significance and impacts on 

Commonwealth land are required to be considered to assist in determining whether the proposal should be 

referred to the Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy. 

A referral is not required for proposed actions that may affect nationally listed threatened species, 

endangered ecological communities and migratory species. Impacts on these matters are still assessed as 

part of the REF in accordance with Australian Government significant impact criteria and taking into 

account relevant guidelines and policies. 

  

  
 

 

  
 

 

  
 

 

  
  

  
 

  

 
 

  
 

   

 
 

  
 

   

  

   

  

  

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

     

 

Factor Impact 

a) Any impact on a World Heritage property? Nil 

b) Any impact on a National Heritage place? Nil 

c) Any impact on a wetland of international importance? Nil 

Nild) Any impact on a listed threatened species or communities? 
The proposal would result in residual impacts to threatened biodiversity including: 

• The removal of 1.41 hectares Cumberland Plain Woodland in the Sydney 
Basin 

• Bioregion 

• The removal of 0.39 hectares of Shale Gravel Transition Forest in the Sydney 
Basin Bioregion 

• The removal of 0.67 hectares of Freshwater Wetlands on Coastal Floodplains 
of the 

• NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and South-East Corner bioregions 

• Loss of 0.21 hectares of occupied habitat (containing five stems) of Acacia 
pubescens 

• Loss of 0.31 hectares of occupied habitat (containing four stems) of Dillwynea 
tenuifolia 

• Loss of potential foraging resources for: 

• Grey-headed Flying-fox (Pteropus poliocephalus) 

• Eastern Bentwing-bat (Miniopterus schreibersii oceanensis) 

• Eastern Freetail-Bat (Mormopterus norfolkensis) 

• Greater Broad-nosed Bat (Scoteanax rueppellii) 

• Southern Myotis (Myotis macropus) 

• Loss off potential habitat for three additional threatened flora and fauna 
species that may occur but were not recorded during surveys. 

Refer to Section 6.1 for further details and proposed mitigation measures to 
minimise impacts. Any residual impacts on critically endangered ecological 
communities will be addressed through a Biodiversity Offset Strategy. 

Significant Impact Criteria assessments for Matters of National Environmental 
Significance recorded or considered likely to occur within the study area have 
been conducted for the species that could be impacted by the proposal (noted 
above). In summary, these assessments have determined that a significant 
impact to Matters of National Environmental Significance is not likely. 
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Factor Impact 

e) Any impacts on listed migratory species? 
The Protected Matters Search Tool revealed 28 migratory species in the locality. 
It was confirmed the habitat present in the study area is not the preferred habitat 
of migratory wetland birds. As such, no impacts to migratory species are likely. 
Refer to Section 6.1 for further details. 

f) Any impact on a Commonwealth marine area? 

g) Does the proposal involve a nuclear action (including uranium mining)? 

h) Additionally, any impact (direct or indirect) on Commonwealth land? Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 
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Appendix  B  
Statutory consultation checklists  
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Infrastructure  SEPP  

 

 

 

 

Council related infrastructure or services 

 Issue  Potential impact  Yes / No  If ‘yes’ consult ISEPP 
 with  clause 

 Stormwater  Are the works likely to have a substantial  No   ISEPP 
impact on the stormwater management  cl.13(1)(a) 
services which are provided by council?  

 Traffic Are the works likely to generate traffic to  No   ISEPP 
  an extent that will strain the capacity of  cl.13(1)(b) 

 the existing road system in a local 
 government area? 

Sewerage Will the works involve connection to a  No   ISEPP 
 system council owned sewerage system? If so,  cl.13(1)(c) 

  will this connection have a substantial 
impact on the capacity of any part of the 

 system? 

 Water usage Will the works involve connection to a  No   ISEPP 
council owned water supply system? If  cl.13(1)(d) 
so, will this require the use of a 

  substantial volume of water? 

 Temporary Will the works involve the installation of a  No   ISEPP 
 structures temporary structure on, or the enclosing  cl.13(1)(e) 

  of, a public place which is under local 
 council management or control? If so, will 

 this cause more than a minor or 
 inconsequential disruption to pedestrian 

 or vehicular flow? 

 Road &  Will the works involve more than minor or  No   ISEPP 
footpath   inconsequential excavation of a road or  cl.13(1)(f) 

 excavation adjacent footpath for which council is the 
 roads authority and responsible for 

 maintenance? 

Local heritage items 

 Issue  Potential impact  Yes / No  If ‘yes’ consult 
 with 

ISEPP 
 clause 

 Local heritage  Is there is a local heritage item (that is 
not also a State heritage item) or a 

 heritage conservation area in the study 
area for the works?  If yes, does a 
heritage assessment indicate that the 
potential impacts to the heritage 
significance of the item/area are more 

  than minor or inconsequential? 

 No  Hawkesbury Local 
 Council 

 
 

 ISEPP 
 cl.14 
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 Issue  Potential impact  Yes / No  If ‘yes’ consult 
 with 

ISEPP 
 clause 

Flood liable 
 land 

Are the works located on flood liable 
land? If so, will the works change flood 

  patterns to more than a minor extent? 

 Yes  Hawkesbury Local 
 Council 

 ISEPP 
 cl.15 

Flood liable 
 land 

Are the works located on flood liable 
land? (to any extent). If so, do the works 

 comprise more than minor alterations or 
additions to, or the demolition of, a 

 building, emergency works or routine 
 maintenance 

 Yes  State Emergency 
 Service 

 ISEPP 
 cl.15AA 

 Issue  Potential impact Yes / 
 No 

 If ‘yes’ consult 
 with 

ISEPP 
 clause 

 National parks 
 and reserves 

 Are the works adjacent to a national park 
or nature reserve, or other area reserved 
under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 

 1974, or on land acquired under that 
 Act? 

 No Office of 
Environment and 

 Heritage 

 ISEPP 
 cl.16(2)(a) 

 National parks 
 and reserves 

Are the works on land in Zone E1 
 National Parks and Nature Reserves or 

in a land use zone equivalent to that 
 zone? 

 No Office of 
Environment and 

 Heritage 

 ISEPP 
 cl. 16(2)(b) 

 Aquatic 
 reserves 

 Are the works adjacent to an aquatic 
 reserve or a marine park declared under 

the Marine Estate Management Act 
 2014? 

 No Department of 
 Industry 

 ISEPP 
 cl.16(2)(c) 

 Sydney Harbour 
 foreshore 

 Are the works in the Sydney Harbour 
Foreshore Area as defined by the 
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Act 

 1998? 

 No  Sydney Harbour 
Foreshore 

 Authority 

 ISEPP 
 cl.16(2)(d) 

Bush fire prone 
 land 

Are the works for the purpose of 
 residential development, an educational 

establishment, a health services facility, 
 a correctional centre or group home in 

bush fire prone land?  

 No  Rural Fire Service 
 

 ISEPP 
 cl.16(2)(f) 

 Artificial light Would the works increase the amount of 
 artificial light in the night sky and that is 

 on land within the dark sky region as 
identified on the dark sky region map? 
(Note: the dark sky region is within 200 
kilometres of the Siding Spring 

 Observatory) 

 No Director of the 
Siding Spring 
Observatory  

 ISEPP 
 cl.16(2)(g) 

 Flood liable land 

Note: Flood liable land means land that is susceptible to flooding by the probable maximum flood event, 
identified in accordance with the principles  set out in the manual entitled Floodplain Development Manual: 
the management of flood liable land  published by the New South Wales  Government.  

Public authorities other than councils  
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 Issue  Potential impact Yes /  If ‘yes’ consult ISEPP 

 No  with  clause 

Defence  Are the works on buffer land around the  No Secretary of the  ISEPP 
 communications  defence communications facility near Commonwealth  cl. 16(2)(h) 

 buffer land Morundah? (Note: refer to Defence Department of 
Communications Facility Buffer Map  Defence 
referred to in clause 5.15 of Lockhardt 
LEP 2012, Narrandera LEP 2013 and 

  Urana LEP 2011. 

Mine Are the works on land in a mine  No Mine Subsidence  ISEPP 
subsidence subsidence district within the meaning of  Board  cl. 16(2)(i) 

 land the Mine Subsidence Compensation Act 
 1961? 
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10  July  2018  

 

Ref number:  P.0018539  
Objective file number:  fA5822131  
 
 
Peter  Conroy   
General M anager  
Hawkesbury  City  Council  
366 George St  
Windsor  NSW  2756  
 

Dear  Peter,  
 
 
Consultation  regarding  proposed  Pitt  Town  Bypass  
 
Roads and Maritime Services is proposing  to  build a bypass of  Pitt  Town.  
 
Under the  State Environmental  Planning  Policy  (Infrastructure)  2007,  Roads and Maritime is  required  to  
consult  with  Hawkesbury  City  Council  under  clause  15  due  to  the  potential  impacts  on  flood  liable lands.  
 
An outline  of  the  proposal  is attached  to this letter.  
 
It  would be appreciated  if  you  could provide  any  comments  about  this  proposal  by  3rd  August  2018.   
 
RMS i s currently  preparing  the  hydrology  and hydraulics assessment  for  this proposal.  This assessment  will  
be  included  in the  Review  of  Environmental  Factors (REF) for  the  project.  The  REF is  expected  to be  on  
public display  in October  2018.  Council  will  have the  opportunity  to  provide  further  comments  at  that  stage.   
 
Roads and Maritime Services would be pleased  to provide  further  information  if  required.  In this regard,  
Ankur  Arora m ay  be  contacted on  02  2243  2398  or  by  email  Ankur.Arora@rms.nsw.gov.au.   
 
 
Yours faithfully  
 
Dylan  Connell  
Senior Project  Development  Manager  
Roads and Maritime Services  

Roads and Maritime Services 

Level 9, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney NSW  2060   |    
Locked Bag 928, North Sydney NSW 2059   |  www.rms.nsw.gov.au  | 13  22 13  

www.rms.nsw.gov.au


 

 

 

 

 

Attachment 1 Proposal description  

The proposal  

Roads and Maritime Services NSW (Roads and Maritime) proposes to build a bypass of Pitt Town, 

NSW (the proposal). The proposed bypass would be about one kilometre long between Pitt Town 

Road and Buckingham  Street, east of Pitt Town.  

The proposal is located in the Hawkesbury local government area, in the Greater Sydney region, 

about 25 kilometres (km) northwest of Hornsby and 45 km northwest of Sydney.  

The proposal is needed to provide a connection between Pitt Town Road in the west and Cattai  

Road in the east to reduce traffic through the town centre and improve traffic flow and safety in the 

area for all road users.  

The key features of the proposal include:  

•   Installing a single-lane roundabout at the intersection of Pitt Town Road, Bathurst Street and 

Glebe Road (the southern roundabout)  

•   Extending  Pitt Town Road past Bathurst Street onto Cattai Road, east of Eldon Street  

•   Installing  a roundabout at Eldon Street and Old Pitt Town Road  

•   Providing  new crossings  of Hortons Creek   

•   Undertaking minor improvement works on connecting roads.  

 

The benefits of the proposal would include:  

•   Reduced traffic volumes through the centre of Pitt Town, including heavy vehicle traffic  

•   More reliable travel times on Pitt Town Road and Cattai Road  

•   Improved safety for road users.  

It is anticipated that construction of the proposal  would start in 2020 and be completed in 2022.  

Assessment  

The proposal is permissible without consent under  State Environmental  Planning Policy  
(Infrastructure) 2007, and is subject to assessment under Division 5.1 of the NSW Environmental  
Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

A review of environmental factors (REF) is currently being prepared by Arcadis on behalf of Roads  

and Maritime. The purpose of the REF is to describe the proposal, to document its likely impacts on 

the environment, and to detail mitigation and management measures to be implemented.  



 
 

Attachment 2 Key features of the proposal 
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NSW 
GOVERNMENT 

Transport 
Roads & Maritime 
Services 

31 October 2018 

Reference number: P.0018539 
Objective file number: A24507642 

ERM@SES.NSW.GOV.AU  
NSW State Emergency Service 

ISEPP Consultation regarding proposed Pitt Town Bypass 

Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) is proposing to build a bypass of Pitt Town. 

Under the State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007, Roads and Maritime is required to 
consult with NSW State Emergency Service (NSW SES) under clause 15AA due to works on flood liable 
land. 

An outline of the proposal is attached to this letter. 

It would be appreciated if you could provide any comments about this proposal by 21 November 2018. 

Roads and Maritime has prepared the hydrology and hydraulics assessment for this proposal which will be 
included in the Review of Environmental Factors (REF) for the project. The REF is expected to be on public 
display in November 2018. NSW SES will have the opportunity to provide further comments at that stage. 

Roads and Maritime would be pleased to provide further information if required. In this regard, you can 
contact me on 02 8849 2954 or by email Dylan.Connell@rms.nsw.gov.au. 

Yours faithfully 

Dylan Connell 
Senior Project Development Manager 
Roads and Maritime Services 

Roads and Maritime Services 

20-44 Ennis Road, Milsons Point, NSW 2061  I  www.rms.nsw.gov.au  I  ABN: 76 236 371 088 



 

Attachment 1  - Pitt Town  Bypass  proposal description  

1.  The proposal  
Roads and  Maritime Services NSW (Roads and Maritime) proposes to build a bypass of Pitt Town, NSW (the proposal)  
within the  Hawkesbury local government area. The proposed bypass would be about  one kilometre long between Pitt  
Town Road and Buckingham Street, east of  Pitt Town. The proposal is located within Hawkesbury-Nepean Catchment 
Management Area. Hortons Creek is a second  order ephemeral waterway  which  crosses the study area and  flows south  
to south-west into the wetlands wi thin Pitt Town Nature Reserve and then into the Hawkesbury  River.  

The key features of the proposal are presented in Figure 1 and include:  

•   Extending Pitt Town Road  past Bathurst Street onto Cattai Road,  east of  Eldon Street  

•   Installing a new roundabout at  the intersection  of  Pitt  Town Road/Bathurst Street and Glebe Road   

•   Installing a new roundabout at Eldon Street and Old  Pitt Town  Road   

•   Closing a portion of Cattai Road to  maintain access to  Buckingham Street  

•   Providing  new crossings  of Hortons Creek at the  southern and central sections of  the proposal.  

The proposal’s road  alignment and cross drainage infrastructure has been designed to provide  local flood immunity for 
the 100-year ARI.   At the intersections to existing roads, the flood immunity  would  meet at least the 20-year ARI. Raising  
of the road over the  causeway at Old  Pitt Town  Road  had increased  the flood immunity  to 10-year ARI from the existing  
below five-year ARI.   

The proposal has not been  designed to  provide  flood  immunity for Hawkesbury River flooding as it  would provide little  
benefit for the relatively high cost and increased level of environmental impact involved.  

The benefits  of the proposal would include:  

• Reduced traffic volumes through the centre of Pitt Town, including heavy vehicle traffic  

• More reliable travel times on   Pitt Town Road and Cattai Road   

• Improved safety for road   users.   

Proposal construction  would start in  2020 and be  completed in  2022.  

2.  Planning approvals and environmental assessment  
The proposal is permissible without  consent under  State  Environmental Planning Policy  (Infrastructure) 2007  (ISEPP).  
ISEPP  Clause 15AA  requires Roads  and Maritime to consult with NSW State of Emergency Service as the proposal is  
located on  flood liable land.  

The proposal is  subject to  environmental  assessment under Division  5.1 of the NSW Environmental  Planning and 
Assessment A ct 1979.  A review  of environmental factors (REF)  has been  prepared by  Arcadis on  behalf of Roads  and  
Maritime.  The purpose  of the REF is  to describe the proposal, to document its likely impacts on  the environment, and to  
detail mitigation and  management  measures to be implemented.  

Roads and Maritime Services   
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3. Flood impacts  
TUFLOW hydrology  model  for the whole local catchment of Hortons Creek  were developed  to  determine flow paths and  
critical flooding durations  for the proposal.   

The hydrology  model considered  Hortons Creek  catchment flows  only. Regional flows from  the Hawkesbury  River were  
not considered because of  the following:  

•   Backwater flooding from the Hawkesbury  River would  result in widespread inundation  of the proposal area.  
Roads and  Maritime did not consider practical to address flood immunity based  on regional flood levels because  
it would result in large  embankments and a significant  increase in  the proposal footprint and costs  

•   Because  of the large difference in size between the local Hortons Creek catchment area (424 ha) and the  
Hawkesbury-Nepean Valley catchment area (2.2  million ha), local changes to hydrology due to  the proposal 
would result in  insignificant impacts  on the regional catchment area.  

A summary of the  model  results is presented in the sections below.  

3.1  Predicted flood levels  

Predicted  flood levels  for the 20 and 100 Year ARI  are  shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively.   

The figures show  the proposed  bypass road would  achieve  100-year ARI local catchment flood immunity except at  
transitions to existing road  and the causeway at Old  Pitt Town  Road.   

3.2  Predicted  water level and velocity  

The  peak velocity and headwater elevation  at  Hortons  Creek upstream  of proposed bridge are summarised in Table  1.  

The peak levels for up  to 2000-year  ARI event would be  below the bridge deck soffit level of approximately 11.27m.  

Table 1  - Hortons Creek predicted water level and velocity upstream of  proposed bridge  

Roads and Maritime Services 
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ARI (Year) 

Upstream Water 

Level (m RL) 

Peak Velocity 

(m/s) 

5 9.51 1.1 

10 9.53 1.2 

20 9.71 1.4 

100 9.83 1.7 

2000 9.93 1.8 
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Figure 2 – 20-year ARI water depth and flood level contour 
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Figure 3  –  100-year ARI water depth and flood level contour  
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3.3 Predicted afflux 

Afflux refers to the rise in water level (above normal) on the upstream side of a bridge or obstruction. It occurs when 
the flow area at the obstruction is less than the natural width of the stream immediately upstream of the obstruction. 

For the proposal, afflux of up to 50mm at properties and up to 200mm at the creek are considered acceptable. 

Predicted afflux for the for the 5, 10, 20 and 100-year ARI events are presented in Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 
7, respectively. 

No impacts on existing buildings are anticipated for the five, 10, 20 and 100-year ARI events. 

Water level increase is expected to be generally less than 50mm at properties for the 5, 10, 20 and 100-year ARI events. 

Localised afflux is predicted for the 100-year ARI event immediately upstream and downstream of the culvert proposed 
at Old Pitt Town Road. This is due to the culvert concentrating flows within the existing causeway compared to the 
existing situation. Afflux of up to 110mm is predicted at one private property upstream of the proposed culvert at Old 
Pitt Town Road; however, this would not extend upstream past Cattai Road. Downstream of the culvert, afflux is 
predicted to be up to 100mm within an area of Crown Land. 

There is also potential for afflux of up to 60mm at the existing creek upstream of the proposed bridge in the 100-year 
ARI event. 

Potentially affected landowners will be consulted during detailed design. 

3.4 Impact on evacuation routes 

The Hawkesbury Nepean Flood Plan (SES, 2015) identifies Pitt Town Road as a designated regional evacuation route. 
The entry point for the Pitt Town route is located at the intersection of the Bathurst Street and Buckingham Street, Pitt 
Town. Then the evacuation route continues along Bathurst Street, Bottles lane, Redfern Place, Mitchell Road and then 
Pitt Town Dural Road towards Dural. 

As shown in Figure 1, the proposal would tie into Cattai Road MR181, Buckingham Street, Eldon Street, Old Pitt Town 
Road, Bathurst Street and Glebe Road. 

During construction, truck movements associated with the proposal may have locally concentrated impacts at 
construction accesses but are not expected to impact the road network. Levels of service at local road intersections are 
not expected to change during the proposal construction. Emergency services would be notified of traffic condition 
changes along Pitt Town Road evacuation route roads at least one week before these changes take place. 

During operation, proposal would provide motorist with faster trips between the Cattai Road / Buckingham Street and 
Pitt Town Road / Bathurst Street / Glebe Road intersections, with a posted speed limit of 70km/h. A substantial 
proportion of through traffic would be diverted onto the new bypass, allowing the existing Pitt Town network through 
Eldon Street, Chatham Street and Bathurst Street to mainly cater for local traffic. This is expected to expedite 
evacuation along the Pitt Town Road evacuation route. 
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Figure 4  –  5-year ARI afflux  

 

Figure 5  -  10-year ARI afflux  
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Figure 6  –  20-year ARI afflux  

 

Figure 7  –  100- year ARI afflux  
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4. Environmental safeguards  
The following environmental safeguards are proposed:  

•   Landowners potentially affected by afflux will be consulted during detailed design  

•   Drainage arrangements at  the causeway at  Old Pitt  Town Road will be investigated further during detailed  
design  

•   A wet weather plan  will be  developed and implemented during construction  to ensure hydrological  
performance is  maintained during the construction  of the proposal and flood  impacts are controlled  

•   Construction contractors will monitor the  weather for predicted heavy rainfall and potential flooding events.  
Flow paths would be  maintained during flood  events  

•   Construction ancillary and  stockpile locations  will be selected to avoid flood zones where possible  

•   Emergency services will be  notified  of changes to traffic condition along the road  evacuation route for Pitt  Town  
at least one week before these changes take place.  
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Appendix C  

Road alignment concept design drawings  
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DESIGN CONTROL MC30 - OLD PITT TOWN ROAD (WEST)
SCALE - HORIZ. 1:1000, VERT. 1:200 
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